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0. INTRODUCTION 

0.1 Purpose

This paper aims at describing the verb system of the 

ICog-rtse dialect of rGyarong and locating it properly in the 

historical framework of the Tibeto-Burman family.

rGyarong, spoken in the north-eastern part of Sichuan 

Province of China and usually classified in the Bodish 

branch, has attracted the attention of many scholars. Some of 

them have regarded this language as representing a similar 

taxonomic level to Written Tibetan because some lexical items 

of rGyarong are very close, even identical, to the WT orthog

raphy;15 others have tried to position this language as a 

link among Tibeto-Burman languages in general because of its 

characteristic morphological components. In both of these 

approaches, however, emphasis has been laid upon affiliating 

rGyarong with other languages on the basis of a limited range 

of lexical items or grammatical units, instead of drawing a 

whole picture of this exotic tongue. In other words, they 

'utilized' rGyarong but did not try to understand it as it 

is. This kind of approach is so misleading that, in the 

classification of the T-B languages, rGyarong has long been 

placed in the Tibetan group?5 simply because of a striking
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similarity of some rGyarong words to WT, while non-Tibetan 

factors including a good number of verb roots and idiosyn

cratic morphological as well as morphosyntactic procedures 

have been ignored. Hy purpose in writing this dissertation is 

to counteract this tendency.

This work deals with verbs. Generally speaking, some 

groups of T-B languages do not include any distinctive 

markings which exclusively separate verbs from other catego

ries of words3>. One might wonder, therefore, why I have 

chosen to devote most of my attention to verbs. I feel, 

however, that the branches of TB which do not display much 

overt verb morphology(e.g. Lolo-Burmese) are reflecting a 

long historical process of attrition and loss, which simply 

means they cannot offer direct testimony for older stages of 

T-B morphology. In other groups, however, we find several 

languages preserving older affixal systems and/or root forms 

either as vestiges or as concurrent but modified elements 

onto which newer systems are stratified. This sort of compli

cation typically shows up with verbs.

So, if we should succeed, through proper scrutiny of 

their complications, in tracing the history of the most 

ancient verb-related morphological units (even though they
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nay only be reflected sporadically or partially in the modern 

languages), this would seen to be a significant contribution 

to comparative TB studies in general. Our present emphasis 

on verbs does not mean that the author makes light of non

verbal matters. I intend to go on to discuss other aspects of 

rGyarong in my subsequent papers.

Nishida points out that we can recognize two strata in 

T-B verbs as far as morphological processes are concerned: 

one of these is directly comparable to Written Tibetan, and 

the other is a newer system, seen in Himalayish languages for 

instance, characterized by groups of affixes which originated 

from personal pronounsCNishida 1957:21-22). According to this 

scheme, rGyarong reflects both strata. The prefixes preserved 

in Written Tibetan are found in rGyarong as lexicalized as 

well as independent units, and its pronominal elements

provide a web of information on agent, patient, etc. 

Although it contains many new members, the richness of the

rGyarong affixal system provides us with many hints and clues 

which help us not only to reconstruct the morphological 

structure of an older stage of this language group, but also

to free ourselves from an excessive reliance upon Written

Tibetan as a historical standard. It will become clear.
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through comparison with rGyarong and some other languages, 

that WT verb morphology has undergone re-arrangements and re- 

interpretations at some historical stage4) and consequently 

is much more innovative than we had assumed.

In terms of root forms too, rGyarong shows a complexity 

which allows us to trace its genetic relationship with 

several different strata. (We cannot yet be sure whether this 

internal diversity means that the language has preserved 

forms from the PTB stage, or whether it is an artifact of our 

limiting the scope of our discussion to verbs.) This "multi- 

phasic" character of rGyarong appears to be typical of what 

has happened to many Tibeto-Burman languages, and will be 

discussed in the context of historical linguistic methodol

ogy.

As for the classification of the T-B family, we shall 

refrain from entering into further detail here, since this 

paper provides many counter-examples to certain generally 

received opinions. We shall touch upon these matters again in 

the Conclusion.

This discussion consists of two major parts: descrip

tion and comparison. The descriptive section is a detailed 

analysis of rGyarong VP's, where four prefixes and two suf
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fixes work to give us precise information concerning what the 

verb represents and/or connotes. This long string of affixes 

is so puzzling that no previous study has yet made any sense 

of it. Thanks to our informants' deep understanding of the 

way their language works, however, we have been able to 

arrive at clear-cut segmentations and descriptive anylyses, 

which enable us to establish a stable basis for historical 

comparison.

The comparative study will be undertaken on three 

levels: verb roots, morphological processes, and morpho

syntax. In comparing verb roots, we shall follow the 

orthodox method of considering the initials and rhymes sepa

rately. Although, as mentioned before, the original flavor 

of rGyarong has apparently been modified by strata of outside 

influences, we will conclude that its basis is more deeply 

related to some languages of the northern Assam group of T-B 

than, as many scholars had believed, to WT.

Comparison of morphological processes gives us less 

direct evidence for genetic relationship than comparison of 

lexical items. Innovative morphological processes are consi

dered to have been developed independently by particular 

languages or groups, and it seems risky to use them as the
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main historical argument at this stage. However, if we extend 

our scope in the future to a typological survey of T-B as a 

whole(as Bauman did on pronominal phenomena), it will be very 

fruitful for comparative studies. It is also interesting to 

see, even in the newer p.orphological elements, similar phono

logical and morphophonemic phenomena to those which are 

assumed to have been characteristic of older stages of TB 

morphology.

In our morphosyntactic section, ergativity will be 

discussed. This particular phenomenon is closely related to 

both case-marking and the pronominal affix mechanism. Nobody 

knows what PTB syntax was like, mainly because of a lack of 

ample textual data, but this sort of syntactic analysis is 

valuable as a starting point for comparative TB syntax 

studies.

Our Comparative Glossary(5.Appendix) lists 425 verb 

roots5> from rGyarong and 37 related languages. Needless to 

say, not all of them can be used for comparison directly, but 

the list shows as many as possible for future use.
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0.2 Sketch of rGyarong Geography and History

0.2.1 The People and their Distribution

The rGyarong speaking area is located at the north

western corner of Sichuan Province of China, lust south-east 

of Kangze & Aba Tibetan Autonomous Regions. Ethno-geographi- 

cally, many Tibeto-Burman peoples are located between the 

Tibetan and the Han culture areas, and rGyarong is at the 

northern tip of this border region. Their eastern neighbor is 

Ch'iang, whose ecological distribution partially overlaps 

with rGyarong. Actually Wassu, listed in the Glossary, is 

within the Ch'iang area, although von Rosthorn described some 

words of rGyarong there. Tibetans are living on the north

west of the rGyarong area;they also overlap with rGyarong. 

So, the crescent-shaped area, with Mahua as the northern edge 

and with Lifan as its southern tip, is occupied by Ch'iang, 

while an oval region to their west is predominantly inhabited 

by rGyarong. This distribution will be schematized in the 

map(next page).

The mapping of ethnic distribution in this area is 

fairly complicated, but this does not necessarily mean that 

the ethnic groups are all mixed up together. Their ecological 

distribution is a function of the altitude at which the
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<Map of the rGyarong Area>

GANSU

QINGHAI SICHUAN

Ch'iang area

Region
Songpaj

Kangze Tibetan

Region

rGyarong area.

Cheng tu

K'ang ting

1. Choe kia 2. Rab brtan 3. ICog rtse
4. Suo mo 5. Tzu ta 6. Tsa ku nao
7. Li fan 8. Wassu 9. bTsan lha
10. Hanniu 11. Pa ti 12. bsTan pa
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various groups live(=verticel ecological zonation); We find 

that Tibetans live at the highest elevation<over 3200*0, 

followed by the rGyarong people who live between 2500* and 

3400*. The next lower region (between 1200* and 2800»> is 

inhabited by Ch'iang, while Han people dwell below 1300*.

The exact population of the rGyarong has not been 

accurately determined, but »y rough estimate, based on older 

geographic monographs and infor*ants' opinions, is ca.80000. 

Lin(1982:1 & 1983:47) gives the figure of 150~160 thousand as 

the rGyarong population;it is suspected that this number 

includes other people who speak or understand rGyarong as a 

lingua franca. Needless to say, if Lin's figure is based on 

the national census, I an ready to revise *y estimate upward.

As will be mentioned later, rGyarong has had a long 

cultural contact with Tibetans, and it has been their general 

tendency -o be willing to identify themselves as Tibetan, 

rather than as an independent minority. This seems to be one 

of the reasons why rGyarong has not been recognized as one of 

the 56 official minorities by the Chinese government.

Before our informants left the rGyarong area, it was 

governed by their own King, and, according to their under

standing, rGyarong belonged politically neither to Tibet nor
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to China. They had their own common laws and administrative 

network. Administration was usually done through the 18 local 

magistrates. For instance, the following was the typical tax 

per family:

wheat 30 ~ 100kg. once a year
wheat & barley 30 ' 100kg. once a year
firewood 2 piles, each 3m high once every 3 years
pork 10kg. once a year

Although the rGyarong area is on mountain slopes, the 

land is surprisingly fertile and they have good grassland 

clearings where yaks may graze. However, because the climate 

prevents crop rotation, these taxes were always a heavy 

burden for them. After the 'liberation', this kind of tax was 

abolished and a dramatic improvement in economic conditions 

was attempted, but we have no information about the results.

A great change is going on with their language too. They 

have been encouraged to move into new settlements where they 

naturally come into much more contact with Chinese people 

than before, and consequently their language has been 

strongly influenced by Chinese. The son of my informant, who 

met his father after 21 years absence in Kathmandu, spoke 

beautiful rGyarong, but he could not talk to his father 

easily since approximately half of the substantives in his 

father's speech had been replaced by Chinese. According to
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him, women are more conservative in terms of Chinese loans. 

Similarly to what we may observe in the Himalayan region of 

Nepal, where 'de-Tibetanization' and rapid 'Hinduization' are 

going on, rGyarong also seems to be on the road to 'de- 

Tibetanization' and 'Sinicization'.

0.2.2 History

Unlike the Ch'iang, whose activities can be traced back 

to the Han Dynasty through Chinese historians' descriptions, 

the name of rGyarong does not appear until recently in 

Chinese sources. Chinese documents listed, instead of rGya-

to refer to a Ch'iang kingdom but recent studies of Tibetan 

historical works from Tun-huang revealed it was in reality a 

rGyarong-oriented country which had been independent from 

dBu(Lhasa-centered Tibet) dynasty but later which came under 

its direct control.

The name of rGyarong appears in some manuscripts of the 

Middle Ages. For instance, Dzam-gling rgyas-bshad(14c.>6) 

says, "the inhabitants under the 18 royalties of rGyal^mo-- 

rong are not Tibetans". Amdo chos^lbyung, another historical

rong, vol.97,

This name was believed
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source,7) describes the name of rGyarong, identifying it with 

the Chinese name Kin-ch'uan(^ | ), where all the rGyarong

royal lineages are related to the sBra clan. This sBra has 

been identified with by Yamaguchi85 in the context of

ancient Tibetan military systems. Amdo chos^'byung, locating 

the sBra's franchise at Tsha-ko,85 continues, "there are 

three main lineages:mDo-bzher nag-po being called rGyal- 

nag(=rGyal-mo-rong mDo-bzher nag-po), Zhang-zhung sBra being 

called Zhang-gyal, and Tsha-rong being called Kho-'pham. From 

the last name, Tsha-kho(as place name) was formed. These 

clans are also said to be from Rab-brtan". Tsha-rong, cited 

in the above text, is one of the powerful clans in Central 

Tibet, and it reminds us of rGyarong's deep connection with 

the politics of U-Tshang in the 10th~14th centuries. Except 

for these references, rGyarong history is unknown until the 

middle of the last century, when some local geographical 

works mentioned the rGyarong area(e.g. )•

rGyarong is known as a stronghold of Bon. Bon is the 

native religion of Tibet and its origin is considered to be 

located in the western part of the country105. Recall the 

second clan mentioned above was from Zhang-zhung115(Western 

Tibet). Some clans from there moved to the east with their
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Bon religion and settled down in rGyarong country. For exam

ple, khyung go moved to Khams-stod,12> where a big Bon 

monastery was established. Many historical works on Buddhism 

also state that rGyarong and Tsha-kho are the center of the 

Bon religion(e.g. Thu'u-bkwan hu-thug-thu:Grub mtha^ shel gyi 

I® iQSa^^5 section of Bon f.&b).
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0.3 Informants

The informants directly involved with this dissertation 

are Mr. Chamba Rabgyay and Mr. rGyarong Jam-bum.

It was in 1974 when I first heard the rGyarong language 

spoken. At that time, I was carrying out my field research in 

India on Tibetan dialects. Starting with Tibetan philology, I 

had felt the necessity of acquiring a good knowledge of 

colloquial Tibetan as well as of the dialects, where we find 

ample hints to fill in the gaps left by the traditional way 

of approaching the Tibetan language via dictionaries. After 2 

months' stay in Dharmsala(Himachal Pradesh, India) where the 

14th Dalai Lama resides, the locale of my research jumped 

southward. Tibetan refugees had rebuilt Sera Monastery at 

Bylakuppe, Karnataka, India, where the monks still kept the 

tradition of speaking their native dialects in their dormi

tories.14) So, this seemed to be the ideal place for my 

purposes. During my 7 months' stay there, I managed to 

collect data on such dialects as Golok, Minyak and Muli, 

which I had thought it impossible to study. But in the midst 

of this work, I was suddenly fascinated by the strange 

strings of sound and the peculiar structure of rGyarong.

In the last 3 months of my sojourn in Sera, I learnt
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rGyarong under Mr. Chamba Rabgyay. He was born in ICog-rtse 

of rGyarong in 1928 and studied in a dGe-lugs-pa monastery 

there until he was 21 years old. He then left rGyarong for 

Lhasa in 1949 to enter Sera Monastery, where he was re

trained in dGe-lugs-pa doctrines. He used rGyarong in the 

dormitory and Central Tibetan as the standard language. 

Following the 14th Dalai Lama, he fled to India in 1960 and 

is now serving a young incarnate lama in Sera of India.

Mr. Chamba Rabgyay's patience and understanding of my 

linguistic task were so great that I not only succeeded in 

collecting 3000 words, but could also go on to describe 

sentence structure. My two previous papers were written on 

the basis of the material provided by this talented infor

mant.

The more my studies progressed, the more questions 

arose. Fortunately, I was given a chance to live in Kathmandu 

in 1980-1981, as a member of the "Anthropological & Linguis

tic Survey of Gandaki Area" project. After the fieldwork in 

Jomsom region, I returned to Kathmandu and lay in wait for 

rGyarong people. Finally, I was able to meet Mr. rGyarong 

Jambum whose native tongue was exactly the same as Mr. Chamba 

Rabgyay's. The questions that had accumulated in my mind for
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several years were clearly answered in rGyarong(sometimes in 

Tibetan) and more example sentences were added to my stock.

Mr. rGyarong Jambun was born in 1925 in ICog-rtse and 

was educated in the same monastery as Hr. Chamba Rabgyay. 

After the age of 12, he accompanied his relatives who were 

organizing caravans between rGyarong and Lhasa. After several 

caravans, he left rGyarong with his wife for Lhasa to begin 

his own business. His wife is also a native speaker of the 

ICog-rtse dialect of rGyarong. They were engaged in barter 

trade between Lhasa and Khams as well as rGyarong. Right 

after the Tibet commotion in 1959, they moved into India and 

have settled down in Clement Town, Uttar Pradesh, where they 

made their living by selling Tibetan carpets wholesale. In 

1980, he alone came up to Kathmandu to meet his son whom he 

had left in rGyarong 21 years before. They united successful

ly, but had to wait for the Indian entrance visa of his son

for a few months, during which he collaborated with me inten

sively. When the second phase of the project I was affiliated

with was carried out in 1982, I tried to contact him several

times, but in vain. Immediately before leaving Nepal in the 

end of 1982, I finally got some information about him; he had 

returned to rGyarong with his wife.
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I owe a deep debt of gratitude to these collaborators, 

who enabled me to penetrate the mysteries of rGyarong struc

ture.

Several other rGyarong monks in Sera were also generous 

enough to help me. The information I obtained from them has 

not been directly utilized in this work, but it was extremely 

significant for my understanding of rGyarong in general. One 

of these monks, Mr. Trha-ko, a native speaker of Tsha-kho 

(Tsa-kou-nao) dialect, passed away of acute pneumonia in 1980 

in Mysore.

I feel grateful to them all and pray for the repose of 

Mr. Trha-ko's soul.
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0.4 Review of Previous Works on rGyarong 

0.4.1 B.H. Hodgson

This pioneering scholar collected voluminous lexical 

items from the native languages within the British India of 

his time. His main purpose in collecting these words was to 

establish that all the aboriginal tongues in his framework, 

including those of India, China, Burma, Tibet, Nepal and even 

Mongolia, were genetically related to each other although 

political and cultural biases made them look very different 

from each other.

He thought this large family was divisible into three: 

Tibetan, Chinese and "Tamulian". He called these 

'stocks'(i.e. typologically based divisions), instead of 

'group'(i.e. genetically based divisions). This idea of 

'stock' seems to have naturally led him to emphasize simila

rity within each stock (at the cost of ignoring significant 

differences within each one).

However, his exhaustive survey of the tribes of Northern 

Tibet is still meaningful. In his 1853 paper, he writes on 

rGyarong in general, describing the political situation and 

etymology of the word "rGyarong". His description is useful 

for the information it provides on how rGyarong was governed
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in his time, but the etymology is wrong. Hodgson says, "The 

word GyA, in the language of Tibet, is equivalent to that of 

Fan in the language of China; and, as rfing means, in the 

former tongue, proper or special, GyArfing signifies alien par 

excellence". Probably, he received this explanation from his 

Tibetan assistant who was presumably from Amdo or Khams; 

indeed, this folk-etymology is still believed by many 

Tibetans. However, the documents from Tun-huang mention rGya

rong as being from rGyal^mo t§ha-ba rong or rGyal^ao rong 

(Valley of the Queen) with precise genealogies and persons' 

names involved in rGyarong kingdom, and this historical 

evidence seems to be more persuasive.

He lists a limited number of rGyarong words as well as 

vocabulary from other northern-Tibet languages. The descrip

tion is generally accurate, and it shows older forms 

(especially of case particles). As the first description of 

rGyarong, his contribution is highly valued.

It should also be noted that he was interested not only 

in vocabulary but also in syntax. He was aware of typological 

features such as pronominalization and syntactic order. In 

this sense, too, he may be considered as a pioneer. Bauman 

discusses pronominalization in detaiKBauman 1975:29-37). In
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this context, Hodgson expressed his opinion that rGyarong 

might be connected to the languages of Caucasus and Oce- 

ania(Hodgson 1972:69=rprt of the 1853 paper). According to 

one of his footnotes, this idea ca*e from "the universal 

substitution of continuative gerunds and particles in lieu 

of conjunctions and of conjunctive(relative) pronouns". If 

he had known Japanese, a much wilder hypothesis would have 

been proposed. The author cannot accept his argument in this 

respect.

0.4.2 S.N. Wolfenden

After Hodgson, some more rGyarong materials were accumu

lated by Laufer(1914) and von Rosthorn(1897). It was 

Wolfenden who, on the basis of these data, tried to locate 

rGyarong properly. He set up a 'parenthetical' section in his 

Outlines(Wolfenden 1929:141-143), where he discusses the fact 

that rGyarong te- and ka- are related not only to Written 

Tibetan but also to Ao Naga and others. This writer, unlike 

some others, prudently stated, concerning Laufer's opinion, 

'to regard this Tibetan dialect on the strength of its word 

forms as "one of the most archaic", needs, then, qualifica

tions' (Outlines: 141) . As his conclusion, he seems to have 

succeeded in substantiating that the rGyarong prefixes go
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back to WT, but, for instance, te- is a wide-spread morpheme 

either as a pronoainal eleaent or as substantival aarker, and 

his arguaent about this is too sketchy. Since his aain 

concern was aorphological processes in Tibeto-Buraan 

languages, those in rGyarong, if properly understood, should 

have been aore powerful evidence for his own assertion.

His biggest contribution to an understanding of rGya

rong 's genetic position in Outlines is that he pointed out 

the correspondences of soae root foras between rGyarong, 

Garo, Tipura and soae Naga languages(0utlines:142>. He aight 

have considered this aspect of his work trivial, but, in the 

sense that he listed good sets of non-Tibetan cognates for 

the first tiae, he deserves a lot of credit.

Following Outlines, a aonograph on rGyarong by the saae 

scholar appeared in 1936. This article was based upon his own 

fieldwork in Darjeeling, India, carriod out in 1931. After 

detailing the te and ka prefixes followed by glosses and 

textual data, he tries to aake notes on tenses, causative 

constructions, conditional clauses, verb complexes and prono

minal suffixes. Among these, the discussion of 'tense' is 

noteworthy. He lists *siat and «sas for KILL, in which the 

latter represents the perfect root. This -s is parallel to WT
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-s(PFT) and it should be noted that this lexical item is a 

transitive verb, while, in our data, -s appears only with 

intransitives. This example of Wolfenden supports my state

ment that the -s in rGyarong used to be more productive at an 

older stage(cf.1.5).

The rest of his paper is devoted to sound correspon

dences between rGyarong and WT, which does not seem to go 

beyond what previous scholars had figured out.

0.4.3 Wen Yu

Two articles on rGyarong by this Chinese scholar are 

based upon his own field research at Paslok, south-east of 

Tsha-kou-nao. We do not have a complete picture of this 

dialect, however, since he has not published any other 

papers on it.

His 1943 paper deals with the rGyarong directives. His 

intention was to give evidence that Proto-Tibeto-Burman pos

sessed a directive infix in its verb system. Stimulated by 

Wolfenden's Outlines, Wen Yu wanted to show concrete de

scendants of the PTB directives in rGyarong and Ch'iang. As 

we shall see below(2.2.21), both languages have developed a 

sophisticated system of direction markers, some of which are
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related to demonstratives and others to verb roots, though 

none of their systems coincide exactly. But both rGyarong and 

Ch'iang which Wen Yu studied have four directives with very 

similar meanings. Comparing the two languages, he concludes 

that t- represents TOP, n- BOTTOM and d- BACK, adding that 

all of these came from demonstratives. Up to this point, I 

have no objection and appreciate his argument that rGyarong 

and Ch'iang are close in terms of directive prefixes.

He also suggested that the Siyin dialect of Chin has a 

similar system, but refrained from pursuing this further, 

stating that "their system is not so organic, nor their 

functions so clear”(Wen Yu 1943:18). Readers will see in 

2.2.214 that the Siyin system is very "organic and clear".

Wen Yu's 1944 paper describes pronominal affixes. As the 

title of the paper shows, he discusses only 'personal 

endings' which are equivalent to the S2 suffixes in this 

paper. We do not know whether or not this dialect had the P3 

components. Most of the paper is devoted to paradigms and, 

because of the confusion of different levels of terms such as 

subject, object, agent, nominative and so on, the resultant 

analyses are not so neat. But, with regard to the 2SG -u and 

-n suffixes in the transitive structure(cf. 1.4.3), he sug
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gested that this distinction is connected to that found in 

Ch'iang, which has two sets of pronouns for 2SG:nA or no for 

nominative, and ku and u for oblique. It seems we need more 

research to decide whether the opposition of nominative and 

oblique is appropriate, but, it is true that their morpholo

gical shapes are close to rGyarong and, if he is correct, 

they will provide a good evidence for the close similarity in 

morphological processes in the two languages.

0.4.4 Kin P'eng <et al.)

Two monographs have been published by this scholar in 

1949 and 1957/58(with co-workers). The second one is more 

innovative in the manner of description and consequently 

easier to use. In particular, word formation, the pronominal 

affixing system and verbals are fully explained. This is a 

reliable sketch of rGyarong grammar.

However, we find some discrepancies between our data and 

his, especially with regard to phonological interpretation. 

The first serious point concerns tone. Kin P'eng states that 

there are four tones in the Suomo dialect(1957:146-149). I 

have never studied this particular dialect and cannot say 

anything decisive, but, even in the examples Kin P'eng 

listed, we do not find any tonal oppositions. It is true that
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every rGyarong word has a rather fixed pitch pattern, but it 

by no means functions as a tonemic or pitch-accent dis

tinction. Indeed, Kin P'eng does not show a single minimal 

pairdbid. :147).

The second discrepancy concerns the accents of direc

tives. As we shall see (below 1.1.4 and 1.2.2), the 

directives of rGyarong(ICog-rtse dialect) in VP's have double 

roles:directive and perfect aspect marker. In the imperfect, 

therefore, the direction that the verb root names is usually 

not expressed by the directive which appears at the P2 posi

tion in our data. If there is an absolute necessity to 

specify the direction in the imperfect, the directive must be 

placed at a marked position(before PI). In Kin P'eng's 

description, on the other hand, the directives of 'past' 

carry low 'tone' while those of 'future' have high 

tone(1958:100-101).

Although our dialect has a slightly different V? struc

ture from the Suomo dialect, I would like to interpret King 

P'eng's data as follows:

l)Now that it is clear from his own data that Suomo has no 

tonal contrast, this phenomenon in the directives is 

irrelevant to tonal matters.
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2)The rGyarong affixes do not show any fixed pitch pattern, 

that is to say, they are unmarked.

3)The phonologically unmarked directives appear before the 

root to specify that it is in the perfective aspect.

4)When direction must be specified in the imperfect, direc

tives get marked by a remarkably high pitch.

The meanings of directives are also partially separate 

from each other. But these differences may be due to geo

graphical and/or social environments. The discrepancies in 

adverbial affixes(P4) between the two will be mentioned in 

the footnotes of 1.2.3.

0.4.5 Chang Kun & B.S. Chang

This couple is known as the authors of A Manual of

Spoken Tibetan(1964) as well as numerous papers on Sino- 

Tibetan. However, Chang Kun's starting point was rather 

Ch'iang and rGyarong; indeed, he carried out his fieldwork

over there in the early 1940's, when Wen Yu also investigated

the two languages.

Chang Kun's first paper on rGyarong was a mono

graph (1968), where he described the phonology of the Tzu-ta 

dialect on the basis of his field-notes.
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Their second paper was published in 1975, where a com

parative phonology was attempted. On the basis of all the 

materials available at the time of publication, they tried to 

establish a common Tibeto-rGyarong stage and trace the phono

logical changes down to Tibetan and rGyarong.

The first eight pages are devoted to reviews and evalua

tions of earlier works, through which we can infer their own 

philosophy and ideas. Citing Kin Peng's numerical 

breakdown(3754 of Suomo words related to Tibetan, 3.654 to 

Chinese, 59.4>4 left unrelated), they say, "Words [among this 

59.454] may be labelled Gyarong as opposed to Tibetan simply 

because the changes which have led from Common Tibetan- 

Gyarong to Gyarong have not yet been discovered"(Chang & 

Chang 1975:396). So, the next step for me in order to search 

for the genetic relationship of rGyarong should naturally be 

to determine what language group is closer to the 59.4*4. But, 

they "lay primary stress on Tibetan”(ibid.:396).

As Chang & Chang state, [Tibetan is!"obviously close"[to 

Gyarong] and "properly used, Tibetan is of the greatest 

value"(ibid.:396). The author completely agrees with them. 

However, my rough impression concerning the closeness of 

rGyarong to Tibetan is that the two languages share very
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similar morphological processes, but, as far as verb roots 

are concerned, they are fairly far apart. When you find very 

close forms in the two languages, these items are either 

strongly suspect of being loans, or else turn out to be 

pervasive phonological shapes all through Tibeto-Burman(i.e. 

the most widespread TB roots, not confined to Tibetan-type 

languages).

Chang & Chang go on to demonstrate(pp.339-473) their 

model of changes from Common Tibetan-Gyarong to Gyarong and 

Tibetan according to the categories of sounds. This part is 

extremely detailed but it is summarized in the charts 

attached to the main body of the paper. In the charts, they 

set up 7 to 12 hypothetical stages along which the phonolog

ical changes could be reasonably explained. It is true that 

these long strings of hypothetical forms may be valuable in 

tracing the history of particular words, but we fear that 

they sometimes obscure the structure of correspondences.

Some pairs seem to me inappropriate. Let me give just 

one example. They list WT sras and rGyarong tAtsI, tsa, -t§§ 

etc. for SON(ibid.:422). I believe that the WT cognate to the 

rGyarong forms is rather tsha ^u or tsha bo(NEPHEW). In 

narrative style, rGyarong still maintains a vestige of cross
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cousin »arriage(which is currently obsolete), and in the 

actual kinship terns, the language does not distinguish SON 

from matrilineal NEPHEW.

Despite this criticism above, the findings of Chang & 

Chang with respect to regular vowel alternations in the 

Tibeto-Gyarong stock should be recognized as a considerable 

contribution. Their clear-cut analysis seems very fruitful 

for the reconstruction of the taxonomic level which is 

directly connectible to PTB.

I have quite recently learned from Chang Kun as one of 

my dissertation committee supervisors that he basically 

agrees with my argument about the historical position of 

rGyarong. It was his original idea when he wrote the mono

graph in 1968 that rGyarong might be related to Trung, 

Lepcha(Rong) or the Chin languages, because these share 

partially similar roots and affixing components including 

pronominal affixes and three of them have -rong(VALLEY) in 

common. The second reason seems less persuasive, but, as far 

as Trung is concerned, it may be a good target for comparison 

in terms of its affixing system. This matter will be further 

discussed in 2.2.213 and 2.2.3. Lepcha is rather to be con

nected to Mikir, as Bauman proposed(Bauman 1976). As we shall
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see below(2.1.1), rGyarong shows sporadic correspondences 

with Tiddim Chin; in this sense, Chang Kun's original idea 

was to the point. Although I have been unable to find good 

evidence which substantiates a close relationship between 

Tiddim Chin and rGyarong, soae other Chin languages may 

provide us with clues. When we consider the possible close 

genetic connection between rGyarong and Abor-Miri-Dafla(below 

2.1.4), the Chin hypothesis of Chang Kun is attractive.

0.4.6 Qu Ai-Tang & Lin Xiang-Rong

The newest Materials on rGyarong were circulated at the 

15th Sino-Tibetan Conference(Peking) in 1982. These two 

scholars were the co-workers of Kin P'eng 1957/58, and their 

ideas and materials seem essentially identical with the 

former paper. However, their discussions have been much more 

detailed with ample examples and some newer results of their 

fieldwork.

Qu's paper on pronominal affixes summarizes the 1958 

paper, adds his own data from other dialects, and tries to 

set up a model of historical changes in that affixal mecha

nism. His precise description and scrupulous paradigms are 

highly meaningful and will become a trustworthy starting 

point for the future pronominalization studies. As for the
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last part, however, I disagree with him in several respects. 

Most of the discrepancies cone fron the different analysis on 

the synchronic level; since his article is only a handout,

i.e., he seens to be preparing a final product for publica

tion, I shall refrain from entering into further detail here.

Lin's paper deals with word fornation. He is a native 

speaker of rGyarong and this kind of survey by rGyarong 

people themselves is to be highly encouraged. The outline of 

this paper is basically the same as Kin P'eng's 1957/58 

article, but the formative patterns are reinforced by 

abundant examples including Ganli dialect materials. Another 

new contribution concerns the adverbial affixes(cf.1.2.3); 

the meanings of na- and mA-(cf.1.2.34), above all, have been 

clarified. Although his explanations sometimes differ from my 

own interpretations, he gives us many suggestive examples and 

clues with regard not only to the P4 affixes but also con

cerning kA- as a VP signal.
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0.5 Outline of Phonology

The following is an outline of the phonology of the 

ICog-rtse dialect of rGyarong.

Consonant phonemes are:

P t tr k
ph th thr kh
b d dr 9

ts c
tsh ch
dz 2

s ay
z zy

m n ny ng
1 r

w y

0.5.11 /sy/ and /zy/ are alveopalatal fricatives.

0.5.12 /?/ is glottal stop.

0.5.13 /tr/, /trh/ and /dr/ are retroflexives.

0.5.14 Note that all the voiced stops and affricates are 

usually prefixed, except for words which are suspected to be 

Tibetan loans.

0.5.15 In addition, there is a prenasal phoneme to the stops 

and affricates, N-, which assimilates and is rather syllabic. 

In this sense, this phoneme is contrastive to m- at the 

prefixing position which never assimilates. Historical inter

pretation will be shown in 2.2.16 & 17. Jinghpaw has the same
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listed in 0.5.1 can occur as Cj., except for N-, a prenasal 

phoneme, which appears only at (C). (G) stands for glide,

which includes -r-, -1-, -w-, -y-. The following may appear

at <Cf>: -p, -t, -k, -?, -a, -m, -n, -ny, -ng, -1, -r, -w and

-y-

0.5.5 Morphophonemics

0.5.51 The middle vowel of the causative marker sA- and

the substantival marker tA- harmonize with that of the root. 

If the vowel is front/unrounded, /A/ goes to CEI; when fol

lowed by a [high, back, rounded] root vowel, it is realized 

as [U]; otherwise /A/ remains [0].

0.5.52 In natural utterance, the vowel of P2 and P3

generally gets devoiced. When P2 and P3 co-exist in a VPCcf.

1.1.1 for the VP structure), the vowel of P3 is devoiced

while that of P2 remains.

e.g. ro-kA > rok
re-wu > rew
nA-wu > nAw Onu)

0.5.53 The morphophonemic rules operating between the

final consonant of the root(Cf) and pronominal affix(S2) are

as follows:

l)When a nasal affix follows a bilabial Cf, it nasalizes the
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Cf and disappears(except for 2PL affix).

e.g. top-ng > ton HIT ♦ 1SG
skyip-ny > skyimny SUCK ♦ 2PL

2)If the Cf is non-nasal, the S2 affix of 1SG and 1/2DL

always survives while the Cf becoaes zero.

e.g. aphat-ng > aphang VOMIT ♦ 1SG
aAs-ng > aAng FORGET ♦ 1SG
aphat-ch > aphach VOMIT ♦ 1DL
aAs-Hch > aANch FORGET ♦ 2DL

3)In 2/3SG, the S2 affix is always dropped while Cf is left 

intact.

e.g. Nthun-w > Nthun SHOW ♦ 3SG

4)The PL aarker(S2) consistently survives, assiailating the 

Cf into its nearest resonant in teras of Banner of articu

lation.

e.g. dit-ny > dinny GIVE ♦ 2PL
yok-y > yowy LIFT ♦ 2PL

0.5.54 When -s occurs at SI position, the following

happens:

1)Cf always disappears.

2)It co-exists with pronoainal affix(S2). Since -s occurs 

only with 2nd and 3rd persons of intransitive 'process' 

verbs, there is no conflict with the 1st person affixes.
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agt. agent

bnf. beneficiary

exc. exclusive

goa. goal

inc. inclusive

ptt. patient

A adjective

AB Abor-Miri Lorrain 1907

Adj. adjective

Adv. adverb

AO Ao Clark 1893

AUX auxiliary verb

AUXIE/EX auxiliary verb of existence

AUX:NS auxiliary verb of negative stateaent

a u x :S auxiliary verb of stateaent

a u x :se auxiliary verb of explanatory stateaent

BA Bawa Schwerli(undated)

BO Bodo Burling 1959 & 1967

CAUS causative

CH Ch'iang

CH [C] Chiutzu of Ch'iang Wen Yu 1950
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CH CJ] Jota-chai of Ch'iang Wen Yu 1945

CH CL] Lopu-chai of Ch'iang Wen Yu 1943b

CHCMA3 Mawu of Ch'iang Sun 1981ab

CH CT] T'ao-p'ing of Ch'iang Sun 1962

CHCTP3 T'ao-p'ing of Ch'iang Sun 1981ab

CH[TT3 Tseng-t'ou of Ch'iang Chang Kun 1967

CHCW3 Wassu of Ch'iang Wen Yu 1943a

DF Dafla Hamilton 1900

DF [H3 Dafla Hamilton 1900

DF CT3 Tagen of Dafla Bor 1938

DF CY3 Yano of Dafla Bor 1938

DL dual

GA Ganli of rGyarong Lin 1982/83

GC ICog-rtse of rGyarong Nagano

GH Kha*-to of rGyarong Wolfenden 1936

GK Tsa-kou-nao of rGyarong Kin P'eng 1949

GH Suo-ao of rGyarong Kin P'eng 1957/

GN Hanniu of rGyarong Rosthorn 1897

GP Pati of rGyarong Rosthorn 1897

GS Chos-kia of rGyarong Edgar 1932

GT Tsangla of rGyarong Nagano

GW Wassu of rGyarong Rosthorn 1897
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GZ Tzu-ta of rGyarong Chang Kun 1968

HON honorifice

INF infinitive

IPF inperfect

IRG interrogative

JAM Janes A. Matisoff

JG Jinghpaw=Kachin

JGCA] Jinghpav Anonynous 1959

JG [H3 Jinghpaw Hanson 1896

JGCM1 Jinghpaw Haran 1974

JG [N] Jinghpaw Nishida 1960

JGtZ] Jinghpaw Hertz 1935

KO Konyak Anonynous(undated)

LF Lo-fu-chai of Ch'iang 
<=Lo-pu-chai

Wen Yu 1943c 
Wen Yu 1943b)

LH Lahu Matisoff 1973

LI Li-ping of Ch'iang Wen Yu 1943c

LK Lakher R.A. Lorrain 1951

LOC locative

LP Lepcha Mainwaring 1876

LSI Linguistic Survey of India Grierson 1909

LU Lushai Lorrain 1940

ME Meithei Thoudan 1979
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MK Mikir Walker 1925

HK CGI Mikir GrUasner 1382

N noun

NP noun phrase

NU Nung

NUtB] Nung Barnard 1934

NUCS] Nung Sun 1982

NW Newari Malla 1981

NWCS] Newari Sresthacharya 1981

PFT perfect

PL plural

PLB Proto-Lolo-Buraese Thurgood 1977

PRO progressive

PTB Proto-Tibeto-Buraan Benedict 1972

Q sentence of question

RO Garo Burling 1961

RW Rawang = NUCB]

SG singular

STC Benedict 1972

TB Tibeto-Buraan

T-B Tibeto-Buraan

TI Tiddia Chin Henderson 1965
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TR Trung

TR[L] Trung Lo 1945

TR[S3 Trung Sun 1982

TSF tensifier

TSR Matisoff 1972a

V verb

VP verb phrase

VPf verb phrase:final

VPnf verb phrase:non-final

VI intransitive verb

VT transitive verb

WLC Wallace L. Chafe

WT Written Tibetan all the dictionary forns
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Notes to Introduction

1)e.g. Laufer 1914. He even considered rGyarong as repre

senting a aore 'archaic' stage than WT.

2)Froa Roerich(1931) until Benedict<1972), rGyarong has con

sistently been classified as a Bodish aeaber.

3)All the aore so in the Sino-Tibetan and Austro-Tai fraae- 

works.

4)WT orthography is said to have been established by Thon »i 

saabhota, one of the ainisters of Srong btsan sgaa po, who, 

according to Tibetan legends, wrote gramaars. Yaaaguchi 

succeeded in proving that the existence of that person 

itself was a fiction, but, it is known that Tibetan letters 

were surely used in the 7th century(cf. Yaaaguchi 1977). It 

is obvious that, for the organized iaport of Buddhisa, they 

felt a need for their own letters and graaaar(^spelling). 

For that purpose, soaeone was chosen to set up a reasonable 

systea soaetiae before the 7th century. Although we do not 

know who it was, it is certain that he carefully observed 

Tibetan language and graaaar and set up rules through his 

own interpretation.

5)includes adjectivals.

6)Das, S.Ch. 1887:A brief account of Tibet froa Dsaa-Ling
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Gyeshe, JASB LVI, pt.l. 6. Vasil'ev, V. 1895: Geografiya

Tibeta^ gerevod iz tibetskogo sgcineniya Minczul Xutukti, 

St. Petersburg.

7>Her*anns, P. 1946-49:Schttpfungs- und Abstaaaur.gsaythen der 

Tibeter, Anthrogos XLI275-298 t XLIV 817-847.

8)Yaaaguchi 1972

9)=Tsha kou nao

10)cf. Stein, R.-A. 1962: La Civilisation TibAtaine chapt.4, 

Paris.

11)Nishida(1973:31ff) points out that Zhang-zhung in the Tun- 

huang documents and that of Bon-po are not identical.

12)=Wolfenden(1936)'s Kham-to.

13)Shol ed.

14)This tradition has continued since the 18c.
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1. DESCRIPTION

This chapter aims at describing the morphological and 

aorphosyntactic processes in the verb phrases of the lCog- 

rtse dialect of rGyarong(GC). All the sentences cited here 

are froa the author's own elicitation unless otherwise noted.

1.1 consists of some general observations on such verb- 

related matters as the structure of sentences and verb 

phrases, voice, aode, and aspect. 1.2 through 1.6 are devoted 

to detailed descriptions of each constituent of the VP's. 1.7 

deals with ergativity, a wide-spread aorphosyntactic phenome

non among Tibeto-Burman languages.

1.1 General Observations

1.1.1 Verb Phrase

rGyarong sentences are either simple or compound. The 

former includes one VP which necessarily is VPfinai, while 

the latter has any number of VPnQn-final's and a VPf. The 

non-final may theoretically be infinite in number, but no 

actual rGyarong sentence in our data has more than 2. The 

structure is illustrated schematically as

[(NP> ♦ VPnon-finai]n ♦ [(HP) ♦ VPfinai]•

Non-final VP('s) and the final VP may be conjoined to 

each other with a particle and the VPf is frequently followed 

by an auxiliary verb.

The description of this paper mainly deals with simple
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sentences and the Morphological structure of VPfinal, which, 

indeed, is of puzzling complexity, so much so that the gene

tic affiliations of the language are somewhat controversial. 

A VPfinai has the following general structure and it consti

tutes a word: j.
VPf— *  (ka) - (PI) -P2-P3- <P4) -ROOT- <S1) -S2.

ka generally signals the beginning of a VP, being 

mandatory in VPnf while optional in VPf.

Among the other components preceding the root, P2 and 

P3 are mandatory while PI and P4 are optional. S2 is a coun

terpart of P3, and consequently obligatory, while SI is not.

All the prefixes are monosyllabic, having a CV struc

ture respectively. SI and S2 are shaped as -C and -CC. The 

structure of the root will later be discussed in a historical 

framework(cf. 0.5 & 2.2.1).

The concatenation order of the affixes is so regular 

that exchange of positions between them never occurs, with a 

single exception.

PI consists of a morpheme ke-, which, in combination 

with P2, indicates either future or past. According to the 

informants' concept, this prefix is the tense marker. How

ever, it does not necessarily indicate the particular point 

of time but refers to the relatively remote stage. We there

fore propose to call it the 'tensifier'. This name may sound 

humorous but it aptly describes the affix's function.
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P2 stands for the aspect marker or direction marker. 

There are two aspect markers, 0 and nA, which indicate imper

fect and perfect respectively. Thirteen direction markers 

appear at this position, showing the directionality implied 

by the verb. They are so productive that they can theoreti

cally play their roles with any kind of verb. Some verbs, 

however, conventionally require particular prefix<es).

It should also be noted that direction markers occur in 

the perfect only and if one of them comes out, the perfect 

marker is omitted. So, this means that direction is not 

usually specified in the imperfect and direction markers 

perform double functions. If, out of sheer necessity, direc

tion should be indicated in the imperfect, the direction 

marker is placed at a marked position before PI. The combi

nation among ka through P4 will be further discussed under 

1.2.4.

P3 and S2 represent pronominal affixes. They specify 

agent, goal, beneficiary and their agreement if they appear 

in the shape of personal pronouns.

P4 is an adverbial affix, which specifies the 'manners'. 

Manners include causative, progressive, verbalizer, and some 

others.

SI is -a, the derivative suffix to the root. This 

suffix appears only with 'process' verbs and marks at the 

same time that the verb is in perfect aspect.
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1.1.2 Voice and Node

Such a distinction as 'active' vs. 'passive' is basi

cally foreign to rGyarong. In another words, any inflectional 

unit which reverses old and new information carriers does not 

occur in or with VP's. rGyarong seems to be primarily an 

ergative language and the reversal of information carriers is 

realized by the opposition of ergativity vs. topicalization. 

See 1.5 for discussion.

Node differentiation is also alien to this language. 

The only thing to note will be 'imperative'. The neutral 

command requires the identical shape to the VPfinai with the 

affixing pattern of 2SG, 2DL and 2PL in their perfect aspect. 

Polite interrogatives are shaped as ma-mA-ROOT-ny, in which 

mA is an adverbial affix at P4 position and -ny is the prono

minal affix of 2PL,

1.1.3 Transitivity

It does not seen so meaningful to classify rGyarong 

verbs into intransitive and transitive groups, since this 

language has several productive ways to convert verbs from 

one class to another, which will be fully discussed after 

1.2. In this paper, we conventionally use the symbols, VT and 

VI, since they are convenient when certain grammatical mat

ters are discussed, or when our findings are compared with 

those of other scholars.
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If the rGyarong verbals can classified into two catego

ries, it appears aore persuasive to choose 'process'(Chafe's 

terminology!*) and 'non-process' as the taxonomic criteria. 

Morphologically, this dichotomy coincides with the distribu

tion of kA- and ka- which signal the beginning of VP's. The 

ka- allomorph occurs with process veros, and the kA- allo- 

morph with non-process verbs.

1.1.4 Aspect

rGyarong has the basic configuration of 'aspect-promi

nent' language. P2 position is exclusively occupied by an 

aspect marker or direction marker which actually functions as 

an aspect signal.

Besides these, this dialect has developed the 'tensi- 

fier', ke-; this kind of component has not been described for 

any other Tibeto-Burman language to my knowledge. Taking the 

informants' word for it, the author regarded this as the 

tense marker at first. After checking the examples more 

carefully, however, it became clear that the affix does not 

always point out the particular time but rather works to make 

more remote the 'stage' of the action implied by the aspect 

marker. It is well-known that the perfective in English 

connotes presently relevant past; in contrast to this, ke-PFT 

in rGyarong signals a loose 'remote past' while ke-IPF indi

cates a 'remote future' stage.
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This affix does not refer to the exact tense but be

longs in the general categorical real* of 'tine'. Taking 

these two features of ke- into consideration, we have label

led it as ‘tensifier'.

1.1.5 VPnon-final
The for* of the VP that occurs in what we call 'VPnf' 

has been called the 'infinitive' by other scholars. According 

to the*, ka- marks the infinitive of verbs which express 

actions that can be controlled by human will, while kA- marks 

those which are uncontrollable. However, these prefixes 

(which seem to belong to a single morpheme) do not always 

label 'infinitive' exclusively but may just signal VP's. One 

need not, therefore, set up the category of 'infinitive'.

As we mentioned under 1.1.1, VPf has the following 

general structure: ka-Pl-P2-P3-P4-ROOT-Sl-S2. Among these

components, VPnf chooses only ka- and root, i.e., none of the 

optional components are realized. Instead of establishing 

'infinitive', we have only to deduce the shape of VPnf from 

that of VPf.
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1.2 Prefixes

1.2.1 Aspect Markers

1.2.11 0 and nA

Aspect markers appear at the P2 position, indicating 

either imperfect or perfect. Imperfect is marked by -0-, and 

perfect by -nA-. Some examples are shown below:

(1) nga ding ko.
(dit-ng)

1SG give-lSG AUX:S
I am going to give (it).

(2) nga nA-ding ko.
tnA-dit-ng)

1SG PFT-give-lSG AUX:S
I have given (it).

These sentences constitute of VPf's only, and the 0/nA 

contrast is observed straightforwardly. Since objects are 

absent in these examples, object agreement need not be speci

fied and consequently P3 appears as zero. The suffix -s does

not occur at the SI position because GIVE is transitive, -ko

at the sentence final position is an auxiliary verb of neut

ral statement . For P3 and S2, see 1.4.

Another example from NP * VPf sentences:

(3) nga nga-mnyak ro ko.
(ro)

1SG (my)-eye wake AUX:S
I will wake up.

(4) nga nga-mnyak nA-ros ko.
inA-ro-s)

1SG (my)-eye PFT-wake-Sl AUX:S
I have awakened/I am waking up.

Here again, the 0/nA contrast can be recognized at a
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glance. Besides this contrast, sentence (4) has -s- at the 

SI, which also shows that the verb is the intransitive 

'process' verb in the perfect aspect.

Although these two sentences look transitive in struc

ture, that is to say, nga^mnygkCmy eye) appears as though it 

were the object of ro, this is not the case. The root, ro, is 

intransitive. The fact is that nga(I) carries 'old informa- 

tion' while nga-mnyak presents 'new information'. So, the 

literal translation would be 'As for me, my eyes will be 

waking' for (3) and 'As for me, ay eyes have been waking up' 

for (4).

Soae aore examples with pronominal affixes:

(5) nyi-gyo ta-rgyap tA-sarny mo ngos„
(tA-sar-ny)

2PL(H0N) marriage 2PL-aarry-2PL IRG AUX:S
Are you going to get married?

(6) nyi-gyo ta-rgyap nA-sarny mo ngos.
(nA-tA-sar-ny)

2PLCH0N) marriage PFT-2PL-aarry-2PL IRG AUX:S
Have you got married?

In these sentences too, the aspect markers appear at 

the regular position. Since the pronominal affixes for 2SG 

are supposed to be -tA- at P3 and -ny at S2, the inner prefix 

stands at the P3 underlyingly. But, in the perfect, it be

comes optional unless the object occurs to cause object 

agreement. See 1.4 /or further discussion.

The perfect marker, -nA- may frequently be replaced by 

a direction marker, but the following verbs conventionally
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require -nA-: khyog(CUT), khak(PEEL), ki(BORROW), krok-

(SCRATCH), krot(CUT), kyg(UNTIE), Ion ka e§(ANSWER), mchi 

lat(BITE), mzyit(FALL), ghgt(BREAK), ghyis(WIPE), B§Xit 

(DROP), gya(TAKE), (wa)-rmg(DREAM), rnga(BORROW), sa gur 

gur(BEND), sat(KILL), §kyg(WRITE), ana skik(REPAIR), taCTAKE 

OFF), XS(ROB),

1.2.12 Tensifler ke-

As was discussed already under 1.1.1 and 1.1.4, this 

affix 'tensifies' the aspect. Judging froa its functions, 

this seems to be best described under the context of aspect, 

rather than in terss of other categories.

Compare the following sentences:

(7) nga pyang ko.
(gya-ng)

1SG take-lSG AUX:S
I am going to to take (it).

(8) nga ke-pyang ko.
(ke-gya-ng)

1SG TSF-take-lSG AUX:S
I will take (it).

(9) nga nA-pyang ko.
tnA-gya-ng)

1SG PFT-take-lSG AUX:S
I have taken (it).

(10) nga ke-nA-pyang ko.
(ke-nA-gya-ng)

1SG TSF-PFT-take-lSG AUX:S
1 took (it)/I had taken (it).

Comparing (7) and (8), the P1-P2 sequence appears as 0- 
0 in (7) and ke-0 in (8). Sentences (7) and (8) both imply
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imperfect by contrast with (9). The only difference between

(7) and (8) is that the action of -gya-<TAK£> in (8) will 

occur in the more remote future while that in (7) may happen 

or finish in a few seconds.

Similarly, (9) means just perfect, while <10) implies 

that the action of TAKE occurred in the past and has nothing 

to do with the time of utterance.
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1.2.2 Direction Markers

The P2 position is occupied either by an aspect marker 

or by a direction marker. In the imperfect, aspect is marked

by zero, and no directives appear at this position; there

fore, P2 is always blank in the imperfect. When the direction 

should be indicated in the imperfect, an adverb of time

appears before VPf to show that the occurrence belongs to 

that aspect(cf. 1.2.22), or the direction marker has to be 

before Pl(cf. 1.2.23). In the perfect, on the other hand, a 

variety of affixes occur, specifying the aspect and the

direction towards which the action of the verb turned or 

where the state expressed by the verb occurred.

As is mentioned in 1.2.1, -nA- primarily marks the 

perfect, but directives not only show direction but also 

function as the marker of the perfective aspect. And, if one 

of them appears, -nA- is excluded.

These directives are so productive that, although cer

tain ones are favored by the meanings of individual verbs, 

action verbs can take any of the directives to specify the 

direction of action. Non-action verbs have a narrower choice, 

but, still they carry the potentiality to show with assistan

ce of one of the directives where that 'non-action' happened. 

This rich variation of direction markers seems to give rGya

rong verbs great flexibility of expression.

There is one more thing to note: each of the direction
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markers has two forms, one of which implies that the 

utterance is based on 'direct' information by the speaker, 

while the other implies that the speaker's information is 

‘non-direct'. 'Direct' information has to be based either on 

the speaker's own experience and/or perception, or on the 

speaker's conception that the action or state is unfolding 

within his own 'speech circle', i.e., it is psychologically 

nearer to him. Tibetan has developed complex combinations of 

root plus auxiliary verbs to specify the speaker's psycholo

gical distance to the event, while in rGyarong the well- 

developed affixes serve a similar purpose. Some verbs with 

'non-direct' markers can imply that the action is receding 

from the speaker. This seems to derive from the above-men

tioned distinction.

It is also interesting that all the 'non-direct' 

markers have /-a/.

The chart on the next page shows the entire set of 

direction markers. The forms after slash in the chart are 

'non-direct'.
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Direction Markers

Vertical Contrast

UPHILL/UP UPSTREAM

to/ta ko/ka

no/na

DOWNHILL/DOWNSTREAM/DOWN

Horizontal Contrast

FRONT SEAT OF HONOR

ro/ra ku/ka! 1
re/ra ni/na

BEHIND LOWER SEAT

Others MOVEMENT OF GETTING BACK ne

GENERAL MOVEMENT yi
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1.2.21 Uphill/Downhill Contrast

1.2.211 -to-/-ta- and -no-/-na- indicate uphill and

downhill movements respectively.2) Typical examples are:

(11) nga ta-Nbat to-phong ko.
(to-phot-ng)

1SG pass uphill-go over-lSG AUX:S
1 went up the pass.

(12) nga ta-Nbat no-phong ko.
ino-phot-ng)

1SG pass downhill-go over-lSG AUX:S
I went down the pass.

The root, phot, carries a general meaning of CROSS or 

GO OVER, and, if prefixed by -to-, it implies an uphill 

action towards the top of the pass, while the -no- prefix 

signifies a downhill movement after having crossed the pass. 

ASCEND and DESCEND have a similar formation:

(13) wu-yo-jis to-thaNch ko.
(to-thal-Nch)

3DL uphill-go-3DL AUX:S
They two have ascended.

(14) wu-yo-jis no-thaNch ko.
(no-thal-Nch)

3DL downh ill-go-3DL AUX:S
They two have descended.

The two VP's above have a common root, thal, which 

originally means GO. GO, ASCEND and DESCEND share the identi

cal root form in the perfect, and require -yi-, -to- and -no- 

respectively to be distinct from each other. In the 

imperfect, the roots themselves differ: che for GO, tho for

ASCEND and gyu for DESCEND.

1.2.212 The uphill/downhill contrast shades naturally into
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that of up/down in general. For instance, SPIT, with -to- and 

-no-, shows a beautiful flexibility of aeanings:

(15) nga ai-sythis no-psying ko.
(no-psyit-ng)

1SG saliva down-spit-lSG AUX:S
I spat.

(16) nga ai-sythis to-psying ko.
(to-psyit-ng)

1SG saliva up-spit-lSG AUX:S
I spat upward.

Usually, the action of SPIT goes downward and -no- 

appears at the P2 position in the noraal case. But, it can 

also take -to- to specify that the action turns upward. If 

you spit upward, your saliva necessarily coaes back toward 

your face, and this expression has acquired an idiomatic 

meaning like 'The wheel has come full circle' or 'He who 

spits at God gets his face wet.'

In the following sentences, the morphological contrast 

is the same as those mentioned above, but the nuance seeas 

different:

(17) nga nga-Ngla to-khyeng
(to-khye-ng)

1SG (ay-)step up-walk-lSG 
I walked.

(18) nga nga-Ngla no-khyeng
(no-khye-ng)

1SG (ay-)step down-walk-lSG 
I walked (step by step).

The root khye(WALK) is accompanied by -to- as the

direction marker of the neutral statement; so, to^khye no

longer aenas 'to walk UPWARD' but just WALK. With -no-, on

ko.

AUXIS

ko.

AUX:S
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the other hand, each step is paid acre attention to.

Such verbs as SHOOT(lat), HANG(yok & rwak), HIDE(gki), 

PUT IT IN(rko) and CARRY(gkor) may be prefixed by either -to- 

or -no-, depending upon the direction of action.

1.2.213 Some verbs contain by nature the Meaning of UPWARD 

and occur automatically with -to-. Sentences (19) through 

(22) are the examples of this category. Besides the verbs

cited in the examples, such verbs as dzok(LICK), rwas(RAISE), 

ta §bro ka lat(KICK) and §kat ka lat(SHOUT) belong to this 

group.

(19) to-tA-rwasny mo ngo.
(to-tA-rwas-ny)
up-2PL-rise-2PL IRG AUX:S 
Have you got up?/Are you up?

(20) nyi-yo-nye to-kte ko.
(to-kte)

3SG(H0N) up-big AUX:S
He has grown up.

(21) nyi-gyo to-mA-mphany lu.
(to-mA-mghat-ny)

2PL up-automatic act-vomit-2PL AUX:S
You have vomited.

(22) nga to-mA-skhim ko.
(to-mA-skhig-ng)

1SG up-automatic act-suck-lSG AUX:S 
1 have sucked it.
Some other verbs seem to contain the concept of ACCOM

PLISH, which may be analogically linked to UP. This is 

parallel to such English verbs as EAT UP, FINISH UP, FILL UP, 

and so on. They also require -to- in the P2 position. The 

examples are (23) through (25). ga(C0LLECT, MAKE,BUILD), sman
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pa(CURE), ka si yok(FINISH), BEan(DRY> and Bh§<BECOME FULL)

are contained in this group.

(23) yi-gyo to-si-yowy ko.
(to-si^yok-y)

1PL up-end-IPL AUX:S
We have finished.

(24) nga tA-chin-gA to-pang.
(to-pa-ng)

1SG house-one up-nake-lSG 
I have built a house.

(25) nA to-tA-pkany.
(to-tA-Eka-ny)

IRG up-2PL-full-2PL
Have you(PL) eaten your fill?

1.2.214 The following verbs always take -to- although they 

do not have any senantic relation to UP. The first five verbs 

seem to be commonly related to emotional or irrational nat

ters.

NtsiB<GET ANXIOUS), khas(GET ANGRY), ngu(CRY), rtsaB(FEEL 

PAINFUL), khya(GET DRUNK), rgik(RUN), cak cak(CHEW), za(EAT), 

wat(PUT ON), tshok(CULTIVATE), pa(DO, COOK, HIT, PUT AWAY), 

tom(HIT), kor(HELP), BX9<H0LD), Bly<LIGHT), symo(STEAL), 

ki(BUY), mot(DRINK), lt§B(FOLD>, §khet(PUT IT OUT), kle(RUB), 

tun(OPEN), sro(SHOW), kyis(SPEAK), B2<SPIN), lat(STAB), 

sar(SEEK), khow(CALL), ku(TIE), la(TIE).

1.2.215 The verbs mentioned here presuppose a downward

action and -no- occurs with them. The examples are:

(26) wu-yo no-*zyit ko.
(no-mzyit)

3SG down-fall AUX:S
He has fallen.
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(27) nyi-yo-nye lhasa-s no-nyis
(no-nyis)

3SG(H0H) Lhasa-LOC down-live
He stayed in Lhasa.

ko.

a u x :s

(28) ka-dza no-kyu 
(no-kyu)

ko.

grass down-grow 
Grass has grown.

a u x:s

(29) tA-chi no-rkow ko.
(no-rko-w) 

water down-pour-3SG AUX:S
He poured water.

ko.

(30) nyi-gyo no-tA-stsuny so ngos.
(no-tA-stsu-ny}

2PL down-2PL-pound-2PL IRG AUX:S
Have you(PL) pounded it?

(31) chi-gyo ke-du-gA

lDL(inc) hole-one 
We have dug a hole.

no-tuwch ko.
(no-tuw-ch) 
dowii-dig-lDL AUX:S

(32) nga ka-Ndzor no-lang
(no-lat-ng)

ko.

1SG mortar down-hit-lSG AUX:S
I have ground (it).

Comparing sentences (20) and (28) which both belong in 

the semantic field of GROWTH, we note that -to- appears in

(20) and -no- in (28). The subject of the former is human 

while that of the latter is grass. We may speculate that, for 

rGyarong people, the growth of grass refers to that of the 

roots instead of the stem. It remains us of such English 

expressions as DRINK UP/DOWN and SIT UP/DOWN.

In this group are included ktor(THROW AWAY), ne(RE- 

TURN), nyi(SIT, REMAIN), pkae(COVER), gsyit(DROP), ra chak- 

(STEP), rna(LIE), sat(KILL), tha(PUT) and te rgi lat(SOW).
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1.2.216 The following verbs usually require -no- though no 

semantic association with DOWNWARD can plausibly be found: 

chat(GET TIRED), kto 50(FEEL HUNGRY), khyos(LOSE), lat(SEND), 
Ijal(MEET), ngA(LOSE), Nbgp(SWELL), Ngla kye(WALK), pa(BLOW),

trho(USE), pka(WIN), plon(DECEIVE), B§yit(THROW>, ra(- 

GET), ri(LAUGH), rna(LISTEN), §kye(BE BORN), §yi(DIE>, 

sychit(GET WET), sypak(THIRSTY), ta rnga pa(DANCE), ta tha 

pa(READ), tat(TOUCH) and trop(SEW).

1.2.217 'Non-direct' information carriers are -ta- vs. 

-to- and -na- vs. -no-. Their grammatical behavior in senten

ces is identical to that of the direct information carriers.

(33) wu-yo no-chat ko.
(no-chat)

3SG down-get tired AUX:S
He's gotten tired.

(34) wu-yo na-chat ko.
(na-chat)

3SG down-get tired AUX:S
He seems to have gotten tired.

(33) implies that the speaker recognizes that person's 

fatigue through a direct contact with him, while in (34), the 

speaker notices the subject's tiredness either through his 

appearance or by hearsay.

The following sentences show a different contrast:

(35) wu-yo-jis-ki kA-Nbru no-sat ko.
(no-sat-w)

3DL-ERG yak(buffalo) down-kill-3DL AUX:S
(direct)

They two killed a yak (of the speaker).

(36) wu-yo-jis-ki kA-Nbru nu-sat ko.
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(na-wu-sat-w)
3DL-ERG yak down-3DL-kill-3DL AUX:S

(non-direct)
They two killed a yak (of someone else).

-n§- can show that the action recedes fro* the speaker 

either literally or psychologically. Sentence (35) say there

fore reflect either the speaker's direct perception of the 

agent's having killed a yak, or the fact that the yak which 

was killed was the speaker's property, in contrast with (36).

(36) is based on hearsay, or under the presupposition that 

the yak has nothing to do with the speaker.

1.1.22 Upstream/Downstream Contrast

This contrast is realized by -ko/-ka- and -no-/-na-. 3* 

The latter is identical to the affix which represents DOWN

HILL Since -to-(UPHILL) and -no-(DOWNHILL) carry the general 

meaning of 'up' and 'down', -ko- is rather specifically used 

for the direction of UPSTREAM.

(37) ji-gyo tas-tas ko-tA-poNch so ngos.
Iko-tA-gg-Nch)

2DL immediately upstream-2DL-come-2DL IRG AUX:S
Are you two coming up at once?

In this sentence, the addressees ere located downward

along the river, and the speaker asks them to come up. Be

cause the adverb(tam-tam) occurs before the VP, clarifying 

that the VP belongs to the imperfect aspect, -kg- can appear 

at the P2 position to specify the direction of the act in the 

imperfect.
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-kg- may appear with any verb which implies a SHIFT IN 

POSITION, -no-(DOWNSTREAM) also occurs in the same way, but 

this prefix morphologically merges into DOWNHILL and comes 

out only in an artificial utterance when opposed to UPSTREAM. 

1.2.221 On the analogy of UPSTREAM, -ko- seems to have 

developed into the semantic area of COILING UP or WRINGING 

UP. Three examples are shown below:

(38) nga ti-gi ko-wa-stsheng ko.
(ko-wa-stshe-ng)

1SG hot water coiling up-CAUS-hot-lSG AUX:S 
I have boiled water.

(39) wu-yo-jis nga-nga-mki kaw-ptsirch ko.
(ka-wu-ptsir-ch) AUX:S

3DL *y-neck coiling up-3DL-wring-3DL
They two wrung up my neck.

(40) chi-gyo tA-tak ka-pach ko.
(ka-pa-ch)

1DL weaving coiling up-do-lDL AUX:S
We two have woven.

1.2.23 Front/Behind Contrast

ro-/ra- and re-/ra serve to mark this difference. The

sentences (41) and (42) show a typical contrast:

(41) nga ke-ro-trhang ko.
{ke-ro-trhak-ng)

1SG TSF-front-push-lSG AUX:S 
I pushed (it) forward.

(41a)nga ro-ke-trhang ko.
(ro-ke-trhak-ng)

1SG front-TSF-push-lSG AUX:S 
I will push (it) forward.

(42) nga ke-re-trhang ko.
(ke-re-trhak-ng)

1SG TSF-behind-push-lSG AUX:S 
I pushed (it) back.
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(41a) ia an example where P2 is located before PI to 

show without any adverbs that the sentence is in the imper

fect. As mentioned in 1.1.1, the direction is usually not 

expressed in the imperfect. Recall that the directives make a 

complementary distribution with the perfect aspect marker. 

However, they can appear in the imperfect if the direction 

should be specified in some reason. In this case, the 

directive is put before Pl(ke-), and under this marked order, 

ke- leaves its role as tensifier, just blocking the ambiguity 

of aspects. The relationship of directives and aspect markers 

will be revisited in the next chapter, but, to my best know

ledge, this kind of re-ordering of directives has not been 

yet described in other Tibeto-Burman languages.

The next examples present additional complications.

(43) wu-yo-nye nga-ngA-rpak rew-Ntheng ko.
(re-wu-Nthen-ng)

3PL my-shoulder back-3PL-pull-lSG AUX:S
They have pulled my shoulder.

(44) wu-yo-nye nga-ngA-rpak row-Ntheng ko.
(ro-wu-Nthen-ng)

3PL my-shoulder front-3PL-pull-lSG AUX'.S
They have pulled my shoulder.

In the sentence (44), the agents and the speaker are in 

a face-to-face position and the speaker's shoulder was pulled 

towards the agents' noses. In (43), on the other hand, the 

speaker is located behind the agents, and they stretched 

their hands to pull the speaker's shoulder towards them.

Similarly, the location of agent, speaker and patient is
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specified by the affix. For instance,

(45) sytA-ki wu-rni-tA re-dinny.
(re-dit-ny)

this-of red-NMR back-give-2PL
Please give <*e) that red one.

In this situation, the speaker is talking at a shop to 

the vendor, behind who* the merchandise is displayed, and the 

speaker asks hi* to take the red one behind hi* for the 

speaker. Note that, since the 'red one' which the speaker 

wants to buy is recognized as being included within the 

speech circle of the persons involved, sytACTHlS) must be 

used, although the English translation requires THAT. Also 

note that, though the VP has the 2PL affixes, it does not 

mean there were more than one vendor; rather this is a polite 

question-for*.

Direction markers of horizontal level may be redupli

cated to aake the direction of movement clearer:

e.g. ke-ro-ro-trha-ng ko.
Cke-ro-ro-trhak-ng)
I pushed forwardCcf.41).

1.2.231 More examples with an extended semantic opposition:

(46) wu-yo-nye rok-thalny ko.
(ro-kA-thal-ny)

3PL front-iPL-go-3PL AUX:S
They have proceeded.

(47) wu-yo-nye rek-thalny ko.
(re-kA-thal-ny)

3PL behind-liPL-go-3PL AUX:S
They have retreated.

Besides the literal meaning of 'going ahead' and 'going
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backward', the two sentences have other connotations:(46) 

also iaplies 'going towards the lord's palace(downtown)' 

while (47) can aean 'going towards the suburbs'.

re-, analogous to FROM BEHIND may aean FROM THE BOTTOM, 

depending upon the intrinsic aeaning of the verb. Exaaple:

(48) nga tA-chi ke-re-pyang ko.
{ke-re-EX5“n9J 

1SG water TSF-froa the bottoa-pull-lSG AUX:S
I dipped out water.

1.2.232 It seeas that ro- and re- originated from verb

roots. Soae verbs suggesting upward or downward aoveaent have

ro(for GO UP) and re(for MOVE DOWN) as their canonical root-

foras. Exaaples are:

(49) nga so-sni ke-rong ko.
(ke-ro-ng)

1SG toaorrow TSF-go up-lSG AUX:S
I will go up toaorrow.

(50) wu-yo-nye bi-syer ke-nAk-rony ko.
(ke-nA-kA-ro-ny)

3PL yesterday TSF-PFT-3PL-go up-3PL AUX:S
They went up yesterday.

(51) wu-yo re ngos.
(re)

3SG go down AUX:S
He is going to go down.

(52) wu-yo nA-re ngos.
(nA-re)

3SG PFT-go down AUX:S
He has gone downward.

Although other roots, che(IPF) and thal, are usually 

used in the colloquial language, ro and re aay also appear. 

If you have ro or re as roots, direction aarkers are not 

needed but aay be added. Thus:
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(49a> nga so-sni ke-ro-rg-ng ko.

(50a) wu-yo-nye bi-syer ke-rok-rg-ny ko.

(52a) wu-yo re-re-ngos.

These three sentences are acceptable as variants of

(49), (50) and (52) respectively. Because direction Barkers

usually do not appear for IPF, sentence (51) has no variant 

in this sense. A similar phenomenon is observed for DIP OUT.:

(53) nga tA-chi yi-rong ko.
(yi-ro-ng)

1SG water dip-lSG AUX:S
I am going to dip out water.

(54) nga tA-chi nyi-rong ko.
(nA-yi-rg-ng)

1SG water PFT-dip:-lSG AUX:S
I have dipped out water.

Normally gya is used as the for DIP 0UT(cf.48), but rg

also occurs to mean MOVE UP WATER, -yi- before the root is

originally a direction marker described under 1.2.252, but it

can behave as a part of root of some particular verbs. This

is one of them.

1.2.24 Seat of Honor/Lower Seat Contrast

The rGyarong people seem to be so sensitive to the 

strata of society as well as to family-membership that they 

not only have a particular place where their guest sits, but 

also specify the direction of action to and from the seat of 

honor. It will be occupied by the head of the household when
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they have no guest.

The seat of honor is usually located in the eastern part 

of the room. In the main room, there is a hearth in the 

middle and firewood is supposed to be put in from the west

ward. That seat is the host's seat(lower seat) and the 

opposite is the seat of honor. So, the guest's back is ori

ented to the east.

ku- and ni- function to mark this distinction; di- may 

freely substitute for ni- in this position.5) Similarly to 

what we saw in 1.2.23, the location of agent and patient is 

predictable through these prefixes.

(55) tA-zder ni-pyang ko.
(ni-pya-ng) 

plate lower seat-pull-lSG AUX:S
I pulled the plate(towards the lower seat=towards me).

(56) tA-zder ku-trhang ko.
(ku-trhak-ng) 

plate seat of honor-push-lSG AUX:S
I pushed the plate(towards the guest).

Similarly, when you have the combination of ku- and 

pya(PULL) or that of ni- and trhak(PUSH) in the VP, the agent 

is predicted to be the guest, in the normal situation.

If the agent is specified as 'I', i.e., if you have the

following:

(55a) (tA-zder ni-trhak-ng ko),

(56a) (tA-zder ku-py§-ng ko),

then, (55a) implies that the speaker pushed the plate behind 

him and (56a) means that he stretched his hands back to seize
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the plate and pulled it.

These two prefixes are very productive and they do not 

have any particular verbs which select them as conventional 

counterparts.

In the context of the ku/ni opposition, ro(FRONT) and 

re(BACK) described in the previous sub-section show particu

lar directions. When you are sitting with your guest, your 

right hand is ro and your left is re.

1.2.25 Others

1.2.251 ne-

This marker indicates the movement of GET BACK. For 

example, the root of RETURN, ne-ya, is compounded by a 

prefix(ne-) and a root which originally implies GO HOME. That 

root is seldom used independently and ne- behaves as part of 

the root. To specify the direction of RETURN, therefore, some 

prefixes stand before the unitary root. Compare the following 

sentences; the English translation 'he has returned' will 

serve for all of them:

(57) wu-yo to-ne-yas ko.
(to-ne-ya-sl 

3SG up-getting back-return-PFT AUX:S

<5fl) wu-yo no-ne-yas ko.
(no-ne-ya-s)

3SG down-getting back-return-PFT AUX:S

(59) wu-yo ne-ne-yas ko.
(ne-ne-ya-s)

3SG back-back-return-PFT AUX:S
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Let us suppose that these sentences are spoken in Kath- 

aandu. Then, (57) will connote that the agent has gone back 

to his hoae in rGyarong, which is located at a higher place, 

while (58) aeans that he has already left Kathaandu, probably 

staying in his hoae in India, which is lower in teras of 

altitude. In sentence (59), on the other hand, the agent went 

soaewhere and has already coae back to Kathaandu. With ne-, 

the direction which can be indicated by the vertical and 

horizontal direction aarkers is neutralized.

Two exaaples with transitive verbs:

(60) nga ta-skyos ni-yong ko.
(ni-yo-ng)

1SG letter lower seat-rob-lSG AUX:S
I stole the letter.

(61) nga ta-skyos ne-yong ko.
(ne-yo-ng)

1SG letter getting back-rob-lSG AUX:S
I took back the letter.

Sentence (60) iaplies that the speaker stole the letter 

held towards hia by his guest, but does not indicate the 

original possessor of the letter; in (61), on the other hand, 

it is clear that the letter was stolen by soaeone, froa whose 

hand the speaker took it back. The original possessor/holder 

of the letter should have been the speaker. In order to state 

the reversion of the letter aore explicitly, one aay replace 

ta-skyos with nga-ngA-skyos(ay letter).

1.2.252 yi-

This prefix shows a general aoveaent. So, GO and COME,
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for instance, require yi- unless a specific direction of

going and coning has to be indicated. Thus:

<62) wu-yo yik-thal ngos.
(yi-kA-thal)

3SG general movement-go AUX:S
He has gone.

(63) ka-sytrhi yit-piNch no ngos.
(yi-kA-Ei-Hch) 

when general novenent-cone-2DL IRG AUX:S
When did you two cone?

A sinilar, but a slightly extended, usage of yi- is 

observed in an elegant expression for DIE. Conpare the fol

lowing two sentences:

(64) no-syis ko.
(no-syi-s)
down-die-PFT AUX:S
He/She died.

(65) nyi-syis ko.
(nA-yi-syi-s)
PFT-general novenent-die-PFT AUX:S 
He/She passed away.

As is shown in (64)(also see 2.216), DIE usually re

quires no- for P2. But it can be replaced by the conbination 

of nA-yi-, where yi- behaves as part of unitary root(PFT), 

yi-§yi(PASS AWAY).

According to the infornant, the direction narker in 

question is ni- instead of nA-yi-. ni-, described at 1.2.24, 

inplies 'the lower seat' firstly and 'westward' secondly. 

Now, in the Buddhist culture area, it is broadly believed 

that a dead person travels to the west to reach Elysium. So, 

'going to the west' alludes to death. However, it seems to me
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that the informant's interpretation is a kind of folk-etymol

ogy, since in his natural utterance, a clear glide is heard 

between /n/ and /i/.

Compounded roots with yi- are found in transitive verbs 

too. As shown in sentences (53) and (54), DIP OUT takes yi- 

before ro(PULL). Contrary to DIE, yi-ro occurs also in IPF 

where yi- has lost the function of PFT marker; so, it should 

be regarded as a completely lexicalized root. FORGET and 

GATHER(VI & VT) illustrate the same phenomenon:

(66) nga yi-mAng ko.
(yi-mAs-ng)

1SG general movement-forget-lSG AUX:S 
I am going to forget.

(67) nga nAy-mAng ko.
(nA-yi-mAs-ng)

1SG PFT-general movement-forget-lSG AUX:S 
I have forgotten.

(68) te-rmi ta-key-dzu.
Cta-kA-yi-dzu) 

man PFT-general movement-gather
People have gathered

(69) nga te-rmi sey-dzung ko.
(sA-yi-dzu-ng)

1SG man CAUS-general movement-gather-lSG AUX:S
I am going to gather people.

Comparing (68) with (69), yi-dzu is attested as a 

compound root because, in (69), sA-(CAUS) stands at P4.

This prefix seems to be cognate with a locative parti

cle, although it is hard to tell which is older historically. 

There are two locatives in this language, -s and -y(i); the

former implying shifting and the latter stability.
(70) nga lhasa-s kA-cheng ko.
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{kA-che-ng)
1SG Lhasa-LOC lSG-go-lSG AUX’.S
1 go to Lhasa.

(71) bi-sni-ao pot-pa wu-tha gya-gar-yi par wu-nA-lat.
(wu-nA-lat)

yesterday-toaorrow-day India-LOC 3PL-PR0-hit
Tibetan book photo

Nowadays Tibetan books are being printed in India.

Another function of yi- is to link verbs to mean 'in

order to':

(72) nga ta-tha kA-ki-y (kA-)cheng ko.
(kA-che-ng)

1SG book buying-LOC (ISG-)go-lSG AUX:S
I go to buy a book.
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1.2.3 Adverbial Affixes

P4 position is occupied by the adverbial affixes which 

specify the manners of verbs. These include progressive mar

kers, causative markers, verbalizers, repetitive act markers, 

and some others. 'Adverbial affix' is the Wolfenden's termi

nology6) and does not seem very appropriate. The author would 

like to label this group as manner specifiers or modalizers, 

but the causative is too grammatical to be a manner and 

progressive is too aspectual to be a modal; so, the conven

tional name will be used here tentatively.

It is interesting that all the members under this sec

tion are initialed by either sibilant or resonant and that no 

stops appear.

1.2.31 Causative Markers

The *s- prefix is known to be a widespread morpheme in 

Tibeto-Burman, functioning to represent causativity or goal- 

oriented directionality. Some innovative languages lost the 

prefix a long time ago, retaining only the vestiges of it in 

other forms. In some others, however, it survives in orthog

raphy or still functions very productively. rGyarong not only 

preserves vestiges of the old «s- but also has some ways of 

converting verbs into causative ones by putting particular 

morphemes at the P4 position, which contain both »s-oriented 

and *s-irrelevant affixes. In this section, only the produc
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tive devices at P4 will be discussed; as for the old 

vestiges, see 2.2.1 which deals with the structure of roots.

1.2.311 sA-

sA- is the most frequent component which converts verbs 

into causative ones.7* The vowel in the affix harmonizes with 

that in the root: if the root has a front/unrounded vowel,

-A- goes to -e-; if the root has low/back/rounded vowel, it 

becomes -u-; otherwise -A- remains intact.

The following examples show the VI/VT contrast through

sA-:

(73) bi-syer te-rmi ke-ta-key-dzu.
(ke-ta-kA-yi-dzu) 

yesterday man TSF-PFT-3PL-general movement-gather
People gathered yesterday.

(73a)nga bi-syer te-rmi ke-to-sey-dzung ko.
(ke-to-sA-yi-dzu-ng)

1SG yesterday man TSF-PFT-CAUS-gather-lSG AUX:5
I assembled people yesterday.

(74) nyi-gyo nyi-mnyak ro mA ngos.
(ro)

2PL your-eye wake IRG AUX:S
Are you going to wake?(lit.:As for you, are your eyes 
going to wake?)

<74a)nga ta-pu wu-mnyak

1SG child (of-)eye
1 wakened the child.

(75) sytA wu-trha wu-Nguy ta-dok ta-nga-kyo-lo no-to.
{wu-Ngu-y) (ta-nga-kyo-lo)

this tea of-in-LOC poison PFT-mix AUX:EX
Poison has been mixed in this tea.

(75a)sytA wu-saan tA-gi wu-Nguy tA-sA-kyo-low.
(wu-Ngu-y) (tA-sA-kyo;lo-w) 

this of-drug water of-in-LOC PFT-CAUS-mix-2SG
Mix this drug in the water.

nA-sA-rong ko.
(nA-sA-ro-ng) 
PFT-CAUS-wake-lSG AUX:S
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(76) aytA wu-ta-si nA-gur-gur no-to.
(nA-gur^gur) 

this of-stick PFT-bend AUX:EX
This stick has been curved.

(76a)nga tA-ta-si ke-sA-gur-gur ko.
(ke-sA-gurigur)

1SG stick TSF-CAUS-bend AUXIS
I will bend the stick.

(77) nga khyang ko.
(khya-ng)

1SG drunk AUX:S
1 will get drunk.

(77a)wu-yo-ki te-rmi ta-sA-khyaw.
(ta-sA-khya-w)

3SG-ERG man PFT-CAUS-drunk-3SG 
He made a nan get drunk.

Sentences (73a) and (74a) show, in contrast to (73) and

(74), the typical behavior of the causative marker. In (75), 

the perfect indicated by -ta- and an auxiliary verb of exis- 

tence(no-to) at the sentence final represent the state that 

poison has been 'already mixed', which is reinforced by -nga- 

at the P4 position standing for MUTUALLY(see 1.2.32). In 

(75a), b A- is added before the root(kyg-lg) showing that the 

verb has been made transitive. Since P4 is occupied by sA-, 

nga- is dropped. In (76) and (76a), the root is gur-gur.

One more example for this group: su-ksygt({sA-ksyot))

means TEACH; this is structured as CAUS ♦ kgygt(LEARN). In 

contemporary rGyarong, the root form has been replaced by 

sye(KNGW) and is no longer used independently.

Let us move on to the next group, where sA- converts 

transitive verbs to causative ones.
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(78) nga nga-Nga ke-wang ko.
(ke-wa-ng)

1SG ay-cloth TSF-put on-lSG AUX:S 
I will put on ay clothes.

(78a)nga ta-pu wu-Nga ke-sA-wang ko.
{ke-sA-wa-ng)

1SG child of-cloth TSF-CAUS-put on-lSG AUX:S 
I will dress the child.

(78b)nga ta-pu wu-Nga nga-pya ke-sA-wang ko.
(ke-sA-wa-ng)

1SG child of-cloth ay-wife TSF-CAUS-put on-lSG AUX:S 
I will aake ay wife dress the child.

(79) nga nga-Nga ke-nA-tang ko.
(ke-nA-ta-ng)

1SG ay-cloth TSF-PFT-take off-lSG AUXCS 
I took off ay clothes.

(79a)nga wu-Nga ke-nA-sA-tang ko.
(ke-nA-sA-ta-ng)

1SG his-cloth TSF-PFT-CAUS-take off-lSG AUX:S 
I undressed him.

(79b)nga wu-Nga nga-Ndri nA-sA-tang ko.
(nA-sA-ta-ng)

1SG his-cloth ay-servant PFT-CAUS-take off-lSG AUX:S 
I aade ay servant undress hia.

sA- also coabines with the adjectivals. This foraation 

is less productive than the foraer two. The only straightfor

ward exaaple is ka-sA-kte(GROW UP). kte(BIG) is converted to 

a transitive verb by adding sA-. k§-kte is usually used for 

GROW UP and the patient of of ka-sA-kte is liaited to the 

particular aniaels which need special care.

In other instances, the foraation is recognized only 

through historical analysis of idioaatic expressions and 

another dialects of rGyarong. For exaaple, REPAIR is expres

sed as ka-sna-skik in its VPnf, where skik by itself has got
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the meaning of FIX and sna lost what it originally implied. 

Historically speaking, however, sna can be segmented as »sA- 

na, where sA- is CAUS and na means GOOD, ka-la has been 

substituted for na, which no longer appears alone to mean 

GOOD, but it occurs in such compounds as ka-na-la(GLAD). It 

is highly probable, therefore, that *ka-sA-na used to be a 

normal formation and that the combination of sA- plus adjec

tival alone eventually gave way to compound verbs.

1.2.312 syA-

This affix serves not only to convert verbs into causa

tives but also to add the meaning of HELP.8) In another 

words, syA- implies that the patient is equal to the 

beneficiary even if the patient is not explicitly mentioned 

in the utterance.

(80) nga ke-rwas ko.
(ke-rwas-ng)

1SG TSF-rise-lSG AUX:S
I will rise.

(81) nga wu-yo ke-sA-rwas ko.
(ke-sA-rwas-ng)

1SG 3SG TSF-CAUS-rise-lSG AUX:S
I will raise him.

<81a)nga wu-yo ke-syA-rwas ko.
(ke-syA-rwas-ng)

1SG 3SG TSF-CAUS-rise-lSG AUX:S
1 will help him rise.

LEND can be expressed by putting syA- before BORROW.

(82) nga po-ngiy ke-nA-rngang ko.
(ke-nA-rnga-ng)

1SG money TSF-PFT-borrow-lSG AUX:S
I borrowed money.
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(83) nga po-ngiy ke-ni-syA-rngang ko.
(ke-ni-syA-rnga-ng)

1SG money TSF-lower seat-CAUS-borrow-lSG AUX:S
I lent money.

Besides these, there are some verbs requiring syA- just 

as a causative marker. HIDE is pki, against which syA-pki is 

the transitivized form, HIDE(VT). Similarly, §yA-chit(GET 

WET) and §yA-lgt(GET LOST) are the causativized adjectivals 

of »chit and »lot respectively. The asterisked forms are not 

found as independent adjectivals with the meaning of WET and 

LOST but are deduced through comparison with other dialects.

1.2.313 rA-

Among our data, there are three examples where rA- 

functions as a causative marker.

GET OUT is expressed as ka-ksyut against which ka-ra- 

k§YUt *eans EXPEL. A similar contrast is observed between FEW 

and DECREASE; ka-chak vs. ka-rA-chak. These are rather 

straightforward examples of causativity.

Several words meaning DRY provide interesting illustra

tions of morphological processes, ram seems to constitute the 

nucleus of the group, and it means DRY. That morpheme stands 

for the intransitive root, while transitive roots are k-ram 

and p-ram. E”£;a* is « special root exclusively used for AIR

ING; otherwise, k-ram occurs. Up to this point, everything is 

normal. The intransitive and transitive forms are distinct 

from each other in terms of presence of prefixes, and so, no
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additive component should be needed for that opposition.

Actually, however, kram and pram do not appear by them

selves except in the imperative but are always combined with 

rA-(our data show a single example of wa-k-ram), so that rA- 

k-ram behaves as a unitary root.

Taking into consideration the fact that other dialects 

of rGyarong such as Tsha-kho have k-ram for the intransitive 

root,l0) k-ra» iS recognized as the intransitive, so that 

some causative marker should be added to indicate transitiv

ity. There is no strong ground for the moment to decide which 

explanation is correct.

In this dialect, therefore, if a sentence like 'to make 

someone dry something' is needed, the VP is shaped as ka-sA- 

rA-k-ram, where the root is, on the underlying level, deco

rated by three causative converters.

1.2.314 wa-

The main function of this affix is to convert 

adjectivals and nouns into verbs. For example:

(84) nyi-gyo ti-gi ke-wa-stsheny mo ngos.
(ke-wa-stshe-ny)

2PL water TSF-CAUS-hot-2PL IRG AUX:S
Will you boil water?

(85) nga ta-wa-Nbi-yang ko.
(ta-wa-Nbi-yas-ng)

1SG up-CAUS-lImp(N)-1SG AUX:S
I have limped.

(86) wa-rgyap gya-rong na-che na-wa-rmow.
(na-wa-rmo-wl 

his-wife rGyarong went PFT-CAUS-dream-3SG
He dreamt that his wife went to rGyarong.
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(87) nga bi-syer wa-pu no-wa-rdong ko.
(no-wa-rdo-ng)

1SG yesterday his-child PFT-CAUS-look-lSG AUX:S 
I met his child yesterday.

(84) is a straightforward example, where wa- is prefixed 

to stshe(HOT) to give a meaning of HAKE HOT. In (85) and

(86), wa- is put before a noun to verbalize it. DREAM(V) is 

expressed in two ways; rmo ka-pa(MAKE A DREAM) and ka-wa-rmo. 

E*o kg-wa-rmg(DREAM A DREAM) is also acceptable. This kind of 

'cognate object' is not so popular in the colloquial 

language.

Wa-rdo in sentence (87) is MEET; there is another word 

for this meaning, mjal, which is a loan from the Tibetan 

self-humbling form for MEET, rdo seems to be cognate with 

mtg(SEE), and the m-/r- opposition serves to distinguish 

intransitive from transitive. Now, being prefixed by wa-, rdg

turns its meaning into LET someone LOOK, MEET.

1.2.32 Mutual Act Marker

When it occurs before the root, ngA- serves to show the 

act to be mutual. The following are typical examples:

(88) wu-yo ke-tom ko.
(ke-tgg-w)

3SG TSF-hit-3SG AUX:S
He will hit it.

(88a)wu-yo-jis kew-ngA-top ko.
(ke-wu-ngA-topJ 

3DL TSF-3DL-mutual act-hit AUX:S
The tow of then will hit each other.

nga- in sentence (88) shows that the agents are going to
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exchange blows; if nga- is absent, the agents aay collaborate 

in hitting the third party.ID

In the following sentences, the verbs hold by nature the 

Meaning of MUTUALLY.

(89) chi-gyo ka-te kA-ngA-wa-rdoch m o  ngo.
(kA-ngA-wa-rdg-ch)

1DL where lDL-autual act-aeet-lDL IRG AUX:S
Where are we going to Meet?

(90) te-rai ku-akhya ke-kA-nge-dzuny no-ngos.
(ke-ka-ngA-yi-dzu-ny) AUX:EX 

aan aany TSF-3PL-autual act-gather-3PL
Many people will gather.

(91) tA-gi ta-ngA-kyo-lo ko.
(ta-ngA-kyg-lg) 

water up-mutual act-aix AUX:S
Water has Mixed (with soaething like cooking oil).

The affix in (89) through (91) is optional and does not

Make such a difference as is observed in (88) and (88a). As

for the prefix and root of GATHER, see (68) and (69). Also

refer to 1.2.314, (75) and (75a) for MEET and MIX.

VOMIT usually requires MA-(see 1.2.34), but it also

appears with ngA-. The English translation for both sentences

is 'I will voait'.

(92) nga ke-nA-aphang ko.
Ike-aA-aghat-ng)

1SG TSF-autoaatic act-vomit-lSG AUX:S

(92a)nga ke-ngA-aphang ko.
(ke-ngA-aghat-ng)

1SG TSF-mutual act-voait-lSG AUX:S

(92) is rather a neutral stateaent while (92a) focusses

on the contra-peristalsis of the gullet where the contents

are Mutually jostling on their way back up.
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1.2.33 Repetitive Act Marker

Repetitive action is marked by ra-1^) Qr na-.l^ Kin 

P'eng<1957/58) lists na- as a repetitive action marker fol

lowed by reduplicated roots, but, in our data, the root is 

never reduplicated.

(93) nga nA-ra-krong ko.
(nA-ra-kro-ng)

1SG PFT-repetitive act-scratch-lSG AUX:S 
I have scratched and scratched.

(94) wu-yo ke-ra-chak ko.
(ke-ra-chak-w)

3SG TSF-repetitive act-tread-3SG AUX:S
He will tread.

(95) sytA wa-key ko-ho-ke mA-ma ra-skyony.
(ra-skyg-ny)

this than nice-ADV POLITE DEMAND repetitive act- 
write-2PL

Would you please write more nicely than this?

There is an intrinsic repetitive meaning in SCRATCH and

TREAD, and the two verbs usually require ra- at the P4. WRITE

also needs the same affix if the root is skyg; since WRITE

means WRITE A LETTER in most cases, ta-skygs ka-ga(MAKE A

LETTER) is more frequently used. Thus:

<95a)sytA ta-skyos sytA wa-key ko-ho-ke mA-ma tA-pany.
(tA-ga-ny)

this letter this than nice-ADV 2PL-make-2PL
POLITE DEMAND

Would you please write this letter more nicely than 
this?

As for na-, the following example is typical:

(96) sytA wu-rmi-yo ke-kA-na-riny ko.
(ke-kA-na-ri-ny) 

this man-PL TSF-3PL-repetitive act-laugh-3PL AUX:S 
These guys will laugh.
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(96a)nga sytA wu-rmi-yo ke-sA-na-ring ko.
(ke-sA-na-ri-ng) AUX:S

1SG this man-PL TSF-CAUS-repetitive act-laugh-lSG 
I will make these guys laugh.

Since laughing implies a repetitive act, na- some

times behaves as a part of the root when another adverbial 

affix is needed. Sentence (96a) is an example of this.

1.2.34 Automatic/Uncontrollable Act Marker

Prefixing the root, mA- indicates that the act is auto

matic and uncontrollable. Consequently, most verbs which can 

appear with mA- are somewhat related to bodily activities.For 

example, VOMIT necessarily requires »A-, as shown in sentence

(92). In the perfect, the direction marker is added. Thus:

(97) nga to-mA-mphang ko.
(to-mA-mphat-ng)

1SG up-automatic act-vomit-lSG AUX:S 
I have vomited.

The automatic and uncontrollable act of vomiting has

been further specified by to-(UP) in terms of direction. In

its imperative, this contrast is clearly observed. The fol

lowing are the imperatives for 2SG:

(98) to-mA-mphat!

(98a)to-mphat!

Since the imperative is identical to the perfect from,

(98) has a neutral sense, where the addressee has nausea and

the speaker tells him not to counteract his natural physiolo

gy. In (98a), on the other hand, mA- is lacking, which
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implies that the addressee does not feel like vomiting but 

the speaker thinks the addressee had better vomit even if it 

is artificial.

Similarly, mA- occurs with MOVE and RECOVER. The former 

is ka-mA-lmg, which usually indicates a 'twitching' action of 

some particular parts of the body, lmg is seldom used by 

itself. The latter is ka-mA-na. Contrary to CURE, ka-sA- 

na<VPnf-CAUS-good:cf.1.2.311), ka-mA-na implies GET WELL 

NATURALLY. Sa- functions as a strong causative marker, while 

mA- serves to convert adjectivals into intransitive verbs 

with the meaning of AUTOMATICALLY/NATURALLY.

mA-rtsap(FEEL PAINFUL) has parallel characteristics to 

the two mentioned above. Mostly, mA- appears as part of a 

root.

(99) nga nga-NmAs nA-mA-rtsap ko.
(nA-mA-rtsap)

1SG my-wound PRO-uncontrollable act-painful AUX:S
I feel painfuldit. :As for me, my wound is painful).

ARRIVE(kA-Ndu> with mA- shows a special manner. The root 

can stand by itself, but, if with mA-, it implies 'to arrive 

as a logical result'. Let us compare the following two:

(100) nga so-sni ke-Ndu-ng ko.

(100a)nga so-sni ke-mA-Ndu-ng ko.

(100) is neutral, stating that 'I will arrive tomor

row', while (100a) connotes that the agent is supposed to 

arrive tomorrow, i.e., the walking pace will automatically 

bring the agent to his destination tomorrow.
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1.2.35 Objectivizer

sa- objectivizes the actions done by the agent who the 

speaker considers to be involved in his own speech circle.

The actions to be objectivized are, therefore, fairly subjec

tive things, such as LOVE, DREAM, HATE, etc.; as the result 

of this, the affixal covoinations with sa- aay look unnatu

ral. Two examples will be shown below:

(101)nya-rmo ke-no-aa-pany.
(ke-no-sa-pa-ny)

your-dream TSF-PFT-objectivizer-make-2PL
Please dream.

(102)nga wu-mi ke-no-sa-nA-ngang ko.
(ke-no-sa-nA-nga-ng)

1SG his-daughter TSF-PFT-objectivizer-like-lSG AUXIS 
I loved his daughter.

In both of the above, the sentences without sa- are 

fully grammatical. The difference is that, in those with this 

affix, the utterance is based on the attitude of speaker who 

tries to look at the agent's action rather objectively or 

from a distance.

1.2.36 Progressive Marker

Progressive aspect is marked by nA- at the P4 position. 

This affix is identical to the perfect marker. Progressive is 

semantically discussed within the framework of imperfect,15) 

but, in this language, the morphological shape is exactly the 

same as the affix which marks perfect. There occurs little 

ambiguity because of the positions of their occurrence. How
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ever, when we have no affix at P3 position, ambiguity does 

happen. For instance, we theoretically cannot predict whether 

(107) means 'The wound has swollen' or 'The wound is swel

ling' although the second one actually takes another expres

sion. Let us observe the contrast with EAT:

(103)wu-gyo-nye nga-mnyok wu-dza ko.
(wu-dza)

3PL my-grain 3PL-eat AUX:S
They are going to eat my grain.

<104)wu-gyo-nye nga-mnyok wu-na-dza ko.
(wu-nA-dza)

3PL my-grain 3PL-PR0-eat AUX:S
They are eating my grain.

<105)wu-gyo-nye nga-mnyok tu-dza ko.
fto-wu-dza)

3PL my-grain PFT-3PL-eat AUX:S
They have eaten my grain.

<106)yi-nyo nyi-gyo nA-mnyok no-nA-dzey ko.
(no-nA-dza-y)

lPLCexc.) 2PL your-grain PFT-PR5-eat-lPL AUX:S
We were eating your grain.

(104) and (106) illustrate the progressive with nA-. If 

you put ke- at PI position in (104), it would theoretically 

mean 'They had been eating your grain', but no sentences with 

both ke- and nA- in the perfect occur in our data.

This affix is so productive that all action verbs can 

take it at P4.

Stative verbs with nA- show clearly that the state has 

been realized. Thus:

(107)bi-syer ka-pri kA-ka-dza wa-sta sik-pa nA-Nbop.
(nA-Nbog)

yesterday snake VPNF-PFT-eat wound very PRO-swell
The bite-wound which a snake made has swollen terribly.
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Compare the following sentences with FEEL ITCHY where

ra?-gya is the root:

(108)nga ngA-skru ke-ra?-gya.
(ke-ra?-gya)

1SG my-body TSF-feel itchy
I'll feel itchydit.:As for me, my body will be itchy).

(108a)nga ngA-skru ra?-gya.
(ra?-gya)

1SG my-body feel itchy
I am going to feel itchy.

(108b)nga ngA-skru nA-ra?-gya.
(nA-ra?-gya)

1SG my-body PRO-feel itchy
I have been feeling itchy.

<108c)nga ngA-skru nA-nA-ra?-gya.
CnA-nA-ra?-gya)

1SG my-body PFT-PRO-feel itchy
I was feeling itchy.

Here again, the combination of ke-nA(PFT)-nA(PRO> is not

seen in our materials. FEEL PAINFUL has a similar set:

(109) nga ngA-NaAs ke-aA-rtsap ko.
Cke-mA-rtsap)

1SG my-wound TSF-feel painful AUX:S
I will feel painful at the wound.

(109a)nga ngA-NmAs nA-mA-rtsap ko.
(nA-mA-rtaap)

1SG my-wound PRO-feel painful AUX:S
I am feeling painful at the wound.

(109b)nga ngA-NmAs to-mA-rtsap ko.
(to-mA-rtsap)

1SG my-wound PFT-feel painful AUX:S
I felt painful at the wound.

(109c)nga ngA-NmAs to-nA-mA-rtsap ko.
(to-nA-mA-rtsap)

1SG my-wound PFT-PRO-feel”painful AUX:S 
I was feeling painful.

(109) implies that pain has not reached the speaker
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while (109a) means that the speaker actually is feeling pain. 

In both (109b) and (109c), pain left his, but (109c) connotes 

the duration of pain.

1.2.37 Reflexive Marker

nA-, identical in shape to the progressive Marker, narks 

reflexive action when it appears at P4. For instance, we 

have, against ka-top(HIT), ka-nA-top which means HIT ONE

SELF. 16 >

Derivative from this, nA- emphasizes intransitiveness. 

If nA- occurs with kA-Ngri(COLLAPSE), kA-nA-Ngri means 'to 

collapse by itself/from inside'. This example is from Kin 

P'eng et al. 1958:81. nA-, which seems to function similarly 

in our data, occurs in ka-nA-nga(LIKE). nA-nga behaves as a 

root and can take one of the adverbial affixes at P4 

position. However, this nA- is analyzed as an adverbial affix 

and the exaggerated translation of the root would be 'to like 

or love from inside/irresistibly'.
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1.2.4 Morphosyntax of prefixes

As illustrated under 1.1.1, a VPfinal has the following 

general structure: ka-Pl-P2-P3-P4-R00T-Sl-S2.

Each component before the root(prefix, hereafter) has been 

detailed in 1.2.1 through 1.2.3 and pronominal affixes(P3 and 

S2), which seem to be categorically of a different attribute, 

will be described under 1.4. This long string of prefixes is 

priaarily regular in teras of their juxtaposition order and 

it does not allow any exchange between their locations of 

occurrence, except for several exaaples. What does this regu

larity of ordering aean?

While the preceding sections were devoted to the de

scription of particular constituents of VP's, this section is 

designed to aake notes of the correlations aaong the prefixes 

froa the aorpho-syntactic and/or syntactico-seaantic angles 

so that it aay aake the descriptions above aore comprehensi

ble.

1.2.41 Seaantic function

As the first step to figure out what lies beneath such a 

regularity of the prefix ordering, let ae review their 

functions.

ka before the PI just tells the beginning of VP and 

nothing aore. PI is ke, which 'tensifies' the aspect. P2 is 

occupied either by aspect aarker or by directive. The former
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constitutes of O(iaperfect) and nA(perfect), while the latter 

has thirteen variants which almost always appear in perfect 

only and it takes over nA. P3 is pronominal affix which 

specifies agent(and patient, goal or beneficiary as well as 

their agreement). Adverbial affix appears at P4, including 

causative marker, mutual act marker, automatic act marker, 

objectivizer, progressive marker and reflexive marker.

So, the following will schematize the functions of the 

prefixes.

morphological function semantic class
component

s ka signals VP accompanist
y
n o PI tensifies aspect
t r aspectuals
a d P2 tells if it's done
c e OR
t r tells direction of act locationals
i
c P3 tells who to whoa pronominals

P4 tells manner of act specifics

From this chart, we can draw an interrelation between 

the syntactic order and semantic class of the prefixes: the

closer to the root, the more specific; in another words, the 

more remote from the root, the more abstract or general.17) 

Semantic theories do not seem to have reached the stage where 

they accept the degree of 'generalness' or 'abstractness' 

('specificness' or 'concreteness') as the criteria of seman

tic classification, and this sort of the correlationship
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between syntactic and semantic properties of prefixing compo

nents observed in Tibeto-Burman languages(for example, rGya- 

rong, Ao, Lahu, and Tibetan> may contribute to general 

semantics.

In 1.1.1, it was mentioned that the only exception 

against the prefix ordering rule is directive in imperfect, 

which is put at a marked position, that is, before PI, 

instead of at P2(the normal position). This phenomenon could 

be interpreted as a 're-casting' of syntactico-semantic rule 

discussed in this section. Directive is semantically classi

fied as 'locational', being concreter than 'aspectual'. If it 

is located before PI(after ka), it is given a more abstract 

and a less specific meaning, and it gets 'marked' in that 

sense.

1.2.42 Layers of prefixation

Syntactico-semantic observation of prefixes ordering 

shown above raises another possibility of prefixation 

layers(at PI and P2). According to the author's description, 

they are as is shown in 1.1.1. Thus:

ka- PI- P2- P3- P4- ROOT

ka- aspect — 
tensifier

aspect
marker

pronominal
affix

adverbial-ROOT
affix

directiveI 
.(PFT) J
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In the level of structural analysis based on the attri

butes of each member and on their distribution of occurrence, 

this is correct. But, in the level of semantic analysis based 

on the functional properties of meaning, the chart many 

accordingly be redressed as follows:

ka- Pl- P2- PS- P4-

ka-
r___,
'aspectuali —  locational

II
pronominal manner

specific

It is unknown so far to what extent the latter analysis 

is effective in the historical framework. This respect will 

be sometimes revisited in the comparison part of this paper, 

and, for the moment, I shall confine myself to pointing out 

the two possibilities.

1.2.43 Morphemic status

P2 and P3 must be occupied by appropriate prefixes while 

the other members are optional. Each prefix carries a CV 

structure underlyingly, and as far as the phonological shape 

is concerned, it is solid and stable.

Looking into the strain among them, however, it is

noticed that they are not equal in terns of 'status'. This 

unequalness is observed in every position. That at P3 will

naturally be described under 1.4 and that at P4 is discussed

under 1.2.44. In this section, therefore, the morphemic sta

tus of prefixes at the other positions will be screened.
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ka which signals the VP boundary at the head is fragile 

in VPfinal while it has a good status in VPn0n-final «8 a 

mandatory member. rGyarong root hates to go hatless, and, 

since PI through P4 are neutralized in VPnon-finai, ka neces

sarily gets obligatory. In VPfinai» on the other hand, it is 

just optional; it shows up with a high ratio when you have 

several NP's before VPfinai, but it still can be deleted. 

There is no correlation of occurrence with other prefix 

■embers.

The morphemes at PI and P2 have some constraints of 

occurrence. PICke) is totally dependent on P2 because the 

only function of ke is to tensify the aspect. In another 

words, its status belongs to a sub-category of the aspect 

markers.

The aspect markers at P2, 0 for imperfect and nA for

perfect, are musts in any VPfj,nai. nA becomes zero when one 

of the direction markers appears at P2 to indicate perfect 

and the direction of act or state. In this mechanism, imper

fect is unmarked while perfect is marked by nA, which is 

further marked by directives, retiring itself.

This reminds us of the rules running under semantic 

function of prefixes; the more remote from the root’ the 

prefix is located, the more abstract or general the semantic 

function is. A very similar rule seems to be going on here 

again: the more remote from the root the prefix is, the less
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stable the morphemic status is. This applies properly as far 

as ka, PI and P2 are concerned.

1.2.44 Lexicalization of prefixes

In 1.2.2 through 1.2.37, we have sporadically seen some 

examples in which prefix behaves as a part of root. The 

prefix in that kind of situation may either be of independent 

status or become a part of root; in another words, they are 

in process of lexicalization. They will be re-checked en^bloc 

below(1.2.441>.

Besides these in-process affairs, another lexicalization 

is also observed. The rGyarong verb has the following general 

syllable canon(cf. 0.5): (C)C(G)V(C),

where the bracketed portion is not mandatory. From the syn

chronic viewpoint of description, this must be considered as 

a unit. From the historical standpoint, however, C at the 

head can be regarded as an already-lexicalized prefix. With 

that 'C', some interesting 're-prefixing's are going on and 

they seem to be a good background for the succeeding chapter. 

1.2.442 will deal with them.

1.2.441 'In-process' lexicalization is observed in direc-

tives(P2) and manner specifiers(P4). The others do not cause 

any lexicalization. Among directives, yi and ne, which imply 

rather a general movement than specific horizontal or verti

cal directions, can be lexicalized. In manner specifiers, on
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the other hand, all the members except for mutual act Barker

and ob^ectivizer nay be lexicalized.

Let me examine yi first of all. Taking thal(GO) for

example, a typical contrast among yi, to and no as directives

at P2 is observed. Thus:

(32x> wu-yo-jis yi-tha-Nch ko.
(yi-thal-Nch)

3DL generaI-go-3DL AUX:S
aoveaent 

They two have gone.

(32) wu-yo-jis 0-to-0-0-thal-0-Nch ko.
They two have ascended.

(33) wu-yo-jis 0-no-0-0-thal-0-Nch ko.
They two have descended.

This is the normal situation where directives occur at

P2 and leave P4 position blank so that any manner specifier

can stand there to specify a manner if necessary. Looking

into ro(DIP), syi(DIE), dzu(GATHER) and mAs (FORGET), on the

other hand, the situation is separate. For instance,

(87) nga te-rmi 0-0-0-sA-yi-dzu-0-ng ko.
I am going to gather people.

(91) bi-syer te-rmi ke-ta-kA-0-yi-dzu-0-0.
People gathered yesterday.

(85) nga 0-nA-0-0-yi-dzu-0-0.
I have forgotten.

(83) 0-nA-0-0-yi-ayi-s-0 ko.
He has passed away.

(72) nga tA-chi 0-nA-0-0-yi-ro-0-ng ko.
I have dipped out water.

In these sentences, it is the single choice for us to 

regard yi as a part of root because D i n  (87), P4 position is
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occupied by CAUS, and 2)in others, another coaponents occur 

at P2. So, the VP of the sentence (71) nga tA-chi yi-rg^ng 

ko('I aa going to dip out water') aust be analyzed as {0-0-0- 

0-yi-ro-0-ng) instead of (0-yi-0-0-ro-0-ng).

Also for ne, we see the parallel phenoaenon to this in 

sentences (75) through (77), where P2 is occupied by other 

directives and ne should be taken for a part of root.

The following discussion is with regard to aanner speci- 

fiers(P4). All the affixes except for ngA and sa aay becoae a 

part of root, i.e., they can stand between another P4 affix 

and root. We have already seen this phenoaenon at (114a), 

where na behaves as part of root, taking sA(CAUS) at P4. The 

following chart illustrates soae contrasts siailar to (114a):

P4 ROOT ENG

su(<*sA>- ksyot to teach
sA - su-ksyot to aake soaeone teach

aA - lao to aove
sA - aA-lao to reaove

nA - nga to love
ngA - nA-nga to love autually

All through the exaaples of this sort, the vowel of 

aanner specifier as a part of root tends to get contracted 

phonetically.

1.2.442 rGyarong seeas to have coapleted the lexicalization 

process long tiae ago which aight be siailar to that aen- 

tioned above. It aay have experienced that kind of waves 

several tiaes. We have no data which exactly tell what sort
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of prefixes were lexicalized, but there are soae roots which 

urge us to segaent on the basis of contrastive pairs or from 

the analogy of the present process of lexicalization. All of 

then are related to causativity.

The Dost stable clue is represented by the VT/VI con

trast, s- vs. N-. Let us see the following:

ENG VT VI

to change s-gyur : N-gyur
to turn around s-kor : N-kor
to wind s-kru : N-kru

s- in the VT group apparently signals causativity while 

N- intransitivity. This s- is cognate to PTB *s- and rGyarong 

-sA-. N- functions like WT ' on the coaparison basis, and, if 

we dare to find out its cognate, -nA- as the reflexive aarker 

seems the nearest.

There are aany other verbs with s- at the head of root, 

but the three above are the only roots which have their VI 

counterparts with N-. Another contrast is s- vs. 0 shown 

below:

to show a-rong : to see 0-rong
to lend s-ki : to borrow 0-ki

s- again represents causativity while the VI group is

prefixed by zero. This opposition is also parallel to the

present systea of prefixation in this tongue.

We have s-khip(SUCK), s=kye<BE BORN), sy^pak(BE THIRSTY)

and sy-dar(FEAR) as the s-prefixed verbs. However, this s-
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motivation is related to huaan bodily or emotional matters 

and it is generally believed that the s- is cognate to FLESH. 

So, these have nothing to do with our discussion for the 

moment.

The contrast, r- vs. 0/m-, tells a similar distinction, 

but it is not exactly the VT/VI opposition.

to rise was : to get up r-was
to see m-to : to meet r-to

The r-prefixed verbs connotes more human will than 0/m- 

prefixed ones. Analogous to this, HANG and SLEEP are possibly 

segmented as r^wak and r-nyi respectively.

FALL and DROP have m-/p- opposition; m-zyit vs. Pzsyit. 

Since, as I pointed out at 1.2.3, there is no stop-motivated 

prefixes in manner specifiers, p- cannot be explained by the 

present-day phenomena. It might have been an old vestige of 

causative marker.

DRY has two VT forms: EZES5 an£l k-rar, where ram is

identified to be an adjectival, DRY, as well as the VI. 

Again, p- and k- are unrelated to P4 infixes. They are possi

bly cognate to WT b- and g-, although the function is sepa

rate.

If k- is correctly attested as a prefix in the older 

stage, CONE(IMP), FRY and LEARN will be hypothesized to be kz 

wen, k^sur and kz§yot respectively.
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1.3 Suffix -s

This suffix, which is the only possibility in the SI 

position, indexes 'perfect'. However, -s is such less produc

tive than other affixes and occurs only with a limited number 

of verbs. Unlike WT where -s making the complementary distri

bution with -d is generally employed in the perfective roots, 

-s in rGyarong marks the perfect of intransitive verbs of 

'process' in their second and third persons only.

(110)wu-yo hla-sa-s no-kA-skyes ko.
(no-kA-skye-s)

3SG Lhasa-LOC PFT-3SG-be bom-PFT AUX:S
He was born in Lhasa.

(111)wu-yo-nye gya-gar-s no-ksyis ko.
(no-kA-syi-s)

3PL India-LOC PFT-3PL-die-PFT AUX:S
They died in India.

If the subject is 1SG in (11), the VPf appears as no- 

skye-ng. similarly, if the subject in (111) were 1PL, the VPf 

would be nap-syi-y. As the readers notice, the pronominal 

affix at S2 is ranked higher in terms of morphological hier

archy than the suffix -s. Besides these two, kA-ne-ya(RE- 

TURN), kA-nyi(LIVE) and kA-pka(WIN) are suffixed by -s. It 

should be also noted that, although the imperative has an 

identical form to perfect, -s never occurs there.

kA-ro(WAKE:VI) shows a peculiarity: this is one of the

irregular verbs and is affixed by only by P2 and -s. Contrary 

to the verbs mentioned in the previous paragraph, -s appears 

in the perfect for all the persons.
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It seeas to be probable, therefore, that -s used to 

occur to aark 'perfect' for all persons before rGyarong 

developed a web of pronominal affixes. Parallel to this, fro* 

the standpoint of internal reconstruction, we aay posit an 

underlying -s in the SI position of the perfect of all verbs. 

But there is no consistent aorpho-phoneaic rule which defines 

its appearance, and it appears only with particular verbs.

kA-kye, the perfect root of REACH, takes -a for the 

third persons in the perfect. This is the only transitive 

verb that can take -s. Here again, there is the possibility 

that -s used to be productive enough to appear with transi

tive verbs also.

The word for LETTER seeas to preserve a slight vestige 

of this -s. ka-ra-skyg aeans WRITE, and ta-skygs aeans 'let

ter'. We aay analyze §kygs as consisting of skyo and the -s 

in question, and infer that skyg-s originally aeant 'to be 

written' and, with ta which aarks substance, turned its 

aeaning to 'soaething written' or 'letter'.
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1.4 Pronominal Affixes

Pronominalization is a wide-spread phenomenon among the 

Tibeto-Burman languages, in the sense that personal pronouns 

or their remnants are crucial participants in the verb 

phrase. The ways of participation differ greatly from lan

guage to language: Lolo-Burmese is really the extreme where

pronominalization is completely lacking, while the other pole 

is represented by rGyarong, Rawang, Lushai, Ch'iang and some 

Himalayish languages, in which pronominal components are 

indispensable constituents of VP's. Other tongues are located 

somewhere between these poles; Tibetan, for instance, shows 

evidence for the pronoun systems of the older stage of T-B in 

general, but we do not find any pronouns or their vestiges 

which directly function in VP.

It should be noted, therefore, that the 'pronominaliza- 

tion' discussed in this paper specifies, in most cases, the 

morphological processes in the verb phrase which reflect the 

agent(s) and patient(s) as well as their agreement, instead 

of being used in a broad sense where pronominalization is 

defined a deletion of lexical units in the context of

new/old information.

1.4.1 Independent Personal Pronouns

Before the discussion of the pronominalization phenome

non in the VP's, it seems convenient to introduce the inde
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pendent personal pronouns. They are as follows:

na-gyo
nA-yo(HON)

nyi-yo-nye(HON) 
•mA

chi-gyo 
yi-Njo<exc.)

ji-gyo

ru-yo-jls

yi-gyo 
yi-nyoCexc.) 
*yo

nyi-gyo
*nyo

wu-gyo-nye
wu-yo-nye
nyi-yo-nye

The asterisked forms are not in current use by my infor

mants, but are recognized as forms which their elders used to 

say. In some other dialects, these forms are still in common 

used. As for the Suomo dialect. Kin P'eng lists these as the 

standard forms. For reference his chart is cited below. The 

forms after the slashes are possessive.

SG

no/nA

mA/wA

DL

ngenja/nja

mAnjas/nja

PL

ngAnyiECexc.)/yi 
yo(inc.)/yi

mAniE/nyi 
(Kin P'eng et al. 1957:77)

A historical interpretation of these forms will be of

fered in 2.2.3.

1.42 Intransitive Verb Affixes

As mentioned in 1.1.1, pronominal affixes occur at the 

P3 and S2 positions, which makes a set. Let us first take
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ARRIVE

IPF root: Ndu

1SG nga ka-aA-Ndu-ng ko.
2SG nA-yo tA-aA-Ndu-n ao ngos?
3SG wu-yo kA-aA-Ndu ko.

1DL chi-syo kA-aA-Ndu-ch ko.
20L ji-gyo tA-aA-Ndu-Nch ao ngos?
3DL wu-yo-jis kA-aa-Ndu-Nch ko.

1PL yi-gyo kA-aA-Ndu-y ko.
2PL nyi-gyo ta-aA-Ndu-ny ao ngo?
3PL wu-yo-nye kA-aA-Ndu-ny ko.

N.B. : aA before the root is an adverbial
under 1.2.34. See sentence (100) also.

PFT root: pi

1SG nga yi-pi-ng ko.
2SG yi-»A-Ndu-n ao ngo?

yik-pi-n no ngo?
3SG yi-pi ko.

1DL chi-gyo yi-pi-ch ko.
2DL yi-pi-Nch no ngos?
3DL wu-yo-jis yik-pi-Nch ko.

1PL yi-gyo yik-pi-y ko.
2PL nyi-gyo yi-pi-ny ao ngos?
3PL wu-yo-nye yik-pi ko.

N.B.: yi is a P2 affix of general aoveaent. yik found in the
exaaples is (yi-kA).

DIE

IPF root: syi

1SG nga ke-kA-syi-ng ko.
2SG nA-yo ke-tA-syi-n ao ngo?
3SG wu-yo (kA-)syi ko.

1DL chi-gyo (kA-)syi-ch ko.
2DL ji-gyo ta-syi-Nch ao ngo?
3DL wu-yo-jis kA-syi ko.
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1PL yi-gyo kA-syi-y ko.
2PL nyi-gyo ke-ta-ayi-ny ko. 
3PL wu-yo-nye kA-syi ko.

PFT root: syi

1SG nga nA-eyi-ng ko.
2SG nA-yo nyi-ayi-a ko.
3SG wu-yo nyi-syi-s ko.

1DL chi-gyo nvi-syi-ch ko. 
2DL ji-gyo nyi-syi-Nch ko.
3DL wu-yo-jia nak-ayi-a ko.

nyi-ayi-Nch ko

1PL yi-gyo na-syi-y ko 
2PL nyi-gyo na-ayi-ny ko.
3PL wu-yo-nye nak-syi ko.

nok-8yi-a ko

From these materials, wc

< VP=(nA-yi-ayi-a-n)
< VP={na-yi-ayi-8)

< VP=(nA-yi-ayi-ch)
< VP= tnA-yi-syi-Nch)
< VP=(na-kA-ayi-a)
< VP={nA-yi-syi-s-Nch)

< VP=(na-kA-ayi)
< VP=(no-kA-ayi-a)

> may abstract the following set

of intransitive verb affixes:

P3 S2

1SG <kA-) - -ng
1DL <kA-> - -ch
1PL <kA-> - -y

2SG tA- - -n
2DL tA- - -Nch
2PL tA- - -ny

3SG <kA-> - -0
3DL kA- - -0 or Hch
3PL kA- - -0 or ny

The affixes at S2 are recognized to be the remnants of

independent personal pronouns. Thus:

1SG -ng < nga
1DL -ch < chi-gyo

2SG -n < no
2DL -Nch < Ji-gyo
2PL -ny < nyo
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As for the 3rd persons, S2 is marked by zero. The reason 

for this aay be that wu which motivates is originally the 

possessive form and it appears only as a transitive marker. 

From the analogy of 1st and 2nd person markings, *-m, instead 

of 0, may be internally reconstructed for the 3rd person 

suffix, but there is no positive support for this hypothesis 

as of now. In many other languages(e.g. American Indian

languages), 3rd person is marked by zero: this would be a

kind of economy and is recognized as a universal tendency(WLC 

and JAM).

P3 position is occupied by kA- or tA-. The bracketed kA-

is optional and occurs only with a limited number of verbs.

The original meaning of these two affixes are still vague, 

but, as far as ta- is concerned, it seems strongly probable 

that is is cognate to IT. These affixes will be further 

discussed in 1.4.3 and 2.2.31. At this point, we can say that 

kA- covers non-2nd while tA- implies the 2nd person.

1.4.3 Transitive Verb Affixes

There are two ways of affixing in the transitive group:

1)if both the agent(s) and patient(s)(or goal or beneficiary) 

are or can be expressed by personal pronouns, some sets of 

affixes specify who acts on whom,

2)if the patient(s)(goal or beneficiary) is not a personal 

pronoun, other sets of affixes occur to indicate the agent(s)
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only. So, these sets of 2) have the sane foraation as the 

intransitive verb affixes although their aorpheaes are partly 

separate.

1.4.31 Among the two ways of aentioned above, 1) is des

cribed here. For convenience of coaparison, the same lexical 

iteas as Kin P'eng listed will be chosen: GIVE and SCOLD. All 

the sentences are in the iaoerfect, and the root of GIVE is 

wu while that of SCOLD is na-sngo where na- is an adverbial 

affix described under 1.2.33.

<GIVE>

agt_. bnf_. sentence

2SG 1SG nA-yo nga kAw-wu-ng ko.
2SG 1SG 2-give-iSG AUX:S 
You are going to give (it to)ae.

2DL 1SG ji-gyo nga kAw-wu-ng ko.
2PL 1SG nyi-gyo nga kAw-wu-ng ko.

2SG 1DL nA-yo chi-gyo kAw-wu-ch ko.
2DL 1DL ji-gyo chi-gyo kAw-wu-ch ko.
2PL 1DL nyi-gyo chi-gyo kAw-wu-ch ko.

2SG 1PL nA-yo yi-gyo kAw-wu-y ko 
2DL 1PL ji-gyo yi-gyo kAw-wu-y ko
2PL 1PL nyi-gyoyi-gyo kAw-wu-y ko

3SG 1SG wu-yo nga wu-wu-ng ko.
3DL 1SG wu-yo-jis nga wu-wu-ng ko.
3PL 1SG wu-yo-nye nga wu-wu-ng ko.

3SG 1DL wu-yo chi-gyo wu-wu-ch ko.
3DL 1DL wu-yo-jis chi-gyo wu-wu-ch ko.
3PL 1DL wu-yo-nye chi-gyo wu-wu-ch ko.

3SG 1PL wu-yo yi-gyo wu-wu-y ko.
3DL 1PL wu-yo-jis yi-gyo wu-wu-y ko.
3PL 1PL wu-yo-nye yi-gyo wu-wu-y ko.
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1SG
1DL
1PL

2SG
2SG
2SG

nga nA-yo ta-wu-n ko. 
chi-gyo nA-yo ta-wu-n ko. 
yi-gyo nA-yo ta-wu-n ko.

1SG
1DL
1PL

2DL
2DL
2DL

nga ji-gyo ta-wu-Nch ko. 
chi-gyo ji-gyo ta-wu-Nch ko. 
yi-gyo ji-gyo ta-wu-Nch ko.

1SG
1DL
1PL

2PL
2PL
2PL

nga nyi-gyo ta-wu-ny ko. 
chi-gyo nyi-gyo ta-wu-ny ko. 
yi-gyo nyi-gyo ta-wu-ny ko.

3SG
3DL
3PL

2SG
2SG
2SG

wu-yo nA-yo tAw-wu-n ko. 
wu-yo-jis nA-yo tAw-wu-n ko. 
wu-yo-nye nA-yo tAw-wu-n ko.

3SG
3DL
3PL

2DL
2DL
2DL

wu-yo ji-gyo tAw-wu-Nch ko. 
wu-yo-jis ji-gyo tAw-wu-Nch ko, 
wu-yo-nye ji-gyo tAw-wu-Nch ko,

3SG
3DL
3PL

2PL
2PL
2PL

wu-yo nyi-gyo tAw-wu-ny ko. 
wu-yo-jia nyi-gyo tAw-wu-ny ko, 
wu-yo-nye nyi-gyo tAw-wu-ny ko.

1SG
1SG
1SG

3SG
3DL
3PL

nga wu-yo wu-ng ko. 
nga wu-yo-jis wu-ng ko. 
nga wu-yo-nye wu-ng ko.

1DL
1DL
1DL

3SG
3DL
3PL

chi-gyo wu-yo wu-ch ko. 
chi-gyo wu-yo-jia wu-ch ko. 
chi-gyo wu-yo-nye wu-ch ko.

1PL
1PL
1PL

3SG
3DL
3PL

yi-gyo wu-yo wu-y ko. 
yi-gyo wu-yo-jia wu-y ko. 
yi-gyo wu-yo-nye wu-y ko.

2SG
2SG
2SG

3SG
3DL
3PL

nA-yo wu-yo wu-y ko. 
nA-yo wu-yo-jia wu-y ko. 
nA-yo wu-yo-nye wu-y ko.

2DL
2DL
2DL

3SG
3DL
3PL

ji-gyo wu-yo tA-wu-Nch ko. 
ji-gyo wu-yo-jia tA-wu-Nch ko. 
ji-gyo wu-yo-nye tA-wu-Nch ko.

2PL
2PL
2PL

3SG
3DL
3PL

nyi-gyo wu-yo tA-wu-ny ko. 
nyi-gyo wu-yo-jia tA-wu-ny ko. 
nyi-gyo wu-yo-nye tA-wu-ny ko.
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3SG 3SG wu-yo wu-yo wu-w ko.
3SG 3DL wu-yo wu-yo-jis wu-w ko.
3SG 3PL wu-yo wu-yo-nye wu-w ko.

3DL 3SG wu-yo-jis wu-yo wu-wu ko.
3DL 3DL wu-yo-jis wu-yo-jis wu-wu ko. 
3DL 3PL wu-yo-jis wu-yo-nye wu-wu ko.

3PL 3SG wu-yo-nye wu-yo wu-wu ko.
3PL 3DL wu-yo-nye wu-yo-jis wu-wu ko. 
3PL 3PL wu-yo-nye wu-yo-nye wu-wu ko.

1SG 1PL nga yi-gyo ka-wu-y ko.

<SC0LD>

59ii Eiti sentence

2SG 1SG nA-yo-ki nga kAw-na-sngo-ng ko.
2SG-ERG 1SG 2-scold-lSG AUX:S 
You are going to acold ne.

2DL 1SG ji-gyo-ki nga kAw-na-sngo-ng ko.
2PL 1SG nyi-gyo-ki nga kAw-na-sngo-ng ko.

2SG 1DL nA-yo-ki chi-gyo kAw-na-sngo-ch ko.
2DL 1DL ji-gyo-ki chi-gyo kAw-na-sngo-ch ko. 
2PL 1DL nyi-gyo-ki chi-gyo kAw-na-sngo-ch ko.

2SG 1PL nA-yo-ki yi-gyo kAw-na-sngo-y ko.
2DL 1PL ji-gyo-ki yi-gyo kAw-na-sngo-y ko.
2PL 1PL nyi-gyo-ki yi-gyo kAw-na-sngo-y ko.

3SG 1SG wu-yo-ki nga wu-na-sngo-ng ko.
3DL 1SG wu-yo-jis-ki nga wu-na-sngo-ng ko.
3PL 1SG wu-yo-nye-ki nga wu-na-sngo-ng ko.

3SG 1DL wu-yo-ki chi-gyo wu-na-sngo-ch ko.
3DL 1DL wu-yo-jis-ki chi-gyo wu-na-sngo-ch ko. 
3PL 1DL wu-yo-nye-ki chi-gyo wu-na-sngo-ch ko.

3SG 1PL wu-yo-ki yi-gyo wu-na-sngo-y ko.
3DL 1PL wu-yo-jis-ki yi-gyo wu-na-sngo-y ko. 
3PL 1PL wu-yo-nye-ki yi-gyo wu-na-sngo-y ko.

1SG 2SG nga nA-yo ta-na-sngo-n ko.
1DL 2SG chi-gyo-ki nA-yo ta-na-sngo-n ko.
1PL 2SG yi-gyo-ki nA-yo ta-na-sngo-n ko.
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1SG 2DL
1DL 2DL
1PL 2DL

1SG 2PL
1DL 2PL
1PL 2PL

3SG 2SG
3DL 2SG
3PL 2SG

3SG 2DL
3DL 2DL
3PL 2DL

3SG 2PL
3DL 2PL
3PL 2PL

1SG 3SG
1SG 3DL
1SG 3PL

1DL 3SG
1DL 3DL
1DL 3PL

1PL 3SG
1PL 3DL
1PL 3PL

2SG 3SG
2SG 3DL
2SG 3PL

2DL 3SG
2DL 3DL
2DL 3PL

2PL 3SG
2PL 3DL
2PL 3PL

3SG 3SG
3SG 3DL
3SG 3PL

nga ji-gyo ta-na-sngo-Nch ko. 
chi-gyo-ki ji-gyo ta-na-sngo-Nch ko. 
yi-gyo-ki ji-gyo ta-na-sngo-Nch ko.

nga nyi-gyo ta-na-sngo-ny ko. 
chi-gyo-ki nyi-gyo ta-na-sngo-ny ko. 
yi-gyo-ki nyi-gyo ta-na-sngo-ny ko.

wu-yo-ki nA-yo tAw-na-sngo-n ko. 
wu-yo-jis-ki nA-yo tAw-na-sngo-n ko. 
wu-yo-nye-ki nA-yo tAw-na-sngo-n ko.

wu-yo-ki ji-gyo tAw-na-sngo-Nch ko. 
wu-yo-jis-ki ji-gyo tAw-na-sngo-Nch ko. 
wu-yo-nye-ki ji-gyo tAw-na-sngo-Nch ko.

wu-yo-ki nyi-gyo tAw-na-sngo-ny ko. 
wu-yo-jis-ki nyi-gyo tAw-na-sngo-ny ko. 
wu-yo-nye-ki nyi-gyo tAw-na-sngo-ny ko.

nga wu-yo na-sngo-ng ko. 
nga wu-yo-jis na-sngo-ng ko. 
nga wu-yo-nye na-sngo-ng ko.

chi-gyo-ki wu-yo na-sngo-ch ko. 
chi-gyo-ki wu-yo-jis na-sngo-ch ko. 
chi-gyo-ki wu-yo-nye na-sngo-ch ko.

yi-gyo-ki wu-yo na-sngo-y ko. 
yi-gyo-ki wu-yo-jis na-sngo-y ko. 
yi-gyo-ki wu-yo-nye na-sngo-y ko.

nA-yo-ki wu-yo tA-na-sngo-n ko. 
nA-yo-ki wu-yo-jis tA-na-sngo-n ko. 
nA-yo-ki wu-yo-nye tA-na-sngo-n ko.

ji-gyo-ki wu-yo tA-na-sngo-Nch ko. 
ji-gyo-ki wu-yo-jis tA-na-sngo-Nch ko. 
ji-gyo-ki wu-yo-nye tA-na-sngo-Nch ko.

nyi-gyo-ki wu-yo tA-na-sngo-ny ko. 
nyi-gyo-ki wu-yo-jis tA-na-sngo-ny ko. 
nyi-gyo-ki wu-yo-nye tA-na-sngo-ny ko.

wu-yo-ki wu-yo na-sngo-w ko. 
wu-yo-ki wu-yo-jis na-sngo-w ko. 
wu-yo-ki wu-yo-nye na-sngo-w ko.
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3DL 3SG WU'-yo-•3is--ki wu--yo wu-ila-sngo ko.
3DL 3DL wu--yo--jis--ki wu--yo--3is wu-na-sngo ko,
3DL 3PL wu -yo--jis--ki wu--yo-■nye wu-na-sngo ko,

3PL 3SG wu--yo-•nye--ki wu--yo wu-na-sngo ko.
3PL 3DL wu--yo--nye--ki wu--yo-"Jis wu-na-sngo ko,
3PL 3PL wu--yo--nye--ki wu--yo-■nye wu-na-sngo ko.

On the basis of these paradigas, the following chart of 

affixes aay be inferred:

<chart 1>

ptt. bnf.

kAw-ng

ka-y kAw-y

ta-ny tAw-ny

<chart 2>

\  agt. 1SG 1DL 1PL 2SG 2DL 2PL 3SG 3DL 3PL 
p t t X  _________________________________________ _____________

3 I 0-ng 0-ch 0-y tA-n tA-Nch tA-ny 0-w wu-0 wu-0

1.4.311 In chart 1, the suffix at S2 position exclusively 

represents patient, beneficiary or goal. The portion before 

the hyphen(P3) seeas to stand for agent, but it is not so 

neat as S2, except for 3rd>lst where wu straightforwardly 

iaplies 3rd agent.

In the 2nd patient series, the 2nd person is represented
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by the coabination of tA-n/Hch/ny in accordance with that 

nuaber, and the aorpheae of 1st or 3rd agent joins it at the 

P3 position. Thus, the 1st >2nd will be reinterpreted as «tA-

kA n/Nch/ny and the 3rd >2nd as »tA-wu n/Hch/ny. *kA and

«wu are hypothesized to specify the 1st and 3rd agent respec

tively. The 1st agent aorpheae has been internally recon

structed on the grounds that ta- appears as CtAkn ] before 

velar stop.

Therefore, the internal structure of these affixes will 

be tentatively analyzed as follows18*:

P3 S2
[[patient aarker] ♦ [agent aarkerl) - [patient aarkerl

If this illustration is correct, the 3rd>lst agreeaent 

should be accordingly rewritten as «0-wu ng/ch/y.

The 2nd >lst affixes show soae coaplications. As is seen 

in chart 2 as well as the intransitive verb affixing 

chart(1.42), what signals 2nd person whether it is agent or 

patient is tA-n/Nch/ny. This coabination constitutes again 

the basis of the 2nd>lst affixing. Here, however, the suffix 

is replaced by -ng, -ch and -y which point to a 1st patient, 

and kAw occurs at P3. kAw is froa *kA-wu in which the be

havior of -wu- seeas queer since, as is discussed above, it 

is supposed to stand for 3rd person.

As for the lst>lPL agreeaent, it seeas to show the saae 

structure as the lst>2nd. ka aay be interpreted, on the basis 

of parallelism with ta(<*tA-kA>, as *kA-kA, each of which
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represents 1st agent and 1st patient, while -y shows that 1PL 

patient. The lst>lst and 2nd>2nd agreements seldom occur in 

natural utterances since the reflexive marker usually appears 

in this kind of environment and blocks agreement; the example 

shown in the list above is the only one in our data.

1.4.312 From the description up to this point, it has been 

made clear that the S2 position is occupied by the remnants 

of personal pronouns(which is parallel to the case in 

intransitive verbs). So, the phenomena observed at S2 are 

highly pronominal.

Then, what about the P3 position? It is true that the 

three morphemes which occur there specify persons, but not 

only is their behavior(especially that of wu) inconsistent, 

but they also do not carry anything reminiscent of personal 

pronouns. Do they really represent information regarding 

persons? Is it appropriate to deal with them in the framework 

of 'person'? Now, this seems to be a proper point to recon

sider their original meanings.

Looking for clues to solve this problem in other gram

matical categories, we find tA and wu in the demonstratives. 

In this dialect of rGyarong, wu-tA means THAT and sy-tA THIS. 

These two words are distinguished in accordance with the 

speaker's psychological distance from the objectCs) ad

dressed, not with the physical distance. As was shown in 

sentence (45), the merchandise which the speaker wants to
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look at may be THAT in English translation, but, since the 

speaker utters the sentence under the presupposition that he 

will buy it with a high probability, i.e., it will belong to 

him in the very near future and consequently it is psycho

logically proximal to him, §y-tA must be used in this case. 

If the speaker had just wanted to have a look at it, wu-tA 

would have been employed.

The counterpart of sy-tA is wu-tA which points to a 

distal object or matter. 'Distal' may be correctly replaced 

by 'non-proximal'. tA, on the other hand, appears as te if it 

is independently used, specifying the object in the addres

see's hand.

If the relationship among these three demonstratives

could be projected to the 'person' category, te is analogous

the 2nd person, §y-tA to the 1st and wu-tA is to the 2nd and

3rd. This distribution exactly corresponds to that in the P3

position. As far as tA and wu are concerned, therefore, it is

quite likely that those two morphemes at P3 were originally

demonstratives, which later expanded their function to

person-marking at that particular location in VP's. Their

person-marking distribution may be schematized as follows:

tA wu

1 - -
2 ♦
3 ♦

This distribution chart is incomplete; we need one more
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parameter to complete this. Supposing that the components at 

P3 reflect demonstratives, sy would hypothetically fill in 

the blank. Actually, however, kA occurs there. What then is 

kA?

rGyarong has the phonological shape of kA as the VP

signal(cf.1.1.1) but this is not necessarily related to the

kA in discussion, so, for the moment we can only hypothesize 

that kA is one of the 1st person markers. We have no way at 

this stage of telling whether it is a pronoun or not.

This hypothesis can be supported by the fact that some

eastern Himalayish languages(to which rGyarong is somewhat 

related historically) carry #ka(Bauman's tentative recon

struction :cf. Bauman 1975) as the 1st person pronoun. We have 

nga in rGyarong for the 1st person pronoun, which came from 

*nga, a generally accepted reconstruction in the proto- 

Tibeto-Burman tongues, velar stop, instead of velar nasal, 

serves as the 1st and 2nd person marker and it is considered 

to be separate from «nga. The author's inference is, there

fore, that rGyarong maintains both nga and kA and the latter 

appears only as the pronominal affix to mark the 1st person.

1.4.313 On the basis of the discussions above, the proto

forms of P3 and S2 components may be set up as follows:
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agt. ptt. proto-forms
P3 S2

1 2SG *tA-kA —  n
1 2DL *tA-kA — - Nch
1 2PL »tA-kA —  ny

2/3 1SG »kA-wu   ng
2/3 1DL *kA-wu —  ch
2/3 1PL *kA-wu --- y

(*2/>3 2SG *tA-wu —  n
(•2/)3 2DL *tA-wu — - Nch
<«2/)3 2PL *tA-wu   ny

1 1PL «kA-kA —  y

All the phonological shapes listed in chart 1 are de

rivable straightforwardly from the proto-forms, but the 

2nd/3rd>lst agreement seems to need a note. Since rGyarong 

originally carried the distinction only between the 1st and 

non-lst persons and wu functions as the marker for the lat

ter, both the 2nd>lst and 3rd>lst agreement used to have

exactly the same components: which later split into «kA-wu--

ng/ch/y and *0-wu ng/ch/y to tell the 3rd person agent from

the 2nd person agent after the concept of 3rd person wass 

introduced into the system. In the 2nd person patient series, 

on the other hand, the 3rd>2nd agreement remained as the 

proto-forms used to be since the 2nd>2nd agreement never 

occurs except in very unnatural environments and, conse

quently, there is no necessity for a split.

1.4.314 Chart 2 shows the 3rd person patient agreement. 

This case is very simple, where the patient is totally un

marked.
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1.4.32 If the patient(or goal or beneficiary) is not 

expressed by a personal pronoun, the affixing system appears 

as indicated below:

agt. P3 S2

1SG 0- -ng
1DL 0- -ch
1PL 0- -y

2SG tA- -w(u)
2DL tA- -Nch
2PL tA- -ny

3SG 0- -w
3DL wu- -0
3PL wu- -0

These components are identical(except 3rd agt.) to those of 

3rd person patient agreement, except for 2SG. The reason why 

Sla2 appears at S2 of 2SG agt. is unknown. This problem will 

be again discussed in 2.2.33.
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1.5 Ergativity: a aorphosyntax

Ergativity is one of the most controversial aorpho- 

syntactic topics in Tibeto-Buraan linguistics. 'Ergative' is, 

as I understand it, one of the transitivity structures in 

which the transitive agent requires a (case) aarker, while 

'accusative' structure is one where the transitive patient is 

aarked. The unaarked aeaber is regarded as being in the 

'absolutive' case, which is inserted at the object position 

in 'ergative' structure and at the subject position in 'accu

sative' one.

As Bauaan pointed out(Bauaan 1975:221-222), Tibeto- 

Buraan has a variety of aorphological types of ergativity and 

their ways of appearance vary froa language to language. 

Hayu, on the one hand, represents an extreae in which 

ergative aarkers consistently occur and no accusative type is 

observed. In soae languages, on the other hand, a high 

optionality of aarkers(ergative and accusative) is seen, such 

that you aay have three possible choices: 

neither subject or object is aarked,

2)both are aarked, and

3)both are unaarked.

Chepang, Rawang and Khaa will be counted as of this 

characteristics.

A very limited number of the T-B languages are consist

ently 'ergative' and many others belong to 'split-ergative'
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type. This will be further sub-classified according to the 

degree of optionality and mixture of case markers.

rGyarong is classified in 'split-ergative' type, but, 

because of the poverty of syntactic or textual data, Bauman's 

argument on rGyarong is somewhat brief. The description here 

will be focussed on how 'split' and 'mixed' it is in terms of 

ergativity.

1.5.1 An intransitive agent does not require any marker.

Let me cite some sentences which we have already done. For 

the full underlying forms and interlinear illustrations, see 

above.

(13) wu-yo-jis to-thal-Nch ko.
3DL up-go-3DL AUX:S
They two have descended.

(26) ka-dza no-kyu ko. 
grass down-grow AUX:S 
Grass has grown.

Then, what happens in the transitive group? As was shown

in the examples of 1.4.31, the agent for SCOLD is marked by

-ki while the patient is unmarked. So, -ki may be called,

with a strong probability, the ergative marker. For exSmple,

<112)nA-yo-ki chi-gyo kAw-na-sngo-ch ko.
2SG-ERG 1DL 2>l-scoId-lDL AUX:S 
You scold us.

The agents of SCOLD require the ergative marker but the 

1SG agent stands alone. Thus:
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(113>nga wu-yo ta-na^sngo-n ko.
1SG 2SG l>2-scold-2 AUX:S 
I acold hla.

In the instance of GIVE, on the other hand, no agent

narking occurs; this is because what we have at the object

position is not the patient but goal or beneficiary.

(112a)nA-yo chi-gyo kAw-wu-ch ko.
2SG 1DL 2>l-give-lDL AUX:S 
You give (it to> us.

(113a)nga wu-yo wu-ng ko.
1SG 3SG give-lSG AUX:S 
I give (it to) hin.

This behavior of -ki in (112) through (113a) will be

sunnarized as follows:

a) it is certain that -ki is the ergative marker which narks 

transitive agent(s),

b)but, -ki appears only when patient co-exists,

c)and, the 1SG transitive agent never requires -ki, 

regardless of the co-existence of patient, goal or 

beneficiary.

In (112) through (113a), all the agents, patients and

beneficiaries are personal pronouns; in order to investigate

whether or not the sunnarized items are right, it seems

necessary to check the combinations of parameters(pronouns

and full nouns). Let us observe the following:

(114)sytA wu-rni-tA-ki tA-chin-gA nA"E§Xit ko. 
this of-nan-that-ERG SUB-house-one PFT-possess AUX:S 
This man has possessed a house.
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(115)sytA wu-rmi-tA-ki sytA wu-dzat na-nA-msygr. 
this of-man-that-ERG this of-woman PFT-PRO-love 
The man was loving the woman.

(116>tA-rmi-gA-ki sytA wu-si-tA r.s-nA-asygr _
SUB-man-one-ERG this of-woman-that PFT-PRO-love 
A man was loving the woman.

(117>te-rmi kA-rgi-tA-ki tA-ryo na-syu-w.
SUB-man one-that-ERG SUB-language PFT-know-3SG 
One man knew the language.

(118>te-rmi kA-rgi-ki tA-ryo na-msam.
SUB-man one-ERG SUB-language PFT-understand 
A man understood the language.

(119)te-rmi kA-rgi-tA-ki te-mi wu-skat-gA na-mig■ 
SUB-man one-that-ERG SUB-woman of-voice-one PFT-hear 
A man heard a woman.

<120>sytA gye-luk ka-kte-tA wu-yo-ki ke-ygk. 
this stone big-that 3SG-ERG TSF-lift 
He will lift this big stonedit.:As for this big stone, 
he will lift it).

(121)wu-yo-nye tA-chim-gA to-wu-ga.
3PL SUB-house-one up-3PL-make.
They have built a house.

<122)nor-bu-ki da-wa ta-tgg.
Norbu-ERG Dawa up-hit 
Norbu hit Dawa.

(122a)da-wa nor-bu-ki ta-tgg.
Dawa Norbu-ERG up-hit
It is Norbu who hit Dawa(lit.:As for Dawa, Norbu hit 
him).

Focussing on the appearance of -ki, we see that the 

marker always occurs with the agent in (114) through (122a) 

where the patient co-occurs. The morphemes which are found 

between the agent and the ergative marker have nothing to do 

with ergativity. They are signalling the end of NP; if the NP 

is definite, tA occurs and if it is indefinite, gA appears.
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tA originates from te(IT, THAT) and gA comes from kA- 

rgi(ONE); as we have seen, the latter also appears as an NP 

ending signal if the number of ONE should be specified. These 

three signals consequently occur also with patient, goal or 

beneficiary.

The following instances show the behavior of -ki with 

different combinations of goal, beneficiary and patient:

(123)sytA wa-pu-tA-ki sytA wu-mi-pu wu-Nbe-y 
this of-man-that-ERG this of -woman of-on-LOC

brdza ta-lat<(ta-lat-w) ko.
sword up-hit AUX:S

The man stabbed the woman(lit.:The man hit a sword on 
the woman).

(124)nA-yo ngA-Nbe-y tot-lat ko.
2SG my-on-LOC up-hlt~ AUX:S
You hit me.

(125)wu-yo-ki nga tA-mnyod-gA nu-Nbi-ng<(nA-wu-Nbi-ng) ko. 
3SG-ERG 1SG SUB-bread-one PFT-3>l-share-lSG~~ AUX:S 
He gave me a piece of bread.

The structure of these three sentences are:

(123)agt.-ERG + goa.-LOC ♦ ptt.-0 + ROOT.

<124)agt.-0 ♦ goa.-LOC ♦ ROOT.

(125)agt.-ERG «• bnf.-0 + ptt.gA ♦ ROOT.

The agent stands alone in (124) since the 1SG which

looks like the patient should be regarded as the goal, being

accompanied by a locative noun. In (123) and (125) in which

patients co-exist, -ki occurs with the agents. So far as we

have checked, rGyarong is strictly ergative except the 1SG

transitive agent. But the following examples disprove it.
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(126)wu-yo-nye tA-chia-gA tu-pa(<{to-wu-pa) ko. cf.(121)
3PL SUB-house-one up-3PL-aake AUX:S
They have built a house.

(127)yi-nyo nyi-gyo nA-anyok-tA to-nA-dza-y me?
1PL 2PL of-grain-that up-PRO-eat-IPL AUXINS
We were eating that grain of yours.

(128)wu-yo kA-na-gA nga-ngA-Hbre nA-Nthun<(nA-Nthun-wJ.
3SG dog-one lSG-of-towards PFT-show-3SG
He has shown the dog to ae.

The patients are aarked by -gA or -tA in these three 

sentences while the agents are unaarked. Does this aean that 

the two suffixes be interpreted as 'accusative' aarkers? Or, 

do they have another function?

As mentioned above, -gA is froa kA-rgi(ONE) and -tA 

originates in te(IT). The aain role of thea both at he end of 

HP is to signal the closure of the particular NP; in that 

case, they do not call for any specific pitch. Although 

rGyarong is neither a stress-accent language nor a pitch- 

accent language phonologically, each word has a somewhat 

fixed pitch pattern, and the two suffixes in question are 

neutral in those teras(i.e. totally dependent to the pre

ceding syllable).

In the sentences (126) through (126), on the other hand, 

-gA and -tA have a remarkably high pitch like the 'step-up' 

tone. This fact leads us to hypothesize that the suffixes are 

rather 'topicalizers' than the patient-NP boundary signals 

and that, if the topicalizer occurs with patient(s), the 

ergative marker is dropped.
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1.5.2 Summarizing the above discussions, we conclude:

a)rGyarong is primarily an 'ergative' language, where the 

agent is marked by -ki when the sentence has an overt 

patients(s).

b)The 1SG transitive agent is the only exception to this rule 

above; it never takes -ki.

c)If the patient is topicalized by either -gA or -tA 

accompanied by a high pitch, the ergative marker does not 

occur.

d)In the sense of b) and c), rGyarong will be defined as of a 

'split-ergative' characteristics.

Bauman(Bauman 1975:249) regards rGyarong as of a split- 

ergative structure on the basis of Kin P'eng's monograph(Kin 

P'eng 1949:274-5). in which he states that rGyarong has both 

'nominative' and 'accusative' aarkers. 'Nominative' is aarked 

by -kA while 'accusative' takes -ko as the marker in the 

Tsa-kou-nao(GK) dialect of rGyarong. -kA seems to be the same 

morpheme as our -ki and this does not cause any problem. As 

for the 'accusative' marker in question, however, it becomes 

clear after a re-examination of the GK materials that the -ko 

is not exactly an 'accusative' marker. Kin P'eng lists the 

following five sentences as examples:

(129)t'i ko tApau.
due fais-tu?

(130)nyi sei ko tAzlE.
Qui accusez-vous?
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(131)nyi t'i ]i ts'ong kg tApau.
Quel artier allez-vous falre?

(132)nyi sei ko tAsIEr.
Qul cherchez-vous?

(133)nya3a t'i ko tAched.
Que tenez-voua A la main?

All the sentences are interrogatives and that -ko is 

always observed after the interrogatives. Under this kind of 

special syntactic environment, we cannot draw the conclusion 

that -ko is the 'accusative' aarker. Rather than that, the 

probability is that -ko is cognate to our -gA, i.e., it is a 

topicalizer in GK dialect too and consequently occurs always 

with the interrogative as far as Kin P'eng's data are con

cerned.

I agree with Bauaan that rGyarong belongs to the split- 

ergative category. But it is not because, as Bauaan says, 

rGyarong has a 'mixed' system of ergative and accusative 

structures. Accusative structure is not found in this lan

guage. The only accusative-look-alike is the topic aarker, 

GC -gA and possibly -ko in GK, which blocks the realization 

of the ergative aarker that underlyingly exists. In this 

sense, rGyarong has split-ergative characteristics.

It is possible to infer that, in the future, -gA or -tA 

aay lose its function as a topicalizer, letting the ergative 

aarker appear; then, rGyarong would become a strictly accusa

tive language. Under this inference, we might predict that 

the language is on the way from an ergative type to an accu
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sative one. Bauaan's argument may be based on this kind of 

idea. It seeas to ae to be very risky, however, to adopt that 

inference in this stage.

The reason why the 1SG transitive agent does not require 

the ergative aarker is still unknown. This is one of the 

problems we hope to solve in the near future. Refer to 2.2.5 

where similar phenomenon in other languages is discussed.
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Notes to Description

1)Chafe 1974:8.17 & 9.6.

2)In the Suomo dialect of rGyarong(GM), to is RIGHT ABOVE and 

na RIGHT BELOWCcf. Kin P'eng 1958:102).

3)GM ko aeans TOWARDS THE HEAD OF RIVER while nA the reverse 

directionCcf.Kin P'eng 1958:102).

4)GM ro is UPHILL and rA DOWNHILHtowards the river) (cf. 

ibid.: 102 S. 98).

5)Kin P'eng does not list these as directives, but he des

cribes ?aku and ?dA as adverbs(Kin P'eng 1958:98). These 

adverbs indicate the same positions as our ku and ni/di 

specify, and these two sets seem to be cognate. He also 

states that the adverb ?aku aeans UPSTREAM too(ibid.:97).

6)e.g. Wolfenden 1929:2.

7)cf. Kin P'eng 1958:83-84.

8)cf. Kin P'eng 1958:83.

9)cf. Kin P'eng 1958:83. He lists rA- and ra-: the former 

aeans FORCE SOMEONE TO DO, while the latter just verbalizes 

adjective. In our data, there is no distinction between rA- 

and ra-.

10)Mr. Trha-ko's information(cf.0.3).

11)GM requires reduplication of the root(Kin P'eng 1958:83). 

e.g. ka-top HIT : ka nga-top top HIT EACH OTHER

12)GM ra/rak implies repetitive act, but the nuance seems to 

be rather ONE BY 0NE(Kin P'eng 1958:83).
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e.g. ka-rzAk TRIM : ka ra-rzAk TRIM ONE BY ONE

13)GM na Is identical to our na-, but the root should be

reduplicated in the Suomo dialect(GM)(Kin P'eng 1958:82). 

e.g. ka-top HIT : ka na-top top HIT REPEATEDLY

14)GM also has a similar affix, sa-. According to Kin 

P'eng(1958:85), this affix objectivizes the 1st person 

agent's action only. In our materials, on the other hand, 

it occurs for all persons.

15)e.g. Comrie 1976:Aspect. Cambridge, pp.32-40.

16)Kin P'eng lists the same example for GM.

17)cf. Matisoff 1969. Lahu verb concatenation represents 

exactly the same syntactico-semantic tendency as this, 

although their morphological processes are quite different.

18)Kin P'eng shows a very similar chart to our <chart 1> and 

<chart 2>. But, he interprets the component before the

root as representing 'subject' only. I disagree with his

analysis in this respect.

19)cf. Bauman 1975:243-252.
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2. COMPARISON

This chapter aims at positioning rGyarong properly in 

the historical framework of Tibeto-Burman, through the compa

rison of verb roots and morphological as well as morpho- 

syntactic processes in VP's. rGyarong has been regarded as a 

member of the Bodish group, mainly because of a striking 

similarity of some lexical items to WT. They are so similar, 

even identical, to WT as to have led scholars to classify

this tongue under the Bodish group automatically. This

assumption may indeed turn out to be right, but, for such 

crucial languages as rGyarong, Jinghpaw and Meithei where the

verb structures of an older stage may have been partially

observed by newer strata of affix systems, the behavior of 

the verb-phrase must also be carefully investigated for the 

purposes of sub-classification. This will enable us not only 

to locate this language more appropriately but also to obtain 

a new angle on the Tibeto-Buraan family in general.

This chapter is divided into three sections. 2.1 is a 

comparison of verb roots, in which the correspondences of 

initials, initial clusters and rhymes with some target lan 

guages will be examined. 2.2 is a comparison of morphological 

processes and morphosyntax described in Chapter 1.
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2.1 Comparison of Verb Roots

This section consists of four sub-sections: 2.1.1 is

the correspondence list of initials, initial clusters and 

rhymes, in which lexical items will be checked one by one. 

This is a preparatory survey to get a general perspective on 

the parallelism of morphological shapes among the selected 

languages. All of them are prospective targets for detailed 

comparison, since they have somewhat similar morphological 

processes to rGyarong and higher prima facie possibility of 

historical relationship with the language. The list is fairly 

different from the Comparative Glossary(5. Appendix), in the 

sense that cognates have been sought regardless of semantic 

shift. For instance, therefore, WHITE in language A and BLUE 

in language B come together under the same item.

After obtaining a general idea, an attempt at setting 

up correspondence rules with some particular languages will 

be made in 2.1.2 through 2.1.4.

2.1.1 List of Correspondences

The following list is arranged according to the initial 

consonants and clusters(2.1.11 through 2.1.16) and rhymes 

(2.1.17 through 2.1.22) of ICog-rtse dialect of rGyarong 

(GC), unless otherwise noted. In each item, words are ar

ranged according to the cognate groups. Abbreviations of 

languages names are listed under 0.6.
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2.1.11 Stop Initials

(134)ARRIVE PTB *byon GC po(IPF) GT pon
GS pon GK kApu GW ptin
JG IMlbyon NW phiyang(PUT IN)
AB puing BO sop&y MK bon
WT 'byung

PTB "pep GC pi(PFT) GH p'61
GS pis BO unpin MK pet
DF tYlguechito CTluchito WT phebs

NU a\bla?= JG CNlprftu LU phAkS
NW vegu MK bar

There seen to exist two series of correspondences: one

of which is apparently related to PTB »byon<>GC po), and

the other of which is directly comparable with WT

phebsOGC pi). GT, GK, GM pung, GS pon, JGCM1 byon, GW,

AB and MK bon are cognates to the former. WT phebs is

the honorific fora of COME. NU and JGtNl have liquid

glides: these do not always correspond with PTB «-y-.

(135)DO PTB *mowCcf.#2821 CH [TT,C,T)pu LU bawl=

WT byas GC pa GT pa GH piA
GS pe GK piE LU bei

DF tYlreto CTJnito

PTB *aow is cognate to GC l»o(SHAKE,M0VE=#282). GK and

GS have glide -y- followed by a front/unrounded/mid 

vowel and are directly connected to WT. In fact, WT byas 

is realized by Cc'E:*] in aodern Lhasa Tibetan. In GC

and GT, on the other hand, pa occurs. We have no paral

lel examples of loss of glide under this kind of envi

ronment.
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<136)THIRSTY GC sypak GT sypak GK spiag GS sh'pag 
CH [TP]xpa= CMA3spi TR [S]bal
JG [N3pAng ka'ra 'Ay JG [Zlhpang kara ai 
NU pyas (DF [Y]h«rr CT3hflrr)
LK da-phi

The sibilant prefix in GC, GT, GK, GH and GS seeas to be 

of body parts, which is derived fro* PTB *sya (FLESH). 

CH[HA] has the sa*e prefix, and CHCTP] and JGCZ] have a 

glottal fricative for it. We do not find any cognate of

(137)BREAK PTB «be PLB -pyak
GC phot GT paw GS pa'ou NU hpyi
TR [S]be?= JG [M3byA? LU bawh_bo=
TI bawh.chhAn DF m f i t t o  [T3f6tto
LP blo:k LA pelq, bAl RO p6
BO bAy AB b6t KO paai HK phlak
ID prokala

Coaparing rGyarong dialects(GC,GT,GS), the underlying 

fora of GC seeas to be (phaw-t), in which -t is identi

fied as parallel to PTB «-t.

(138)FLEE PTB «plong
GC phos GS pon CH tTP3phu= (MA3phu 
JG [Hlphrong EZ3hprawng LU phrong 
TI -pai MK arplong WT bros

HK pepet LK vaw ha

Contrary to JG and LU, no rGyarong dialect preserves

any glide after the initial.

GC phor 
BO bAn

NU hpan 
AB pon

PLBETSR3 »C-pat*- 
GC aphat GM ap'at
CH CTT.JJphe EC3pha~
BO goblb AB bAt KO pi 
DF blA

JG CM]phdn

JG CZlahpat ai 
NW bAt
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WT bakyuga

Although STC does not reconatruct the PTB fora for 

VOMIT and WT haa an unrelated root, rGyarong, JG and 

CH have almost identical forma to each other. These are 

close to the PLB. The prefix m- of GC and GT is a lexi- 

calizeu prefix which represents an automatic act.

(141)SELL PTB «par, *ywarl>
GC mphar GT aphar JG (Zlpar(BUY)
GW kamp'ar
CH tTT,C,J]pha CL)bu31

ITT,T,C3po(BUY) IJlbo(BUY)
CL)bu55(BUY)

LP par(BUY) DF prQ RO par
LU pah_ WT phar(INTEREST)

The cognates of SELL are found to mean BUY in some

languages. WT has different forms for both SELL and BUY,

but does keep phar under the meaning of INTEREST, which

is the cognate to GC and ao on. Bodo-Naga group may be

conservative in terms of liquid glides(cf. BO and DF in

this item as well aa the previous one).

CH shows interesting contrasts: in CTT,C3, SELL and BUY

are distinguished by aspiration while, in CL), tone

serves to distinguish them.2> This phenomenon implies

the existence of some prefix in proto-Ch'iang: it might

be *m-.

(142)SPILL GC kay-bok NU a-up JGCZ] khaw
LA bOng AB kAk-pAk DF kra-pA MK buphak 
WT 'bebs

GC has a compounded root, kay ♦ bok, of which the first
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component can be deleted. The meaning of kay cannot be 

determined only from rGyarong data, but, comparing it to 

the AB form, which has exactly the same constituent

structure, it is hypothesized to be related to WATER. DF 

also shows the same formation; if my argument is cor

rect, kra must also mean WATER. As far as 1 have checked 

with DF materials, DFtYl has kak for the root WASH. JG 

has khaw, which may also be connected to kha(WATER).

(143)BURN PTB *b(w>ar<FIRE)3> PLB *duk
GC Nbar NU hwarr LU haal
TI /ha:l WT 'bar

GT lun LK u KO lounglak

LU alh_

JG CZ] nat CM] 3d 
AO arong

LP fan

MK phrin

GC is a loan from WT while GT has its cognates in the 

Chin group.

(144)SWELL PTB »bwam4> LU puam
GC Nbop JGtZ] pum wa ai WT sbom(VT)

(145)FLY(V) PTB «pyam5>
GC Nbyam GS d'byom JG tZlpyen ai
AO ayim GH kukuyam LP lAm
AB yob

GT gyem

PTB *pir TR [SDber\ RO billa
BO bir AB ber
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PTB *pyaw WT 'phyo KO bu

MK val LP vyal

GC Nbyam originated from PTB -p~*b-yam(STC pp. 29 & 51).

(146)TALL PTB -low
GT Nbro JG CHlgAlu RO ro

LU hrAm

(147)FULL PTB -pling GC pyot GS myod NU bing
JG [N]phylng [Zlhpring EMlphring LK bi 
AB blng MK pleng LP a-blyan

PTB -tyam TI /dim

BO abung

rGyarong words are tentatively classified as the 

reflexes of PTB -pling, but the rhymes are quite far and 

they may not be so.

(148)TAKE PTB *pu NU [BJhpu JG EAlphongl CZ)hpaw
LU pawm=, pui =

WT blongs JG CN31Aa, lAa [231a LU la-
LP lyo AB phlok LA ldng
DF plApa AO reprang

PLB *yu

WT phye(s) GS pye GC pya

GT pkyok

Several different roots are mixed up here, and our data 

seer to be related to WT phye(s).

(149)WIPE GC phyis WT phyis

JG EZDarut

GC ray be a loan from WT. In Lhasa Tibetan, phy- goes to 

alveopalatal affricate, while it remains as it is in GC.
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(150)WHITE GC pram GT prom GK prom, pram GS prom
GZ prom CH [L]phre CC]phri CJ,T,TT]phri 
JG [N]phrOng M]Aphr<5 [Zlhpaw
LU hlui=ngo= LA raAng
GW pr6n, phri RO pring MK prang

CH £J,T,TT]phayi

HU CK]xa:u TI -ka:ng

NU CBlmong

RO gip-bokfc)

JG and LA are the reflexes from PTB *prang(DAWN), but

rGyarong forms have bilabial at the final and it is not

certain whether they are cognate to JG/LA.

(151>TEAR PTB »be(BREAK)
GC pre GT pri GS pre GZ preng 
CH [L]phri, phrU [TT)phsU [ClphrU CMA)Re
CTP)bze-, Re- NU CBlbing, ring
CSJbreng NU [Slbe?= JG £M]A*rA?
AO aben RO p6 
MK phu
BO bla:, bAy AB bfen

WT hral, phrul CH LLlphrU CTTlphsU
CClphrU [MAIRe JG [Mlphrim, Asy6p
RO cit TI /bal NW tachya-ye, caphu-ye
AB she'r LA hri chhei

There are two series of correspondences: one group is

related to PTB *be, and the other is to WT hral or

phrul. The PTB form does not carry any glide and is the

direct original of TI, TR, AO and NW. The others seeas

to be cognates to WT forms, though the rhymes are quite

various.

(152)SPREAD PTB »bra GC prak JG CMlsyAbrA CZDshapra 
AO prok HY bra LA phaq ID prfiga
TI _pha? CH hpalu
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WT bkram GH kra*

The first group shows good correspondences but it shows 

a discrepancy to PTB »bra(SCATTERED)7> in terms of their 

final consonant. Considering JG bra?~br4, AO and LA, 

however, this PTB form may be revised as *brak.

(i53)TIE GC prok GT prok TR a6 hra4 AB pak

BO bA/n AB pon NU hpan 

WT bsdams PTB «kik, *tu:t

In terms of the pr- cluster, that in GC is connected to

NU, TR and JG. The PTB roots set up in STC are not rel

ated to any rGyarong forms.

1154)L1GHT PTB *plu<WHITE) GC plu DF pOllO

CH ITPltsuA- CMA]zA TR [S]pU\ci\
NU [S3 pU\tchU? =

PTB »hwa-t

GC and DF are the cognates and seem to be the reflexes

of PTB. This shape has a meaning of SILVER commonly in

Lolo-Burmese:for SILVER, rGyarong has an identical 

form to WT, and DF(as well as other Bodo-Naga's) has 

rug.

(155)DIG PTB *du&> PLB **-du2
GC tuw GH tuk LP du NU du AO atu 
JG IN]thQu [M]d6? tZ)htu HY du MK tuk AB du 
AB du

WT brkos

Common shape is observed all through the languages 

except for WT.
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(156)HIT/BEAT/KNOCK/POUND PTB *dup9> GC to* GK tup GS tob 
GH t'Up't'llng (NU [S]dung=> JG tMJdup\ CZIadup 
T1 /tu* (NW thun-e, da-ye) HY tyUp
(RO dok) AB d6* (DF kedlnto) MK dip, theng 
WT brdungs

rGyarong forms are directly derivable fro* PTB «dup 

while the NU, TR, NW, RO and DF forms see* to reflect

the same ety*on as WT, which *ay reflect another PTB 

root.

GH has two for*s, each of which is related to PTB and WT 

respectively.

(157)OPEN GC tun GT tun NU CSltan TR [Slten\
LU tho AB taw-lAt MK kangthei

WT phyes

There are two shapes to consider in GC, pya(cf.l48) and 

and tun. Other rGyarong dialects than GC and GT have pya 

only.

(158)RELEASE GC tat JG CNItAt CZItat tat
AB tAng DF tdff-lya-to

CH CTPJce= CMAJtchi NW phyan

WT bkrol

This GC for* is related to JG, AB and DF. The AB

final -ng is suspected to be a pronominal suffix, ff in

DF often corresponds to stops(usually velar stop at the 

initial and -t as well at the final.

(159)WEAVE PTB *tak, *traklO>
GC thak JG CHI da? LU ta? AO atak
LP thok RO dak MK thak WT 'thag-pa
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C160)BIG PTB
GC te GT kte GM ktiE
GS g'ti GH kt'l MK the, dong
GW ktie NU [B]ht6
(AO tulu LA tudm BO d6r) AB bot-te

WT chen GS chen GZ ci

PTB *ma JG CNlka'pSa CMlbA

PLB *k-ri2 JG CZlgrau

CH tW,Libra CJ.TSlbza

BO d6r
rGyarong shows a comparable shape with PTB «tay, NU, GW, 

MK the and DF. JG and CH appear to be related to each 

other. The prefix k- in rGyarong is not 'directive' 

Wolfenden 1929:40-43) but the lexicalized k- which sig

nals VP.

(161)THROW AWAY GC ktor NU [SlthOrS TR CS)tOr=
LP tyal, dydn JG CMlsyAtot LU theh_10t 
TI _thE? AO endok LA de6ng BO sitir 
MK pedat WT 'dor

PTB *gar

GS spang

GT rku

The GC form is cognate to NU, TR, BO, AO and WT. GS 

spang is a loan from WT spang(ABANDON).

(162)SEE GC mto GH me-t'o GK mAtao 
JG [MlmAdA 
NW thu

GZ metang GS mto 
TI /da:k 
DF kfc-to WT mthong

CH CTPltsia- CMAltsi LP syi, syin

AO sak, so NW swa
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PTB *m-rang, *m-yang12) NU yang JG CNlmyi y£iu 
[Mliiyi? yu

JGIZlmu CAJmul LU hmuh_ BA muh TI _mu? RO nik 
BO nil

rGyarong is related to WT, though the rhymes do not

coincide except for GZ. DF kA-to is very close to GC

both in the prefixing component, kA-, and in the root. 

NU and TI are direct reflexes of PTB »*-rang'’»*-yang. 

In the last group, SEE and EYE are identical.

(163)STRAIGHT PTB «dung AB a dong RO tongtong

GC sto GT sto GS sto DF kattA

JG [Z]ting KO ting MK kedinglS)

TI -tang AO teindang MK kedan
BO gAtAng

A direct cognate is not found in any languages; PTB 

•dung is a possibility, but the rhymes are quite far.

(164)COLD PTB «glangl4)

GC sytak GT sytak GH syte GW stu
CH [Lltho CT,C3htu LA dayq

GS n'dro

GK dzuo

JG [Nlka'sh&ng [AlAsi [Zlkasi 

NU t'yup, dyop

(165)FOLD PTB «tap WT ldeb, bltabs
GC ltep JG [HIthap(LAYER) NW la-thyA-ye

AB tun(SHUT) DF motumto(SHUT)

Everything listed in the first group is clearly con

nected to each other, but the AB and DF forms seem to be
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separate fro* them.

(166)GO GC thal CH CW,L,T,TT,C,Jlda KO tai
MX da WT thal

PTB »don WT 'don

BO t&ng

GC is identical to WT thal(GO BEYOND), which is an

allofa* of WT thad'thas, the honorifics of GO.

(167)ASK GC tho GS t'o AB tat, tau DF taoto

KO tang

DF tao and AB tau are parallel to GC.

(168)PUT PTB *ta WT sta
GC tha GT tha JG C2]ta HY ta KO t'o
JG CN3tA

GS te

JG [NltOn (Mltftn tZ]tawn LA thfin
RO don

PLB «NtapH(PACK INTO) LP thap, tho* KO t'ap 

WT bstad JG CMJdAt

(169)GIVE GC dit GS di wu'u

CH [TP] xda\ MK ta (LP tat)

DF bhi AB bi

DF NU zi

GC for* is quite unique.

(170)AFRAID/FEAR GC sydar GA nsccAr GK ztar GM 3dar 
GS zh'dar

RO duk

PLB »s-krok
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(171)ARRIVE/GO GC Ndu GH JG [N1tQ [Altul
[Ml tyAdQ, du [Zldu, tu

LU tlung LA thlfeng

CH [TP1ti= LP t'i/

PTB «don, *ton WT 'don CH [MAIdan
NW thyan ye
(AO atong TI /tung)

The reflexes of PTB *don are widely seen in many sub

groups. GC is parallel to WT in its nasal prefix but 

they probably fros different roots. LU and LA cosaonly 

have -1- as a glide.

JG [Zlkadut 

GC rdo makes a contrast to mto(SEE:cf.162).

(173)RAW GT rdi

NU [Kl?dip 

PTB «dzim, «s-rang 

These three seem to be unrelated genetically. NU looks 

like a loan from Siamese dip, and PTB form is related to 

UNRIPE.

(174)SEW PTB *drup PLB *?drupl5> WT 'drub
GC trop GT trup GK cup GZ tep LP hrap
GS trob NU [SlkhrUp TR [SlkrUp

CH (TT,T)zi

JG (Nlchhy [Mltyui [Zlchwi 

rGyarong represents a much closer taxonomic level to 

PTB. GZ has a separate rhyme but this is a regular

(172)MEET GC rdo 
LA t6ng

GS rdo 
MK chetok

LU tawng=
WT thug, mthong(SEE)
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correspondence between GC/GT and GZ. The other groups 

are fro* different roots.

(175)PUSH PLB •cak(JAM)16> GC trhak NW chya e
LH cA? RO draa
(LK hrei JG CMIAthA khrA)

CH [TP]sI\chi= CMAJchu(SQUEEZE)

TI \sa:i 

LA tuQl

GC is related to PLB and NW. RO fora is also regarded 

as a cognate to GC if the long vowel is from *-k. CH 

forms cognate to WT btsir(PRESS).

(176)MELT GC dri GT dri GS dri <JG EMlsyAbyo)

No appropriate counterpart elsewhere in T-B. JGCM] by

may be comparable to GC dr-, but the correspondence i6 
not regular.

(177)BUY PTB *s-kiy~«s-kAy(BORROW) PLB *kyAy2 (BORROW)
GC ki GT kim GK kA GZ keu GW kl
(LU khar)

PLB *wayl GW po GS ko si pe CH [T,TT,C]po
[L] bu55 [J] bo

The GC, GT and GK forms are straight cognates to PTB *s-

kiy~»s-kAy and PLB *kyAy2(BORROW). GW ki is also cognate

to these. GZ is close rather to PTB »d-kew(K-N)(DIG OUT,

PICK=STC p.68), but the semantic relation is hard to

connect.

(178>HELP GC kor GT kor GM kor LU kOr_pui=

JG CM]gum NW kop
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No comparable shapes in PTB, PLB or WT. LU has a paral

lel form to rGyarong both in the initial and rhyme. NW 

has the same initial but the final consonant is too far.

(179)TIE PTB «kik WT 'khyig(BlND)
GC ku NU syingkit TI xi?
JG CN]kyit EZlgyit LK tsA/khi
DF hi

TR a6 hra4
RO ka MK kok

JG [M]g&m

GC has no direct cognate, but it seems a reflex from PTB 

form because the i/u alternation frequently occurs bet

ween the two and PTB -k may be regarded as a suf-

fix(cf.2.1.3). PTB seems to be based on WT 'khyig, but 

BU kyac should be noted in terms of rhyme(cf. JG[N,Z3 

and NU), since WB -ac is a regular correspondence to WT 

-ig.17)

(180)LEND/B0RR0W PTB »s-kAy PLB »kyAy2 GC ski WT bskyis 

In GC, LEND is generated from BUY(possibly shifted from 

BORROW) by prefixing s-. In this sense, the counterparts 

for comparison are exactly the same as BUYCcf. 177).

(181)LIFT/CARRY PTB *ku(LIFT) HY ku-wo JG [M3gun
(CN) kfip)

GC pkor GS b'kor BO hor MK kanghor
WT 'khor

LU kheng= NW yen-e
GC is cognate to WT, BO and MK. BU khO and HY are

related to PTB directly. JG forms show discrepancies of
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rhymes but are possible reflexes fro* PTB.

(182) COVER GC pkap GT mpur GH pkiap TR pA5 kap5
BO kAb/ LP kap AO kubang
JG CMlgAp AB kom WT bsgabs
(KO kUp MK kup LU hup_)

LU khuh_ TI _xu?

(183>HIDE GC pki I JG [ZUakyim [Hlgyim

JG's are only similar shapes to GC, but the finals do

not correspond. In (181) through (183), we have prefix

p- in common. This seems to be from PTB *b-(=acting

8ub]ect:cf. STC p.111).
(184) ROUND GC skes GT rkus JG [MJgdkhrA WT skor

PTB *s-lum, «val

No good counterpart to compare with. If GT can be seg

mented as r-ku-s, the root seems to be comparable to

JG CM].

(185)TURN AROUND GC Nkor WT 'kor

(186)DIFFICULT WT khag GC kha GT kha GH kiA
GM k'a GS kis TI hak_sat

LU hau, khirh LA h&r MK badekhrim

JG [N]yAk CM]AyAk CZ3yak 

rGyarong forms coincide with WT quite well except for

the final -g, while TI keeps the final. In the second 

group, different finals occur, which seem to be from

separate roots. The third group is a loan from Shan.18)

(187)FADE GC pkha JG CZlkyip ai LU chhawng=
TI /heu KO qui ne PTB *ngrAw

GC is quite independent.
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(188)PEEL PTB *ku:k RO kik

GC khak (JG CMJkhiit LK kat)

RO is a straight reflex fro* PTB while the second group 

is the suspect. Although the initials and finals coin

cide, the vowels are far.

(189)ANGRY GC khas TI _hE? LK hi-ha

Only TI has a similar shape to GC. As for the initials,

GC kh- : TI h- seems one of the regular correspondences

between the two; cf. 186 GC kha : TI =hak_sat.

(190)CALL PTB «kaw PLB *kwawl, kru(TSR) WT bkug
GC khow NU gaw, ging BA khawh
JG CN3 sha'kAa CM)syAgA [Zlshaga
LU au=, kow

WT skad GS ke TI =ki 

The GC form is comparable to PTB, LB kwaw, BA, NU gaw,

AB, DF and BU khau. GS and TI seem to be cognate to WT skad

(VOICE) because of the vowel quality.

(191)PUT IT OUT GC skhet

(192)BEND PTB *koy TI \kuai (NW kwa)

GC gur gur GT gor gor GS b'kug
MK kur AB gub-gir

JG CMldlng-gtip CZlhting kum AB gub-gir

LP kuk KO kok (AO aku)

The GC and GT shapes are related to WT skor ~ sgor

(ROUND) or 'kor(TURN AR0UND:cf.185), which are also

cognate to MK.
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(193)RUN PTB *plong(FLEE)

WT rgyug GC rgik GH rjyuk GS r'gyug

CH CTPlkA-, gu- CMAlkA JG CNlkAt
CMlgAt [Zlpa kat RO kat

JG [Alkhom3

NU tB3a-gyer

TR [Sla\gUi=

rGyarong forms are cognate to WT. The others have velar

as the initial but the rhymes are different.

(194)UNTIE GC kya DF tB-flyato

NU CS]kha?=sa\ TR [SJka?=

DF has a totally separate initial; however, DF fl- or 

ffl- corresponds with the GC velars quite neatly.

(195)TEACH PTB *»-kyen(KONW) WT akhyen
GC kyes JG CNJcfeng CZ.MJchyeng RO ski
AB k6n DF kdchinto

LP t'yak

GC is related to all listed in the first group, most of

whose meaning is KNOW instead of TEACH. WT is the hono-

rifics of KNOW. JG and DF show more innovative

shapes:they are affricated.

(198)WALK PTB *krAy(FOOT) GK sak'ri GC kye
GS ch'i GT skyet LU ke_a=
KO kern

JG CNlkhdm trHkhom CZlkhawn

(WT rkang MK [Wlkeng TI /ka:n
LK khi-kha)

The GC form is directly comparable with KO. This velar-
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initialed lexical itea is closely related to FOOT, 

although aost of languages have separate foras for it 

froa WALK. In this sense, PTB »krAy, JG CHJgong, LU ke_ 

and MK (all of these Bean FOOT) should be added in the 

field of coaparison.

(197)ACCOMPANY GC kyas GT kyas GS kyas

JG CZ]khan sa ai WT skyel

(198>SUCK PTB *dzo:p WT 'jibs
GC skyip GT scip GS s'kyib JG CNJchA'
[Mlty&p [ZDchyup LP co:p LA fop KO jep

All of these show a neat correspondence. The prefix s-

in rGyarong is the 'body part prefix'. WT, rGyarong and

KO aake a group in that they have a front vowel, while

the others do another in that they have back. This -u-1'-

i- alternation is a well-established T-B variational

pattern.

(199)HAPPY GC skyit GT skyit GH scyit CH [TP]sye-
RO kusi WT skyid

JG [Mltyua

GC, GT and GH are alaost identical to WT: probably a

loan froa it. CHCTP] shows a aore innovative shape: the 

initial is de-velarized. GC sky- : CH sy- seeas a regu

lar correspondence(cf.201. GC skyo : CHtTlsja : CHtTT]

syjAE).

(200)BORN PTB *dzuk(ERECT,PLANT)
LA suAk TI /suak

GC skye GT skyes GS skyis RO atchia
LP gyek WT skyes
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CH IMA3xu JG IZlkhrat LU chh01_tang=
LP klyak

GC, GT and GS coincide with WT while GK shows a diffe

rent root, which is comparable with RO. Probably this is 

the native form and a new prefix s- overlapped on it. 

The former three may be loans from WT, including the 

suffix -s. The third group seems to be from various 

roots.

(201) WRITE GC skyo GT skyu GK scyung GS skyo
CH IT3sja CTTlsyjAE CClse NW co RO se
LP tsu

WT bris

Initials of these forms correspond straightforwardly ex

cept for WT. GC sky- : CH sy- : RO s- can be set up as a 

rule(cf.199). GM has t'a for this meaning, and that form 

is originally BOOK.

(202)FAST GC rkyuk GH rjyuk WT mgyogs

The rGyarong forms are probably loans froa WT.

(203)TASTE PTB "dzyia WT zhim
GC sykyi GH ci GZ tshi GM cc'i 
GS ch'i CH ITT]chi CC]?ptshU LU tem
JG (Zlchyia IMJtyim LA tep
KO ]ep

(PTB *twiy LK thlO RO to)

Five rGyarong forms, CH and JG are directly derivable 

from PTB •dzyia, although the final -m is missing 

except for JG. WT zhim may belong to this group. Bodo- 

Naga's seem to show a separate correspondence which may
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reflect PTB *twiy.

(204)SWEET PTB *twiy GC khyi GT chi
JG IMldwi CZldwi RO chigipa
AB tl-n&a DF tlasar

GS ch'i GZ tshi GH ci GH cci

Although rGyarong for** look to aake contrast to TASTE, 

it would be safer to regard thea as being fro* separate 

etyaa. The first group are reflexes froa PTB «twiy while 

the words of the second group are identical to TASTE(cf. 

203).

(205)BREAK/CUT PTB *r-ts(y)ap, «r-kyap WT rtsab
GC khyop GT cup GM ccop GS ky'eb
JG (MlAkhyAp TI _tap _A0 cakrep
NW tachyA BO pegreb

PTB *cat LP fc'ut

WT hral CH [TPJRe- [HA]Re LP hril

WT gegs NU (B)gyi LU chik

WT bzhag LP cak

NU [SlkhuN. TR (Slku\

The correspondences are divided into two groups: a group 

is directly related to WT rtsab(CH0P/C0ARSE)(<PTB • r- 

ts(y)ap) and the other is to WT hral(SPLIT). rGyarong 

foras are cognate to the first, and CH and LP hril are 

to the second. Those foras related to WT rtsab are the 

direct descendants froa Sino-Tibetan root *tsap ~«tsup, 

which can be found in a loanword froa Chinese into 

English: KETCHAP or CATSUP.
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<206)DRUNK GC khya JG [MltyArfl nang
LU zu=rui_

GT Nchok

PLB *yit

(207)DESCEND PTB *yu PLB *zak
GC gyu(IMP)
NU [S]ji\ CB3 yit ahi
AB gl LP yu
JG CZlyu? [JAM]?yfl?

WT bab TR [S]pap=cU\

This root shows -i- ' -u- alternation again. The TR fora

seeas to be related with WT(FALL).

(208>SLIP GC Ngyo GS gyo JG [HlgAz6t AO aju
LP yot

AO is an appropriate counterpart to GC and GS. LP shows 

a coaparable initial to rGyarong while its rhyaes coin

cide with JGCM1.

(209)CHANGE PTB »lay

GC Ngyur GT Ngyur

LP Ayuk DF g&g 

The VT/VI distinction is realized by the s-:'- contrast 

in rGyarong, which is very auch like WT(cf.210).

(210)CHANGE(VT) GC sgyur GS bs'gyur WT bBgyur 

PTB »lay PLB *s-lay2

The GS fora is apparently a loan froa WT since this is 

against the syllable canon of verb root. GC aay also be 

a loan, but it is hard to say since s-:N- opposition is 

still working(cf. 209)

[Z]charu nang

WT rgyugs 
GK ji 
TI jakzUk 
KO yu
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(211)WIDE GT rjon LP a-yong
GC rgyam GT kya chen WT rgya chen po

This GC root seems to be related with WT. Also, GT kya 

chen Is exactly Identical to WT. GC may be comparable to 

WT rgyang(DISTANCE). GT rjon looks parallel to LP.

(212)HARD GC kru GT kro GS kro
LP a-gr6t WT khrag

CH CTTlkuca JG CMljA? tNlcA 
C23 3a GW hkca

CH [Jlhku CC,Jlhku

NU CBlraza LU rum=

TI _sak

There are several different roots in this lexical itea: 

rGyarong foras seem to be cognate to LP although the 

rhymes do not correspond(especially the final). It is 

difficult to determine whether the affricate in the 

second group is from PTB *khr-.

(213)ROUGH PTB -gram GC kren JG CM3gr«n
LU ch6 hraw_ BO ogrA

GT krak GS r'god

Although the final does not coincide, GC may be a reflex

from PTB and cognate to BO and LU. GT krak may be cog

nate to WT skragCFRIGHTENED), but the semantic tie is 

quite far.

(214>TALL PTB »ren<EQUAL/LINE)20) GC skren GT ksri
GS ki srim JG (JAMldingren MK ren
LU hr&m LP krong

Though the rhymes are different, these listed above seem
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to be cognate to each other. WT ring and PTB *low are 

not related to these. GC can be segmented as *s-kren<»s- 

k-ren, where »k- verbalizes ren(LONG/TALL) and «s- sig

nals the body-related matter. It is interesting that GT 

and GS have the different prefixing order: *k-s-.

(215)WIND(VT) GC skru GT tsri GZ tsip

(215) and (216) have a coaaon root and are distinct froa 

each other by prefixes which appeared in (209) and 

(210).
<216)WIND(VI> GC Nkru

(217)RUB GC kle GT kle CH [TPldzye [MAlsyaaa
NU [Sla\khrit= TR ES3a\krUt JG [Nlka'tsdt 
[MlAkhAt, Arit tZlarut LU zQT= LP klit 
DF ne-khrA

WT 'phur, drud PTB *nu:l, *sywAy 

GC, GT and LP are apparently cognates. NU, TR, JG and DF 

have velar initial with a different glide; GC and JG are 

usually conservative in keeping glide distin-

ctions(cf.218). Looking at LP, however, it has kl- as

initial and -it as rhyae. The former is related to 

rGyarong and the latter is to NU, TR and JGCM1. If LP 

functions as a link, the two groups are possibly conne

cted.

(218>SCRATCH PTB «pruk, *hyak
GC krok GT krok LP kr6n (LA khewq
JG [Zlaakret [N1 as'chit LP hut)

JG~Tm ]Akhrai

Although the initial consonants are separate, the root
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forms of PTB and GC/GT seem to correspond. LP and LA are 

the direct cognates to GC and GT.

(219)BEAT GC khran I PTB *krap

No corresponding root with GC.

2.1.12 Affricate Initials

(220)BRING PTB »dzyon WT bzhon
JG [Nlsdn CZljawn [Hljbn
NU zun TR con=

GC tsam GT co GK tsam CH (MAlsta
[TT,C,J,MA,TP]tsa TR dzOt= LU chhawp

NW ha CH CTPlxgy-

GC and GK are cognates to CHCTT.C,J,MA,TP]. Considering 

the discrepancy of rhymes of GC/GK and PTB, they may 

belong to different roots.

(221)SPEAK PTB *s-brwang

GC kyis GT thsin GK tsl GS tsen
NU CB]shin TR [Llzjimi CTlzU
LU sim

JG [A]kal [N]kAa IMJgA gA CZJshaga
RO a-gan NW ka BO hAn

WT la LP li

Three semantic fields are connected to SPEAK. The first 

group is related to KNOW. GC, GT, GK, GS, NU CB], TR and 

BA belong to this. Historically the rGyarong forms are 

analysed as «t-sin; this root is common in those lan

guages listed above. GC kyils) is parallel to WT mkhyen, 

the honorific of KNOW. The second is cognate to VOICE; 

JG, NW, RO and AB will be identified to be in this
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group. The semantic field of the last group is just 

TALK/UTTER, which is represented by WT and LP.

(222)SMALL/YOUNG PTB »ziy
GC ktsey GT ktsey GK gtsAi GH tsai
GS g'tse'i CH [TltswA £J,C]pt§U, pAtshi 
tmtswU, pAtshe JG £N]ka'chli
m k A j i  [Zlkaji RO ontiti
AB an-ji WT zi

(WT chung LU chip_ LK cha-di)

The rGyarong roots show straightforward correspondence 

with CH, JG and AB.

(223)SQUEEZE PTB »cur WT btsir
GC ptsir GT tsi GS tsi ri HY cur
LU chilh_ (LP ts6t)

Apparently WT, GC, GT, GS, LU and HY are cognate to

each other, which seem the reflexes from PTB. LP is

probably connected to LU though the rhymes are hard to

be connected. GC has another form ptsin. ptsin means

SQUEEZE by cord while ptsir is SQUEEZE by hands. The

different final consonants(possibly suffixes) serve to

tell the instruments of the act.

(224)POUND PTB »tsuw(CORK) GC stsu NU sU JG CZJhtu 
(JG (HJtsut)

WT dzog GT tsok

(PTB «krit GT sri(TIE))

GT is a direct cognate to WT and, the GC prefix s- is a 

newer phenomenon. The JG CHI may belong to the first 

group, but the final is hard to trace. BU tshui seems to 

be reflex from PTB «tsuw.
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<225)JUMP GC Ntsak GZ aetsjak
GH ae-ts'ak GM atsak GS a'tsag
CH CT,TT,JJtshu CC]?tshu CTPltshu-
CMAlqhsu LP tyuk
(NU CS)chat CKJsart TR IS]a\cat=
JG CM)g&a-ts6t GW tahu)
PTB *pyaw WT 'phyo

WT 'choa NU CB]jun

GC has two foras of JUMP; one of which ia directly con

nected with WT 'choa, and the other of which is related

to CH, JG, GW and LP(possibly NU and TR as well). The -t

of JG/NU/TR foras in the first group cannot be traced; 

they aay be froa different root.

(226)ANXIOUS GC Ntsip GT Ntsep WT tshabs

(227)TIE PTB *tsik(J0INT)21) GC tshi?(<PG *tsik>
LP syi:k WT tshigs

GT ari

CH CTT,J]tso CC]taodaa JG CM)ty6?
JG CNlkyit LP tet

There are four separate etyaa in this itea. The first 

one is GC end LP syi:k, which is coaparable with PTB 

•tsik(JOINT). The second one is represented by CH, JGCM] 

and LP 6et, which aight be related to PTB «tu-t, but the 
correspondences, JG/CH affricate initial vs. PTB *ts-, 

are rather sporadic. For the other two, the origin is 

unknown.

<228)RISE GC tsho GT tso GS tso LU chho\
NW tacha
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LU tho harh_ TI /thou AO atu MK thur 

PTB *syar, «l-tak, »dzuk PLB *m-tak

GC, GT and GS are direct cognates to LU chho\ and NW. 

The GC tsh- : LU chh- correspondence seems to be regu- 

lar(also cf. 222 GC ts- : LU ch->.

(229)CULTIVATE GC tshok

(230)BEGIN GC ptshik WT gtsug

GT rcen

(231)CREEP GC rtshu

(232>B0IL/H0T PTB »cow PLB *s-tsul WT btsos
GT stsul CH ITP]tshu- AO aso
NU CBlasu tS]su\ TR tSJa\su' RO so
JG [Nlsha't&u [A3syatu3 LU so=

GC stshe GS stse

NW da

As far as the initials are concerned, most examples can

be connected to PTB. In rGyarong, the initial has been

alveolarized while, in NU, TR, LU, RO, NW and JG, it was

de-a£fricated in two ways. GC and GS hold a comparable

initials to PTB, but the vowel does not correspond. The

etymon of NW da is not clear.

(233) GATHER GC dzu GT Ndzom GH z M m  LP jem
LP zum WT 'dzom

MK cheri

GS dAhkim

NW ca-lha

The rGyarong shapes are compared with WT straightfor
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wardly; they are probably a loan froa WT(cf. GC and GT 

above all). NW and MK aay be related to each other but 

GS is unrelated to any others.

(234)LICK PTB *a-lyak WT l}ags(TONGUE>
GC dzok GT Ntsok LP 16k

NW phe

Considering the fact that WT often develops affricates 

from palatalized *1- of PTBte.g. HEAVY :PTB *liy~*lAy > 

WT l^id'brji), rGyarong foras here seea to be regarded 

as the saae results of change. WT fora is a honorific.

(235)CUT WT btsogs GC rdzik GZ ntsik GK zylkA
GS ntsig CH [TPlchu= [MAlxci NU chu

WT gcad JG [Ziehen

PTB *cat LP ty6t
PTB «cwar NW twa-lha

The rGyarong foras aatch WT quite well except for the

vowel, which aay be regarded as -i-'-u- alternation seen

in general. CHCHA1 is a direct cognate of GC. NW and

LP which belong to separate roots seea to represent a

auch closer taxonoaic level to PTB respectively, but the

NW origin is not certain.

(236)CHEW GC cak cak CH [TPlxca CMAlcaqcaq dzA
LK cha WT cag cag byas

AB j&a RO chobia

This lexical itea seeas to be a strongly onoaatopoeia-

oriented one and consequently aay not be appropriate for

comparison. However, it is still interesting that this
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onomatopoeia appears only in the langauges listed. In

terms of word formation, WT and CHEHA3 show compounded

forms(CHEWING ♦ DO/EAT), while, in the others including

GC, that onomatopoeia behaves as the root. AB and RO

which seem to be cognate are from a separate root.

(237/BIND PTB «cip(SHUT>
GC rcip LU cip LP sup AB shep RO cip 
BO sib (MK dip)

WT beings

JG (Mlpyik

GC has a much closer shape to PTB, whose direct descen

dants are also observed in LU, MK, BO, AB and RO. The 

meaning of prefix r- is still unknown, but it seems to 

be closely related to re/ro/ra described under 1.2.23.

In this sense, this r- may be the 'directive' element 

analysed by Wolfenden. In Wolfenden's argument, WT and 

MK play important roles, but, as far as this particular 

lexical item is concerned, r- does not appear in either 

of them. WT and JG may possibly be cognate.

(238)SHARP GS a'tsar GW tse CH CLltsje CTTlsUce 
AO techira

PTB «8-ryam TI -hiam LK hrai LU hriam 

GC mcok

GS is comparable with CH, AO and GW. GC mcok is a unique 

shape; no comparable form in any languages.

(239)SOUR PTB *skyur, *su:r(JAM>
GC cor GT cur GK styr GM cor
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GH cyOr GS chor (CH ICIptsi [TT]ce>
LU thQr AO sentur LP cor LA thuQr

JG CNIkhrii CM,ZIkhri GW tswl LP a-krla, khi

GT tshap

The words in the first group show a neat correspondence, 

except CH foras which have no final. The second group 

seeas to be froa PTB «ka~*kri(y)(BITTER) and the GT fora 

is related with WT tsha po(HOT).

(240)STEP GC chak

(241)TIRED WT thang chad GC chat LU chau_

JG (NltsO [MIAtsfi?

LP ts'a

WT, GC, and LU are cognates. JG and LP have ts- as their 

initial, but they seea to be unrelated. NU fora is also 

unique.

(242)GO GC che(IMP,IPF) GT chen GK chi
GH c't GS ch'i HA cia
GW nac'en

WT phyin PTB *byon

(243)CLOSE GC chet GT chet GS ched NU tSltshit
(WT gcod=LID>

PTB *t6i:p RO cip

Only RO shows a directly coaparable shape to PTB. The

others coincide with PTB in their initials, but the

final is fairly far. GC, GT and GS aay be compared with

WT gcod(LID).

(244)THIN GC kchea GT kchea G2 ketshia GS g'ch'ea
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JG CM]krit

(245)SHORT GC kchen GT kchen GS g'chen CH tTT,T,J]tjo
LU ch6n_ TI \sam AO tataU LK chyu

(246)KILL GC Ncha GZ ntshje CH CCltshu CTPlcI-
CMA]cA NU CS3ca\ LU ti_thi= TI _that 
LK thih LP cet LA that

We have two rGyarong roots for KILLlGC Ncha and 

sat(cf.#254). The latter la neutral while the former is 

used only for domesticated animals. The etymon for this 

marked KILL is not known yet. GC -a:GZ -e is a regular

correspondence. PTB »s>Chin th- is a regular alterna

tion (cf. STC:28>.

(247)JUMP CPTB *pyam(JAM)]
GC Ncham GT cham WT 'chom

CH CMAlqhsu CBljuh LP tyuk

CH CS]tchat TR £Sla\tchat

There are two roots for JUMP in rGyarong, one of which 

has already seen at #225. GC Ncham is apparently 

connected to WT but it is not certain if it is directly 

from PTB *pyam(FLY).

(248)CHOOSE GC Nche GS n'ch'i 

LU thlu_

BA a thlm AO shim 

We see again GC ch- : LU th-(cf. 239 and 246), but the

rhymes do not correspond.

(249)WASH GC rchi GT rchi GK rci GS rchu NU CS)tchi?= 
TR CS]tci?= LH chi

PTB -krAw CH CTP]xuA=la CMAJxla
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CH [TlhwAla [ClxwA la [TTlxola [Jlxo
(LU thuah_)

PTB »a-syal GH cA NU [Blzal TR [Sldzyal= LU su_

JG CNlkhrfit CZlkhrut CMlkhriit LP zut
WT 'khrud
(PTB *syil JG [Mlsyl?)

We have four etyaa in this lexical itea. The first group

has no coaparable fora to PTB or WT.

(250)WET PTB *a-ti-s AO tayi

GC sychit GT sychi GZ kestsi NW pyA
JG [N1aa'tii [Zlaadi [MlaAdit LA ciln
ID chiyA (KO diea)

AO aja

NW pyA

(251)TENDER GC Njaa WT '3am po
GT Njor GS n'byar JG [Zlchya
(LP a-3il)

GC is a loan froa WT. GT and GS are coaparable to JG.

(252)MEET GC ajal GT ajal CK ENAlgzyA
AO ajuru WT ajal

GC is a loan froa WT.

(253)GREEN GC ljang ku GT ljang ku
GN ld3Ang GS l'jang

CH [Llhwi [Clxu

GC is a loan froa WT.

2.1.13 Fricative Initials

(254)KILL PTB «g-sAt WT gsad
GC sat GT sat GK sIEd GZ sjan GH siat
GS sad NU [B,S1sat TR [Slsat= LP s6t
JG [NlsAt IMlsAt [Zlsat CAlsatl AO set
LU hnuk_chhat NW syA LK sai
TI _that LA that LU ti_thi= LK thih

GZ bdzaaku 
WT ljang ku

[TT,Jlxwe
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Every language shows a direct, reflex of the PTB fora. 

PTB «s- goes to dental in the Chin languages(cf.STC:28). 

GK and GH are noted in that they have a palatal eleaent 

after the initial and it is coaaon to LU.

(255)SEARCH GC sar

NU IB]sh&p TR sUa=

JG CH]gAs6k [Zlhsawk

GK slEl WT 'tshal

GC is quite unique while GK seeas to be cognate with WT. 

The two other groups have fricative initials in coaaon, 

but the rhyaes do not correspond.

(256)FRY/ROAST GC ksur GT ksru BO sAr

CH CMADchu-chu DF khrQg WT sprags 
NU [B]hu

We have two etyaa here. GC/GK and BO look a good set of 

cognates. GT ksru is froa *ksuru<*ksur:this kind of 

vowel insertion often occurs in this dialect.

(257)UNDERSTAND/HEAR PTB *saa(SPIRIT) WT bsaa
GC asaa GA sae JG [H]nsen(VOICE)
HY saa(BREATH) LP a-sda(BREATH)

(258)EAT PTB *dza PLB »dza2 WT bzas
GC za GT za GW zAi GS zan GP za 
CH CT,C,TT,Jithje NU tBJsat HA c'izo
JG CNlshAa [HlsyA CZlsha AO achi
LU chaw_, zQt LP zo BR zA

PTB *aa BA ei

TR na4 kai4 NW na TI /nE:

All the rGyarong foras are the reflexes of PTB »dza. AO
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for* is a suspect because of the discrepancy of front 

vowel.

(259)ANGRY WT zer(SAY)

GC zor GT zur GK zyl GS zer NU [B3za

NW khA

NU is the only cognate to rGyarong forms. WT eeeas

comparable, but the semantic relationship is hard to

explain. NW form may be reflex of PTB *m-ka(MOUTH).

(260>DIE PTB «siy
GC syi GT syis GK syl GH syl GS shis
CH CTTlse [C]sa tTP3sye= IMA)ci NU CBlshi
tS3ci\ TR CS3ci\ JG tNlsii [Z,H3si tA3si3
GW sU LP syi TI -si: AO asA
RO si AB shi DF si MK thi LU thi

All the forms listed here are derivable from PTB

*siy'v*sAy. The NK and LU forms are initiales by th-,

which is a regular correspondence between PTB and

Chin(cf.STC:28 & #254).

(261)KNOW PTB •syey
GC sye GT syiy GK syl GM asyi GS shu
GH si CH CTP3s3>, sy=
[HA]qhsa,sy NU [Blshi, sha CS3cU\, s0= TR ES3sO=, cU\ 
TR [S3 s0=, cUS JG [M3tye IN3c6ng CZlchyA 
BA sin AO ashi NW si HY ses AB shu
WT shea

LP t'yak

Same tendency as (260). The etymon of the LP form is 

unknown.

(262)CLEAN GC syo GT syo GS sho 

GH ksdr
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PTB *(t)syang JG [N3sAn a&ng (M3seng
CZ3 kashin LU thiang WT 'tsang

(NU (B3shia)

LP a-sAt

There are four etyaa in this itea. rGyarong foras are 

not coaparable to any others. GH ksdr aay be related to 

NEW(cf.#263).

(263)NEW PTB «sar GT sar GS g'sar NU (B)sarr
TR sal5 LU thar AB shflr WT gsar

PLB *sik(TSR) GC syuk GZ kesek GH ke-syik
TI thak

There are two different roots:«(g-)sar and *sik. GS and 

GT belong to the foraer and the other rGyarong foras to 

the latter. BU sac seeas to join the second group.22)

(264)HAPPY GC syet CH CTP3sye- RO kusi 

TR (S3dzy0?= JG (Mltyua

GC skyit WT skyid

For HAPPY, GC holds two foras:skyit and syet(cf. 199). 

The foraer is coapared with WT skyid directly while the 

latter is cognate to CHCTP3. TRCS3 and JGCM3 seea to be 

connected to each other although their origin is not 

clear.

AO tok LU thuk_

JG CN3a&thbo CM3aAth6 [Z3aahtaw

GT psyi CH CTT3dzi [J,C3hdzi
NU CB3shi (S3 teat- TR [S3tcat=

KO shep 

CH CTP3phe-

(265)DROP PTB *tuk

PTB «taw

GC psyit 
tTP3chi- 
AB shut

KO phau
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LP tyal

rGyarong has direct cognates in CH, NU, LU, AB and KO. 

We have -i-~-u- alternation here again. LU thuk_ and AO 

tok are direct cognates to PTB.

(266)QUIET PTB •syia(OARK)
GC ksyin GS g'shen JG [M]Asyi> [ZJakasi
LU this RO sin WT kha khu sin

LP fyang

BO sri

GC is cognate to WT, JG, LU and RO, which seea to origi

nate froa PTB •syia(DARK).

(267)TEACH GC ksyot GT kcit GK ksyud GS g'ch'ud 

WT bslab

(266)BEAUTIFUL GC asyor GH asAr GZ atahjar NU (Blshala

GT Nkhyer

GK phyEr GS n'py'er 

We have three groups of cognates. The first one is 

related to NU, but there is no counterpart to coapare 

with for other two.

(269)SAY GC zyu GK zyl, tsl
TI _ci? AO ashi 
(LU zai=>

GT tsin GS tsi(s) 
[M3syi tsun

CH CLlzjiai 
CH CTTlsUae

JG ENltsQn 
BA sia

GS b'shad

tTlzU
JG EAlsAaA

CA]tsun3

GH usiatWT bshad 

NW khA

There are two different roots in rGyarong. The first 

one is rather related to JG and LU while the second one
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to JG and BA. None of PTB foras are connected to the*. 

The third one is obviously a loan from WT. The NW form 

seems to be related to MOUTH(cf.#259).

(270)FALL GC m-zyit GZ zje CH tCl?dzU CJl?dze CCltshu
JG [Zlchyet

PTB *kla <JG CNJkhrAt TI /kiat)

AO tsUk

(271)YAWN GC horn, wo GT hom NU [Biham JG [Nlka'khAm
[Mlmakham LU hAm_, hu TI \ha:m BO hamiyay
KO haaapu LP h6m WT ag stong, hus(BREATH)

2.1.14 Nasal Initials

(272)RIDE GC mu

(273)ANGRY GC mo KO mo-ng

LP mat

(274)UNDERSTAND GC mis GT mas

JG [Mlmylt dfcp BO miti

rGyarong forms are quite independent. Although the JG 

and BO shapes are similar to GC/GT, JG mylt is from »m- 

yit, which is comparable to WT yid(MIND)(p.c. of JAM): 

BO seems to have the same formation.

(275)SWEET PTB *s-min(RIPE) GT myen JGCJAMlmyin

GC mem GH mim

JG [NlmOu CZlreu

(276)LOW GC men GK dman GM ngman GS d'man
CH CT,TT,Jibe CClba KO bhieh WT dma"“saan

PTB »nyam LU hniam LA niAm NU CBlanem 
JG [NlngyAm [Mlbyep [M.Zlnem
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GT mnga

rGyarong foras are related to WT, CH and KO. GT's etymon 

is not found yet.

(277)FORGET PTB »s-mit(EXTlNGUlSH) AB nit 
NU ESIa\*at=

GC(yi-)*As GT (yi-)mAs GK ko'i Biz
GS mis CH ETP]xmi= EMAlrmA
JG EZln mi AO ama
(NW loma NU EBlanal TR ES3a\mlang)

The rGyarong forms are cognate to CHETP3EMA], JG and AO.

They seem to reflect the PTB form in the first group,

but the rhymes are hard to trace. CH x- and r- can be

from PTB »s~.

(278)DR1NK GC mot GT mot GK mod GS mod GP k6m 
GW komti JG EH3nut

WT btungs NW twan

LU in= LA qin

JG EA1lu?l CN]16' EZllu

JG mut is the only connectible form to rGyarong. LU and

LA may be related to Sino-Tibetan root. PTB for this

item is *Am, whose reflex is not found in our list.

(279)SLEEP PTB *r-mwAy23> WT mi(DREAM)
GC rma GT rma GK rmiE GZ rmje GS myed
GW rmAn AO amu LA mo-ku
BO muru JG EZ36AnAwi

(280)DREAM PTB *(r-)mang PLB *mak WT rmang
GC rmo GT rmong NU ip-mang JG CZlmu
LU hmu_, mang NW hman AB mang MK mang
RO dtu-mang

This PTB etymon is found in all the groups. NU is a com

pounded verMSLEEP [<PTB «ip] + DREAM) :this kind of
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formation is wide-spread among the L-B group(e.g.BU ?ip-

mak, LH yi-a8?:JAM).

(28DRIPE PTB *sain
GC sain GT sain GK sai GS s'ain NU ain
JG CN]ain [Mlayin LU hain= AO taaen HY ain
LA haln BO gAmAn AB min HK men RO ain
LP a-nan WT sain PTB »s-ain

Compare to #275<SWEET>.

<282)SHAKE PTB »aow GC syau GA au-au JG CNlshe'aOu 
CZ3shaaawl BO saaaw RO aoa

SHAKE and M0VE(283> are cognate to each other in the 

listed languages. SHAKE is distinct froa HOVE by the 

prefix s-/sy- in GC and BO. JGtZ] is VT, and it is 

prefixed by sha-.

(283)MOVE PTB -mow GC lao NU Amu JG (Z)shaau BO aaw 
RO ao

(284)TASTE GC ayeng LP ny6ng WT ayangs

(285)REST PTB *na GC na GT ni GS ne LH n8(ALIGHT)
JG IZishanit HY na-so WT gnas BU n8(PERCH)

GC is a straight cognate to BU, LH, WT and HY. GT, GS

and JGCZ1 are related to each other.

(286)BLACK PTB *nak PLB *(s-)nak
GC nak GT nak GK snag GM nak GS nag
GH nak CH IWJnA (TT,C,J]fti NU CBlna, na? 
AO nak GW konAk LP a-n6k KO tlnyak
DF kaena WT nag

(287)SMELL PTB »s-nan
GC naa GT naa GH noa
NU [BIhpanaa JG CNIaa'nAa 
LU nam= TI \nara AO anea
LP n6a LK hna LA nAa
HE naa WT bsnams, anaa

CM]aAnaa 
HY naa 
BO aanaa

tZ]aanaa 
GW ahe 
AB naa

CH CTTIahi CCIahje
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(288)GOOD/LIKE (PLB *ndak(JAH))
GC sna GZ sn;je GK syna, snye
GS s'ne, s'na CH CT,TT,JJna

In rGyarong, «na seldom appears independently(also in LH,

na(GOOD) occurs in compounds only24)> while, in CH, it occurs

alone, meaning GOOD.

(289)LISTEN/EAR GC rna GT rna GK rna(EAR) GZ rnje(EAR) 
GP rni(EAR) GH rna(EAR) GS rna(EAR)
CH (TTJchny (Otshoflhi, nAka(EAR) (Jlcchyfly, 
nAna(EAR) NU hta, Ana(EAR) JG (NlnAng CMlnAng 
AO tenarong(EAR) NU nen LP nyan BO kana(EAR)
RO na-t&IKEAR) KO na(EAR) DF noa(EAR)
MK no(EAR)

LISTEN is related to EAR in aost T-B languages. In rGya

rong, rna is the verb root while tA-rna aeans EAR.

(290)DEEP PTB *nak PLB *s-nak(BLACK:TSR #142), «nak~*?nak 
(DEEP:TSR #157)
GC rnak GT rnak GZ rnak GH rnaks NU (BDrana
TR zhy3na4 AB arnuk LP nyung-bo

DEEP is related to BLACK(cf.286). In rGyarong, nak is

BLACK and r^nak is DEEP. AB has the sane formation.

(291)RED PTB *r-ni
GC wu rni GT wu rni GK wurni GH wQr-nl GS wu r'ni
GW orni CH [TT]fli CC.Jlfthi

RED is usually connected to GOLD in rGyarong.

(292>LIKE GC nga GT nga GH ndzyi TI -ngali WT rngaa

(293)LOSE GC ngA PLB >ngal

(294)CRY PTB »nguw GC nguw GT ngaw CH (TP]ngA=
NU (B)ngU IS3ngU\ TR (S)ngU\

(295)SCOLD GC sngo

(296)BLUE PTB «s-ngow(WHITE) GC sngon GT sngon GH ngon
GH s'ngon LU hlui=ngo=(WHITE), ngou(WHITE)
LP n6a AB no-ing LK ngyu(WHITE) WT sngon
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rGyarong forms may be a loan fro* WT. This phonological 

shape usually seana WHITE in other TB languages.

(297> BORROW/LEND PTB «r-ngya GC rnga
GZ rngang GS rnge
JG CHlnga WT brnya

GT rnga 
NU nga

<298>FRY PTB *r-ngaw WT rngod
GC rngo JG [Zlka ngaw ai KO ngUo MK karnu

(299>SIT/ST0P/WAIT/REMAIN 
GT nyi GK nA 
GS nun, nis 
JG CZInga LU nl 
LP nuk AB ngap

PTB *nyit(LEAN) 
GA nje GM nyi

TI /nga:k AO anen 
WT snyes(LEAN)

GC nyi 
GH nl

(300)SLEEP PTB *nyit GC rnyi CH IT,TT,C,J]ne ITPlne 
CMA]nU WT rnyi(SNARE), gnyid

rnyi(SNARE/TRAP) is aIt is not certain whether WT 

cognate to GC.

(301)DARK GC rnyik KO wangnyak 

LK hnao

LP nyi*

WT rnyid(FADE)

(302)MANY PTB «ara GC anyas GT aa nga GK ajas GS ayes 
KO aae BU aya WT bra

It is noteworthy that rGyarong has a closer shape to

aya.

(303)BELIEVE

(304)HAD/ILL

PTB «s-ning(HEART) GC ni-syning MK ning 
JG (HIning RO tAning NU Aning(MIND)
WT snying(HEART)

PTB »s-nyung 
GC snyo 
JG CMlaAna

WT snyung
GT snyo GS bs'nyo
CZlaana, nyung AO aaaung
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PTB *r-ney

PLB *ra3 GC ra GT ra GS re
BU ra' LH §a WT rags

JG CZJkhrup, khrua

PTB *rya-t BU ray25)
GC ri GT ri GS ri

NU [B]it

GC ro GS ro

JG CMlkArdt

AB da-rop DF gorAb

MK arongvang

PTB *klaw, *g-ryap(STAND)

The rGyarong foras seea to be cognate to JG, but the

final is lacking in rGyarong.

(306)DRY/WITHER GC (p-'k-)raa GT roa DF kroa RO raaa

PTB "raw WT ro(CORPSE) JG CH]gArau
[Zlkhraw BA ro LU ea_ro= LP hryu 
LK a-rO LA ro6w BO paran AB e-reng

GC raa takes two prefixes, p- and k-, which serve to

differentiate the aeanings. The latter can be found in

DF.

(309)HANG GC rwak LU Awk\hlua_

JG CM)braft NW yakhA

(310)GET UP GC rwas GS rwas JG CZlrawt CMJrbt

LU thoharh. TI /thou AO atu LH tu

NW da

2.1.15 Liquids 

(305)FIND/GET

(306)LAUGH

(307)ERECT/RAISE
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(311)ASHAMED PTB *s-rak PLB »srak
GC arak GT srak NU CBlshAra ahi
MK therak BU hrak

WT has no cognates to this Ites. The root of GC and GT

shows the identical shape to PTB, LB, BU hrak and MK.

(312)GOOD PTB *lyak-s GC la GT la NU EBlshala DF &1

LU tlei LK a tlai

TI _hoi? GS ho'u

GH udl

GC and GT la seem to be the reflex of PTB. NUtBJ and DF 

are also froa the saae root.

(313)HEAVY PTB *(s-)lAy~*s-li GC li GT li GS li 
NU EBlali JG CM.ZJli AO taret2&>
LU harh lo , rit DF 6 KO yih
WT ljid

WT develops affricates froa the palatalized 1- of PTB. 

Cf.#233 & #234.

(314)BLIND GC lo GT lu GK lu GM lo AB lu
MK lok WT long ba

WT zhar ba CH tLlsca CTTJcAE EJlhccyAE 

GS d'au 

CH EClthwa

(315)HIT/BEAT/KNOCK/SHOOT GC lat GT lat GS lat
JG CN]ka'y6t EZlkayat (TI /va:t)

GK tup GZ tap TI /tua

The l-/y- alternation is frequently observed in the T-B

languages.

(31G)SINK PTB «lip GS l'yo LP hy6a BO tobl6
DF 10a JG [Z]lup
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JG CM]lit

AB A-lik MK till

(317)LOST GC aylot GS ah'leg JG CMIkhAlOt

(318)DECEIVE GC plon KO lo

NU [SlklUp* TR [S]klUp= JG (MI lea

TI /xE:a

LP luk AB lik (TR IS] len\>

There la no comparable fora in PTB. TR len\ aeeas 

cogante to LP/AB, but the final ia not velar.

2.1.18 Glide Initials

(319)THIN PTB »ba WT ba-apu(LITTLE HAIR)
GC wa GT wa NU CBlba RO bA BO bA
JG [NlpAa CM)AphA [Zlhpa LU pan= TI /pa:
AB bo-ro

GW bu GS we (GS wyet) AB bo-ro AO tapu
KO pee CH CL)bre £C,T,TT,J3bri £TT,C,J)bU

We have two etyaa for this lexical itea. The

correspondences are quite neat in each group, except for

GS wyet: this -t cannot be traced.

(320)GIVE PTB *bAy, pe GC wu GT wu GS wu 
AB bi DF jl NW bi RO 6n

PTB «b- : GC w- ia observed in 319 and 321 too.

(321)PUT ON/CLOTHES PTB *kwan GW wAn TR CSIgwa-
RO gan CH £TT,C]gwA CTPIguA-
NU CBlgwa £S3gwa\ JG £ZJkhon WT gon

PLB »wit~«wik(TSR #181) GC wat GT wat 
GK wue GS wod LU bAt
TI _bat LH vA\?

PTB *pun JG [Nlphdn [ZJhpun
LU bun AO aben LP bu MK Abu
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Roughly speaking, there are three etyaa involved in this 

word. rGyarong foras are direct reflexes of PLB fora, 

except GW, which is straightforwardly derivable froa 

PTB.

(322)EASY PTB «lway JG [Z31w6

GC wut GT wut GS wid

(JG CN3N yAk MK ;joi DF abjClb)

(323)COME PTB »s-wa JG (N3wAa (A3wal NW wa
AO ao LK vaw ha(GO)

GC k-wen(IMP) GH kA-pwl NW won(GO) DF 0

(324)ITCHY PTB «g-ya GC ra? ya GT ra ya JG INIka'yaa (Zlkaya
CZ) kaya WT zab rag rgyab

(325)LIGHT PTB «r-ya:ng GC yo GT yo GK jo JG IMJAtsang
(ZItsang LU eng, zAng TI /za:ng KO wang ngai
HK arjang RO rittAeng WT yang

(326)THICK GC yak GT yak GH yak GS yeg WT yangs
(LK byu rd)

AO teaelea

TI _sa?

(327)BEAR GC yia (WT dbyibs(APPEAR))

(328)LIFT/HANG GC yok GT yok JG [ZIAphyang LP hyang
WT dpyang

TI -xa:i

NW lhon

(329)MIX PTB *ryaw
GC kyol GS kyo lo JG (MlgAyau (Nlka'yAw
[Zlkayaw LP kyol AB y61

NW lwAkchyA
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2.1.17 Rhyaes: -•a<e>27>

cf.<135) GC -a 
NU -u

GT -a 
JG -u

GK -iE 
WT -aa

GH -iA GS -e

cf.(168) GC -a 
PTB — a

GT -a JG CN]A HY -a KO -a

cf.(186) GC -a 
TI -ak

GT -a 
WT -ag

GK -iA GM -a GS -is

cf.(194) GC -a DF -a

cf.(258) GC -a GT -a 
CH CT,C,TT,J]-e 
IZ1 -a LU -aw_ 
GP -a HA -o 
LB -a2 PTB *-a

GK -IE 
NU CB1-at 
AO -i 
LP -o

GW -Ai GS -an 
JG CN]-Aa CM]-A 
GP -a WT -as 
BO -A

cf.(246) GC -a 
NU CS]-a\ 
LA -at

GZ -e 
. LU -i=

CH CC]-u 
TI -at

CTP]-i- 
LK -ih

CMA]-A 
LP -et

cf.(312) GC -a GT -a DF -Ml WT -ag PTB *-ak

cf.(305) GC -a 
LH -a

GT -a 
PLB -»a3

GS -e WT -ags BU -a'

cf.(279) GC -a 
JG CZ3-A 
WT -i

GT -a 
AO -u 
PTB *-Ay

GK -iE 
GW -An

GZ -e 
LA -o

GS -ed 
BO -u

cf.(285) GC -a 
LH -a

GT -i 
BU -A

GS -e 
PTB *-a

JG CZ]-it HY -a

cf.(288) GC -a 
CH CTT,T,

GZ -e 
J] -a

GK -a~-e 
PLB *-ak

GS -a

cf.(148) GC -a GS -a WT -e

cf.(289) GC -a 
GM -a 
NU -a 
NW -an 
KO -a

GT -a GK -a GZ -e 
GS -e CH CTT3-A CC]-i 
JG CN] -Ang CM3-ph'ng AO ■ 
LP -an BO -a RO -a 
DF -o* MK -o

GP -i 
CJ] -y

-a
RO -a

cf.(292) GC -a GT -a TI -a:i WT -a*

cf.(297) GC -a 
JG CH]-a

GT -a 
WT -a

GZ -ang 
PTB »-a

GS -e NU -a
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cf.(319) GC -a 
JG CN]-4a 
RO -A

GT -a 
CA] -a 
BO -A

GH -et 
CM)-A 
WT -a

NU CB]-a 
LU -an= TI -a: 
PTB — a

cf.(324) GC -a 
PTB *-a

GT -a JG CN]-aai CZ]-a WT -ab

cf.(138) GC -ak 
CH (TP)-a 
(Z] -ang 
LK -i

GT -ak 
= CM]-i 
NW -as

GK -lag GS -ag 
TR -al JG CN]-Ang 
DF CY] -Arr CT] -flrr

cf.(170) GC -ak 
TI -a? 
AB -u

GK -aa 
AO -ok 
ID -o'

CH -a-lu 
HY -a 
WT -aa

JG CH]-A 
LA -aq 
PTB — a

CZ] -a 
LP -6p

cf.(177) GC -ak 
HK -ak

JG (HJ-a? 
RO -ak

LU -a? 
WT -ag

AO -ak 
PTB — ak

LP -ok

cf.(182) GC -ak 
GS -o 
WT -an

GT -ak 
CH (L)-o 
PTB — an

GK -uo 
CT,C]-u

GH -ak 
NU -op

GH -e 
GW -u

cf.(193) GC -ak 
TI -a:i

CH tTP]-i; 
NW -a

CMA] 
LK -ei

-u JG 
LA -ufll

CM)-A 
RO -aa

cf.(188) GC -ak JG CM]-At KO -at LK -at

cf.(311) GC -ak 
PTB *-ak

GT -ak NU CB]-a HK -ak LB -ak

cf.(225) GC -ak GZ -ak GM -ak GS -ag CH -u

cf.(236) GC -ak CH CTP]-a CMA]-aq LK -a

cf.(309) GC -ak LU -Awk

cf.(286) GC -ak 
GS -ag 
AO -ak 
WT -ag

GT -ak 
CH (W]-a 
GW -Ak 
LB -ak

GK -ag 
CTT,C,J]- 
LP -6k 
PTB — ak

GH -ak
1
KO -ak

GH -ak 
NU CB]-< 
DF -a

cf.(230) GC -ak 
TR -a4

GT -ak 
AB -uk

GZ -ak 
LP -ung

GM -aks 
LB -ak

NU CB]-t 
PTB — al

cf.(326) GC -ak GT -ak GH -ak GS -eg WT -ang

cf.(182) GC -ap 
BO -A/b

GH -lap 
LP -ap

TR -ap5 
AB -oa

JG CM]-Ap AO -ub 
KO -Up MK -up
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WT -abs PTB *-up

cf.(140) GC -at 
JG CZJ-at 
KO -al

GM - t 
NW -a't 
DF -a

CH CTT,J3 
BO -6 
LB -at

-e (C3 
AB -At

-a

cf.(158) GC -at JG (N3-At CZ3-at AB -Ang DF -Off

cf.(254) GC -at 
NU tB,S3- 
[Z3-at 
LK -ai

GT -at 
at 
LU -at 
WT -ad

GK -IEd 
JG [N3-At 
AO -et 
PTB *-at

GZ -an 
CM3-At 
NW -A

GS -ad 
[A3-atl 
LP -6t

cf.(241) GC -at LU -au_ WT -ad

cf.(315) GC -at 
[Z3-at

GT -at 
TI -a:t

GH -up GS -at JG [N3-At

cf.(321) GC -at 
TR -a=

GT -at 
LU -At

GK -ue 
LH -AS?

GS -od 
PLB *-it

TI -at

cf.(141) GC GT GW JGCZ3 LP RO WT -ar PTB ar

cf.(159) GC -ar 
CL3-U31 
RO -ar

GT -ar 
JG IH3-ar 
WT -ar

CH [TT,C, 
GW -Ar 
PTB *-ar

J3 -a [J3 
LP -ar

-o
DF -u

cf.(143) GC -ar 
WT -ar

NU -arr 
PTB/PLB

LU -aal 
-ar

TI -a:1

cf.(170) GC -ar GK -ar GA -ar GM -ar GS -ar

cf.(263) GT GS LU WT -ar NU -arr TTR -al5

cf.(166) GC -al CH -a KO -ai MK -a WT -al

cf.(252) GC -al CH (MA3-A AO -u-ru WT -al

cf.(147) GC -aa 
AO -ia 
AB -ob

GT -ea 
GH -aa 
KO -u

GS -oa 
LP -Aa 
MK -ai

NU CB3-aa JG [Zl-en 
RO -il BO -r 
WT -o PTB *aw

cf.(145) GC/LP -aa 
PTB *-aa

GS -oa AO -ia AB -ob

cf.(150) GC -aa 
GZ -oa 
PTB *-ang

GT -oa 
GW -An

GK -aa 
LA -aAng

GS -oa 
RO -ing

CH EL3-e 
MK -ang

cf.(257) GC -aa GA -e JG CH3-en HY -aa LP -6a
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WT -am PTB «-am

cf.(220) GC -am 
(TR 0n= 
LU -awp_

GT -o 
JG CN]-i 

WT -on

GK -am 
fin [Z3-awn 
PTB *-on)

CH [TT,MA 
IM3 -6n

,C,J3-a

cf.(251) GC -am WT -am

cf.(316) GC -am 
BO -0

GS -o 
AB -ik

JG CM3-fit 
DF -Om

EZ3-up 
MK -i

LP -6m 
PTB *-ip

cf.(308) GC -aa 
PTB »aw

GT -om RO -a DF -om WT -o

cf.(287) GC -am 
[M3-am 
HY -am 
BO -am

GT -am 
CZJ-am 
GW -e 
AB -am

GH -om 
LU -am= 
LP -6m 
ME -am

NU CB3-am 
TI -am 
LK -a 
WT -am(s)

JG CN3-Am 
AO -em 
LA -Am 
PTB *-am

cf.(253) GC -ang 
WT -ang

GT -ang GK -am GM -ang GS -ang

cf.(189) GC -as TI -E? LK -a

cf.(197) GC -as GT -as GS -as

cf.(310) GC -as 
[Ml-6t

GT -as GS -as JG [Z3-awt

cf.(302) GC -as GK -es KO -ae WT -a PTB *-a

cf.BOIL GC -aw

cf.DESTROY' GC -ay

2.1.18 Rhymes: -i(C)

cf.(134) GC -i 
MK -et

GM -81 
PTB *-ep

GS -is DF -i BO -in

cf.(176) GC -i GT -i GS -i

cf.(177) GC -i GT -im GK -A GW -i PTB *-iy

cf.(180) GC -i WT -is LB -Ay2 PTB «-Ay

cf.(203) GC -i 
JG [Z3-im

GH -i 
[M3-im

GZ -i 
LU -em

CH [TT3-i 
LA -ep

[C3-U 
KO -ep

cf.(260) GC -i GT -is GK -I GM -1 GS -is
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CH [TT3-e 
ES3-e\
LU -i 
RO -i 
PTB *-iy

[TP]-e= 
TR -i\ 
TI -i: 
AB -i

CC] -a 
JG CN3-li 
AO -A 
DF -1

IMA3-i 
tZ,M3-i 
GW -U 
MK -i

NU CB3-i 
[A3-i3 
LP -i 
LB -Ayl

cf.<237> GC -ip 
JG CM]-it 
LU -ip 
PTB *-ip

GS -ing 
IZ]-it 
BO -ib

CH [W,TT, 
TI -i?
LP -up

J,C3-o 
NW -i 
AB -ep

NU IB3-6 

RO -ip

cf.(226) GC -ip GT -ip WT -aba

cf.(198) GC -ip 
CZ)-up 
PTB »-o:p

GT -ip 
LP -o;p

GS -ib 
LA -op

JG [M3-A' 
KO -ep

[M3-Ap 
WT -iba

cf.(264) GC -it WT -id

cf.(199) GC GT GH •-it CH -e- RO -i WT -id

cf.(169) GC -it GS -i

cf.(193) GC -ik GH -uk GS -ug WT -ug

cf.(235) GC -ik 
[MA3-i GZ -ik 

HU -u
GK -Ik 
WT -oga

GS -ig CH CTP3-U=

cf.(301) GC -ik KO -ak

cf.(223) GC -ir 
WT -ir

GT - i 
PTB *-ur

GS -i-r LU -ilh_ HY -ur

cf.(149) GC -ia WT -ia

cf.(221) GC -ia 
TR [L3-i

GT -inm - u GK -I 
LU -ia

GS -en NU CB3-in

cf.(274) GC -ia GT -aa JG IH3-It BO -it

cf.(327) GC -ia WT -iba

cf.(266) GC -in 
RO -ia

GS -an 
WT -ia

JG CM3-ia 
PTB *-ia

[Z3-i LU -ia

cf.(281) GC -in 
JG [N3-in 
LA -in 
WT -in

GT -in 
[Ml-in 
BO -An 
PTB «-in

GK -i 
LU -in= 
AB -in

GS -in 
AO -en 
MK -en

NU -in 
HY -in 
LP -an
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cf.(303) GC -ing 
HK -ing

NU -ing 
WT -ing

JG CHI-ing RO 
PTB *»-ing

-ing

cf.(227) GC -i? LP -i:k WT -igs PTB • -ik

2.1.19 Rhynes: -u(C)

cf.(154) GC -u DF -u PTB *-u

cf.(171) GC -u GM -u JG CN]-Qu CM] -Q CZ] -u

cf.(179) GC -u 
TI -i? 
WT -ig

NU CB]-it 
LK -i 
PTB «-ik

JG CN]-it 
MK -ok

CZ]-it 
DF -1

CM]-Oa

cf.(207) GC -u 
JG CZ1-u 
WT -ugs

GK -i 
TI -Uk 
PTB *-u

NU CB]-i 
AB -i

CS]-i\ 
LP -u

KO -u

cf.(212) GC -u 
GW -a

GT -o 
LP -6t

GS -o 
WT -ag

cf.(269) GC -u 
NU CB]-in

GK -I 
JG CM]-un

CH CL]-i CT,TT]-U CC)-A 
CZ]-un3 BA -ia TI -i?

cf.1^24) GC -u NU -U JG CZ]-u CH]-ut PTB »-uw

cf.(233) GC -u GT -oa GH -6±n GS -ua LP -ua

cf.(202) GC -uk GH -uk WT -ogs

cf.(263) GC -uk GZ -ek GH -ik TI -ak PLB «-ik

cf.(322) GC -ut GT -ut GS -id

cf.(157) GC -un 
AB -a*

GT -un 
MK -ei

NU CS]-an TR CS]-an\ LU -o

cf.(232) GT -ul 
JG CNl-Au 
PLB *-ul

CH -u- 

PTB *-ow

AO -o 
CA]-u3

NU -u 
LU -o=

TR -u' 
WT -os

cf.(192) GC -ur GT -or AB -ir MK -ur

cf.(209,210)GC -ur GT -ur GS -ur WT -ur

cf.(256) GC -ur GT -u(<*-ur) BO -dr

cf.(155) GC -uw 
AO -u

NU -u 
HY -u

JG CN]-flu 
LP -u

CM]-6? 
MK -uk

CZ] -u 
AB -u
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LB -u2 PTB *-u

cf.(294) GC -uw 
£S]-U\

GT -aw 
TR -U\

CH [TP]-A 
PTB »-uw

NU [B]-U

2.1.20 Rhynes: -e<e>

cf.(151) GC -e 
NU [B]- 
PTB «-e

GT -i 
ing GZ -

GS -e 
eng AO -

CH
en

[L]-i [TT.C,]-U 
MK -u BO -a:

cf.(160) GC -e 
GS -i 
AB -e

GT -e 
NU [B]-6 
WT -e

GS -i 
GW -le 
PTB *-ay

GH • 
MK

■1 GM -iE 
-e

cf.(196) GC -e 
KO -en

GT -et GK -i GS -i LU -e_a=

cf.(200) GC -e 
WT -es

GT -es GS -is LP -ek RO -ia

cf.(217) GC -e 
JG [N]- 
DF -A

GT -e 
tit tM]-it

CH [TP]-e 
[Z] -ut

NU
LU

£S]-it=
-Qt= LP -it

cf.(261) GC -e 
GH -1 
[SJ-U\ 
[Z]-6 
AB -u

GT -iy 
CH [TP]-I 
TR [S]U\ 
BA -in 
WT -es

GK -I GM 
[KA]-y 

JG [N]-eng 
AO -i NW 
PTB *-ey

-i GS -u 
NU [B]-i 
£M]-e 

-i HY -es

cf.(232) GC -e GS -e

cf.(242) GC -e 
HA -ia

GT -en 
GW -en

GK -i GH -1 GS -i

cf.(248) GC -e GS -i

cf.(165) GC -ep JG [HD-ap NW -a WT -abs PTB *-ap

cf.(243) GC -et GT -et GS -ed NU [S]-it WT -od

cf.(264> GC -et CH -e- RO -i

cf.(268) GK -Er GS -er

cf.(214) GC -en 
WT -ing

GT -i GS -in LU -An LP -ong

cf.(245) GC -en GT -en GS -en CH [T,TT,J]-o
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LU -6n_ TI -aa AO -U LK -u

cf.(276) GC -en 
WT -a'

GK -an GM -an KO -ieh

cf.(323) GC -en 
RO -i

GH -1 
DF -0

JG CNJ-Aa 
LK -aw

[A3-al 
PTB »-a

NW

cf.(275) GC -en GH -ia

cf.(244) GC -ea GT -ea GZ -ia GS -ea

cf.(284) GC -eng LP -6ng WT -angs

cf.(184) GC -ee GT -us

cf.(195) GC -es 
DF -in

JG [N]-< 
RO -i

Ang IZ,M3-eng 
AB -6n

cf.EMPTY GC -ev

cf.(222) GC -ey 
CJ.C3-1 
RO -i

GT -ey 
£TT]-e 
AB -i

GK -Ai 
JG [M3-i 
PTB *-iy

GH -ai 
[N3-ii

CH
[Z3

2.1.21 Rhyaes: -■o(C)

cf.(180) GC -o 
GS -o 
TI -a:k

GT -u 
CH £TP3 
MK -ek

GH -o 
-ia- [MA3- 

WT -ong

GK -ao 
-i

GZ
NW

cf.(146) GT -o RO -o PTB *-ow

cf.(163) GC -o GT -o GS -o DF -A

cf.(167) GC -o GS -o DF -ao AB -au

cf.(172) GC -o 
MK -ok

GS -o 
WT -ug

LU -awng= L-A -6ng

cf.(201) GC -o 
[TT1-AE

GT -u 
CC3 -e

GK -ung 
NW -o

GS -o 
LP -u

CH
RO

cf.(208) GC -o GS -o JG [Ml-6t AO -u LP

cf.(262) GC -o GT -o GS -o

cf.(228) GC -o GT -o GS -o LU -o\ NW

cf.(314) GC -o GT -u GK -u GM -o AB
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MK -ok WT -ong

cf.(307) GC -o GS -o

cf.(273) GC -o KO -ong

cf.(280) GC -o 
NW -an 
PTB «-ang

GT
AB

-ong
-ang

NU -ang 
MK -ang

JG CZ3-U 
RO -ang

LU -ang 
WT -ang

cf.(283) GC -o 
RO -o

GA -u 
PTB *-ow

NU -u JG CZ)-u BO -aw

cf.(304) GC -o 
AO -ung

GT
WT

-o
-ung

GS -o JG CZ3-ung 
PTB »-ung

cf.(325) GC -o 
MK -ang

GT
WT

-o
-ang

GK -o 
PTB *-a:

LU -eng
ng

KO -ang

cf.(142) GC -ok 
DF -8

JG
MK

CZ)-aw 
-ak

LA -Qng AB -Ak

cf.(153) GC -ok GT -ok AB -ak TR -a4

cf.(234) GC -ok GT -ok LP -6k WT -ags PTB *-ak

cf.(238) GC -ok AO -i GW -e LK -ai PTB «-ak

cf.(328) GC -ok 
PTB *-an

GT -ok JG CZ3-ang LP ■-ang

cf.(144) GC -op JG CZ3 -u* WT -o* PTB *-aa

cf.(174) GC -op 
NU [S3-Up

GT
TR

-up 
[S3-Up

GK -up GZ -ep 
LP -ap

GS -ob 
PTB «-up

cf.(205) GC -op 
TI -ap 
PTB *-ap

GT
AO

-up
-ep

GM -op 
NW -8

GS -eb 
BO -eb

JG CM) -6f 
WT -ab

cf.(155) GC -ot 
JG CM)A? 
-81
MK -ak

GT
LU
RO
ID

-aw
awh_
-6
-ok

GS -a'ou 
DF -it 
BO -Ay 
LB -ak

i NU -i 
LP -o:k 
AB -At 
PTB *-e

TR CS)-e' 
LA -elq, 
KO -aai

cf.(147) GC -ot 
CZ,M3-ing 
PTB *-ing

GS
LP

-od
-an

NU -ing 
LK -i

JG CN)-Ing 
AB -Ing MK -eng

cf.(267) GC -ot GT -it GK -ud GS -ud
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cf.(317) GC -ot GS -eg JG CM]-At

cf.(278) GC -ot 
GW -6

GT -ot GK -od GS -od JG CM] -ut

cf.(138) GC -ob GS -on 
JG (HI-ong CZ]- 
WT -os PTB »-ong

CH CTP]- 
awng LU

u=
-ong

CMA]-u 
TI -ai

cf.(181) GC GS BO MK WT -or

cf.(178) GC -or GT -or LU -ur

cf.(259) GC -or GT -ur GK -I NU CBJ -a

cf.(268) GC -or GH -Ar GZ -ar NU -a

cf.(239) GC -or 
GS -or 
GW -i

GT -ur 
CH CTT]-e 
LP -or

GK -yr 
CCl-i 
LA -uflr

GM 
LU 

WT -

-or GH -Or 
-Or AO -ur 
■ur PTB “-ar

cf.(329) GC -ol 
LP -ol

GS -o-lo 
AB -61

JG CM,Z1 
PTB *-aw

-au CN]-Aw

cf.(156) GC -om 
[Z]-up 
MK -ip

GK -up 
TI -urn 
WT -ungs

GS -ob 
HY -Up 
PTB *—up

GH
GH

-Up JG CM]-up\ 
-Up AB -6n

cf.(271) GC -OR 
LU -Ar_, 
LP -6*

GT -or 
-u TI -i 
WT -us

NU -am
b :r BO

JG
-am

CN]-An CM]-am 
KO -aan

cf.(318) GC -on KO -o

cf.(296) GC -on 
LP -o r

GT -on 
AB -o

GH -on 
LK -u

GM
WT

-on LU -o=~-ou 
-on PTB »-ow

cf.(190) GC -ow 
CZ] -a 
PTB »-aw

NU -aw 
LU -au=.

BA -awh 
-ow

JG CN]-Aa CM]-A 
PLB *-awl, -u

2.1.22 Rhymes: -■A(C)

cf.(293) GC -A PLB *-al

cf.(277) GC -As 
(MAI-A

GT -As 
JG CZ]-i

GK -iz 
AO -a

GS -is CH CTP]-i=
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2.1.2 rGyarong and Written Tibetan

As was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, 

rGyarong has been regarded as one of the Bodish(Tibetan) 

members which represents the older stage of the group(espe

cially in terss of initial clusters), sisply because the 

language shows a remarkable surface similarity to WT. It is 

true that the lexical items some scholars listed as examples 

correspond beautifully with WT, but their arguments are not 

necessarily based on the correspondence rules supported by 

thorough comparison. The author's discussion in this paper is 

not thorough either; as far as the category of the verb is 

concerned, however, as many words as possible have been 

collected so that this may be a milestone towards a full- 

scale comparison in the future.

As readers have already noticed, there are many more 

discrepancies between GC and WT than exactly corresponding 

forms. In fact, we have only 94 lexical items (out of 425) 

which are identified as cognates, including some we strongly 

suspect to be loans. The following are the check list of the 

correspondences and a discussion of the possibility of set

ting up any rules.

2.1.21 Initials and Initial Clusters

GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
P" : ph- Pi phebs COME 134
P" : by- pa byas DO 135
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GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
ph- b- phot bod FLEE 137
mph- Ph- mphar phar SELL/INTEREST 141
Nb- 'b- Nbar 'bar BURN 143
Nb- sb- Nbop sbom SWELL 144
Nby- 'Phy Nbyam 'phyo FLY 145
py- phy- pys phyes TAKE/OPEN 148
phy- phy- phyis phyis WIPE 149

Looking into bilabials, the initials seem to correspond 

inconsistently. Suppose GC p- : WT ph- is a correspon

dence (cf. COME), WT of DO is supposed to be phas; 

actually it is byas. Similarly, GC of WIPE should be 

pyis; it is recorded as phyis. Comparing WIPE with TAKE, 

the both have phy- in WT, but they split into two in GC 

although the WT forms have almost the same vowel 

environment(front). GC mphar has a newly developed 

prefix m-, and, if we compare the root only to WT, it is 

identical. Thus, the correspondences are quite various 

and scattered, and it is impossible to establish rules. 

One thing we could infer is that GC borrowed SELL and 

WIPE from WT.

Among prefixes, WT '- regularly corresponds with GC 

N-.28) SWELL shows a discrepancy, but this is because 

the WT form was originally VT, having the same shape 

for VI, while GC form is primarily VI.

GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
t'- : 'th- thak 'thag WEAVE 159
kt- : 'd- ktor 'dor THROW AWAY 179
mt- : mth- mto mthong SEE 180
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GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
lt- blt- ltep bltabs FOLD 165
th- bst- tha bstad PUT 168
Nd- 'd- Ndu 'don ARRIVE 171
rd- th- rdo thug MEET 172

GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
pk- 'kh- pkor 'khur CARRY 181
pk- bsg- pkap bsgabs COVER 182
Nk- 'k- Nkor 'kor TURN AROUND 185
kh- kh- kha khag DIFFICULT 186
kh- bk- khow bkug CALL 190
rg- rgy- rglk rgyug RUN 193
ky- sky- kyas skyel ACCOMPANY 197
sky- 'J ~ skyip 7 jibs SUCK 198
sky- sky- skyit skyid HAPPY 199
sky- sky- skye skyes BORN 200
gy- rgy- gyu rgyugs DESCEND 207
Ngy- 'gy- Ngyur 'gyur CHANGE 209
sgy- bsgy- sgyur bsgyur CHANGE 210
rgy- rgy- rgyaa rgya WIDE 211
kr- khr- kru khrag HARD 212

Comparing CARRY and TURN AROUND, the both WT's are

prefixed by '- and their initials are distinct, but the 

GC's have the same initials and separate prefixes. 

Taking COVER into consideration, the WT has bsg- and it 

goes to pk- in GC. If the prefixed kh- and g- in WT 

correspond with GC k-, GC Nkor(TURN) should be a loan. 

The unprefixed kh- in WT straight corresponds with GC 

kh- while the prefixed k- in WT goes to GC kh-.

SUCK is noteworthy, where WT 'j- corresponds with GC 

sky-, because the GC fora seeas to represent an older 

stage. If this correspondence is original, the GC 

shape of ACCOMPANY through WIDE are loans froa WT.

In the velar series, we aay have a possibility of set-
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ting up rules: for example, WT 0kh- : GC 0kh-, WT

prefixed kh- and prefixed g- : GC prefixed k-, WT 

prefixed k- : GC 0kh-, and so on. But, these do not

work for the other stops.

GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
pts- : bts- ptsir btsir SQUEEZE 223
ats- : dz- stsu dzog POUND 224
Nts- : tsh- Ntsip tshabs ANXIOUS 226
ptsh- : gts- pthsik gtsug BEGIN 230
stsh- : bts- stshe btsos BOIL/HOT 232
dz- : 'dz- dzu 'dzo* GATHER 233

We have three prefixed WT ts-, which behave differently: 

SQUEEZE *ay be a loan fro* WT to GC. ANXIOUS and GATHER

show straightforward correspondences.

GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
c- aky- cor skyur SOUR 239
c- c- cak cak cag cag byas CHEW 236
ch- ch- chat thang chad TIRED 241
Nch- 'ch- Ncha* 'choa JUMP 247
13- 13- ljang ku ljang ku GREEN 253
■3- ■3" ajal »3al MEET 252
Nj- 'J- Nja* 'ja* TENDER 251

Unlike the stops, this aeries shows straight coinci-

dences except for SOUR. However, if those correspon

dences of SUCK(WT '3- : GC sky-), SOURtWT sky- : GC c->

and HAPPY(WT sky- : GC sy-> are prisary, all the other

GC's than SOUR are identified as loans.
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GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
s- : gs- sar(GT) gsar NEW 263
8- : gs- sat gsat KILL 254
*8- : bs- asaa bsaa UNDERSTAND 257
z- : dz- za dza EAT 258
z- : z- zer zor ANGRY 259

A discrepancy is found only in EAT, where the GC has z-

as the Initial while WT holds a voiced affricate. It is 

true that this kind of variation itself is found 

throughout T-B, but, in ANGRY for instance, WT z- cor

responds with GC z- while it does not in EAT.

GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
sy- 'ts- syo 'tsang CLEAN 262
sy- sh- syi shi DIE 260
sy- sh- sye shes KNOW 261
sy- sky- ayet skyid HAPPY 264
ksy- s- ksyin sia QUIET 266
zy- bsh- zyu bshad SAY 269
h- h- hoa hus YAWN 271

DIE, KNOW, QUIET and SAY show coincidences of initials 

between WT and GC, while CLEAN and HAPPY have coaplica- 

tions. In CLEAN, WT 'ts- goes to GC sy-, and, in HAPPY, 

WT sky- goes to GC sy-. These two correspondences show 

that GC obtains the C*cont, +pall features against WT 

'ts- and sky-. If this is good, the other iteas of GC 

are loans fro* WT.

WT GC WT
rai
rao
sain

ENG
SLEEP
DREAM
RIPE

Cf.
279
280 
281

nag
gnas

ENG
BLACK
REST

Cf.
286
285
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GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
n- bsn- '■n- naa banana"

anas
SMELL 287

rn- rn- rna rna LISTEN/EAR 288
syn- sny- syning snying BELIEVE 303

GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
ng- ng- nguw ngus CRY 294
ng- ng- ngA ngal LOSE 293
ng- rng- nga rngan REJOICE 292
sng- sng- sngon sngon BLUE 296
rng- brny rnga brnya BORROW 297
rng- rng- rngo rngod FRY 298

GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
ny- sny- nyi snyes SIT 299
sny- sny- snyo snyung"

snyon
MAD 304

As far as the nasals are concerned. GC and WT are alaost

identical. although prefix r- shows some inconsistency.

GC WT GC WT ENG Cf.
r- :: r- ra rags FIND/GET 305

l- :: 1- lo long ba BLIND 314

w- : b- wa ba-apu THIN 319
w- 0- wo ag stong YAWN 271

y- : dby- yia dbyibs BEAR/APPEAR 327
y- dpy- yok dpyang HANG/LIFT 328
y- !: y- yo yang LIGHT 325
y- :; y- yak yangs THICK 326

2.1.22 Rhynes

GC WT ENG(see above for full shapes)
-a : -a EAT, LISTEN, BORROW
-a I -ag DIFFICULT
-a : -ags FIND
-a : -e TAKE
-a : -as DO, REST
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-a -ad PUT
-ak -ag WEAVE, CHEW,, BLACK
-at -ad KILL, TIRED
-ar -ar SELL, BURN, NEW
-al -al MEET
-aa -oa JUMP
-aa -aa(s) UNDERSTAND, TENDER, SMELL
-ang -ang GREEN
-ang -o DREAM

-i -i DIE
-i -as SIT
-i -ebs COME
-ik -ug RUN
-ik -id DARK
-ip -ibs SUCK
-it -id HAPPY
-ir -ir SQUEEZE
-is -is WIPE
-ia -ibs BEAR
-ing -ing BELIEVE
-in -in RIPE
-in -ia QUIET

-u -u GIVE
-u -on MEET
-u -ugs DESCEND
-u -og POUND
-ur -ur CHANGE
-uw -us CRY

-e -as BORN, KNOW
-ep -abs FOLD
-et -id HAPPY
-er -or ANGRY

-o -ong BLIND
-o -od FRY
-o -on MAD
-o -«g YAWN
-o -ang LIGHT
-op -oa SWELL
-ot -od FLEE
-or -or THROW AWAY, TURN AROUND
-or -ur CARRY, SOUR

-A -al LOSE
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2.1.23 Discussion

In the author'8 opinion, it is next to impossible to 

connect GC and WT directly as far as their verb roots are 

concerned. As was mentioned in the comments above, their 

correspondences are so inconsistent that, if you apply some 

rules which were sporadically established and exclude the 

lexical items that violate the rules, we are left with 

only 49 items. All of these have directly comparable shapes 

to reconstructed PTB etyma; that is to say, they keep the 

forms of older stage of Tibeto-Burman in common. This dis

covery is meaningful in itself, but the attempt to set up a 

close genetic relationship between rGyarong and Tibetan was a 

total failure.

However, the two tongues also give us many hints as to 

the functions of TB prefixes. This topic will be discussed 

in 2.2.
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2.1.3 rGyarong and Proto-Tibeto-Burman

As the second atteapt to pinpoint the genetic position 

of rGyarong, PTB will be exaained in this section. I once 

stated that proto-rGyarong was hypothesized to belong to a 

closer taxonoaic level to proto-TB than WT and proto-Lolo- 

Buraese(Nagano 1979a:59-62). In that paper, however, not aany 

verbs were dealt with because of ay lack of sufficiently rich 

data on rGyarong verbs. Ny later fieldwork supplied enough 

data to analyze the verb structure and to reconstruct proto- 

foras of rGyarong verbs. Because of the coaplicated prefix 

systeas, soae of the reconstructed shapes are still tenta

tive. Even so, it seeas to be aeaningful to look for clues in 

proto-rGyarong so that we say have a aore positive 

perspective on the historical location of the language. The 

theoretical grounds for the reconstruction are exactly the 

saae as in the author's paper aentioned above. Soae nouns aay 

be used to support hypotheses and to fill gaps.

2.1.31 Initials and Initial Clusters

PTB PG ENG. Cf.
• par •a-par SELL 141
«pu •bya TAKE 148
•be •bre TEAR 151
*ba •wa THIN 319
•pruk •k-rok SCRATCH 216
•bra •brak SPREAD 152
•plu •blu LIGHT 154
•plong •pos FLEE 136
•bling •byot FULL 147
•pyaa *N-pyaa FLY 145
• byon •bo COME 134
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The following correspondences are induced fro* the data

above:

PTB PG ENG
»P“ *P" SELL
*py- • py- FLY
•pi- •bl- LIGHT, DECEIVE
•b- •w- THIN, PUT ON
•br- •br- SPREAD
•by- •b- COME
*bl- *by- FULL

PG *p-. •br and *py- are identical to PTB,

others show discrepancies. Although their phonological 

closeness is apparent, the conditions of split are still 

unclarified. PG *w- corresponds to TB »b-; for INSECT, how

ever, PG has *bos and TB has »buw. TB *by- seeas to have 

split into »by- and *b- in PG: we have TB/PG »bya for BIRD,

and COME above. TB and PG »br- coincide to each other in the 

examples, but, we have TB *br- vs. PG *pr- in YAK(TB «brong: 

PG »prong).

TB «pl- always corresponds with PG *bl- in the author's 

data. In GC and TS, the bl- and phi- clusters never occur; 

consequently, the neutralized *PL may be reconstructed for 

it. In other scholars' aaterials, on the other hand, bl- is 

found, and it seeas aore prudent to set up PG • pi- and «bl- 

in this stage. ASH joins this correspondence: TB *pla and PG 

•lbe<»ble. There is no parallel example of TB »bl- vs. PG 

•by-.

In TAKE, TB «p- corresponds with PG «by-. This corres
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pondence seeas to be closely related to the presence of -y- 

glide, which is hard to trace.

PTB
*ta
•tap
•tak
•tan
•tay
»ti~»a-syil
*a-ti-s
•twiy
•twiy
•twAy
*du
•dup
•dung
•don

PG
*ta
*l-dep
•tak
•sy-Tak
•k-Te
*r-ci
•sy-cit
•sy-Ci
•ci
•wo
•duw
•doa
•a-do
• N-tu

ENG
PUT
FOLD
WEAVE
COLD
BIG
WASH
WET
TASTE
SWEET
FLOAT
DIG
HIT
STRAIGHT
ARRIVE

Cf.
168
165
159 
182
160
249
250
203
204

155
156 
163 
171

The dental series shows a neat correspondences, 

following is induced:

PTB
*t-
*t-
•t-
*t-
*t-
*tw-
*d-

PG
*t-
*k-T-
•sy-T-
• 1-T-
*c-
•w-(CS)
*d-

ENG
PUT, WEAVE 
BIG 
COLD 
FOLD
WET, WASH 
FLOAT 
HIT, DIG

The PG foras for BIG, COLD, and FOLD are prefixed by 

newly developed prefixes, whose origin will be investigated 

in 2.2. In WET and WASH, TB «t- corresponds with PG «c-.

PTB PG ENG, Cf.
•kaw • kow CALL 190
•kik *gu TIE 179
•s-kiy *s-gi BORROW 180
•ku •p-Kor CARRY 181
•ku:k •kak PEEL 185
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PTB PG ENG Cf.
*s-kiy •gi BUY 177
•krap • kran BEAT 219
•klup *p-Kap COVER 182
•kway ko-wi CONCEAL
• kyaa •r-Kaa FREEZE
*n-kyen *gye-s KNOW 195
• graa •gren ROUGH 213

The velar group also shows rather straightforward cor

respondences. TIE has PG *g- against TB »k-, which seeas to 

be the only discrepancy. The prefixed TB foras have PG *g- as 

their counterparts. The PG for FREEZE lost its -y- glide, 

which is parallel to COME(TB *byon : PG *bo). In CONCEAL, PG

has not been reconstructed, but, GC has ko-wi corresponding 

to TB *kw-. PG *pKap(COVER) nay not be cognate to TB *klup.

PTB PG ENG Cf.
•tsik •s-TSi? TIE 227
• tsuw *s-TSu POUND 224
•twiy *sy-Ci TASTE 203
• twiy *ci SWEET 204
• dza •za EAT 258
• dzuk •tso RISE 228
• dzuk •s-gye BORN 200
*dzo:p *s-gyip SUCK 198

Coaparing BORN and RISE, RISE looks like a direct 

counterpart, but TB *dz- : PG *s-gy- is observed also in 

SUCK.

PTB PG ENG Cf.

<*cat *r-tsik CUT 235)
*cip *r-Cip BIND 237
•cur *p-TSir SQUEEZE 223
•cow *s-TSe BOIL 232
•dzyon *dzam BRING 220

In SQUEEZE, BOIL and CUT, PG «ts- without glide corres-
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ponds to TB *c-, while BIND has the identical initial to PTB. 

We have PG «ky- which corresponds to TB *c-.

PTB PG ENG Cf.
• sam •m-sam UNDERSTAND 257
•siy •syi DIE 260
•sik(PLB) •syuk NEW 263
•g-sat •sat KILL 254
•ziy *k-dzey YOUNG 222
(*hu •horn YAWN 271)

There are not many direct cognates either in verbs or

in nouns. Prefixc m- in PG is comparable to TB prefix «b- and

WT b-.

PTB PG ENG Cf.
•(t)syang •syo CLEAN 262
• syey •aye KNOW 261
•syim *k-syin QUIET/DARK 266

Alveopalatal fricatives show a neat correspondence

except for their finals. Also :in nouns, TB *sya(FLESH) has PG

•sya as the counterpart. In PG, only «m-zyit is recon-

structed as *zy- initial(see 270).

PTB PG ENG Cf.
•JlUt •mot DRINK 278
• mow *sy-mu SHAKE 282
•now • 1-mo MOVE 283
•r-mang •r-mo DREAM 280
•r-mwAy •r-ma SLEEP 279
•s-min *s-min RIPE 281

Except for the rhymes. all the words have directly

comparable forms to each other . SHAKE and MOVE are allofams,

which are distinguished by the prefixes.

PTB PG ENG Cf.
•nak •nak BLACK 286
• nak •r-nak DEEP 290
• na • na REST 285
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PG ENG Cf.
»r-na LISTEN/EAR 289
*wu-r-ni RED 291
*sy-ning BELIEVE 303
•nam SMELL 287

•r-ni 
»s-ning 
*m-nam

Straight comparable forms to each other, except for two 

prefixes. BLACK and DEEP are allofams of the same TB root and 

rGyarong distinguishes the two by prefix r-. This prefix has 

nothing to do with the repetitive act Barker described under 

1.2.33.

PTB PG ENG Cf.
*nguw *nguw CRY 294
*r-ngaw »r-ngo FRY 298
*r-ngya *r-nga BORROW 297
»s-ngow *s-ngon BLUE/WHITE 296

Although BORROW shows a discrepancy, PG has no cluster

of *ngy- at the initial. For BLUE, all the rGyarong dialects

have final -n instead of -w. The rGyercr.g forms may be a loan

from WT sngon.

PTB PG ENG Cf.
(•nyarn •men~»m-nga LOW 276)
*s-nyung *s-nyo MAD 304

PG »*en of LOW seeas to be closer to WT daa' or sa

PTB PG ENG Cf.
(•raw •p-~k-ram DRY/WITHER 308)
*s-rak *s-rak ASHAMED 311
•g-ryap *ro DIP/STAND 307
*d-rup •d-rop SEW 174

PTB PG ENG Cf.
• lip *r-laa SINK 316
*s-lAy • li HEAVY 313

PTB PG ENG Cf.
•wa •wa WEAR
•wit(PLB) •wat PUT ON 321
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PTB PG ENG Cf.
•yu «K-yu DESCEND 207
•r-yaw *k-yol MIX 329
«r-ya:ng *yo LIGHT 325
• g-ya *ya ITCHY 324

STC lists TB «ryaw for MIX:initial r- ♦ glide. Compa

ring the listed languages in STC and No.329 in my paper, 

however, it seems more appropriate to regard y- as the ini

tial and r- as the prefix.

2.1.32 Rhymes

PTB PG PTB PG ENG
-a -a *g-ya •ya ITCHY

•r-na •r-na LISTEN
*r-ngya •r-nga BORROW
•dza *za EAT
• ta • ta PUT
•ba •wa THIN
•bya • bya BIRD

-a : -ak • bra •brak SPREAD
-ak -ak *s-rak •s-rak ASHAMED

• tak •tak WEAVE
-at : -at •bwat •bat FLOWER

•g-sat •sat KILL
-ap -am • krap •kram BEAT
-ap -ep •tap •1-Tep FOLD
-am -am *m-nam •nam SMELL

•kyam •r-Kam FREEZE
-am -en •gram •gren ROUGH
:-ang -am •prang •bram WHITE/DAW
-ang -o *r-mang •r-mo DREAM
-a:ng -o *r-ya:ng *yo LIGHT
-ar -ar •par •m-par SELL
-aw -ol •r-yaw •k-yol MIX
-aw -o *r-ngaw •r-ngo FRY
-aw -ow •kaw •kow CALL
-ay -e •tay •kTe BIG
-ay -i •kway •ko-wi CONCEAL

-i :: -i •r-ni •r-ni RED
-ik :: -i •talk •s-TSi TIE
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PTB PG PTB PG ENG
-ik : -u •kik *gu TIE
-ip : -ip *cip *r-Cip BIND
-in : -in «s-min •s-min RIPE
-iy : -i •twiy *ci SWEET

•s-kiy *s-gi BORROW

-u : -u •plu •blu LIGHT
-u : -uw •du •duw DIG
-up : -op *d-rup *d-rop SEW
-up : -oa •dup •dom HIT
-uk : -ok •pruk •k-rok SCRATCH
-uk : -o •dzuk •tso RISE
-ung : -o •dung •s-do STRAIGHT

•s-nyung •s-nyo MAD
-ur : -ir •cur •PTSir SQUEEZE
-uw : -u •tsuw *s-TSu POUND

-e : -e •be •bre TEAR
-en : -e-s •m-kyen *gye-s KNOW

-o:p : -ip •dzo:p *s-gyip SUCK
:-os : -uw •bos •buw INSECT)
-on : -o •byon •do COME
:-on : -am •dzyon •dzam BRING)
-ong : -ong •brong •prong YAK
-ong : -on •plong •plon DECEIVE
-ow : -on •s-ngow *s-ngon BLUE
:-ow : -e •cow *s-TSe BOIL)

-Ay : -a *r-mwAy *r-ma SLEEP
:-Ay : -o •twAy •wo FLOAT)
-Ay : -i *s-lAy • li HEAVY

2.1.33 Discussion

After checking the data, it say be agreed that PG has 

an akin system of initials and initial clusters to that of 

PTB. Although soae of the examined items are remote and hard 

to compare directly, the two reconstructed systems and phono

logical shapes as a whole seems to be apparently related more
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closely than was generally believed. In this respect, the 

tentative conclusion stated in my former paper is correct. 

Unlike what was suggested there, however, as far as the verbs 

are concerned, the bilabial series show entangled correspon

dences while the others, including fricative and affricate 

series (with regard to which »y 1979a paper failed to find 

any direct PG counterparts of TB), show rather close foris to 

each other.

The rhymes of the two systeas are still hard to connect 

directly. We do have good pairs to coapare, but, we also see 

aany others, which behave differently under the saae environ- 

aents.

The PG prefix system is identified as being of the saae 

characteristics as those of PTB in terms both of the 

structure and of phonological shapes. Adding the prefixes 

reconstructed in this sub-section to those shown in Nagano 

1979a, almost all the components seem to have been clarified. 

As we have seen in Chapter 1, rGyarong has created a newer 

prefix system before the root which constitutes a VP. In the 

process of lexicalization of those newly developed prefixes, 

soae of the older prefixes must have been replaced while some 

others survived. Directly comparable components are, need

less to say, found in the survivors, and, at the same time, 

we can observe phonological processes which, in spite of all 

changes, seem parallel to those which are posited for the
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proto-language.

In ay previous works as well as in the present discus

sion, I have been led to hypothesize that PG branched off 

fro* PTB *uch earlier than Shafer, Benedict and Hale have 

suggested. On the other hand, we have also seen that PG does 

show partial discrepancies with respect to PTB. They are not 

so conspicuous as those between WT and rGyarong, but that 

fact seeas to iaply that we aust set up soae intermediate 

stages between PG and PTB with the assistance of another 

languages genetically related to rGyarong so that the changes 

froa TB to PG can be rationally explained. However, the 

concrete targets for this purpose are not so easily obtain

able for us, since rGyarong has been long classified in the 

Tibetan group and nobody had any doubt of it. Our next step 

is, therefore, to search for them.
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2.1.4 rGyarong and Abor-Hiri-Dafla

It was once pointed out by the author that rGyarong 

seeas to consist of two or three strata: the first stratum is 

related to Tibetan, the second to Chin and the third possibly 

to Bodo-Naga(Nagano 1979a:63). The first stratum was surveyed 

in 2.1.2, on the basis of which we were led to conclude that 

WT should not be directly connected to rGyarong except for 

some particular lexical items which carry common shapes all 

through rGyarong, WT and PTB. We should therefore logically 

seek for the prospective target languages for comparison 

among the Chin and Bodo-Naga groups, as well as some transi

tional languages such as Ch'iang and Jinghpaw. This is one of 

the reasons why those languages were featured in the 

comparison list<2.1.1>.

Looking over the list, the author noticed the following 

points:

1)Chin languages, such as Tiddim, Lushai, Lakher and Bawm, 

show strikingly similar forms to rGyarong. But, these are 

rather sporadic, and just as in the case of WT, it is hard to 

establish regular correspondence rules between rGyarong and 

the Chin languages.

2)Ao, one of the Naga languages, which has comparable morpho

logical processes to those in rGyarong, has similar 

characteristics to Chin in terms of its verb roots, although 

Ao has a slightly higher ratio of correspondences to rGyarong
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than do the Chin languages.

Jinghpaw and Ch'iang, which have various grammatical fea

tures found in different TB languages and are regarded as 

linking or intermediate sub-branches, cannot be considered to 

be especially closely related to rGyarong on the saae grounds 

mentioned above.

3)Contrary to the Chin and Naga languages, Mirish, such as 

Abor, Miri and Oafla, supply us with many more cognates to 

rGyarong. Needless to say, some of their phonological shapes 

themselves are fairly far from GC or TS, but, it seems more 

likely that they can be shown to be closer than are the 

languages of the Barish or Kuki-Chin groups to rGyarong.

4)Also, Hikir, a divergent Kuki-Naga language according to 

Benedict, shows some regular correspondences to GC and TS 

which are sometimes common to Chin and sometimes to Naga 

languages. Considering the status of Hikir, this tendency is 

natural because the language can be regarded as a sort of 

link between the Chin and Naga languages.

On the basis of these observations, we will now examine 

in detail to what extent Abor, Hiri and Dafla(AMD hereafter) 

as well as Hikir show correspondences to rGyarong. The main 

language we shall use for comparison is the Yano dialect 

dialect of Dafla. Lexical items on the following list are 

from this dialect unless otherwise noted. Some body part
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terms will be cited when necessary to support our hypotheses 

and to fill in gaps.

2.1.41 Initials and Initial Clusters

GC AMD GC AMD ENG Cf.
P" : p- pa pato DO 135

pero p6to FART
Ph- f- phot f itto BREAK 137
mph- b- mphat bato VOMIT 140
b- p- ka yi-bok kAk-pAk(AB) SPILL 142
Nb- p- Nbop pom(AB) SWELL 144
py- p- py« pu(AB) TAKE 148
pr- p-r- pre perflmto TEAR 151
pr- p- prak pak

prok(AO)
SPREAD 152

pr- p- prok pak(AB) TIE 153
pl- p-1- plu pdllO LIGHT 154
pl- p- pli 6pi FOUR

GC p- corresponds with DF p- regularly. GC Nb- and py- 

as well correspond to p- in DF; behind this merger, some tone 

distinction seems to be working on the DF side, but, as far 

as the DF materials at hand are concerned, neither tone nor 

pitch is described. GC pr- and pi- have two-way correspon

dences; in TEAR and WHITE, they carry the DF counterparts of 

p-r- and p-1- respectively, while in SPREAD and FOUR, the 

glides are lost in DF. Abor(AB) shows the same tendency. The 

r-prefixed p- in GC has rb- in DF, which is considered as the 

direct correspondence because the b- of DF may have got 

voiced through the influence of the prefix.

GC ph- corresponds to f- in DF, while the nasal- 

prefixed ph- of GC corresponds to DF b-. DF f- also has GC
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kh- as its counterpart. SPILL is expressed by semantically 

parallel compounds in GC and AB; presumably, LID ♦ LOC + 

SPILL, from which the English translation may be replaced by 

OVERFLOW.

GC AMD GC AMD ENG Cf.
t- : d- tuw duto DIG 155

tom d6m(AB> HIT 156
kt- : kt- kte kte BIG 160
mt- : t- mto kA-to SEE 162

thek(MK)
st- : d- sto ado-ng(AB) STRAIGHT 163
syt- : t- sytak potengpa COLD 164
th- t- thal to(AB) da(MK) GO 166

tha tAkCAB) PUT
tho taoto ASK 167

tau(MK)
thak atak(MK) WEAVE 159

d- : 3~ dit Jito GIVE 169
Nd- : t- Ndu tok(AB) ARRIVE 171

atong(AO)
rd- : t- rdo chetok MEET 172

The correspondence rules are working here rather 

regularly, unlike the bilabials: GC t- corresponds to d- in

DF, and GC th- and the prefixed t-/d- correspond with DF t-. 

This correspondence pattern again reminds us of the tone 

distinction in DF, which is not accessible to us for the 

moment. In this kind of environment, however, it is possible 

to hypothesize the tone system of DF: for instance, supposing 

DF has a high/low pitch distinction, GC th- and the 

prefixed d- correspond to DF t- with tone 1, and the 

prefixed t- of GC to DF t- with tone 2. But, this inferred 

system is not necessarily valid in other series.
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GC d- appears as the palatalized initial in DF. The 

rules above do not apply to GC at-. The meaning of the listed 

form of AMD is LINE instead of STRAIGHT. They are sure to be 

cognate to the GC shape, but it is still unknown whether the 

discrepancy is genuine or whether there is another form for 

the verbalized item(STRAIGHT).

GC AMD GC AMD END Cf.
k- : h- ku hi

kok(MK)
TIE 153

sk- : k- skes kungkA
gi-e(AB)

DETOUR 185

Nk- : k- Nkor ketkur(AB) TURN 185
kh- : f- khak fafato PEEL 188

khas h&fakto ANGRY 189
kh- : 9" khow

kha

gAkto
gok(AB)
gam

CALL

MOUTH

190

9- : 9“ gur kdnggdrr
gir(AB)
kur(MK)

BEND 192

rg- : kh- rgi akhin ONE
ky- : fly- kya t&flyato UNTIE 194
ky- : ch- kye lecho WALK 196

kyes kAchinto TEACH 195
sky- : g- skyes ge(AB) BORN 200
sky- : f- skyo fitto

kot(AB)
WRITE 201

(rky- : k- rkyuk kok-kap FAST 202)
syky- : t- sykyi tipa

tl-nftm(AB)
TASTE 203

gy- : g- gyu gi(DF,AB> DESCEND 207
Ngy- : 3- Ngyo aju(AO) SLIP 208
Ngy- : 9" Ngyur gflg(DF:H) CHANGE 209
sgy- : g- sgyur gQg(DF:H> CHANGE 210
(rgy- : k-y- rgyam koyana WIDE 211)
skr- : r- skru dAri WIND 215
kr- : h- krok hakto

kA-jok(AB)
SCRATCH 218

Velar correspondences look more complicated than the
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other stops, but the following seems to be tentatively valid 

as rules(capital P stands for 'prefixed', not neutralized

p->:

GC AMD
#k-
Pk(y>-
#kh-
<P>g<y>-
#ky-

k-

9"
fly-/ch-

In WRITE, we have GC sky- : DF f-: AB k-. Comparing the 

three, DF form is found to be fairly remote from the others 

in terms of rhymes. GC and AB seem to be direct cognates and

DF may have another origin.

GC #kr- corresponds to DF h- and AB j-. The way of

innovation of AB reminds us of the fact that GC kr- is rea

lized as CkRokl where R stands for voiceless flap r.

GC AMD GC AMD ENG Cf.
ts- : tch- tsam dutachAto

la-shA
BRING 220

(ts- : ch- tsiw lAchin MARROW)
kts- : J“ ktsey ejido

an-gi(AB)
SMALL 222

pts- : ch- ptsir tArrchArrto SQUEEZE 223
ptsin chengto BEND 223

sts- : ch- stsu chitto POUND 224
Nts- : ch- Ntsip chefi binfato ANXIOUS 226
tsh- : ch- tsho nAchato RISE 228
tsh- : tch- tshok katcho karo moto SOIL 229
<dz- : tch- dzu kAtch' GATHER

/NEAR
233)

rdz- : ch- rdzik yA'chi CUT/KNIFE 235

Alveolar affricate series show the following correspon

dences:
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(P)ts-
Pdz- : ch-

#tsh-
#dz- : tch-

The most doubtful set is found in BRING: GC tsa*, DFIY3

aato, jAguineto, dutchAto, DFtT] sato, jAguineto, dtJchAto, AB

la-shA. Fro» the structure of correspondence, DFIT1 dOchAto 

is the sost reasonable, however, the recognition of cognate 

is fragile here.

GC AMD GC AMD ENG Cf,
c- : ch- sy-ce iliUchU TEN

cak cak chAggOpto CHEW 236
rc- : ch- rcip (lAepto) BIND 237

shep(AB)
*c- : s- acok sukto SHARP 238
ch- : 3- chi kajito SNEEZE
Nch- : sh- Nche shis(AO) CHOOSE 248
rch- : sh- rchi ishi WASH/WATER 249

a-shi(AB)
3" : 3- jak ddjAjAngre GREASE
13- : 3- ljang jAvA GREEN 253
*3" : 3- *3al ajuru(AO) MEET 252

Alveo-palatal affricates have the following sets:

GC AMD

#c- ch-

#ch- 3-
<P>3-

Pc- sh-/s-
Pch-

Besides the exasples listed above, we have KILL(GC Ncha, 

DF jengsarato) and LOW/THIN(GC kchen, DF kotch). If these are
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cognate, the chart should be revised.

GC AMD GC AMD ENG Cf.
s- : s- sar sAroto SEARCH 255
8- : s- sat set(AO) KILL 254
s- : 0- sam um THREE
ms- : 8- msam besa HEAR 257
z- : d- za da

do(AB)
EAT 258

h- : 9~ horn gomsato YAWN 271

sy- : 8- syi

sya

si to
shi(AB)
sodin

DIE

FLESH

260

sy- : sh- sye shu(AB) 
ashi(AO)

KNOW 261

psy- : sh- psyit shut(AB) DROP 265
zy- : sh- zyu ashi(AO) SAY 269
mzy- : sh- mzyit shut(AB)

tsUk(AO)
FALL 270

The correspondences revealed in the fricatives are 

quite straightforward. As for the rhymes, the -i-'-u- 

alternation is seen in several items.

GC
(P)s- 
<p>sy-

h-

Only discrepancy is found at THREE, where GC s- has 0- 

as the counterpart in AMD(AB Hiri DF IT] um, DFCYJ am). Hikir 

carries a dental at the initial and almost all the Chin and 

Bodo-Garo languages show this correspondence.
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GC AHD GC AMD ENG Cf.
■ - : a- «o ■BaB HAIR

■As a&to FORGET 21
(■on ganaapa DUMB)

rm- : m- raa nyeaa, a&na DREAM 260
aang(AB)

rm- : n- rai nie MAN
sa- : ■- sain ainpa RIPE 281

n- : n- nak kanapa BLACK 286
naa naapa SMELL 287

naa(AB)
nA-yo no-lu YOU

rn- : rn- rnak arnak(AB) DEEP 290
n- : ny- nis anyi TWO

ng- : ng- nga ngo I
sng- : n- sngon ney BLUE 296
(rng- : rn- rngo karnu(MK) FRY 298)
■ng- : ng- ango ang FIVE

ny- : ny- nyi nyeaa SIT/SLEEP 300
syn- : n- ni-syning ning(MK) BELIEVE 303
any- : ny- mnyak nyek EYE
rny- : n- ao rnye nem' BEARD

The following rules seem to be induced:

GC AMD

«-
rn- } ■ -
s»-
rm n/__ i

n- n-
ny-/__ i

rn- rn-

ng- ng-
mng- C-
sng- n-
rng- rn-

ny- ny-
■ny-

rny- n-/__ V[+front]
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As we have seen in THREE(GC sea:AND ua), AND 0- initial 

correspondence is again observed in FIVE.

GC AND GC AND ENG Cf.
r- : r- ro gdrrflpto RISE 307

da-rop(AB)
raa raaputo DRY 308

l- : 1- la alapa, A1 GOOD 312
rl- : 1- rlaa 10a SINK 316

a-lik(AB)
(ponglBkto)

w- : w- k-wen wa-to, A GO 323
(w- : bh- wu bhito GIVE 320)

y- : y- k-yol y61(AB) NIX 329
y- : l- yak lakpd ARH

The y- series show variety of correspondences, among 

which GC y- : AND 1- is typical one also coaaon to GC vs. WT. 

The DF fora for GIVE(bhito) aay be a direct reflex of PTB
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2.1.42

-a«5)

Rhynes

GC AND ENG
-a -a DO, UNTIE,
-a -o I
-ak -ak DEEP, ARM
-ak -6g EYE
-ak -6 GREASE
-ak -a BLACK
-at -at VOMIT
-a* -a* DRY
-aa -u* THREE, SINK
-a* -a HEAR
-al -o GO
-ar -Ar SEARCH

-i -i FOUR, DIE,
-i -ie MAN
-i -e SIT
-ip -ef ANXIOUS
-ip -ep BIND
-it -i GIVE
-it -ut DROP, FALL
-ik -i CUT
-in -in RIPE
-ing -ing BELIEVE
-ir -Arr SQUEEZE
-is -i TWO

-u -a LIGHT
-u -i DESCEND
-ur -flrr BEND
-uw -u DIG

-e -e BIG
-e -A FART
-e -u KNOW
-e -tl TEN
-en -a GO
-as -e BORN
-ey -i SMALL

-o : -o SEE
-o : -au'ao ASK
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-o -0 HAIR
-o -Op RISE
-ok -o CULTIVATE/SOIL
-ok -Ak SPILL
-ok -ak TIE
-ok -uk SHARP
-op -om SWELL
-om -om YAWN
-ol -61 MIX

-A : -o YOU
-As : -A FORGET

2.1.43 Discussion

My intention in considering AMD was to check whether it 

had a directly comparable status to rGyarong and to seek good 

counterparts for sub-classification purposes. After the trial 

of establishing correspondence rules between the two, the 

desired end for the moment seems to have been successfully 

achieved. As a conclusion, we can say that rGyarong belongs 

to the same taxonomic level as AHD(Dafla, above all) in the 

historical framework as far as verb roots are concerned.
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2.1.5 Suaaary

This section was designed to search for clues to locate 

rGyarong properly in the historical fraaework of TB through 

verb roots. As the first step, Written Tibetan was checked: 

rGyarong has been regarded by aost scholars as one of the 

Bodish languages, and, because of the reaarkable siailarity 

to WT, no doubt was cast on their supposed special relation

ship. I noticed during ay first atteapt to reconstruct proto- 

rGyarong that rGyarong has several strata to account for; ay 

tentative PG reconstructions looked auch closer to PTB than 

to WT, which aroused ay suspicions as to the validity of the 

generally accepted view of rGyarong's genetic position.

After checking the correspondences between WT and rGya

rong, we were led to conclude as follows:

Phonological 'siailarity' does exist between the two, 

but consistent correspondence rules are hard to estab

lish. Soae selected words show noticeable siailarity, 

but they do not aerely correspond to each other but are 

rather identical in the two languages; these should be 

regarded as loans(probably froa WT to rGyarong), which 

constitute the secondary MTibetanizedM stratua of rGya

rong.

The relationship between PTB and PG was exaained as a 

second step. 1 think I have established that PG is closer to
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the reconstructed PTB forms in STC than are the PLB forms 

reconstructed in Matisoff 1972a and Thurgood 1977. In parti

cular, the prefixal system of PG looks much closer to that

posited for PTB than to the prefixes reconstructed for PLB. 

Because of poor textual data and the difficulty of analysis 

of verb structure as a whole, the field of the rGyarong verb 

was almost untouched. After the author's first attempt to 

reconstruct PG, he accumulated more data through his own

fieldwork in India and Nepal, so that more verb roots could 

be reconstructed more accurately. A comparison of his results 

with the PTB forms set up in STC led us to the following 

conclusions:

PG does have a directly comparable level in the field of 

verbs too; however, partial discrepancies are found and 

these are not negligible. Therefore, it is not so appro

priate to try to relate PG directly to PTB, and an

effort to set up some intermediate stages is needed in

order to arrive at a precise sub-classification of this 

area of Tibeto-Burman.

Accordingly, other languages which would enable us to 

set up intermediate stage(s) between PG and PTB and to sub- 

classify this language properly were sought among the Chin 

and Bodo-Naga languages, Jinghpaw and Ch'iang. As e result, 

Abor-Miri-Dafla(especially, Dafla) seems to show the most
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regular correspondences to rGyarong. The others do show soae 

cosparable phonological shapes and grasaatical characteris

tics, but the overall regularity of their correspondences to 

rGyarong do not sees to ae to be as striking as those between 

AMD and rGyarong.

I have thus been led to deduce that the sost fundasen- 

tal stratus of rGyarong is deeply related to AMD, onto which 

a secondary stratus of WT was overlaid through their long 

history of contact, especially due to religious influences. 

It is totally wrong to say that rGyarong is basically a 

Tibetan-type language onto which other strata were super- 

isposed.

Now that a special genetic relationship between rGyarong 

and AMD has been posited, our next step should be to recon

struct proto-rGyarong-AMD for the whole lexicon and to 

cospare the results with PTB. This would sake a significant 

contribution towards a sore accurate and detailed subgrouping 

of TB as a whole. However, the author would like to refrain 

fros doing so at this stage, since, first of all, the sain 

purpose of the present work is to analyze the verb systes of 

rGyarong, and secondly, as was sentioned in 2.1.41, the 

currently available descriptions of AMD are defective in that 

they do not pay attention to tones. Unless this defect is 

resedied, further coaparisons sight be sisleading.
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Although the Dafla area, or NEFA In general, is now 

politically sensitive, I should like to atteapt ay own 

fieldwork and solve the probleas aentioned above in the near 

future.
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2.2 Comparison of Morphological Processes

This section is designed to grope for the origins of 

the affixing components of rGyarong. These affixes have been 

described in 1.Description, where I segmented the consti

tuents of the rGyarong VP and specified their meanings and 

functions. The next step in our exploration will be to look 

into the affixes which participate in the long strings of 

morphemes in rGyarong VP's and to try to figure out their 

original meanings. For this kind of survey, it may ultimately 

be required to check the components with equivalent functions 

all through the Tibeto-Burman family on the basis of a good 

understanding of the structure of particular languages, but 

this seems to be beyond the author's capability at the 

moment. The comparisons in this section(as well as in 2.3) 

are, therefore, limited mainly to selected languages which 

maintain the comparable morphological shapes as affixes.

Even among those languages, the affixing mechanisms are 

not exactly comparable across languages. Some have a similar 

structure with separate morphological shapes, some have 

similar affixes but different systematic relationships among 

them, and others carry comparable shapes with distinct 

meanings or functions. In this section, these three types are 

all taken into consideration, but our attention will be 

directed primarily at the last type of case. Morphological 

cognates are traced whether or not semantic shifts have
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occurred.

2.2.1 Inner Prefixes

As Mentioned above, the rGyarong root has the following 

general structure: (OCi(G)V(Cf). This syllable canon is

completely valid on the descriptive level. Historically 

speaking, however, the C in syllable-initial position can be 

regarded either as the lexicalized result of the younger 

prefixes immediately before the root (i.e. P4) or the paral

lels to the PTB prefixes. The lexicalized results were 

discussed in 1.2.44, and the others will be examined here in 

connection with the PTB prefixes set up in STC. They are s-, 

sy-, r-, k-, p-, *-, 1- and N-.

2.2.11 The rGyarong prefix s- has three meanings: direc

tive, intensive and causative. They are almost identical to 

the PTB system proposed by STC. The causative function has 

already been discussed in Chapter 1, and this causative s- at 

this position may be properly interpreted as the vestige of 

an older stage instead of lexicalized one, since a newer 

stratum of s- is productive at P4 independently.

As examples of s- with the directive meaning, we have 

the following two:
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GC PTB ENG

s-tsu *tuk29> POUND
s-khet —  PUT OUT

The GC for* for POUND see»s derivable fro* PTB *tuk, 

perhaps representing a variant without suffixal *-k, but STC 

does not reconstruct *s- for it. Generally speaking, rGyarong 

does not preserve the old directive prefix well, because it 

developed a new and sophisticated direction aarking syste* at 

the P2 position.

Examples of intensive s- include:

GC PTB ENG

s-cur(GK) *s-kyur SOUR
s-rak *s-rak ASHAMED
s-*in *s-*in RIPE
s-re(GS) *s-rina LONG

These words show a good correspondence, both of root 

and of prefix. STC reconstructed <*s-rak and «6rak for AS

HAMED. The second for* is persuasive in the Sino-Tibetan 

fraaework, and, in this reconstruction, «6r- should be coun

ted as the initial. The rGyarong for* is coaparable to the 

first one.

Besides these three, we have another s- which is conne

cted to physiological or body-related Batters, such as GC 

s-khip(SUCK) and s-kye(BE BORN). Although STC does not recon

struct »8- for these lexical iteas, this s- in rGyarong see*s 

to be a direct daughter of the TB »s- 'aniaal' prefix, which, 

in turn, is realized as an 'aniaate/body' prefix in rGyarong.
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The GC s- in BE BORN could be 'directive'. The ay- prefix is 

a newly-developed derivation from a- or *s-(e.g. sy-pak 

THIRSTY, sy-dar FEAR).

2.2.12 Prefix r- ia found in the following:

GC PTB ENG

r-ngo *r-ngaw FRY
r-tahu CREEP
r-chi WASH
r-do HEET
r-dzik CUT
r-gik RUN
r-ko POUR
r-aan LIE
r-ao *r-aang DREAM
r-nyi SLEEP
r-was GET UP
r-wak HANG
r-na »r-na LISTEN/EAR
r-ni *r-ni RED

The r- prefix aeeas auch aore coaaon in rGyarong than 

in TB as a whole. Mikir alao aakes aore use of r- than the 

others(JAM). Wolfenden as well aa Benedict define TB «r- as a 

general directive prefix. But, the exaaples above seea to 

contain both directive r- and non-directive r-. For instance, 

WASH and GET UP can be segmented aa r-chi and r-waa, where r- 

functions as the causative Barker. MEET, SLEEP, HANG and 

LISTEN as well seen to belong to this group, r- in RED is 

u n clear.Needless to say, if we consider that 'causatives' 

and 'intensives' are both special cases of the directive 

meaning, Wolfenden'a argument is correct. But, what I pointed
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out here is still not 'general' directive meaning. For prefix 

r-, see 1.2.442 and 2.2.215.

2.2.13 Prefixing component GC p- is observed in the

following:

GC PTB ENG

p-ka —  FULL
p-ka —  WIN
pkap bsgabs(WT) COVER
pkor —  CARRY
psyit —  THROW/SPIT
pram —  DRY
ptshik —  BEGIN
ptshir -- SQUEEZE
pki —  HIDE

None of these has a directly comparable form so far 

reconstructed for PTB; only in COVER do we have a cognate in 

WT. Wolfenden suggests that PTB *b- represents 'acting 

subject'(Wolfenden 1929:33ff). This idea originates in the 

fact that some Bodo-Garo languages have b- as an independent 

3rd person pronoun as well as prefix. In STC, on the other 

hand, Benedict claims that PTB »b- and *m-(as a pronominal 

element) are widely confused(STC: 111). If this is correct,

rGyarong p- could be also compared with PTB *b-, since GM has 

mA as a 3rd person pronoun(cf. 1.4.1, Kin P'eng 1957: 77).

The p- in gka(BECOME FULL) is a likely candidate.

However, it should also be noted that this p- functions 

as an explicit causative marker in some examples. A typical 

example has been shown in 1.2.213. GC has gram and kram for
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DRY, and, with testimony of another dialect of rGyarong, the 

prefix p- is hypothesized to be a causative morpheme.31)

2.2.14 The following four have k-:

GC PTB ENG

k-ram —  DRY
k-wen —  COME
k-sur —  FRY
k-te *tay BIG

Benedict states (STC:113) that prefixed g-~k- as an 

adjectival(or verbal-noun) prefix is found in rGyarong, e.g. 

kesik(NEW). This k- in the example is kA- discussed before in 

this paper, which does not particularly nark adjectival but 

simply signals VP. Rather than that, we had better regard the 

k- in DRY(not adjectival) and BIG as 'intensive' and that in 

COME and FRY as 'directive'. Wolfenden interpreted WT g- as 

'directive', and rGyarong k- seems to be parallel to this, 

although no cognate pair has been found.

2.2.15 We have the following with prefix a-:

GC PTB ENG
a-zyit —  FALL
m-jal —  MEET
*-phar32) *par SELL
a-sam bsaas(WT) UNDERSTAND
*-to —  SEE
a-na —  RECOVER
a-phat —  VOMIT

Among the examples, MEET and SELL seem to be loans from
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WT( WT ajal MEET, WT aphar INTEREST: cf.#141 and #252 in

2.1.1) and they will be emitted froa our discussion. The 

other lexical iteas than these two are all 'durative' or 

'intransitive', which coincides to PTB *m-(STC:ll7). Wolfen

den believes(Wolfenden 1929: 26-27) that WT a- as 'neuter'

subject is opposed to b- and '- as 'acting' subject. This 

opposition is observed in not only WT but also TR:aAnam STINK 

vs. pAnaa SMELL(cf.5.Appendix and STC:117ff). In rGyarong, 

however, such a beautiful pair has not yet been found. The 

only pair which we have figured out is a-na(RECOVER) vs. s-na 

kik(REPAIR). GC mphatCVOMIT) can be coapared with JGIZ3 Ihpat 

ai(cf.#140> or JGtJAM]AphAt, where a- or A- functions the 

same way as in GC.

2.2.16 rGyarong has prefix 1- as shown in the following

examples:

GC PTB ENG
lao *aow MOVE
ltep *tap FOLD

(cf.WT lteb'ldeb'ldab)

Neither of these PTB foras is reconstructed with a 

prefix in STC and it is fairly hard to specify the meaning of 

1- froa only two exaaples. As STC points out(STC: 109), JG

has 1A- for PTB «r- in some words. If this phenomenon could 

be applied to rGyarong(no evidence so far), the 1- may be 

regarded as a derivative of »r-, which functions as 'direc-
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tive'. In this respect, NW la;thyA;ye(FOLD) is noteworthy.

GC leg(HOVE) has an allofaa, symg(SHAKE)(cf.#282 & 283 

in 2.1.1). Both are apparently connected to PTB «mow and are 

distinguished to each other by the prefixes. Prefix sy- is, 

as stated above, derived from PTB *s-(causative); in this 

particular context, it may be possible to hypothesize that 1- 

aarks intransitive. This assumption, however, does not work 

in FOLD. So, for the moment, it would be safer to define this 

prefix tentatively as directive.

2.2.17 Prenasal prefix N-33) is also observed in the

following rGyarong words:

GC WT ENG

Nbop sbom SWELL
Ncha — KILL
Nche — CHOOSE
Nda — FLOW
Ndu -- ARRIVE3**)
Nthen then PULL
Ntsip — ANXIOUS
Nbar 'bar BURN
Ncham 'chom JUMP

In three examples where GC H- corresponds to WT the 

prefix seems to be directly related to PTB *a- of acting 

subject. The meaning of N- in the others is unclear. rGyarong 

has /?a/ for the prefix for kinship terms, which cannot be 

connected to them directly. STC states that 'TB »e- was the 

PTB 3rd pronoun corresponding to *nga(lst> and «nang(2nd).
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whereas in PTB times prefixed »■- had already become an old 

3rd person pronominal element'(STC: 123). In rGyarong, howe

ver, the 3rd person »m- survived as mA or wu, and so N- is 

still hard to relate to STC's argument.
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2.2.2 Outer Prefixes

Unlike the roots themselves and the prefixing compo

nents within the roots, those before the roots(i.e. PI

through P4) sees to be newly-developed products. The PTB root 

is considered to have had a general structure such as

(P)(P>Ci(G)V(:>Cf(s), while, for example, Lahu, as another 

extreme, ha6 a CV ♦ T(toneme) structure; other Tibeto-Burman 

languages are located somewhere between the two in terms of 

root canon, developing their own compensations for the loss 

of any affixing components in PTB.

As we have seen in the previous section, rGyarong has a 

rather simple shape of root, but it has developed a variety 

of outer prefixes as the compensation. In this section, we 

will investigate the original meanings of these constituents 

through comparison.

2.2.21 Direction Markers

Most Tibeto-Burman languages have some methods to indi

cate the direction of action or state that the verb names. 

However, the ways of indicating such notions are quite 

various and scattered: some languages have directive affixes, 

some indicate the directionality by auxiliary verbs, and in

some others, the order of verb concatenation specifies the

direction. In this section, some languages with an affixal 

directive system will be examined. They are Written Tibetan,
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Ch'iang, Trung, Ao, Lotha, Lushai, Laizo and Mikir. Among 

then, Ch'iang has the closest structure and morphological 

shapes and consequently is the basis of comparison.

2.2.211 Before looking for the cognates in other

languages, let ne summarize the rGyarong systems. In GC, 

there are four affixes in the horizontal level, three in the 

vertical level, and two for general purposes. The affixes in 

the horizontal level are rg(FRONT), re(BACK), ku(SEAT OF 

HONOR) and ni(LOWER SEAT), and those in the vertical level 

are ko(UPSTREAM), to(UPHILL) and no(DOWN). Downward movement 

is specified by no, both DOWNSTREAM and DOWNHILL. General 

purpose affixes include yi(GENERAL MOVEMENT) and ne(GETTING 

BACK). Among these affixes, the etymology of rg, re and yi 

has been clarified in 1.2.252 and 1.2.232. The others seem to 

be connected to adverbs. Corresponding adverbs of place or 

direction are haku(FRONT), hani(BACK), hato(UP) and hana 

(DOWN). Only ko is left unrelated; this may have split from 

haku.

In other dialects of rGyarong, the system is slightly 

different. The following list shows it:
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GC Paslok GM
Dir.<Adv. Dir.<Adv.

Upstream ko tA ko < ?aku
Downstream no na di < ?adA
Uphill to < hato tA to < ?ata
Downhill no < hana na na < ?ana
Front ro ko ro < ?ato
Back re dA rA < ?arA
Seat of honor ku < haku ko
Lower seat ni < hani dA
Getting back ne
General yi

The Paslok dialect of rGyarong(Wen Yu 1943:12) has four 

directives: tA(UP), na(DOWN), kg(FRONT) and dA(BACK), which

represent the simplest directive system described so far. As 

shown in 1.2.212, GC to(UPHILL) and no(DOWNHILL) are used for 

a general UP/DOWN contrast in GC. The probability is that the 

Pasiok system of UP/DOWN is older than GC and GC later deve

loped newer differentiation in terms of STREAM and HILL.

Paslok kg indicates FRONT and SEAT OF HONOR contrast 

while dA specifies BACK as well as LOWER SEAT. It can be 

assumed, therefore, that ko and dA(ku and ni/di in GC) were 

the FRONT/BACK markers in older stage of rGyarong, and, 

after GC's adoption of ro and re which seem to originate in 

verbs, they were shifted into a more specific framework of 

social distinction.

The Suomo(GM) dialect of rGyarong(Kin P'eng et al. 

1958:97-104) shows an intermediate stage between Paslok and 

GC. GM has identical components to Paslok and rg and rA have 

been added.
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The following illustrates the differentiation of these 

sorphological shapes:

Paslok GM GC

to(UPKILL) 

na(DOWNHILL)

tA(UP) 

na(DOWN) 

ko<FRONT) 

dA(BACK)

ko( UPSTREAM) 
ro(FRONT) 

di(DOWNSTREAM) 
rA(BACK)

to(UPHILL) 
ko(UPSTREAM) 
no(DOWNSTREAM/

DOWNHILL) 
ku(SEAT OF HONOR) 

ro(FRONT) 
ni/di(LOWER SEAT) 
re(BACK)

2.2.212 Ch'iang is the only language that carries a direc

tly comparable system of directives to rGyarong. Wen Yu 

(1943:13-14) lists the following as the prefixing components 

of the Li-ping(LI) and Lo-fu-chai(LF) dialects of Ch'iang.

LI LF
UP te tu
DOWN hhen hha
OUT/FRONT she sii
IN/BACK 3i je
LEFT dzii
RIGHT de

More detailed descriptions on the T'

Mawo (HA) dialects of Ch'iang are presented by Sun Hongkai 

(Sun 1981a and 1981b). Prefixing directives are:

MA(Dir.<Adv.) TP

Up
Down
Upstream
Downstream
Uphill
Downhill
Back
Out

tA < ti:q 
a < qAli 
nyu < nyucha 
sA < khsyAcha 
kuA < kuAcha 
thiu< thiucha 
dzA(TOWARDS SPEAKER) 
tha(AWAY)
(Sun 1981b:36)

tA\
Ar\
u=
sl\
zl\
da\
xgA\
xa\
(Sun 1981a:113 

-115)
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The UP/DOWN Markers are of almost identical in four 

dialects while others show some complications. Among them, LI 

she and LF sii seem to be cognate to TP §I\; LF dzii to TP

zl\, and LF de to TP da\. The others are hard to trace.

Besides these forms listed, Luhua dialect of 

Ch'iang has y as a locative marker(Sun 1981a:37). For

example,

ti da qhsu.
CtA-y)
Up-LOC PFT jump 
(Someone) jumped up.

Wen Yu's ji and jedN/BACK) are regarded as being

connected to this locative marker, y.

As Sun saysCSun 1981b:36), it is rather apparent that 

Ch'iang directives are derived from the adverbs of place as 

shown in the list above for MA.

Comparing these Ch'iang directives with those of rGya

rong, we can point to the following four as the direct 

parallels:

GC MA TP LI LF

Up(hill) to tA tA\ te tU
Upstream ko kuA
Lower seat ni/di de

(right)
General yi -y ji je

2.2.213 Trung(TR) shows a partial parallelism to rGyarong 

and Ch'iang. From Sun's description, we can pick up the 

following:
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lung= UP(Sun 1982:117)
dza?= DOWN(ibid.:116)
ra' TOWARDS SPEAKER(ibid.:113)
di\ AWAY FROM SPEAKER(ibid.:115)

All these are postpositional, and in this point, they 

are grammatically separate from rGyarong or Ch'iang. However, 

the phonological shapes of them except for UP seem to be

coincident with each other. TR dza?(DOWN) is cognate to

CH[MA] dzA(TOWARDS SPEAKER); TR raMTOWARDS SPEAKER) is GC

ro(FRONT); TR di\(AWAY FROM SPEAKER) is to GC ni(di is a free

variation for ni), GK di(DOWNSTREAM) and CHINA]thiu(BACK). 

Mikir -lot-(DOWN)(Wolfenden 1929:167) or lut(ENTER)(GrUssner 

1983) as well as Lushai(LU) Id-(TOWARDS)35) may be related to 

TR lung(UP), but the genetic relationship of these to rGya

rong seems to be less intimate.

Taruang, which seems to be closely related to Trung as 

well as to Ch'iang, has a slightly different system. 

According to a recent monograph, this language has the fol

lowing:

-dza' uphill ~ upstream
-tiu= downhill “ downstream
-bi' horizontal in general
-na= getting back

(Sun et al. 1980:208)

Sun lists -bong' besides these four, but it is doubtful 

that it is a directive(possibly AUX?). The UP/DOWN contrast 

is not so directly connected to Trung, but, as far ss their 

morphological shapes are concerned, they have direct cognates 

in either Trung or Ch'iang. GETTING BACK na= is a comparable
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form to GC ne.

2.2.214 The Bodo-Naga and Chin groups have complex sets of 

directive affixes as Wolfenden pointed out. We can pick up 

the following as morphological parallels to rGyarong(see 0.6 

for primary sources).

Ao(AO) has the following six direction markers as 

postpositional affixes:

Among these, -ket is a possible parallel to rGyarong 

ko(UP), and AO -dAk is to CHETP1 da\(D0WN), possibly to GC 

ng/na(D0WN). AO -zak(DOWN) seems to be related to WT 

gzags(FALL), as well as to TR dza?=(2.2.213), and the AO 

dative marker, -tsa, to CHEMAJdzA(TOWARDS SPEAKER). AO -syi 

(OUT) is cognate to CHELI1 she, ELFJ sii and Lotha -ci- 

(OUT).

Besides 16- which seems to be related to TR lung=(UP), 

Lushai(LU) has rgn-/ran-(TOWARDS). This affix implies rather 

a general movement than specific directions. Zahao(LSI) rak 

and MK -r-/-rg/-ra will be considered as cognates to the LU 

form as well as to GC re and rg.

Zahao maintains two aore comparable shapes with rGya

rong: hgn(UP) and h6 (GENERAL). The former is apparently cog-

-ket
-zak
-ok
-syi
-d&k
-tsa

UP
DOWN
MOVEMENT IN GENERAL 
OUT
AGAINST 
dative marker
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nate to GC kg<UP)36* and the latter is to GC yi. According to 

JAM'S personal coaaunication, Lahu(LH) has e as the cognate 

to GC yi. LH e aeans AWAY, which originates in *ay which was 

once a full verb aeaning GO: e.g. 6i e(DIE + AWAY=PASS AWAY). 

Dafla also shows a coaparable shape: -tA-(UP THERE) and -b|-

(DOWN THERE)(Bor 1938:222). Bor defines these two as locative 

aarkers and does not show any further analysis. However, 

these seea to be analyzed as t-A and b-A respectively and A 

would be regarded as the locative aarker, while -t- and -b- 

as directives. If this segaentation is correct, 6- will be 

identified as a cognate of GC yi-. In connection with this, 

Bor describes t&sa(MAN OF/FROM THE NORTH) and bAsa(MAN OF/ 

FROM THE SOUTH)(Bor 1938:227). In these exaaples, the -A- 

can be interpreted either as a locative or as a genitive, 

which is also parallel to GC.

Osburne shows, however, a different directive systea for 

Zahao(cLaizo Chin:LA)(Osburne 1975: 164-170). She lists the 

following six as the directives:

Horizontal rA, vA, feq
Vertical rQngp, vQngp, htingR

Osburne analyses that r- aeans TOWARDS SPEAKER while v- 

iaplies AWAY and, in coabination with A(HORIZONTAL MOVEMENT) 

and Ong(VERTICAL MOVEMENT), they can specify six different 

directions. She does not give any detailed view on feg and 

hQ29R» but these are parallel to h6 and hon in LSI's Zahao.
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Following Oaburne's interpretation of this formative system, 

LA f- and h- seem to belong to the same phoneme— probably /h/ 

which is realized by If 3 before front vowels— , but the 

semantic field of the consonant in contrast with r- and v- is 

not clarified. The author guesses that h- is rather neutral 

and general in terms of the TOWARDS/AWAY concept. If one more 

guess is allowed, rA and vA seem to come from *req and »veq, 

although the origin of -q is unknown.

Siyin hong*,kong(UP) is also identified as a cognate to 

LA hflngR(UP) and GC ko<UPSTREAM).

2.2.215 Written Tibetan(WT) maintains a set of directives

as prefixes. They are g-, d-, s-, r- and 1-. Backed up by

ample examples, Wolfenden defines the meanings of these pre

fixes as follows:

g-d- } to> into* towards
r- (with contact) against, upon, to, into, over

(without contact) at, towards, out, forth, away
8- general direction into the condition or state

named by the verb root itself, 
or
action to, towards, for, etc., an indirect object

1- together, or general direction
(Wolfenden 1929:40-46)

Among these, the rGyarong cognates to WT s- and 1- are 

found not as the prefixing components before the root(outer 

prefix) but as a part of the root(inner prefix).37) We have 

only two examples for the directive s-: GC s^tsu(POUND) and

s-khet(PUT OUT). This s- seems to be comparable to Wolfen-
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den's 'general direction'. GC has l^motMOVE) and l^tegtFOLD) 

as roots with 1-. Wolfenden lists WT lteb'ldeb'ldabCFOLD) as 

examples(ibid.:45), and the GC for* is a direct parallel to 

it. The meaning of rGyarong 1- is also defined as 'together' 

for this ite*. The other GC 1- *ay belong to 'general 

direction'.

Looking into g-, d- and r-, the differentiation in 

their »eaning is not so clear as far as Wolfenden's interpre

tation is concerned. Since g- and d- are in complementary 

distribution, let us figure out what distinguishes r- from 

Ig-'d-J, and vice versa. Judging from the examples listed by 

Wolfenden, we can agree that (g-~d-) indicates a general 

'approach' while r- connotes a more specific or concrete 

direction in terms of the interaction between the agent and 

the action the verb itself names. So, the next question would 

be how specific or concrete r- is.

The following is the list of selected lexical items 

fro* Wolfenden 1929:43-44:

WT rgyugs RUN, RUSH AGAINST
rgyab
rgol
rdug
rdung
rdeg
rdeb
rko
rnga
rtol

HIT
FIGHT AGAINST 
STUMBLE OVER, DESTROY 
BEAT 
BEAT
THROW DOWN
DIG
MOW
PIERCE, BORE INTO 
PLOUGH IN 
WOUND
FACE TOWARDS 
LONG FOR

rmo "" rmed
rma
rten
rkam
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rngam PANT FOR
rngab CRAVE
rngon CHASE AFTER
brtson STRIVE FOR
rmed ' s*ed ADDRESS AN INQUIRY TO
rkyong STRETCH, PUT FORTH
rdol BREAK FORTH

Wolfenden divides these words into two groups: the

first group above the blank line includes verbs 'with con

tact' and the second one verbs 'without contact'. It will be 

noticed, if we look for any common semantic feature that they 

share, that those verbs in the first group imply a direct, 

immediate and intense effect on the patient while those in 

the second group connote a strong subjectivity. In this 

respect, r- is distinct from (g-'d-) if we talk about these 

prefixes as directives within Wolfenden's framework.

However, the author has doubts about Wolfenden's 

argument itself which tries to treat all these r- examples 

as directives. Let us check the following pairs. The verbs in 

the left column are from Wolfenden's examples while the words 

in the right column are those to which I would like to call 

attention.

(1) rdug STUMBLE OVER sdug AFFLICTION
(2) rdung BEAT mdung SPEAR
(3) rko DIG bsko APPOINT
(4) brtson STRIVE FOR brtson EFFORT
(5) rngam PANT FOR rngam EXCITEMENT
(6> rmed ~ rmo PLOUGH IN rmed CRUPPER

In (1), (2) and (3), each item is distinguished by

prefix. Dictionaries do not list the forms without prefixes 

as separate entries, each pair seems to share the same root.
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In <1>, *dug means something like Internal conflict, which 

becomes AFFLICTION with the bodypart prefix s- while STUMBLE 

OVER with r-. Similarly, mdung(SPEAR) turns to SPEAR SOMEONE 

> BEAT with r- in (2). The words in (3) are sharing *ko, 

which appears to connote a spatial point: the hypothetical

root goes to APPOINT if it is with the general directive, s-, 

and to DIG, if with r-. *ko may be connected with kong(CON- 

CAVE) or khung(HOLE), although the finals remain unsolved.

In (4) through (6), the verbs on the left have the 

identical forms to the nouns on the right. If the verb forms 

were original, the nouns would be suffixed by -pa'-ba, but 

this is actually not the case. So, the verbs <4>',(S> must be 

derivations from the corresponding nouns. For instance, (6) 

CRUPPER > PUT CRUPPER to a yak > PLOUGH. Since these verbs 

have no additional markings to signal their verbhood, we are 

led to hypothesize that they already carry a sufficiently 

distinctive marker for verbs, which is r- in these cases.

A deducible meaning of r- from these examples is not 

'directive' but 'verbalizer' or 'causative'. We know that 

some Tibetan verbs prefixed by '- in the intransitive require 

{g-'d-} or s- for the transitive and that a certain limited 

number of verbs take r- or 1- in place of s-. The r- in 

question seems to be identifiable with the r- which appears 

for s-. Therefore, we should bear in mind that Tibetan 

prefixes may have the double functions of directive and
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transitive converter.

Now, what about their relationship to rGyarong direc

tives? Because of various hinds of vowel insertions in the 

rGyarong side, it is hard to trace it directly, but as far as 

the initial consonants are concerned, the following would be 

suaaarized as acceptable assuaptions on the basis of the 

discussions above:

1> WT d- corresponds with GC to(UP/UPHILL).

2) WT g- corresponds with GC kg(UPSTREAM).

3) WT r- split into GC ro(FRONT) and re(BACK).

4) WT 1- and s- are coaparable with the lexicalized 1- and s- 

in the GC roots.

5) GC no, ni and ne have no counterparts in WT.

2.2.216 As described above(1.2.1), aspect is aarked by nA-

(PFT) and 0(IPF>, and the perfect aarker and directives are

in coapleaentary distribution, which aeans the GC directives

have double functions. This sort of aechanisa is observed

elsewhere only in the Mawo dialect of Ch'iang(CHCMA)). For

instance, JUMP shows the following contrast:

INF qhsu to juap
PAST daqhsu (Soaeone) juaped.
PAST ♦ DIRECTION tAqhsu (Soaeone) juaped up.

(Sun 1961b:38>

PFT is aarked by da- and, if the direction should be 

specified at the saae tiae, an appropriate directive chosen 

froa those listed under 2.2.212 takes the place of da-. This
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is exactly the same as GC. In other dialects of Ch'iang, 

however, directives and aspect marker co-occur in a VP. In 

the Luhua dialect, for example, a directive occurs first, 

followed by LOC, -i, and aspect marker, da. Thus,

kui-da-qhsu.
(kuA-i)
uphi11-LOC-PFT-jump
(Someone) jumped up (towards the top of hill).

(Sun 1981b:37)

In this case, LOC marker -i, accompanies the directive 

kuA<UPHILL), which consequently is interpreted rather as a 

full noun than a directive particle.

The origin of GC nA has not been figured out yet. How

ever, with the assistance of its parallelism to Ch'iang, we 

may speculate that the aspect marker and the directive of 

DOWN might be cognates. In Ch'iang, dA appears both as the 

directive of DOWNSTREAM or AWAY and as the PFT marker. If 

this association of the two semantic fields in Ch'iang can be 

projected to rGyarong, GC nA was presumably a directive which 

represented DOWN. GC no(DOWN), ni(LOWER SEAT) and ne(GETTING 

BACK) are initialed by the dental nasal: so, these three n-

initialed directives are assumed to have originated in the 

same morpheme probably *nA  and differentiated later.

Hayu has a postpositional -ta as the PFT marker(Michai- 

lovsky 1982:Chap.3), but the marking system of aspect is not 

directly comparable and it is difficult to recognize it as 

the cognate to Ch'iang da or rGyarong nA(cf.the Ch'iang
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example listed above).

2.2.22 Adverbial Affixes

This sub-section deals with the adverbial affixes at 

the P4 position. As discussed in 1.2.4, some of them are 

lexicalized in accordance with the devoicing of their vowel, 

some behave as unitary roots, and others function as indepen

dent and productive units. The origin of these affixes will 

be pursued in the subsequent pages through all the types of 

their occurrences.

2.2.221 Causative Markers

rGyarong has four different causative markers at P4 

position: §A-, syA-, rA- and wa-. Among those affixes, sA- is 

from PTB »s-, which is a widespread causative marker in 

Tibeto-Burman languages that we need not discuss anew here. 

The only thing to note about this would be that, even though 

not particularly closely related to rGyarong itself, some 

Tibeto-Burman languages have dental-initialed causative 

markers in place of the original »s-. For instance, Trung has 

both §U\ and tU\(Sun 1982:101-102) and Rawang has da(Barnard 

1934:14). Lotha Naga's tdk seems a cognate to them. This 

dental is apparently parallel to WT d-. In WT, the causative 

in the present form is characterized by either (g-'d-J or s- 

rr-~l-).
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rGyarong has developed a newer causative aarker syA-, 

which specifically aeans HELP...DOING. Because of this 

liaited range of application and the coapleaentary distribu

tion with sA- in teras of function, it would be proper to 

regard §yA- as a derivative froa sA-. This sort of differen

tiation is observed in Rawang: Rawang has da- and sha- as

causative aarkers and they both can theoretically be used for 

any causative foraations to the saae extent(Bernard 

1934:114), but, actually, sha- seeas to show up with a higher 

ratio when beneficiary is expected in the sentence.

Soae other languages such as Jinghpaw and Ch'iang[HA] 

have the sibilant-initialed causative aarker only: there is

no s-initialed one. JG carries jA-, but this is an alloaorph 

of §yA(Anonyaous 1959:30). -zyl is the causative aarker in 

Ch'iangETPl(Sun 1981a:lll).38)

rA- is the next topic to discuss. As the typical 

exaaple of causative, we have ka-chak vs. ka-rA-chak(FEW vs. 

DECREASE) and ka-kraa vs. ka-rA-kraa(DRYad;j. vs. DRYvb.). 

Judging froa these foraative processes, rA- as a causative 

aarker in a narrow sense is a productive unit.

This rA- is a direct cognate to r- as a part of roots, 

such as r-wak(HANG), r-was(RA!SE UP) and r-do(MEET), and 

consequently it is parallel to PTB *r- and WT r- too.

In Diaasa cited by Wolfenden(1929:116), -ri- is a 

productive element to convert verbs to causative ones. For
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example, EAT is converted to FEED by putting -rf: jl vs.

j£r£. Although this is a postpositional, this could be a 

cognate to GC rA-.

The last causative marker is wa-, which mainly converts 

nouns and adjectives into verbs. I have not found any direct 

cognates, but, from its function, Dimasa pA- can be identi

fied as the closest cognate to GC. In Dimasa, we have a 

beautiful contrast, raing(DRYadj.) vs. pA-raingCDRYvb.)(Wol

fenden 1929:117). GC kram(DRYa.) vs. wa-kram(DRYvb) are exac

tly parallel to the Dimasa example above.

As was mentioned under 1.2.313, kram and pram represent 

an interesting formation. In the proto-rGyarong stage, *ram 

used to be the root of DRY(adj), and it seems to have become 

k-ram(VI) and p-ram(VT) in the Tsha-kho dialect of rGya- 

rongCMr. Trhako's information). In GC, on the other hand, 

both kram and pram remained as adjectives and are distinct 

from each other by virtue of the semantic domain they occupy. 

On the descriptive level, pram is semantically marked since 

it is exclusively used for airing of clothing and books.

To convert these two into verbs, GC needs mainly rA- 

but sometimes wa- as the causative markers before kram and 

pram.

Besides Dimasa cited above, Trung also has a good 

pair:pA-nAm(SMELL) vs. mA-nAm(STINK)(STC: 117). The GH dia

lect of rGyarong shows mi-nom which corresponds with TR mA-
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nan (SMELL); unfortunately, however, SMELL in GH is not 

recorded. Mikir Angaai Naga pA-(JAM) and Empeo p®"

are the causative Markers and would be the cognates to GC 

wa-.

As far as the prefixing element in the root is concer

ned, p- is recognized as the counterpart of m-; e.g. psyit 

DROP : azyit FALL.

2.2.222 Autoaatic/Uncontrollable Act Marker

In GC, mA- serves to specify an automatic or uncontrol

lable act, and VOMIT, TWITCH and FEEL PAINFUL usually require 

mA- as a part of unitary roots. Parallel examples are 

observed in Jinghpaw and Ao.

GC JG AO WT
SMELL nA-mnam ma-nam me-nem mnam
GROW ma-dem
LAUGH ma-ni me-na
SOFT mA-no ma-ni mnyen
VOMIT mA-mphat
MOVE mA-lmo
FEEL PAINFUL mA-rtsap

On the basis of the correspondence of SOFT, these four 

languages are linked together in terms of the prefix. Wolfen

den states that 'the Kachin verb forms in ma- which normally 

constitute a class of intransitives descriptive of unchanging 

conditions....naturally show the same tendency as the m- 

verbs of Tibetan'(Wolfenden 1929:76). These instances except 

for GROW seem to satisfy Wolfenden's definition. STC proposes 

'intransitive, durative, reflexive' as the definition of PTB
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at hand, it is fairly hard to trace the history of this 

affix.

The origin of na- is also obscure. GM has the same 

morpheme which covers the following three meanings: 1)repeti

tive act, 2)PRETEND TO DO, and 3>USED TO. In all the cases, 

the root should be reduplicated(Kin P'eng et al. 1958:82),

while GC does not require it at all. If 3> of GM is the

oldest meaning of this affix, it can be connected to the

aspect marker, nA-. Taruang has -da' as the repetitive act

marker(Sun 1980:207). Taking into consideration the corre

spondence of GC n- : TR d- in their directives, this Taruang

form seems to be cognate to GC.

2.2.225 Objectivizer

GC objectivizer sa-<cf.1.2.35) as well as GM sa-(Kin

P'eng et al. 1958: 83) with the identical function are close

ly related to WT s- and PTB «*s-. Wolfenden states, 'In CWT) 

verbs of class (b) -s- may be regarded as definitely direc

tive towards an indirect object which is external....Verbs 

descriptive of sentiment or feeling towards external objects 

or conditions naturally occur here'(Wolfenden 1929: 46). The

verbs in our data and Kin P'eng's materials are those of 

emotion: although the roots themselves do not correspond in

the examples listed by Wolfenden, the meaning of the prefix

coincides perfectly. In STC, this meaning is named
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•m-(STC:117), which seems more appropriate for the interpre

tation of GC a-; FEEL PAINFUL is rather reflexive and MOVE is 

considered as being durative.

SMELL and VOMIT show an interesting re-prefixing. The 

■A- and a- of VOMIT can be regarded as belonging to the same 

prefix: aA- is a newer stratum while a- is older, which say

be an vestige of older stage or a lexicalized prefix. SMELL 

has a- as a part of root prefixed by nA-, the progressive 

aarker, which functions in this case to specify that the act 

of SMELL is rather stative or durative.

2.2.223 Mutual Act Marker

Mutual act is aarked by ngA-. Kin P'eng describes it as 

expressed by nga + reduplicated roots(Kin P'eng et al.: 

1958:82-83). In GC, however, no reduplication occurs. There 

is no direct cognate in other languages to this at the 

aoaent. Trung has the Mutual act aarker, a\(Sun 1982:103), 

and this affix functions also as the repetitive act aarker.

2.2.224 Repetitive Act Markers

GC has two repetitive act markers, ra- and na-. As for 

the origin of ra-, we can consider three possibilities: 1)PTB 

•r- as a directive, 2)causative aarker rA-, and 3)another 

verb root. Looking into the sentence examples of 1.2.33, 

however, none of them are directly connected to the prospec

tive cognates. Since no similar affix in other languages is
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'intensive'.

2.2.226 Progressive/Reflexive darker

These two meanings are expressed by nA-, which is

identical to the perfect aarker. As mentioned in 2.2.216, nA-

is probably cognate with no-/na-/ni-(which share the meaning 

of DOWN) and, considering their complementary distribution 

with other direction markers, *nA- at the proto-rGyarong 

stage used to be the 'macro-DOWN' marker. After it split into

five nasal-initialed forms more detailed and sophisticated

directives with marginal vowels were differentiated from it, 

nA- has become exclusively the aspect aarker. Progressive and 

reflexive are a sort of aspect, and it does not seem so 

unnatural that nA- was adopted as the marker of them. The 

meaning of this affix before 'macro-DOWN' is still unknown.

Just as a model, it may be suspected that nA- has a

pronominal origin. We have no positive and convincing

evidence for the hypothesis, but one example from Dafla gives 

us a clue. Dafla as described by Hamilton has the following 

PFT markers(Hamilton 1900:26-27 & 33):

1)The general formation of PFT is ROOT ♦ t ♦ numma or ROOT * 

n + bA.

2)For the 1st person, it should be ROOT + t + numma. For 

example, kAt-t-numma. 'I have seen'.

3)For the 2nd person, the suffixing component must be -n-na. 

This usually occur only in the interrogative sentences.
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This -no can be regarded as the cognate to GC nA- 

because of the identical function and initial consonant. 

Looking at the pronominal system of the both languages, we 

are led to speculate that the affixes are fro* the 2nd 

person pronoun. Similarly, the -bfl in 1) may possibly be 

connected to PTB *m-, which stands for the older 3rd person 

pronoun.

The speculation above seems to be supported by the

Monpa data. Monpa has -na as a perfect marker. Thus:

jang shilong-gei u-na.
I Shillong-from come-PFT
I have come from Shillong. (Das Gupta 1968:40)

This suffix also means "habit and custom*'(ibid.:40>,

which is parallel to the fact that GC nA- is both perfective

and progressive. Now, the more interesting thing is that this

language has the identical form for 2nd person pronoun. Das

Gupta lists the following:

1SG gang
1PL ashi
2SG nan
2PL nashi
3SG dan
3PL dashi (Das Gupta 1968:26)

From this chart, 2SG pronoun is segmented as na-n and 

2PL as na-shi; therefore, the na- may be identified as the 

2nd person nucleus. If this argument is reasonable, Monpa 

gives us a clue for the origin of rGyarong aspect aarker nA-.

A counter-interpretation to my idea mentioned above is
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to regard this nA- as a reflex fro* PTB 

ALIGHT ON, DWELL:cf.STC#414)(>WT gnas pa. 

The neaning of DWELL fits well with that 

the aonent, however, we have no strong 

which is correct.

*na(COHE TO REST, 

BU na, LH nA etc.). 

of progressive. At 

evidence to decide
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2.2.3 Pronominal Affixes

We will, in this sub-section, look into the pronominal 

affixes of rGyarong in the Tibeto-Burman framework. As for 

pronominalization in general in the T-B languages, Bauman's 

extensive work(1975) has given us a good perspective; so, we 

shall pay more attention to the particular phenomena in the 

rGyarong pronominal components.

Here, we do not deal with the 'inner prefixes' which 

csn historically be regarded as having pronominal character

istics. See 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 for them.

2.2.31 Review of the rGyarong system

Froa the description under 1.4, we have found the

following:

l)The paradigm of pronominal affixes for intransitive verbs 

is:

P3 S2
1SG <kA> —  ng
1DL <kA) —  ch
1PL <kA> —  y

2SG tA —  n
2DL tA —  Nch
2PL tA   ny

3SG <kA) —  0
3DL kA —  0
3PL kA —  0

2)Transitive verbs require the following if the patient is 

not expressed by a personal pronoun:
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agt. P3 S2

1SG 0 ng
1DL 0 --- ch
1PL 0 — y
2SG tA ___ w(u)
2DL tA --- Nch
2PL tA ny

3SG 0 --- w
3DL wu --- 0
3PL wu --- 0
3>Transitive verbs which cause so-called “object agreesent" 

where both agent and patient occur in the for* of pronouns 

(or of full nouns which can be expressed by personal 

pronouns), show the following affixational pattern:

agt. ptt. Proto-for*s
P3 S2

1 2SG •tA-kA n
1 2DL •tA-kA Nch
1 2PL *tA-kA ny

2/3 1SG •ka-wu -- ng
2/3 1DL •ka-wu -- ch
2/3 1PL •ka-wu — y
(•2/>3 2SG •tA-wu -- n
(«2/>3 2DL •tA-wu -- Nch
<*2/>3 2PL •tA-wu -- ny

1 1PL •kA-kA y
The 3rd person patient agreesent is identical to 2), except 

for the S2 affix of the 2ndSG agent.

2.2.311 It seems aeaningful to try at this stage to rear

range these paradigns as the basis of historical analysis.

First of all, it should be noted that rGyarong has two 

strata of pronoainal affixes. It is true that the affixes of
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P3 and S2 behave and function as a set, but their historical 

distribution is very clear-cut: P3 is occupied exclusively by 

affixes which originate froa demonstratives, while S2 is 

filled by those with a pronominal origin.

The S2 affixes are straightforwardly derivable fro* the 

independent personal pronouns which are comparable to the PTB 

ones, and they *ay be regarded as strictly pronominal and 

postpositional.

The second point is that the S2 affixes in 1st and 2nd 

person(DL, PL) indicate number rather than person. Recall 

that -Nch(2DL) and -ny<2PL> are generated fro* -ch <1DL) and 

-y(lPL) by adding n- which signals 2nd person. Contrary to 

this, 3rd person is usually aarked by zero, which is very 

natural and universal(personal communications of WLC and 

JAH). Only when a VP is set in the causative, the S2 of 3SG 

is occupied by -w, specifying the 3rd person agent. This -w 

cones from wu, a demonstrative(not personal pronoun) for non- 

lst person, and it also appears at the S2 of 2SG in paradigm 

2).
Thirdly, we must take note of the structure of the 

pronominal affixes. In 1.4.311, the structure of configura

tion 3) was shown. The following illustrates the structure of 

patterns 1) through 3):
P3 S2

VI 1) state/process ptt. — ptt,
1) action agt. — agt.

VT 2) agt. — agt.
3) ptt. ♦ agt. — ptt.
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We read this chart as follows:

a)There are two sets of affixing patterns(agt. - agt. and 

ptt. - ptt.).

b)The affixes at P3 and S2 have the sane features(i.e., we do 

not have such a combination as ptt. - agt.).

c)On the basis of type 3), the combination of ptt. - ptt. may 

be assumed to be the basic stratum.

d)With intransitive action verbs, ptt. is switched to agt., 

since no patient is present. The same thing happens in type 

2).
e)So-called subject-object agreement is realized by inserting 

the agt. marker into P3 of the basic stratum.

f)From the fact that S2 is predominantly occupied by the 

affixes of personal pronoun origin and froa the insertion 

processes at P3 of type 3), S2 is inferred to represent the 

oldest pronominal phenomenon in rGyarong.

On the basis of the reinterpretation above, let us 

proceed to the comparison of this morphological process with 

that in other languages such as Jinghpaw, Rawang, Kiranti, 

Hayu and so on. Our sources are the same as those indicated 

in 0.6, unless otherwise noted below.
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2.2.32 Intransitive Verb Affixes

2.2.321 1st person singular affixes

rGyarong preserves two different kinds of affixes: kA-

for P3 position and -ng for S2, among which kA- is optional 

and usually occurs with non-process/stative verbs, -ng is 

always mandatory as the suffixing component regardless of its 

function(either agent or patient aarker).

Host of the Tibeto-Burman prononinalizing languages 

carry either a velar stop or a velar nasal as the 1st person 

suffix and some have it as the prefix. In Chepang, Bahing, 

Hayu, Tiddim Chin. Rawang and Jinghpaw, for example, suffixal 

-ng(V) is found, while, in Kham, nga- is prefixed. A velar 

stop affix is found in Bunan -ki, Hanchati -gu, Kanauri 

-Bge(these three cited in Bauman 1375:197) and Lushai ka-. It 

nay be hard to tell which of them represents the original 

status of 1SG, but, given the fact that Bunan, Hanchati and 

Kanauri, which have velar stop affixes, have a velar nasal as 

their independent personal pronoun, Bauman set up -nga as the 

original pronominal aarker of 1SG agreement(ibid.:197). The 

optionality of GC kA- according to the semantic domains of 

particular verbs seems to supply good support for his hy

pothesis. This characteristic as well as the GC distribution 

of kA-(prefix) and -ng(suffix) also substantiate that the 

-nga should be established as a suffix.
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2.2.322 Dual Marker

The rGyarong duals In the 1st and 2nd persons are 

narked by -ch and -Nch respectively, where -ch exclusively 

signals the number of dual(not person). The 2DL marker is 

further analyzed as -N-ch; the -N- cones from the 2nd person 

pronoun. Bauman pointed out, "for dual and plural subjects 

agreement is generally for number only, and not person," 

citing rGyarong, Rawang and Bahing materials(Baunan 

1975:194). It is true that, in Rawang and Bahing, the dual of 

1DL and 2DL is narked by -syi or -si with nothing else. Hayu 

as well is considered to belong to this group: lDL(inc.)

-tshik and 2DL -tshik. As far as GC of rGyarong is concerned, 

however, his hypothesis does not seem to apply, since 2DL is 

signalled by the conbination of 2nd person marker and dual 

marker although it is apparent that -N- is a later innova

tion.

2.2.323 Plural Marker

The rGyarong plurals in the 1st and 2nd persons are 

labelled by -y and -ny. Exactly parallel to the dual marker, 

-y marks the number of plural and -n- in 2PL signals the 

person. Unlike the dual aarker, this plural marking is so 

pervasive that almost all the pronominalized languages in 

Tibeto-Burman carry the shapes of -y or -i as the plural 

suffix, again except for Kham(ge-). This plural as well as 

dual marking system usually applies to the 1st and 2nd person
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only, but. In Hayu, -i appears in 3rd person too:

lPL(inc.) -ke < «ka-i~y
2PL -ne < »na-i~y
3PL -me < «ma-i~y
(Michailovsky 1982:110) (Nagano)

These morphemes seea to ae to be derivable froa the 
dissyllabic coapounds asterisked on the right.

2.2.324 2nd Person Forms

The 2nd person in rGyarong is characterized by tA— n. 

As discussed in 1.4.312, the tA- originates froa te, the 

demonstrative which specifies 'non-proxiaal' things, while -n 

is cognate to nA, the 2nd person pronoun. Since in rGyarong 

the S2 position is predoainantly located by the affix whose 

origins are personal pronouns, tA- with a demonstrative ori

gin always stands at P3. This syntactic constraint applies 

all through the rGyarong pronominal affixes.

Dual and plural markers simultaneously appear with 

person marking: -Nch(2DL) and -ny(2PL). Bauman sets up the

following as the prototype intransitive verb agreement sys

tem:

SG DL PL
1st -nga -syi -i
2nd -na -syi -i (Bauman 1975:195)

This chart is based on the idea that person marking is 

realized in the singular while, in the dual and plural, only 

number marking occurs. But, looking into Bauman's own lists 

(ibid.:192-193), that idea is proved wrong. For instance.
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Chepang shows the following aff

1SG
lDL(inc.)
IDLCexc.)
lPLUnc.)
lPL<exc.)
2SG
2DL
2PL

-ng
-tayhca
-ngca
-tayhi
-ngi
-te
-te- -ja 
-te- -y

xational pattern(ibid.):

-ng-0 
-tayh-ca 
-ng-ca 
-tayh-i 
-ng-i 
-te-0

It seeas obvious that person aarkers co-exist with 

nuaber aarkers. The rGyarong systea shown above also 

indicates the co-occurrence of both aarkers. Therefore, I 

feel it is aore appropriate to hypothesize, on the basis of 

the saae data as Bauaan used, that those pronoainalized 

languages chose obligatory iteas froa the following sets in 

accordance with the structure of the particular languages:

person narking 
1st *-ng(V)
2nd »-n(V>

I nuaber narking 
SG — 0
DL »-sy<V)
PL *-y

The next topic to discuss is tA. This aorpheae, as 

exhaustively studied by Bauaan, has a non-pronoainal origin 

but now plays a crucial role in specifying the 2nd person 

category, either as an affix or as a part of an independent 

pronoun. However, not all the T-B pronoainalized languages 

have #te(Bauaan's tentative reconstruction) as affix. Coapa- 

rable affixing patterns to rGyarong are observed in Rawang, 

Liabu, Chepang and Tiddia Chin, aaong which Rawang is the 

closest. Thus:
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2SG na E di E. You go.
2DL na ni E di shi E. You two go.
2PL na ning E di ning E. You(PL) go.

(Bernard 1934:19-20)

Since the E at the sentence final is an auxiliary verb 

of stateaent, this has nothing to do with our present topic. 

Let us compare the RW pattern with that of GC.

RW(=NU tB3) GC
2SG E —  0 tA --- n-0
2DL E —  shi tA —  H-ch
2PL E ---ning t A  n-y

Although RW last the dental stop, it seeas acceptable to 

assume that E is cognate to e(r), a demonstrative, and 

originated from »dE because, in such compounds as dEni(TODAY) 

(Bernard 1934:8), the demonstrative with d, instead of er, 

occurs. The RW 2nd person is marked by the prefix E-(< #te) 

and the number is indicated by the suffixes of nuaber only 

(with non-pronominal meaning), while, in GC, the set of 

affixes(tA— n) characterizes 2nd person and -0 tells the 

singular. But these two systems are exactly parallel in that 

the #te-originated morphemes specify the person as the prefix 

and nuaber aarkers appear as suffixes.

Chepang, cited in Bauman 1975:193, carries the same 

morphemes as RW, but it is different froa the other two in 

that -te occurs as suffix(2SG) or infix(2DL, 2PL). In addi

tion to this, Chepang has -te as suffix in its independent 

personal pronouns too.
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independent pronoun affixes
2SG nalngte -te
2DL ningjite -te- -ja
2PL ningte -te- -y (ibid.)

In connection with Chepang te, Bauaan criticized

Caughley and Caughley 1970 where they claimed te to bo a 2nd

person pronoun. Bauaan listed the following sentences which

disproved their argument(Bauaan 1975:204-205ff.):

Chepang nga:ko ?a:y:ri-?a:ah-te je?-ca-u.
lSG-poss. grain-te eat-will-3SG 
You will eat ay grain.

Chepang ?ow-te na:ng da:yh-ya: .....
3SG-te 2SG say-IRG 
If that is what you say, ....

Bauaan tried to prove by these examples that their 

interpretation left unexplained the occurrence of te on non- 

2nd person forms, and, as far as his statement is concerned, 

I completely agree with him. But this te contains more than 

that; let me point out that this te has nothing to do with 

pronominal matters. This morpheme functions as an HP boundary 

marker, which is exactly parallel to Tibetan te. Presumably 

the te in Chepang also originated from a demonstrative(IT or 

THAT), which seems have turned to an NP-marking particle 

through the loss of its own accent. If this guess is correct, 

the history of Chepang te is comparable to GC tA- which 

narks substantivals(vs. verbals signalled by kA-).

A language with an identical morphological pattern to 

Chepang and RW(as well as rGyarong), but with separate phono

logical shapes, is Limbu.
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independent pronoun affixes 
kh —  ^ 
kh —  cii
kh — - nii (ibid.)

2SG
2DL
2PL

khenee
khencii
khenii

Although it is fairly hard to trace the history of kh-, 

the fact that there is regular substitution of kh- for the 

#te forms in other languages seeas to allow us to speculate 

that the older shape descending froa #te in Liabu was taken 

over, at soae stage where a drastic syntactic change hap

pened, by kh- which originally indicated 1st person.

Jinghpaw and Tiddia Chin have #te fora as suffixes.

JG has the coabination of -n(OnA) and -d(<#te) while 

TI has #te form only.39>

Froa the facts discussed above, the 2nd person foras 

aay be historically interpreted as follows:

1)The oldest stratua of 2nd person fora was «-n(V), and

2)the nuaber markers(SG «-0, DL •-sy(V), PL *-y) were con

current participants with «-n(V).

3)Along with the development of the #te element(from its 

demonstrative characteristics to pronominal function), it 

took over the original pronominal unit, *-N(V).

The results of these completed changes are typically 

observed in Chepang, Rawang and Liabu; rGyarong is located 

somewhere in the stage 3) since it still preserves »-n(V>.

2SG
2PL

JG
-nd
(-ayitd)
(Bauaan 1975:193)

TI
-_tE?
-=u?_tE?
(Henderson 1965:109)
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2.2.325 3rd Person Forms

The 3rd person in rGyarong is primarily marked by zero. 

Nothing appears at S2 position whether the sentence is 

singular or plural. In the Tibeto-Buraan pronominalized 

languages, Rawang has the same system, in which there is no 

affix to mark the 3rd person. This tendency seems natural and 

economical since most utterances are in the 3rd person(JAN).

Some languages such as Hayu, Limbu and Jinghpaw show 

the following patterns:

Hayu Limbu person marking number marking

3SG -0 -0 no no
3DL -tshik -cii no yes
3PL -me

Jinghpaw

... yes yes

3SG -0 no no
3PL -ma yes no

<HY:Michailovsky 1982:110, JG:Bauman 1975:279)

These three languages have -mV as the 3rd person marker 

in the plural only. This morpheme is directly related to PTB 

•mA and rGyarong(SM) mA, the 3rd person pronoun. The reason 

why it occurs at 3PL only is unknown, but it may be assumed 

that:

1)at the PTB stage, »mA was the independent pronoun as well 

as the affix for marking 3rd person;

2)but in its latter function, it tended to disappear for 

reasons of communicative economy;

3)in some languages, it survived at a marked position(3PL).
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Another natter we should discuss is the kA- prefix in 

rGyarong. The prefix appears aainly in non-singular 3rd 

persons and is identical to the 1st person aarker discussed 

under 2.2.321. This identity is really probleaatic. A pos

sible explanation is that this aorpheae has soaething to do 

with the k- eleaent for 3rd person retained in the Tibetan 

group. Maybe so, but the author feels reluctant to think 

along those lines, since the overall picture of rGyarong 

pronoainal aorphology strongly suggests an affinity with 

#Nungish(=JAM's naaing:l980b:55), East Hiaalayish and Chin 

and consequently it seeas unnatural to take Tibetan evidence 

with respect to this particular slot only.

A second interpretation would be that, on the basis of 

the fact that the 1st and 3rd person pronoainal affixes are 

partly aerged aaong soae Assaa Hills languages(Bauaan 

1975:162-164), the zero aarking for 3rd person in rGyarong 

was later patched up by adding the kA- prefix at F3 posi

t i o n ^  is still zero). Because of the lack of aaple 

syntactic data on other rGyarong dialects than GC, this 

interpretation still reaains speculative, but this seeas auch 

■ore persuasive than the first explanation in the light of 

the whole structure of this language and the aorphological 

parallelisa to the languages aentioned above.

Such 'patching' processes are actually going on in con- 

teaporary rGyarong. Recall the paradiga in 1.4.2, where we
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have -Nch and -ny bracketed at 3DL and 3PL. These two affixes 

are froa 2DL and 2PL and are now becoming ensconced in the 

zero slots of 3rd persons. Although they contain -n-, the 2nd 

person element, they function just like the number markers 

for 3DL and 3PL. The morphemes for those slots are very 

unstable even with the same informants, and 1 could not 

determine any consistent rules for their occurrence.

2.2.33 Transitive Verb Affixes(l)

If the patient(or goal or beneficiary) is not expressed 

by a personal pronoun, the affixing system of GC appears as 

indicated below(cf. 1.4.32 and 2.2.31):

agt. P3 S2
1SG 0- -ng
1DL 0- -ch
1PL 0- -y
2SG tA- —w(u)
2DL tA- -Nch
2PL tA- -ny
3SG 0 -w
3DL wu- -0
3PL wu- -0

The 1st person affixes are almost identical to those 

for the intransitive pattern where optional kA- occurs at P3 

if the verb represents non-process/stative meaning. Here, on 

the other hand, P3 is strictly zero; this seems to connote 

that this affixing pattern is original for 1st person series, 

and that kA- was added later to mark intransitive action. 

Although the morphemes are totally separate, Hayu described
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by HodgsonCcf. Bauman 1975:302) lists marked affixes for 

active intransitive verbs, which aay be froa a similar notion 

of verb morphology.

The 2nd person pattern Is also the same as the intransi

tive one, except for S2 of 2SG, where -w(u>, instead of -n, 

occurs. As discussed under 1.4.312, wu is a pronominal 

element of demonstrative origin and covers the non-lst person 

domain. So, it may appear at S2 of 2DL and 2PL, but actually 

does not: this inconsistency is left unexplained.

In connection with this, it should be noted that the 

imperative requires this pattern. From this fact, the fol

lowing aay be inferred:

1)In most imperative utterances, the patient is presupposed 

by the speaker even if it doesn't appear in the actual 

sentences,

2)S2 position is occupied by the ptt.indicator in the agt.- 

ptt. agreement pattern(see below), and so, the occurrence 

of wu suggests that the imperative calls for patient agree

ment.

3)Because 2SG is of the highest frequency in imperatives, wu 

is realized at S2 of 2SG only.

4)However, this inference does not apply to the imperative of 

transitive action with 1st person patient.

A parallel example of the appearance of wu is observed 

in Jinghpaw.
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agt.
2SG
2PL

causative

-myit
-n -u

imperative

3SG -u
3PL -mu -mu

(Bauaan 1975:279)

Unlike rGyarong, Jinghpaw has -wu consistently in the 

iaperative.40) jg -u is also found as the 3rd person causa

tive agent marker, which is comparable to GC. Therefore, JG 

non-1st imperative affixes are acting as agent markers and JG 

has a neutralized agent for imperative. If this interpreta

tion is correct, GC wu and JG u represent different systems 

and functions although they are apparently cognate to each 

other.

Wolfenden noticed this fact a long time ago and tried 

to trace this wu in the 2nd person series. He states that 

'the usual 2nd person wu of this series seems to have origi

nated from the 3rd person by confusion'(Wolfenden 1929:91). 

But, isn't it essential for us to propose a probable reason 

for that confusion?

The 3rd person affix is wu, and no number markers

Primarily rGyarong 3rd person narking is zero, and no 

affix with a personal pronoun origin occurs. With intransi

tive verbs, kA- appears at P3 position;similarly for wu- with 

transitive verbs. kA- can be regarded as one of the two 

velar-initialed personal pronouns which are kept in Tibeto- 

Burnan languages; nga is used both as an independent pronoun

appear,
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and as a pronoainal affix, while the use of kA- is limited to 

the pronoainal affixing only.

In the descriptive part of this paper, we hypothesized 

that this wu is froa a distal demonstrative, aided by the 

contrast of sy-tA(THIS) vs. wu-tA(THAT). In other languages, 

however, wu is found as an independent personal pronoun or as 

an intransitive 3rd person affix. Chepang and Hayu cited by 

Bauaan(1975:274 & 301) have the following as independent

pronouns:

Chepang HY

3SG ?o wathi
3DL ?onis wathi nakpu
3PL ?olaa wathi khata

wu does not occur as an intransitive affix in either of

thea, but it does in their subject-object agreement systems.

Liabu (ibid.:286) also has wu as an element of its compounded

independent personal pronouns, where wu is realized as long

vowel -uu- in post-consonantal position:

3SG khuunee
3DL khuucii
3PL khuuncii

Besides the examples discussed above, Jinghpaw holds wu

for the future, future perfect, past and optativedbid. :27fl),

where wu becomes u after C.

fut./fut.per. past opt.

3SG -ru -nu -lu
3PL -aaru -aanu -malu
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Thus, wu is a widespread aorpheae for the 3rd person 

pronoainal affix in other languages. On the basis of the 

existence of the saae consonant in deaonstratives(e.g. JG wa 

THAT), it is hypothesized that the aorpheae is froa a demon

strative, but, as Bauaan claimed(ibid.:135), wu(<#u) aay be 

considered as the counterpart of #i, the inclusive aarker. It 

is natural that the inc./exc. distinction was an extension of 

the basic dichotoay between THIS and THAT.

2.2.34 Transitive Verb Affixes(2)

If the patient(or goal or beneficiary) is or can be 

expressed by a personal pronoun, another affixing system 

works in rGyarong, with one exception:in the 3rd person 

patient series, where the patient is totally unaarked and we 

thus find the saae pattern as with the transitive verb 

affixes (1) discussed above(2.2.33), the -w of 2SG is 

replaced by -n.

In the 1st and 2nd person patient series, the following 

pattern has been detersined:

agt. ptt. for as proto-foras

2 1SG kAw-- ng < *kA-wu-- ng
3 1SG w u -- ng < •kA-wu-- ng
2 1DL kAw-- ch < *kA-wu-- ch
3 1DL w u -- ch < *kA-wu-- ch
1 1PL k a -- y < *kA-kA-- y
2 1PL kAw-- y < *kA-wu-- y
3 1PL w u -- y < *kA-wu-- y
1 2SG t a -- n < *tA-kA-- n
3 2SG tAw-— n < *tA-wu-- n
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agt. ptt. forms proto-forms

1 2DL ta ---Nch < •tA-wu— Nch
3 2DL tAw-- Nch < •tA-wu-- Nch
1 2PL ta — ny < •tA-wu-- ny
3 2PL tAw-- ny < •tA-wu-- ny

The general structure of these affixes is P3CCptt.] ♦

[agt.]3 S2tptt.3, and, on the basis of this aechaniss and

parallel historical shift of the coaponents, the asterisked 

forms in the right column were reconstructed in 1.4.313.

Bauman, supported by abundant data from various sub

groups, proposed the following proto-type transitive verb 

agreement system(singular only):

8ub3ect ob]ect
1 2  3

1 -na -nga
2 -nga -na
3 -nga -na -u

(Bauman 1975:247)

This chart is agreeable as the fundamental pattern, from 

which each language deviated by developing itB own innova

tions. Indeed, the rGyarong system of S2 is straightforwardly 

explained by this chart, and the number markers overlap with 

that. Therefore, the next question is, what language has a 

comparable system to rGyarong's P3, where we find a combina

tion of demonstrative-originated affixes specifying who does 

what to whom. To simplify the discussion, let us start by 

examining the singular agreement. We do not know of any 

language that has exactly the same system as rGyarong, so we 

must extend our search to systems in which the agent and
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patient are syntactically arranged in a similar way to rGya

rong .

Looking through the materials available to us, we find 

that Rawang and Limbu display somewhat related systems.

Bernard<1934:26) shows the following as the agreement 

paradigm for Rawang:

1>2 0-- ng
1>3 0-- ng u
2>1 E-- ng a
2>3 E-- u
3>1 E-- ng
3>2 E— 0
3>3 0 — u

From this paradigm, we may be able to deduce that,

1)the 1st person affix is always -ng regardless of its syn

tactic function,

2)the non-lst person agent is E-, which appears as prefix, 

2')when 3rd>3rd agreement occurs, the E- above is deleted

to avoid confusion with the 2>3 agreement, and 

3>the 3rd person patient is -u(3rd), while that of 2nd person 

is zero.

Roughly speaking, the general structure may be sketched 

as follows:

1st agent 0 ng-ptt.
otherwise agt. ptt.

Although the places of occurrence are different, the

syntactic arrangements of agt. and ptt. are exactly parallel

to rGyarong. The 1>2 agreement does not apply to this scheme,

but our interpretation of the discrepancy is that the 2nd
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ptt. marker(Bauman's #te form or »-n) exists underlyingly or 

is in the process of formation.

As mentioned above, ([ptt.] ♦ (agt.]] [ptt.] is the

general structure of rGyarong agreement, where we have two 

patient markings, one preposed and one postposed to the verb 

root. Rawang, on the other hand, marks patient agreement only 

suffixally. The RW system is sufficient for its purpose and 

economical, while that of rGyarong is redundant. By compari

son with the RW pattern, we infer that rGyarong had developed 

a RW-like system first, and the ptt. at P3 secondarily. When 

we recall the conservatism of the suffixing component of 

[ptt.], which derives from the independent personal 

pronouns, this inference does not seem to be off the mark.

Limbu, cited by Bauman 1975:245, has the following as 

1st and 2nd object agreement units:

2>1 kh- -ng
3>1 0- -aa
1>2 0- -nee
3>2 kh- -0

The 2>1 agreement shows the same system as rGyarong and 

RW, but the others are quite different. However, -aa and -nee 

are possibly further segmentable, and if this can be accom

plished, the internal structure of these affixes will be 

clarified.
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2.2.4 Suffix -s

rGyarong perfective -s appears right after the root of 

intransitive verbs of 'process' in the 2nd and 3rd persons. 

It sight once have been a sore productive elenent, but now 

its occurrence is lisited as discussed above<1.3). As an 

affix, it is connected to WT -s which is regularly esployed 

with perfect roots.

Just as with sose prefixes, this suffix say be incorpo

rated into the root, so that it is no longer segsentable as a 

separate sorphese. Looking into the GC roots ending with -s, 

we have the following four:

khas ANGRY
sis HEAR, UNDERSTAND
rwas RISE, GET UP
kyis SPEAK

We note that all these verbs are .intransitive, but,

unlike the verbs we find with -s at SI position, not all of 

thes are process verbs, nor perfective. STC lists exasples of 

the 'Biddle voice' -s in East Hisalayish and Nung(Benedict 

1972:98), asong which we find Bahing bisg(BELIEVE). GC sis 

(UNDERSTAND) seess to be cognate to the Bahing fors.

An exaaple of a sorphese which descends fros PTB •-& 

that functions as a sore or less productive unit is found in 

Jinghpaw. As Nishida claised, JG has two suffixes to convert 

roots to verbal nouns. They are i§y and say, of which the 

latter is exclusively used for PFT and is further segsentable 

as s-ay(Nishida 1960:29). The role of s is obvious and the
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morpheme is directly comparable to WT and GC -s.

2.2.5 Ergativity: a morphosyntax

In 1.5, we reached the following conclusions in regard 

of the ergativity in rGyarong:

DrGyarong is primarily an ergative language, where the 

agent(except 1SG) is marked by -ki when the sentence has an 

overt patient.

2)If the patient is topicalized by either -gA or -tA 

accompanied by a high pitch, the ergative marker does not 

occur.

3)In the sense of the previous two items, rGyarong belongs to 

the split-ergative category. This language does not have 

a 'mixed' system of ergative and accusative structures; the 

latter is not observed at all.

These items were deduced mainly from the viewpoint of 

case-markings. As Bauman pointed out<1979:419), Tibeto-Burman 

ergativity is manifested on the levels of nominal case- 

marking and pronominal agreement systems. In this section, 

therefore, rGyarong ergativity will be historically re

examined on both the overt and covert levels.

2.2.51 Nominal Case-marking

The morphological shape of the GC ergative case marker 

is strongly reminiscent of WT kyi-s and Sherpa ki. Its double
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functions of ERG and genitive are also comaon to the other

two languages, and so, they aay be cognates. Bauaan states,

"we can be only soaewhat less sure concerning the PTB
case-aarking systea, since we have no full and detailed
coaparison of case aarkers in the daughter languages. 
Nevertheless, it can be shown that one fora, tentatively 
reconstructible as »ka recurs as the ergative aarker 
throughout aany subgroups; cf. Vayu ha, Jyarong kA,
Thulung ka and Sherpa ki. Kachin gaw and Buraese ka,
whose functions extend to aarking topics, should 
probably be included also.(Bauaan 1979:429)

However, 1 feel it risky to adait these aorpheaes as 

cognates on the grounds that they function as the ergative 

aarkers now, because, firstly, they are divided into two 

groups, i.e., one with front/high vowel and the other with 

back/low vowel, and consequently, if Bauaan reconstructs «ka 

on the basis of these exaaples, soae evidence of their being 

cognates should be given first. Secondly, those with back/low

vowel aay be labelled as soae other graaaatical unit--

probably topicalizer, as Bauaan hiaself suggested. For the 

aoaent, therefore, our discussion will be liaited to rGya

rong (our GC data) and WT which give us aaple exaaples for 

our purposes.

2.2.511 Split in Tibetan

Since CAoaa de KBrBs's graaaar, based on his long field 

study in Tibet and aided by his deep understanding of Tibetan 

traditional graaaar, was published in 1834, Tibetan has been 

recognized by European scholars as an exotic language where
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no passive formation is found. It was not until quite re

cently that this "exotic" language was re-defined as having 

ergative characteristics in the context of case-marking 

typology. Unfortunately, however, we have had no monograph- 

length paper devoted to Tibetan ergativity, and so we present 

a rough sketch of it below as a first step. All the examples 

here are transcribed from natural utterances of Rev. Sonam 

Gyamtso<former fellow at the Oriental Library, Tokyo; now 

residing in Oakland, California).

The ergative case of Tibetan is marked by kyis which has 

five allomorphs(Tibetan transcriptions hereafter are in the 

orthography):

-kyis -gyis/m,n,r,l___
-gi /g,ng__
-yis /'___
-s /vowel___
-kyis/otherwise

This particle consists of two morphemes, kyi and s. kyi 

is identical to the genitive marker and s is cognate to a 

locative marker su which is from PTB *sa(LAND>41>. Recall 

that rGyarong also has -s, besides -y, as a 'ablative' marker 

meaning FROM. Because of this meaning of -s, the ergative 

marker can express reason, cause, method, instrument and 

material.

The distribution of ergative and non-ergative HP's in 

the following examples seems to show the functions of this 

instrumental/ergative particle:
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(330)khong-0 rgya-gar-du 
he-0 India-LOC 
He is going to India.

(331)lcags-0 gser-du 
iron-0 gold-LOC 
Iron changes to gold.

(332)slab-dpon-gyis lcags-0 
guru-ERG iron-0 
A guru changed iron to gold.

(333)phrugs-gu-s 'khor-lo-0 bskor.
child-ERG wheel-0 turn(PFT:VT)
A child turned a wheel.

Sentences (330) through (333) are regarded as typical 

examples. Our next step is, therefore, to check how con

sistent this narking is. To do so with efficiency, we 

classify verbs into the following eight categories, aided by 

Tsunoda 1982:4AB, and look for good evidences in each branch:

a)action

al)action * process, such as KILL

a2)action ♦ process, such as EAT

a3)action, in which you also expect the patient's action

towards you, such as WAIT, LOOK FOR,

b)knowledge

c)8ense

d)e*otion

e)possession, and

f)potentiality.

As the exaaple of al), let us conpare the following

two:

'gro.
go

'gyur. 
change(VI)

gser-du bsgyur.
gold-LOC change(PFT:VT)
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(334>kho-s stag-gcig-0 gsad-pa-red.
he-ERG tiger-one-0 kill-PFT-AUX:S
He killed a tiger.

(335)stag-0 shi-pa-red.
tiger-0 die-PFT-AUX:S
A tiger died.

This pair represents a parallel contrast to (331) vs.

(332) and constitutes a typical case. The exaaples of a2) 

show a coaplication. Thus:

(336)nga-0 rtsaa-pa-0 za-gi-yin.
1-0 roast flour-0 eat-IPF-AUX:S
I aa going to eat tsaapa(roast-flour).

(337)kho-s aog-aog-0 za-gi-'dug.
he-ERG aeat pie-0 eat-IPF-AUX:SE
He is eating aeat-pie.

With the saae verb and the saae transitive structure, 

the ergative aarker occurs in (337) while it does not in

(336). A possible reason for this would be that the ergative 

aarker originally appeared after nga but precise differentia

tion of auxiliary verbs neutralized ergativity in the

proxiaal persons(usually 1st and 2nd). This neutralization 

tends to occur in the colloquial language and, indeed, when

the inforaant writes down, -s does appear.

In the (a3) group, regular occurrence of ERG is ob

served. Exaaples are:

(338)nga-s zhal-lta-aa gcig-0 btsal-pa-yin.
I-ERG aaid one-0 look for-PFT-AUX:S
I looked for a aaid.

(339)kho-s ao—0 sgug-pa-red.
he-ERG she-0 wait for-PFT-AUX:S
He has waited for her.
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The verbs of knowledge also require ERG. Thus:

(340)'di-0 nga-s shes-kyi-ni-'dug.
this-0 I-ERG know-IPF-NEG-AUX:E
1 don't know this.

^di in sentence-initial position aay be the old informa

tion carrier (see above), but, according to the inforaant, 

the sentence with nga-s first and ldi-0 second is fully 

graaaatical and *'di-r(this-LOC) is not acceptable. In 

natural Tibetan speech, it is rather rare that A-NP and 0-NP 

co-exist in a sentence, and we have no good data for ha go 

pa(UNDERSTAND), brjes pa(FORGET) and dran pa(RECALL).

The verbs of c)sense seen to require ERG. Thus:

(341)kho-tsho-s par-0 Ita-gi-yod.
they-ERG photo-0 look at-IPF-AUX:E
They are looking at a photo.

(342)nga-s ao-0 athong byung.
I-ERG she-0 see AUX:PFT
I've seen her.

(343)nga-s kho'i dbyin-ji sgra-0 go-gi-ni-'dug. 
I-ERG he-GEN English pronunciation-0 hear-IPF-NEG-AUX:E 
I don't hear his English pronunciation.

(cannot follow)

(344>nga-s kho-r nyan-pa-yin.
I-ERG he-LOC listen to-PFT-AUX:S
I listened to him.

The last sentence has ERG and LOC, instead of 

absolutive.

Exaaples of (d)eaotion are:
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(345>nga-0 las-ka 'di-'dras-la dga'-po-med.
1-0 work this-like-LOC fond of-NEG
I don't like work like this.

(346)nga-r dngul-0 dgos.
I-LOC money-0 necessary/want
I need money.

Ho ergative marker occurs in <d>. With gzhes(FEAR), ERG may 

appear depending upon idiolects. The verb of possession does 

not take ERG either.

(347)nga-r dngul-0 yod.
I-LOC money-0 AUX:E
I have moneydit. There is money to me).

Verbs of potentiality require a slightly different 

structure.

(348)nga-0 lha-sa-r 'gro thub-gyi-red.
1-0 Lhasa-LOC go can-IPF-AUX:S
I can go to Lhasa.

With this kind of meaning, A-NP always occurs with 

absolutive case and is combined with IPF root * thub. There

fore, this seems to be irrelevant to our present concern.

On the basis of these example sentences, the following 

scheme, illustrating the semantic split, may be deduced:

al) ERG - ABS
a2) ERG - ABS
a3) ERG - ABS
b) ERG - ABS
c) ERG - ABS
d) ERG - LOC

(ERG - ABS)
e) LOC - ABS
f) ??

What can be assumed from this chart is that groups (a) 

and (b) contain verbs of a 'high ergativity' with verbs of

(& ABS - ABS)

& ERG - LOC
& LOC - ABS
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the other classes showing progressively 'lower ergativity'; 

i.e. 'highly transitive' verbs which refer to highly 

'transitive actions' show more consistently ergative 

characteristics. This fact seeas to be very parallel to a 

universal tendency that verbs towards (al) are capable to 

establish transitive structure more smoothly while those 

towards (f> are less potential to do so(cf. Dixon 1972).

Thus, the Tibetan case marking system is sensitive to 

the meaning of verbs, and the phenomenon of ergativity is of 

limited scope in the language.

2.2.512 Split in rGyarong

Now, what about our rGyarong data? As far as an ergative 

marker is concerned, GC shows a consistent appearance of -ki 

after a transitive agent (except for 1SG transitive agent 

which always occurs alone).

Bauman states, "Jyarong also has a peculiarity in its 

use of case markers which appears to be tied to the behavior 

of different verbs"(Bauman 1975:223). And he lists the SM 

examples fron Kin P'eng 1958, where the ergative marker 

occurs with 'You scold me' while it doesn't in 'You give me'. 

But this discrepancy originates not from the differences in 

the semantics of verbs, but from whether or not an overt 

patient co-exists in the sentence. 'Me' in 'You give me' is 

not, as I understand it, the patient.

This high consistency of -ki(including its consistent
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absence at 1SG agent) seems to be related to the well- 

developed pronominal affix system, which will be discussed 

under 2.2.52.

2.2.52 Pronominal Affixes and Ergativity

If we call the ergative case particle 'overt', the

pronominal affixes incorporated into final VP's to specify

agent and patient would be said to manifest ergativity. We

have no evidence for the moment as to which was first.

We have deduced the following general structure for the

rGyarong system of agt.-ptt. agreement:

P3 S2
[[ptt.]-[agt.J 3 --- [ptt.]

So, if the pronominal affixing reflects ergative

marking, there should be a regular correspondence between the

ergative marker and the agent component of P3.

On the basis of Kin P'eng's data, DeLancey argues that

“the distribution of the inverse prefix u- and the ergative

postposition kA is the same; both occur when and only when

the more natural viewpoint is not starting-point'(DeLancey

1981:642-643). The sentences he cited are:

no-kA nga kA-u-nasno-ng.
you-ERG I T-inv.-scold-lst
You will scold me.

mA-kA nga u-nasno-ng
he-ERG I inv.-scold-lst
He will scold me.
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nga no tA-a-nasno-n
I you T-A-scold-2nd
I will scold you.

aA-kA no tA-u-nasno-n
he-ERG you T-inv.-scold-2nd
He will scold you. (ibid.)

DeLancey's discussion is the first one that pointed out 

the co-occurrence of rGyarong wu and ERG aarker. His proper 

segmentation of P3 prefixes leads hi* to a successful 

hypothesis. Looking into our data, the inverse prefix wu is

observed in the following(cf. 1.4.31 & 1.4

agt. ERG ptt. proto-foras

2/3 yes 1 •kA-wu
<*2/>3 yes 2 *tA-wu

The 3>3 agreeaent is not listed in 1.4.31, but other 

data of aine show that ERG aarker and inverse prefix wu co

occur.

Fro* these facts, we hypothesize that rGyarong ergativi

ty is a non-1st person aatter. The 1st person never takes -ki 

nor does the inverse prefix for the 1st person participate in 

any ergative structure. This aight be related to Bauaan's 

argument that PTB ergative was for 3rd person only.

2.2.53 Topicalization

2.2.531 Topicalizer -gA

rGyarong has two topicalizers, -gA and -tA with a re-
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markably high pitch, showing complementary distribution with 

the ergative marker. They are, if without high pitch, the NP 

boundary signals. Kin P'eng(1949) lists some interrogative 

sentencesCcf.(129)~(133)] in which the patients are marked by 

-kg and Bauman regards this as accusative marker(Bauman 

1975:249). In reality, however, this -kg does not occur

anywhere else in Kin P'eng's materials, which makes us

suspect that it carries some other function than accusative 

marking. This particle is indeed cognate to GC -gA as a

topicalizer and it appears to topicalize patient(s) in his 

interrogative sentences. Note that, in Kin P'eng's examples 

too, ergative marker does not co-exist with -kg.

This -gA seems to be cognate to the velar-initialed

particle in other languages cited by Bauman 1979:429(cf.top 

of 2.2.51), and cooccurs with certain case-markers. Jinghpaw 

has gaw which marks the agent and gh6?42)(aiso Ehe gaw) which 

narks the patient. Bauman defines gaw as an ergative marker 

(ibid.), but this should be reinterpreted as a topicalizer, 

because the sentences without gaw are fully grammatical in 

Hanson's data(e.g. Hanson 1896:25-27) as well as in Karan's 

explanation(Karan 1975:9), and it can be used either for 

agent or patient marking.

According to Bernard 1934:7, Rawang has mer for nomina-
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tive and hka for accusative. However, mer is also found in 

ablative and instrumental contexts, and is frequently absent 

from nominative HP's, hka, on the other hand, occurs in 

dative and locative NP's too. So, mer may be re-defined as an 

ergative marker, which parallels Tibetan in that the ergative 

signal is connected to the instrumental, while hk§ cannot be 

considered simply as the accusative marker. Bernard's 

materials do not show any pairs of topicalized and non- 

topicalized examples(ibid.:39-62), and we have no way to 

determine the role of hka at this stage. But we may speculate 

that it originally functioned as a topicalizer.

2.2.532 Ergativity, Topicalization and Pronominalization

In connection with the relationship between ergativity

and topicalization, we have an interesting claim by Plank. On

the basis of a variety of types of languages, he states,

"the accusative construction originates froa the basic 
topicalization of the agent role in transitive clauses, 
and the ergative construction from basic patient-topica- 
lization"(Plank 1979:15).

This principle seems to be relatable to the rGyarong agt.-ptt. 

agreement system. Compare the following:

ERG P3 S2
VT(1) yes Cagt.l —  (agt.l cf.2.2.33
VT(2) yes Cptt.)- tagt.3 —  [ptt.l cf.2.2.34

In VT<1> where no agreement occurs, both affixes carry

the meaning of agent, while in VT(2), -ki marks ergative

agent (which is also marked by a following pronominal affix).
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At the same time, two pronoainal affixes which specify 

patient echo each other. Especially, the patient marking at 

S2 which originates froa personal pronouns is regarded as 

highly narked in contrast to other paradigms(also cf. 

2.2.311), since the postpositional component of pronominal 

settings is the most essential synchronically and dia- 

chronically. In this context, the patient in the VT(2> 

paradigm may be interpreted as a 'granmaticalized topic'(cf. 

ibid.).

This interpretation is not necessarily what Plank had in 

mind, since his idea seems to originate from the syntactic 

order of ergative structures. However, rGyarong's long 

strings of morphemes in the VP are a sort of epitome of its 

syntactic philosophy, and Plank's suggestion has stimulating 

implications for our field.
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Notes to Coaparison

1)cf. STC pp.15, 51 & 89. Benedict considers this root to be 

found only in K-N, but JAH now thinks that this is a 

widespread TB root.

2)Chinese aa\/i<BUY) and aAi(SELL) show a parallel contrast.

3)cf. STC #220. JG ?wan(FIRE) seeas to be cognate to this 

group, although the final does not aatch.

4)cf. STC #172.

5)cf. STC pp.19 & 51. Also PTB *b-yaa.

6)cf. STC p.181. This fora is froa PTB *bok(WHITE). Also 

related to Chinese b'Ak.

7)cf. STC #132.

8)cf. STC #258.

9)cf. STC #399 & p.83.

10)cf.STC #17 & p.19.

11)STC #298.

12)cf. STC #146. STC cites TR arang.

13)JAM thinks LH thd aay go with this group.

14)TSR reconstructs PLB *N-~«?-krak(TSR #99), which does not 

seea to be related to rGyarong.

15)STC #456 & TSR #63.

16)TSR #33.

17)STC #484.

18)cf. Thai 3«ak(JAM).
19)cf. Matisoff 1983; *gat>LH q*-qh6?(DANCE).
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20)cf. STC #346. Also Diaasa ran. WT zhen nay be related to 

this group.

21)cf. STC #64. PLB *C-tsik<JAM).

22>TSR reconstructs PLB *C-sik or «V-sik. The BU for* is also 

listed as a reflex fro* it(TSR #126).

23)Also **wiy(STC #196).

24)LH na. LH d&? is a direct reflex fro* PLB «ndak.

25)JAM believes that LH §1 is cognate to this BU fora.

26)Many Kuki-Chin languages have the saae suffix as this.

27)Since the rhyaes have actually been checked in the section 

of initials, the rhyaes section below(2.1.17-22) *ay not 

be so revealing.

28)This is parallel to *odern Tibetan (dialects).

29)It is possible to assu*e this »-k is a suffix, but the 

correspondence, GC -0:PTB «-k, is not necessarily regu

lar.

30)JAM thinks this to be 'intensive'.

31)Several TB languages(e.g. Angaai Naga) have a p- causative 

prefix; JAM believes this derives fro* *biy GIVE.

32)cf. STC p.35, where both PTB and rGyarong foras are 

listed.

33)As Mentioned in 0.5, GC has two different nasal prefixes: 

■- and N-. N- is assiailated by the initial while »- is 

not at all. JG has a parallel set:N- and *A-. These two 

prefixes are coaparable to those in GC in teras of both
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their phonological shapes and their assimilation patterns. 

Note that JG *A- is sometimes fro* PTB «b-(e.g. F0UR:PTB 

*b-liy, JG *A-li). Also cf. 2.2.222).

34)This GC seems to be connectible to JG d&.

35>LH 16?(ENTER) is cognate to the MK and LH foras(JAM).

36)See below(Osburne's examples).

37)Through this comparison, my distinction of two layers of 

prefixes(inner and outer) is proved to be appropriate. 

Historically, the inner prefixes are older or inherited 

fro* PTB while the outer ones are innovations within 

rGyarong.

38)cognate to LH c±.

39)JG te- functions also as the plural marker:

1PL anhte 
2PL nanhte 
3PL shante

40)LH also has an imperative particle(final unrestricted) 

6-?(JAM).

41)More precise discussion seems to be necessary to determine 

that the -s in kyi§ is cognate to a locative marker,

-su. Nishida(1957:44-45) claims that the -su as well as WT 

suffix -s~-d are originally related to WT sa(LAND).

42)JAM's lecture note(Spring 1979). There is no glottal atop 

in Hanson 1896.
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3. CONCLUSION

In Chapter 1, we undertook a detailed description of the 

structure of verb phrases, asong which VPfinal was sost 

carefully analyzed. As a result, we have found that rGyarong 

verb roots do not have long consonant clusters as soite 

scholars had thought; but the VPfj.nai consists rather of the 

combination of a relatively simply-shaped root and well- 

developed affixes. This proper segmentation is a contribution 

to studies of T-B verb structure, but, since we paid a great 

deal of attention to the morphological analysis, our syn

tactic description may seem somewhat brief. Although the 

morphosyntax of prefixes and ergativity have already been 

discussed, the relationships between verbs and the case- 

marking system, as well as the copula, have been left 

unclarified. These aspects of the language will be described 

in separate papers.

In Chapter 2, a comparative study was attempted in order 

to locate rGyarong with the T-B framework. My intention was 

to counteract the previous tendency of many scholars who, 

despite the fact that the ma3ority of rGyarong words are not 

directly relatable to Written Tibetan, have regarded this 

language as a member of the Bodish group, because of the 

striking similarity of a minor portion of rGyarong lexical 

items to WT. Through this comparison, it has been suggested 

that rGyarong may be closely related to Abor-Miri-Dafla in
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terns of verb root shapes and to Written Tibetan and some

other neighbors(especially Ch'iang) in terns of morphological 

processes.

In the first part of our comparison, three types of

targets were considered:WT, PTB and Abor-Miri-Dafla. WT has 

long been considered the closest to rGyarong although the 

numerical breakdown of shared lexical items showed that WT is 

far less intimately converted to rGyarong than had been

thought. The author tried to determine the correspondence 

rules between the two, but in vain. It has become clear that 

only a very limited number of verb roots show similar shapes, 

some of which coincide completely(which means they are

probably loans) while the others correspond to each other 

inconsistently. In almost all items in the latter group, 

similar forms are reconstructible for PTB as a whole;that is 

to say, the forms are pervasive through most T-B languages, 

and cannot be used to demonstrate any special relationship 

between WT and rGyarong. We conclude, therefore, that WT and 

rGyarong are fairly distantly related.

Two previous papers by the author claimed that Proto- 

rGyarong should be located at an unexpectedly close taxonomic 

level to Proto-Tibeto-Burman, but they were rather sketchy 

and a more precise check-up was done in this section. It now 

seems certain that, although PG is much closer to PTB than to 

WT, some intermediate historical stage must be established
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between PG and PTB.

What language then Is closest tc rGyarong? Froa the 

coaparative list(2.1.1), 'Kaaarupan' languages(JAM'S general 

tera to include Bodo-Garo, Kuki-Chin-Naga and Abor-Miri- 

Dafla) have been recognized as showing noticeable correspon

dences to rGyarong. Since those in the first two groups 

appear rather sporadic, the last group, Abor-Miri-Dafla, was 

exaained. The results of the systeaatic coaparison of the 

verb roots, partially supported by nouns, shows that regular 

correspondence rules can be set up between AMD and rGyarong. 

As for the rhyaes, the correspondences are not quite as neat 

as the initials. This point should be checked in the near 

future with respect to nouns as well as verbs. However, it is 

now certain that rGyarong and AMD are quite closely related 

and that, considering their long history of political and 

religious contact with Tibetans since the 9th century (out

lined in the Introduction), the rGyarong stratua that is 

directly relatable to AMD is aore basic or original, while 

that connected to WT represents a latter superstratua.

In the second part of our coaparison, various aorpholo- 

gical phenoaena such as prefixes, suffixes, pronoainalization 

and ergativity were coapared. The inner prefixes, adverbial 

prefixes and suffixes of rGyarong have been proved to be 

related to WT as well as PTB both in their general structure 

and in their particular aorphological shapes. Aaong the outer
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prefixes, on the other hand, the rGyarong directives are 

partially parallel to WT but mainly to Ch'iang, Trung and 

Rawang. WT does not have any pronominal affixes, but rGyarong 

has developed a complicated system of pronominalization; its 

parallels are also seen in Trung, Rawang and Khan. A compari

son of ergativity was also attempted and, as far as the 

manner of 'split' is concerned, rGyarong is found to be 

similar to Jinghpaw and Rawang in that the ergative marker 

and the topicalizer are interconnected. The directly 

comparable phonological shapes among these morphemes are, 

however, observed in many other languages.

Morphological processes of this kind (except for inner 

prefixes) can easily be borrowed or can be developed inde

pendently, and so, it seems difficult to regard them as 

powerful evidence for genetic relationship. In fact, AMD has 

few parallels of this sort to rGyarong.

On the basis of this evidence, let us think about the 

position of rGyarong in the sub-classification of T-B. As a 

starting point, the views of three scholars will be sum

marized below:

Shafer's classification of rGyarong will be schematized 

as follows(Shafer 1966/67):

Division Section Branch

-Burmic - West Himalayish -Tsangla
-Baric - West-Central Himalayish ■rGyarong
-Karenic - East Himalayish -Gurung
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rGyarong is located in the Bodish section and given a 

branch under it. It does not see* to *e appropriate to put 

Tsangla, rGyarong and Gurung on the saae taxonoaic level as 

Bodish. Especially, Tsangla does not belong here, as Nishida 

pointed out(Nishida 1968).

Benedict(1972) proposes seven principal nuclei for TB; 

Tibeto-Kanauri, Bahing-Vayu, Abor-Miri-Dafla, Kachinish, 

Buraese-Lolo, Bodo-Garo and Kuki-Naga: Tibeto-Kanauri is

further divided into Bodish and Hiaalayish, and the latter is 

classified into Kanauri subgroup and Alaora subgroup. rGya

rong is located in Bodish. His view aay be clarified by the 

scheaatic chart of S-T groups on the next page.

This chart looks strange since everything radiates froa 

Kachin, end, despite his classification(STC:4-ll) suaaarized 

above, rGyarong is placed in the chart as the neighbor of 

Buraese-Lolo. As far as Kachin and rGyarong are concerned, 

they do have certain iaportant characteristics in coaaon, 

though it is hard to say at this stage to what extent these 

siaply reflect a coaaon TB heritage, or to what extent they 

point to an especially close genetic relationship. The 

question mark after rGyarong is also aeaningful.
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Schematic chart of ST Groups 
<STC:6>

Sino-Tibetan

Tibeto-Karen

Tibeto-Buraan

Tibeto-KanauriN

Lepcha

Bahing-Vayu - 
Newari

Abor-Miri-Dafla'

Gyarungt?)

Kachin Buraese-Lolo

1 | \ 'Nung(ish)
i 1 \ Trung 

Konyak [ Luish 
i Taaan

Kuki-Naga
Mikir
Meithei
Mru
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Nishida proposes another clasaification(Nishida 

1978:232-244). It is essentially the same as that in his 1970 

publication, but ainor changes are found in this newest one. 

He divides the T-B languages into a Tibetan group, a Lolo- 

Burmese group, a Chin group and a Bodo-Naga group. The aost 

reaarkable point of his classification is that he 

introduces the concept of 'link language' besides the four 

groups above. 'Link languages' are defined as the genetically 

coaplex(or genetically stratified) and independent languages 

which cannot be classified into any groups. Kachin is, 

according to him, a typical link language, where its lexical 

items are close to Burmese(and partly to Bodo-Naga and/or 

Chin), its pronominal affixes are similar to a part of Bodo- 

Naga and its verb-prefixes are relatable to WT. Other link 

languages are rGyarong, Meithei, Mikir and soae others; some 

of whose nuclei are assigned to particular groups but transi

tional features are noticeably present. Instead of stuffing 

these languages into groups, he uses the notion of 'link' and 

tries to use the link languages organically(Benedict and 

Nishida agree in this attitude, although Benedict has never 

used the term 'link'). His attitude as reflected in this 

classification is so plausible that it aeeas to be the aost 

reasonable and moderate one at the present stage of T-B 

studies. I follow his opinion in principle.

With regard to rGyarong, Nishida states, referring to
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the Tibetan group,

“In this group, we have rGyarong and Ch'iang, which are 
considered to preserve the foras of an older stage; 
these two are expected to play a significant role in the 
reconstruction of the proto-foras of this group
.......we can find soae coaaon phenoaena between the two
languages, but we find it hard to connect thea directly 
and it is suspected that, besides the core stratua which 
is parallel to Tibetan, there is another one super- 
iaposed on the nucleus. That stratua aay possibly be 
related to the Bodo-Naga group"(Nishida 1978:233-234).

Nishida basically agrees with earlier scholars in that he 

locates rGyarong in the Tibetan group, considering the rGya

rong core vocabulary to be aost closely coaparable to 

Tibetan, but his suggestion as to its Bodo-Naga relationship 

should be highly valued.

However, what we have claiaed in this study is the 

reverse. We would like to aodify Nishida's stateaent as 

follows:

The rGyarong lexical core is directly coaparable to 

Kaaarupan ^especially Abor-Miri-Dafla)* but the language 

shows guite a parallelisa to Tibetan in teras of aorpho- 

logical processes.

Our findings with regard to the genetic relationship of 

rGyarong will be diagraaaed as follows(see N.B. on p.298a):

Tibetan (Chinese)

rGyarong

Kaaarupan(AMD above all) Ch'iang
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N.B.l:The numbers indicate the genetic closeness with regard 

to lexical core, while the square-bracketed numbers are that 

concerning morphological processes.

N.B.2:Arrow Deans influence or borrowing on the lexical 

level.

N.B.3:Chinese influence is quite recent.

N.B.4:This diagram is a schematization: the relationship of

rGyarong with the Chin languages and Jinghpaw, which is very 

probable but not discussed in this work, is not illustrated 

here.
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We hope to have succeeded in establishing the core 

affiliations of rGyarong and re-locating the language proper

ly. However, since only verbs were dealt with, we still have 

some blanks to fill in our correspondence rules. Coaparison 

of nouns will be attempted in the near future, in hopes of 

reinforcing our hypothesis.

As languages to explore in our lexical comparisons, the 

Chin languages remain uninvestigated. The similarity of rGya

rong to the Chin group has been suggested by Chang Kun and 

Yoshio Nishi(personal communication). It was tried in this 

paper too, but no regular and direct evidence has been 

brought into relief. Even so, it is almost certain, through 

sporadic or indirect echoes(cf.2.1.1) between the two, that 

rGyarong has something to do with the Chin group and we must 

certainly go on to compare them systematically, probably with 

the assistance of some intermediate link.

In terms of morphological processes and syntactic struc

ture, several languages have been left unstudied. Above all, 

Newari, Lushai and Mikir must be checked, although we 

refrained from including these languages in our study partly 

because of lack of good textual data, but mainly because of 

time constraints. They do seem to show some comparable 

features such as topicalization and ergativity. This also 

deserves future study.
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5. APPENDIX: Comparative Glossary of Verb Roots

This appendix lists all the verb roots of the ICog-rtse

and Tsangla dialects of rGyarong that we have at hand. For

the help of comparison in this work as well as for the

future use, raw data of lexical items from 37 related lan

guages are also presented. Note that this list i.u not that of 

cognates but just citation from primary sources according to 

the original authors' translation. The list of cognates

through my own interpretation has been shown in 2.1.1.

1. See 0.6 for abbreviations and sources.
2. Phonological standardization has been done in the 

GC and GT dialects of rGyarong only. See 0.5 for 
the outline of the GC phonology.

3. Orthographic standardization has been done all 
through the languages. In principle, it follows 
Hyman 1975:240-241.

4. TB in the list stands for PTB(STC) and LB for 
PLB(TSR & Thurgood 1977).

<consonants>

N.B.l:Palatalizing features are transcribed by -y-.
N.B.2:Retroflexives are marked by -r-. A dot under d 
and s is just replaced by an underline for typing 
purpose(not by the -r-), since in some languages, it 
is hard to determine whether it represents retrofle- 
xive or palatal.
N.B.3:Aspiration is written as /h/ in principle.
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<vowels> 
i U

6

OE

4. Tone notations are: 
low level 
low rising 
high falling 
high level 
aid falling 
convex(231)

N.B.:Soae data describing 
intact.

underline
slash
accent grave 
equal mark 
\
* sub-scribed 

» in nunber are left
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ACCOMPANY < cf.FOLLOW)
WT skyel ba, zla bo byed pa 
GC kyas 
GT kyaa
GS ta kyas ke pe 
NU hti ra di
LP co:l, cho:(-lung) no:ngf ro:k no:ng 
JG tM]sa\

CZlrau sa ai 
BO sA/rb
AB gi-muin, gi-lik 
DF Q Bln
MK alongdun, aridun, chelangpondam, kachelang, pendam 

raidun, dun

ACHIEVE
WT athar skyel ba, 'grub pa 
GS ka pe
JG [Z]ngut ai
RO ma'n-
MK pelong, kapetang

ACQUAINTED WITH
WT ngo shes
GT ngo nga syin
GC ngo na syin
GS wa yo ko shu
NU numnang(N)
LP yA, wong, tsam, tse 
JG [M]tyen CZJkhu ai
BO sinay
KO pUopu
MK pachini

WT snon pa, sre ba 
GS ko lad 
NU zat, dAhkim
LP ka(m), co:p
JG [M]gya\, set/, son\, jat\

[Z3naw bang ai, kahhin ai, pawng ai 
LU belh_-khawm\, ka, fin\khawi»\, telh_ 
NW li-lhA 
LK bai--chhah 
LA kCm 
AO bendenlok 
RO chandapani 
KO puo
MK pangrum, peong, pangvui
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AFRAID(cf.FEAR)

TB *b-rayf *krok, *kri(y), «sen»s khrel, *nyams nga 
LB *s-krok
WT 'jigs skrag, gzhes, bsnyengs 
GT up pan ga len cik
GC ta ge gi ayi kla, ka sy-dar, ka nA-mo
GA nscgAr
GK zytar
GM ka zydar
GS ki zh'dar
NU hpAre\
LP ro(in), phere
JG CNDkhrit 'Ay

CMDkhrl pha, sin phrA 
[Zjkhrit ai, chakhrit ai 

LU a\ sa_seh_...ngam=lo_, hladh pui=
TI /la:u7 \la:u
LA traiq
AO shisa bu lu, arentak, tsUbu, tsArem
RO *duk(N), «ken-, kena-
BO sannA', kAnay, gi
AB pe-sho, pet-sho, le-ro
KO nyin ne
DF [Ylchefi binfato [Tlchefi bekhato
MK ingring, kaphere [G]k6p-}Ap, pher6(=fear)
NW gyA-ye

CS]khyA-ye(=terrify), gyA-ye

WT 'dra ntshungs, gcig pa
GS ki ka wu n'dra
NU hti-ra, hti-yung 
LP ro/, nyo/m-la
JG [MDsumS. ra, gAdo/
LU ang_
AO kasa 
RO apsan 
BO gidAy
AB a-kam, le/ko, kidi-shu 
KO lepu
MK chingbar(chit), ason, sonthot
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TB *6ring
WT gson po. *a '3ig par
GT ka kyans
GS ki so so i'to, ki so so ki n'do
NU ngAt shi. AngAt
LP zu, zu:a
JG CZ3 khrung ai
LU dam=
TI -hing, \hin
AO takUa
RO tanga
AB tflr
KO Ilyin anglak ne
DF tOrdntl
MK reng(et), chethe. kedo

WT khong kro(N), spro thung, rlung lang po, tshig pa 
zas

GT wo ro ki zur
GC wa ro ta ka zor, khas, ka ao, nya ro
GH t6
GS ta ro ki zer
NU shAna za, nAria za
LP gong hre(N), khap-kyAn mat, amlem n6k n6n
JG CNlaAsln p6t 'Ay

CM]aAsin\ pot\, bun\
CZ]pawt ai 

LK pa-thi ia(N), hi-ha
TI _hE?
AO ain adok, ait adok
RO kao nanga
BO karAw aarAw(N), kAyrAa dAyrAa, rekAng 
AB ang-ao, 3ir-ao(N), lu-rik 
KO aor.gshi(N), janpu
DF hdhA(N),ben t8a CYDhAfakto CTlhakhato
MK ning kethi(N)
NW CS3 kwA-ye
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WT
GT
GC
GS
NU
CH

LP
JG

LK
TI
LA
AO
RO
AB
KO
DF
MK

ANXIOUS(cf.
WT
GT
GC
GS
NU
LP
JG

LU
AO
BO
AB
KO
DF
MK

WT
GS
NU
LP
JG
LU
TI
AO
AB
MK

lan rgyab pa 
?a len to pa
wu lan na ka tho, Ion ka-pa
k'a len ka pe, wu lan ka pe
hka AhtAn
[TPlxgye-
[MAlhuja
ring lyot, thaa, ring ts6k-ltlng li 
[AIkhro2 
CZlhtan ai 
pa-li
-dO:ng, \dO:n
gofiy
langzfl
aganchakani
lu-rik, lu-rik-shu
janpu
ben tAa
thak, ningje CGlthAk, lAn ke-thAk

. AFRAID, FEAR) 
seas khrel, nyaas nga 
sen ba ka-Ntsep 
saa tsap, Ntsip 
ki ni seas su 
dAdik, ayit 
frAa-lat 
[Mlaylt 1A 
IZlayit ru ai 
thla=phAang 
yongya
aAdAa gudung, silAw, aabA 
Ang-o-nAa, Ang-ki-nAa 
aongshange
[Ylchefi binfato IT]chefi bekhato
kaaathaduk, ningbi

'dzin gzung byed pa
na ko pye
htAp
ntlk, ts6k, kit, kyup, grop tsaa
IZ)ria ai
aan=
_b0?
apu, rakztlk 
gAk
nep(beng)
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WT aleb pa 'byor ba 
GT la nga tsa 
GC <»A->NduEIPF3, pi[PFT3 
GH aeC-daC"
GS po ki pis 
NU [B3hAl

[S3bla? =
TR [S3 a\bla?=
NW thyan-e ES3then-e
CH ETP3ti=

£MA3dan 
LP thi, lat 
JG [N3t0u 'Ay 

[A3 tul
[M3 tyAdO, dO, dAp 
[Z3du ai, tu ai 

LU bAn, chin, deng=chhusak=, phAk\,rawh 
tling/

BA tlung
TI 'ting, 'tun, -nang, \nan 
LA thlAng, *an 
AO atong, alu 
RO aokbaani, sastro, »sok- 
BO aAnpay, s6, sopAy, aAnhA'y 
AB puing
KO ngoipu, ngoi ne
DF Q-ch EY3guechito [T3uchito
MK le, pla, lut [G3plA

TB *l-tak 
LB «*-tak
WT 'dzag pa, bciba, zhong pa, 'dzeg pa
GT cen, nu na pun, ku kye, de tso
GC tho[IPF3, thal[PFT3, che[IMP3 

Ndzin, na cak, ku Ndu na kye 
GS to ki t'o
NU ngang
LP hrdng, kan
JG [Z3long ai
LU chh6
AB shAng
KO ongpu
DF tel10
MK thur, athak, arlu, thurra da*
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TB »g-yak, *kyeng, *syrak
LB «s-rak
WT ngo tsha can
GC ka na arak
GT ka na arak, ka nA yan
GS ki wu ti wan
NU shAra shi
LP a-alen, glo, uk
JG CZJkaya ai
AO ak
BO lazi
AB a-nying
DF [Ylhanyung [Tlhenyeng 
MK therak

TB «r-yu(w)
LB *s-nal-nAy3
WT 'dris ba, zhu ba, song ba, ga sher
GC na ka po, ka tho
GT ka tson
GS ko t'o, to'u zhu, ki re
NU rit
TR khri2
CH [TP]ja\ ja\

[MA]3a 
LP vyAt, ul, jAt
JG CNJphyii 'Ay

[M]phyi/, san/
[Zlhsan ai, hpi ai 

LU chhiar_, rdwn, zAwt
TI \ngE:n, _ngEt, -kan
LA suOt, fial
AO asUngdang, bushitep, za-en
RO bia, «sing, »bi, singa
BO sA'ng, tin, bi, pAsaw
AB ko, ko-shu, tAt, tau, tung
KO tong ne, yu ne, nyik ne
DF ko tach, hag CYltaoto mtakhta
MK arju, hang, chehang, cherju [GJarju
NW [S3nen-e, phwan-e, mha-ye
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ASLEEP
TB *myel(SLEEPY)
WT gnyid du 
GT nyo di 
GS ti syeg ki yu
NU ip der AI
LP aik-krap-ba»-bo, gyUp, but n6m 
JG [Z]yup nga ai 
AB yup, ip, lfik-pit 
MK aek kejang

btsan rgol byed pa, rub pa 
ki ka la lad
gA, g6r, a-t'yak-ka lat, tsam
CZ3aa kaaat ai
trh«wng=
thyu-hnao
amtak, rara, amak aotak
chaa, chadrapa
kit
aak, hah ne 
khang, koa, vanghaa

spong ba, baal ba, gcod pa, 'dzea pa
ko ni byol
[Z]koi ai, yen ai
cha-hri
toktall
angttuoh

*a-aow 
»a-nAw2 
gnyid aad pa 
nnyo dru 
anyak ro 
ti ayeg ki ro 
[S3a\ aat=, aa=
CS]a\ aat=
CTPldza- xne\
[MA]khur
[A]au3 CM]/phrang, au 
[Z]yup rawt ai, chaau ai 
chawk tho 
_hak, _ha? 
airi
(Y)gBrrBpto, haralto [TlgBrrBpto, hurato 
prang
[S]dan-e, than-e
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WT 'dug, sdug
GC na ki la
GT duk, ngen
GK kA-zlur
GH ke-sAA
GS ni ki s'na, ki ngan
NU na shala, na 16
LP jan, a-n6k, a-gat
JG CN3N ka'cAa 'Ay

[M3N/-khru?, N\-nat
[Z3N kaja ai, n nai ai, n grai ai, n grak ai

n khru ai, n shawp ai
LU trha_lo_, beng=-tla_-lo_, chhiA, ru_ra_
TI \hoi?\lou
AO tanajung, 3a, za
RO nangi3agipa
BO hana, gizra
AB ai nang, ai-na-ne
KO Umeang, khupu
DF Al-nA
MK hingno, juno, langno IG3ne, hingne

NU zau
JG EM3phrlng, phrA?

tZ3wau ai 
LA bdw
AO asang
RO singa
BO sA'ng
KO htlw ne

BEAR(fruit)
GC ka yim
NW tS3 sa-ye
MK [G3 pa-the
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BEAT(c£. KNOCK)
TB *dup, *dip, *tup, *krap, *cuk
WT rdung, brabs
GC ka lat, khrang
GT ka lat
GK ka-tup
GZ tap, khrang
GH ut'up, utung
GS nas ts'u'u, ko tob, kis tsag
NU sat, acha, hpup, hkan
LP buk
JG [M]bfi?, 3an d&p [Z3kayat ai, adup ai
LU chawk_ phuan_, dAwl_, phu=, vAl_, vua_
TI /tua, /va:t
LA cOa, thoAy, cba, velq
AO aztlk
RO »dok-, katong tiktika, soota, daka 
BO bfi, pA'y, bublA
AB pa, it, dAa, shit
KO ep ne, shet ne, (ltlak ne, shiet ne, tui ne 
DF j£, aa, CY3gengto [TJ^ito
KK chok, theng, kloi [G3art6k-j6k, thAng, tAng 
NW cwA-ye, chyA-ye. dA-ye, lhu-ye

*aoy, »ta:p 
mdzes po, snying rje po 
ka asyor 
ka Nkhyer 
keatshjor 
kenp'yEr 
ke-asyA.r 
ki n'py'er 
shala
a-zuk, ryaa-bo, sua, zar
[N3stda 'Ay [Z3tshwa ai, htap ai
[M3gdng tsba, khik, tyol, Atsda, AtyOi
aawi=
_hoi?
tepur ta]ung
nitogipa
terA, dedAre
kang-kan, kA-yua, kAa-po
shiaei, (lshi
ae, kangjang. Ion
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WT
GH
GS
NU
LP
JG
TI
AO
AB
MK

WT
GT
GM
GS
NU
LP
JG
AO
RO
BO
AB
DF
HK

BEGIN(cf. 
WT 
GC 
GT 
GA 
NU 
CH

LP
JG

NW
AO
RO
BO
AB
KO
DF
MK

'gyur ba 
nM-nM-pai 
ki n'gyur 
aha16 ahi
ngum, n6ng, mat, li, lyat
[M3grAt [23tai ai, pyin aiUShan)
/suak
aktlm
kang, ki
plang, cho, ap, prong

along rgyab pa 
ka kta 
kA me?IE 
k'o t'o 
ur, rit 
An
[H3An [Z3hpi ai [M3phyi 
'e, mepishi 
bl-am, bia, biamma 
tAn
lAk-ko 
kogA, kogrA 
cbohang

START) 
mgo gtaug pa, brtsams 
ka ptahik 
ka rcen 
e'a-ja 
hpang 
[TP3da*ye- 
[MA)dawa 
3 eng
[NlphAng 'Ay 
[Mlayong 
[23hpang ai 
ten-e 
tenztlk 
abachenga
zagay, akAyhA pri:, re*:, zer, den: 
Ang
wang ne
lyi
cheng
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BELIEVE
WT dad pa, yid chea pa 
GC ni synen
GT ka na Ndi
GS ti sus ki yu
NU hka»
LP t'Ang-nga aak cing 
JG CNlait yfiu 'Ay 

IA]ka*l 
CMleyAa 
CZlkaa ai 

LU ring=
BA lung
TI -8a:, _aak 
AO aaang
RO be-be-rd
AB ero-pe auitat
OF tej;jl CYlaung guato CT]aoguato 
MK kroi, chekular

TB *koy
WT bkug pa, 'dud pa, btud pa
GC sa gur gur
GT aa gor gor
GS ko b'kug
NU nger, angi
LP dur, Ayot, krok, kuk, ko*
JG (Mlgb? di, r6n, dlng-gfip, slng-gyl?

CZJhting ku*
TI \kuai, /ka:i
LA bbok
AO kolep, aku, kia, kirak
RO «bea-, gonga, togiani, gonggegipa
BO dbb, hor, pelea, bokong, gele*, dAb,do, halay, 

aogong
AB tu*-pir, tu*, gub-gir
KO koa, khuohlak ne, kok ne, koa
DF tiirku, hen-gA [YlkBnggBrr ITJpBgorr
MK inghua, pekek, chenglok, kur, kek

CG]k6k, kda, ingkbp, kilr, tbng-jby, pa-kO-ju
NW cu-ye
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TB «*a, *tay 
LB *k-ri2
WT chen po, gal che
GC ka kte
GT ka kte
GZ tetsi
GK rcoa
GM kA ktlE
GH ka-kt'l
GS wa chen, ki g'ti
GW koktle, bra
NU htA
CH CW,Libra CTT,J1 bzya CC1 bre
LP 6'e, za-din-bam, zo:ng 
JG CNlka'pAa 'Ay

CM]ft-bA, ning bA, bA, khyAa, ding wAk, Aw6n 
CZlkaba ai, grau ai 

LU lian_, hlai=, hra*~, vAng 
LK pa-hrao, phia
LA poor, porq, tuti*
AO tulu, ulu, azong
RO *dAr-
BO binA, bonggla, daaa, geder, d6r, geher, dalaa
AB bot-te, bodl, kiddi, sid-di
KO Uyung
DF ke, koi CYDta-kte CT]ta'to
MK the, dong CGlthA

TB «kik, *ki:l
WT bsdan, btags, bkyigs, beings, bsuas 
GZ kart£ip
GS n'ch'ingws, kos sri
NU k&, hpan, zap
CH CW,TT,J]tso

CC]tsodaa 
LP ryek, ku», gry6a, ku:*, kop
JG CMlgyit

CZlgyit ai, khang ai 
TI _xi?
NW ci-ye CSlci-ye
LA treA*
AO alen, kAp, rak
AB yeng, bil, rAk
KO shtln ne, shin ne
DF le miAchepto CT]lechipto
MK kok, per, rip, rak CGlkbk, p6r, rAk
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TB *wa 
LB *C-kwap
WT so rgyab pa, rmug pa
GC mchi ka lat
GT ka zo
GS kaa chlg ko lad
NU [BlhkA, ru

CS3grat(H), nya(H>
TR [Slngap(H), ajCKH)
CH [TPJxbe- [MAldzidzi
LP tsuk, ran
JG CNJka'wAa 'Ay [Alkal wa2

CM]*6p, gAwA tZJguwa ai
LU bak_, chu_, chuk_, kher=
LA kefiw
AO angu, aechi
RO *cik-, denna, rata, indin, soaoiko, nengtaka
BO dr, okAr, 6d, orsi AB k6, r6k, kAt, jAa
DF che mchAggfJpto [T]ch6g8pto
MK kor, kangthok, chek CGlkdr, archii

TB »ka 
LB >ka2
WT ro ska ba, khag tig, khag sdig
GC ka cor
GT ka aar tshap
GH ke-sk'A
GS du chor
GW kha
NU hka
TR k'al
CH CTT,C,J]qha
LP a-kria, t'aa-kri, khi-bo
JG [N]khAa 'Ay CMlkhA, AkhA CZ3kha ai
LU khah, khAa
TD akha
ME khA-ba
TI /xa:, /xa:k
AO taku
RO kagipa
BO gakA, kA
AB ko-shAng, gaa
KO khah
DF kAabA [Tlkatcha
MK hodak, kebo, kethor, ho CG3wey, hd, he 
NW pAu, pAlu
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TB *nak, *syi*, *tyang
LB *<s-)nak
WT nag po, btsog pa
GC ka nak
GT ka nak
GK snag
GM *A nak
GH ka-nak
GS ki-nag
GW kon&k
NU na
CH ITT,C,J3nyi [WlnA 
LP a-n6k, a-tyang
JG CNI'a' ch&ng [MIAaA?, aAtyang [Z]chang ai
LU thQ
TI -vo*
AO nak, tanak 
RO giseingipa, dak 
BO gAsA*, sAntay, sAa
AB ya-ka, yo-rang
KO Unyak
DF kAyA CYIkeana, kanapa [T]keana, kanopa 
MK ik CG]Ik

WT zhar ba, long ba
GC ka lo
GT ga lu
GK lu
GM ka lo
GS did d'au
GW stya
NU *& aaaa, *6 ade
CH [LI sea CTTIcAE

IClhtwa [J]hccyAE
LP »ik sap-bo
JG [NIayl' N/ chen IMInyl? ky6

CZIayi di ai, ayi n au ai_
LU del, khaw h*u_lo_, *it_ dua, pang
ME nApang ba
LK *o-chao
AO nUk p6k
RO kana aande
BO beta, nutAri
AB aig-lu
KO aUkpoa
DF nyll, nylchA
MK aaek-ave, aek-e^onnat, kaselok [G3sel6k
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LB «(s-)»ut 
WT phus
GC ka li kA pa, CLlp'ja 
GW phu
NU [S]na»' bUng' wa'
TR [Slnan' bUng' wang=
CH [TT,C]phA

[TP] xpo- 
[MA1 muzyucA 

LP bu:hak
JG [N]pAng 'Ay

[H]Athlt, bA gAl&p, ru, gAwAt, bung 
CZlwa ai, bong ai, ru ai 

LU thaw, thAAt
LA seem, s £r
AO apu, apok
RO spoa
BO si, supAw, srAb, nir, kAaAr 
KO leilak ne, yoone
MK but [G]gAp, bAt, wAt

TB *syin
WT sngon po
GC sngon po
GT sngon po, khyang dok
GH ngon-pO
GS s'ngon po
GW lAn
NU sashing
LP fing, n6»
JG [N]'a' Rdt

[M]A-RAt 
CZJtsit atsit 

LU chuAp, dun= pAw
LK a-no-pa, no
AO anting sentstl 
RO tangsiR
AB no-ing
KO tlRank
DF nej
MK lir, akelu, luhuR CGJpe-lA, 1A
NW wacu
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TB *pryo, *cow 
LB *s-tsul
WT skrangs, khel, skol, bskol
GC ka skaw, wa-stshe
GT di stsul
GZ tang
GS ti chu ko was tse
NU CBlhti hta hkit, asu

[Slsu', a', kOa'
[K]pje:n

TR CS]0\ dU\ glu?=, kOa\ a' su'
CH CTPlxqa-, ce-, tshu-

[HA]syqu, 1U 
LP cut, kA, ngot, soli
JG CNlsha'tOu 'Ay

CZlshapyaw ai, shaprut ai, kapru ai [Alsyatu3 
LU buh_pawk_, chhuang=so=, ti-so=
AO amet, aolu, aeta, aso 
RO rita
BO s6ng, ru, pagay
NW da-ye [Slsya-ye, su-ye, aan-e, dA-ye 
AB u-shAng, u-sha-ao
KO dUn, shiea ne, phai ne
DF aa, htl, chir
MK arklok, keup, ketun su CGlarkldk, tiln

TB *krung 
WT skyes 
GC skye 
GT skyes 
GK kA-sti 
GS na ki skyis 
NU angsel gal 
CH [TPldA- CMAlxu 
LP gyek, klyak
JG [Nlsha'ngAy 'Ay CZlchngai sa, khrat sa 
LU chh01_tang=, piang=
BA suak, ring 
TI /suak 
LA suAk, suak
AO aso, sotsU
RO atchia/japang 
BO din(N)
AB o 
KO pohpu
DF sO tYlkaoguAto [TlkoguAto 
MK aahang thek [GlaahAng ke-th6k 
NW tS]bu-ye
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TB «kroy, *r-ngya, *s-kAy 
LB *kyAy2
WT g-yar ba, bskyis 
GC ka rnga, ka ki 
GT ka rnga
GZ rngang
GS kor nge
NU run
CH ITPlda^ nyi-, zl- nyi- [MAJnguAsa 
LP ny6 lya, nun lyo 
JG CNlkhdy 'Ay CAlsyapl

£M]khoi 1A, syAp(LEND) CZlshap la ai, khoi la ai 
LA saAng
AO apu IRO rachaka, gro
BO sAlaw
AB nAr
DF nAd che [Ylnarrto IT3chenanto 
MK ran, rongpon, choran 
NW [S3tyA-ye, ne-ye

TB »cat, »be
WT gegs bar, khrins hral, bshags
GC ka phot, ka khyop, ka khrot
GT ka cup, ka pak, ka pri
GK kA teb
GM ka co'op
GS ko ky'eb
NU rA, dA, gyi, li CKlkat, la

tSJkhu', breng=, dat=, thOt=, glU?=
TR £S]ku\, be?=, a\ tOt=, dat=, sU\gla?=
CH £TP]bzye~, ji-. Re- CMAJgAr, Re
LP gyal, gran, zat, cak, blo:k, hril, hra, hryAl,

hryut, ri:t, A'ut 
JG [N3kAng tli 'Ay

(MlAgrdp, dA?, brAp, AsyAp, phrln,
AkhyAp, jAgA?

[Zldaw ai, ga ai 
LU bawh_chhAn, chtikeh_, thliAk, chik
TI /za:n, \tan
NW thal-e, tachyA-ye tSJthal-e, thul-e, dal-e, cu-ye 
AO aben, pakshi, lendang raksa, aket, pila,

cakrep, asa 
RO «bA-, pea, *pS-, bea
BO sepAy, pegreb, bAy, sin, sugrub, sakaw
AB bAn, dir
KO paai ne, neang
DF modCb, AlnU tar

[YJfitto, tengtepto, pacheto 
IT]fAtto, tUtapto, pachito 

MK phlak, phuk, rop, beng, chephri, rai, rat, ingsek
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TB «sak
WT dbugs klod pa, dbugs btang
GC wa su ngc let
GT a sung si
GS til wus ko lad
NU sa ngan shi
LP pAng
JG [Mlsi? [Zlnsa sa ai, nsa shaw ai 
LU thaw_
TI -na:k
AO tango sashi
RO rangsitn
BO haapay, pepay
AB nga
KO ltlohe ne
DF si
MK chethe kevang, uha kache-en [GlchethA ke-wing

TB *pro(k)
WT skyel ba, 'skhur ba
GC ka tsaa
GK kA-sce, katsaa
GN sic'i nindrti
NU lu ra
CH ETPlxgy-

[MAlsta
LP bu di, long k'ya, bu hrbng 
JG [NllAawAa 'Ay

[Alsun2
CMlgAa-yol, lA-wA, syAnl 
[Zlla sa ai, la wa ai 

LU chhawp_chhuAk
LA k£ng, king
AO aben, bena aru, benang
RO raona
BO lab, hAn, pod6b
NW kA, ha-ye CSlyen-e, ha-ye
AB long, boa
KO pel ne, ytlo ne
DF ba, Qm CYlsoto, jMguineto, dutchAto 

[Tlsato, jAguineto, dOchAto 
MK van, chari, chepur, pereng [GlwAn
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WT phyags pa 
GK kap'is
CH [TT]ayAEaAE CClawaaa [J]ayeae 
JG IZ1 tingyA(N)

WT bcos, brtaiga 
GC ka pa
GT ka pa
NU wa, chum wa
JG CN]ka'Id 'Ay

[M]gAp, go, tyA,tA, khung rl ai 
[Zlkalaw ai, kap ai, aharawt ai 

LU din
BA dirh
TI /la*
LA ceg
AO yanglu, astl, aztlng, noktak 
RO rika
BO ka, t6n, kazi, tilAw
AB ao, ging
DF aa
MK kia, rang, bu, aelaa CGJkla

LB «duk 
WT 'bar
GC Nbar
GT lun
NU hwarr, ahkat
CH [TT3 tawU [C] ptaU
LP ai dyak, dyop, fan
JG [Mlgrung, 3Cl, gAbA, jAkhAt

tZJnat ai, khru ai 
LU alh , ea At, haal, Qt\
LK u
TI -ka:ng, /ha:l
LA noOk, qdr, king
AO arong
RO chingbrapa, kaaa
NW cyAi [S]kwa-ye, pA-ye, chu-ye, u-ye, cyA-ye
BO pasra
AB uk, roa, gu-ao, dor
KO lounglak
DF CYJaero CT3aoye(=FLAME)
HK ae kecho, ae phrin [G3ingb6p, thAng
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TB
LB
WT
GC
GT
GZ
GK
GS
GW
NU
CH
LP
JG

LU
TI
LA
AO
RO
AB
KO
DF
NK
NW

CALCULATE
WT
GC
GT
GS
LP
JG

AO
RO
AB
KO
NK

*b-rey, *d-kew(K-N)
»wayl 
nyo ba 
ka ki 
ka kin 
keu
kAna tAwu, kakA
ko si pe
ka kl, po55
[B3wan CK3shU
[L]bu55 [TT,T,C3po [J]bo
par
[N3»a'rii 'Ay 
[M3jik 1A 
[A3 aalzyi3 
[Z3»a ri ai 
kal_pah_, lei, khar/
/lei
leAy
all
brea, «bre- 
r6, nAt 
shaknang 
rep
nam [G3nAi»
nyA-ye, think-e

rtsis ba, brtsis 
ka rtsis 
ka rtsis 
ti r'tsis ko lad 
frong
INlthii 'Ay
[M3 son, AtsA, Aril
t23hsawn ai, tak
sUktang, ztlngdang tep
hisap kaa
kin-ki
Utngai ne
lakha
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TB «kaw
LB *kwawl, -krutTSR]
WT 'bod pa, bkug, bsgrags, bzlos, bos
GC ka na khow
GS ki ke
NU gaw, ging
LP lik, aa
JG [N]sha'kAa 'Ay

CMlky&k, syAgA, bbk b6k, glng-lA 
CZJshaga ai 

LU au=, kow
BA khawh
LK aw
TI /saa, -ba:ng, =ki 
LA koq
AO aja
NW aa:t-e CSJsaat-e
RO okaaa
BO ling
AB gok, toa
KO nyik ne
DF ga CYIgAkto [TlgA'to
MK pu, keku, chington CGlarnA, ir. hAng

TB *ba
WT 'khyer, bda', skhyel, 'khyog, bakyoa 
GT ka tsaa
GC kar-aa na ka pa, ka pkor
GS ko tsaa, ko b'kor
NU ri, lang
CH [T] ba CTTJbAE CClbje
LP bu, so, vdl, syel
JG CNUAasA 'Ay, kfin 'Ay, phAy 'Ay, kAp 'Ay 

CM]gun phai, bang, saa, phyA, bA 
CZIgun ai, ba ai, hpai ai, shingtan ai, hphyd ai 

LU chhip kheng=
BA phurh
TI -pua, puak
LA zOn
RO oal, ripea
NW lhyei, yen-e CS]bu-ye
BO baa, sAb, raga, run, hon, hor, sanggi, lapting
AB jong, boa, ju
KO yahtei ne
DF bfl, bA, bU

CYlnAchato, dutchato 
CTlnachato, dttchAto 

MK pon, bu, kanghor, chethon CG]p6n, inghOr, thAp
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CATCH<cf. SEIZE)
WT brabs, blangs
NU htap
LP tsam
JG [Nlrim 'Ay

CM]rim, gAwA, tyA?
EZlrim ai, khwi ai, kap ai 

LU *an=
LK pa-ai
NW jwa-ye
TI -man, _mat, _bO?
LA kayq
AO apu, aot
RO riama
BO eAb, him, mAzAa
AB gAk, gap, ge, bAt
KO pho ne, om ne
DF nottfi, hdrtQ, pOrtu
MK nep, beng, du, cho EG)n6p

TB *lay 
LB «s-lay2 
WT 'gyur, brjes
GC Ngyur, sgyur(VT)
GT Ngyur
GZ uzyasypret
GN ka pcos, sprul pa
GS ko bs'gyur
NU htalA

[S]phO?=
TR ESIa\ p0?= cU \
CH ETP]pian/ tha-

EMAlpian-xuacA 
LP lyak, Ayuk, pat
JG ENlka'IAy 'Ay

EMlmAlai 
EZIkalai ai 

LU chang, lAt\
TI _lai?
NW hil-e ES]lhe-ye, hil-e, chink-e, he-ye
LA truul, trulq, thlAng
AQ meken, temelenshi
RO jita, dingtangata
BO anzray, papin, salay
AB bAt
KO jeilei ne
DF ka-g, gflg EYJlegrato ETlli'lyato 
NK kaprek EGlkirlA, che-IAr, pa-nglAr, lAr
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WT cag cag byas, bided, aur 
GC tA-saa cak-cak 
GT cak cak 
HU yer
CH [TPJxca- [MAIcaqcaq dzA
LP ye, f6a, ua, fyo:a faa 
JG CNlka'wAa 'Ay (Zlaaya ai
LU trhial /
LK cha ei 
RO chobla 
BO aAw, zagll 
AB jAa 
KO say ne
DF nyAa [YlchAggBpto CTlchAgQpto
HK heje, oa [G]pe-tAp
NW nhe-ye

LB «sAyl
WT bkrab, 'deas, gdaa 
GC ka Nche
GT ka prak
GS ko ni n'ch'i
JG CM3dl? da A, lAtA 1A, sAn CZUata la ai
LU phu_ thlu_, thlang=
BA a thia
LK a-tly
AO shia
RO seoka, basea
KO le ne
MK [G]ingwAy
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TB «hwang, *wal 
WT sgor sgor
GC po los
GT pal ral, hal hal
GS ko ler ier
NU ang hkang
CH tT,J]hgy [TT3 gwA IC1 hgu
LP tur-klak, tur-ngu*
JG [NJtAng 'Ay

[Mlsing-wang, syAta wang, ?ling ?ling, Atong, 
bo* bo*, gA* tong, gu*-dln, 1ft*, bAt, bok 

LU bial=, v61in=
LK a-hlO
LA hlufla, ceAng
AO *eket lung, telung lung
RO dul, satchu kia
BO aelAka, bitA, lati luti, tu*prA
KO (Ikan, wankon, dtlng
DF dokAr
MK bonglongjir, konjir, konvei

TB *syang
WT gtaang, sang, sbyangs
GC syo
GT syo, wa ksri
GH ke-ksAr
GS ki sho
NU zal, shi*
TR tsangl nal el
LP du*-bo, a-sAt, thAt, thut
JG IN]sAn sAn 'Ay

[MJgu leng, gAsyln, seng, Atsai 
[Zlshakrin ai, kashin ai, krin ai, tsai ai 

LU fal, thiang
LA faAy
AO te*ertlk, te*eshi, cigo
RO *tar-, rongtalgipa
BO *Azang, sakAn sikAn, kAgA, zirtA/
AB na-rAng, kA*-po
KO jao
DF derrtl [Ylunyana CTlkayin
MK ingchap, ingthir CGJarkAk, ingthAy, chAm, saphA
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LB •say2, »*-ba3
WT gaal po
GH ke-sykra
GS ki g'aal
NU Ban, chi
LP a-sAt, a-aAm, ka-glyo-la, jil-la
JG [M]khrA?f AwAn, sAn s&ng, ding gong 

(Zlhaan ai
LU pA, thiang=
BA thiang
TI _ha?
LA vaq
AO tejang^a
RO •tar-, rongtalgipa
BO gAtAng, dang, aarang, zrang zrang
AB be-rok, la or, deng, do-rAng
KO jaoehi
MK chething, klar, arjudak, chondak 

[GlkhelAn, bOng, sey-dAk

R
WT apyang po
GT ka sykrak
GZ ngaksyar
GS ki wi sh'pe
NU ayit ada, hpaji ada
TR guot6
LP kua yAa bo
JG CMlAlAt, gAt

CZJhpaji ai, nyan ai, ayit su ai
LU beng= var=
AO teaangra
RO sengani, uniani
AB jong, jing
KO teipa
MK kare, kathek [G3rA-sAr
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Hcf..ASCEND, RISE)
WT 'dzeg pa
GH scyfi
GS to ki to, ta tos ki to
NU ngang
LP klun, prep, rea, hlan
JG [M]khrol 

[Z1long ai
LU 14wn=
LK kia-hnao
TI _ka?
LA kaAy
AO atu
RO aaldoa, gadoa
BO aanblAy, uti, bagay, gakA
AB rdng, gd-shdng
KO ong ne
DF chd
MK arlu, krap, rikang [Glarlfi,

TB •ci :p
WT atha' gzhug, kha gcod, 'dzua,
GC chet
GT chet
GS ti ched
GN guci mendd
NU sit, la, agaa 

CSltshit=
TR [Sla\p3!t=
LP sot, sup
JG [Midi, syApylk, 14?, ayl? di 

CZlla ai, aasu^ ai
LU ci;p
LK khaw
TI /xa:k
LA khadr
RO *cip-, chipaha
BO aari, aisib, hete
AB kip, pin, shup, shep
KO nguih ne, ktlp ne
DF CYlchektuato [Tlchutuato
MK inghap, dip, ingkir CGldip,
NW [Slti-ye, dhin-e, gwa-ye

■da, inghdp
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TB **wng
WT aprin 'thibs
GZ tazgaa
GS ki n'ti'b
NU raait al
LP ta-dyur, aung
JG CM] lAaA kAsa, a A?, aung
LU dual, dur=, khaw= dur=
BO sAahab 
AB do-aua
HK niop, arai opbit [G3bir-bfi

TB «kyaa, *grang 
WT chaa pa 
GC ka ai sytak
GT ka aa sytak
GK kAwa-juo 
GM kA aA sytak 
GH kA-al-syte-a 
GS ti wa n'dra, da wa n'dro 
GW tevanid, sytu 
NU kit 
CH [T,C3htu 

[L3 tho 
LP hyang, t'yup, dyop 
JG [N3ka'shdng 'Ay 

CMJAsl 
[Z]kasi 

LU khua=sk_
LA cha-kua, ngai khua 
TI -x8-daa 
LA dayq 
AO aanga 
RO singipa, sinna 
BO goga, guku, gusu
AB shi-kir, an
KO hunghatin, wangshaa, ting 
DF sikr, halyt 

CYlpotongpa 
£T]pUtllpa 

MK kechung, ning kreng 
[GlingsAa, ch&ng 

NW khwa-ye < =FREEZE)
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COLLECT
LB «ra3
WT phyogs sdu bved, 'du, 'thu, sdud, bsdus, bsgrugs 
GC wu-bu pa, ta Ka zdu, na ka si du 
GA na-vde 
GT zdu
GS na ko pye, ki sa'i zu
NU hkuya hkwa, gun, hkin
JG CN3 na'khAng 'Ay

[MlgAn-khon, ayA, sying-gon 
[Z]lakhawn ai, chapawng ai 

RO 3oraa, chinonga
BO p6n, putun, dazab, zutun, pAn, zotay, tubray 
AB lAng-kun, ur, do-kang, nu-pAk
MK pangrun, kebui, hum [Glpa-ngrAn, pinlAng, bAy, 

rAk

TB *byon, *s-wa 
LB *lal
WT 'ong, yong, 'byung
GC po(IPF), pi(PFT), k-wen(IMP)
GT pon
GZ ksyet
GK kApu
GH p'Ai, yA-ke-pung, kA-pwi, ksyes
GS ko pon
GW ko pfin, lju
NU di

[S310? =
TR [S]10?=, a\bla?=
CH [TT,T,J,MA]ly

tC] lu
[TP] ly-

LP di, lat, t'i
JG CNlwAa 'Ay, prAu 'Ay

[A]wal
[M3 dil, sa, byon 
[Z3sa ai 

LU haw, thaw, thAAk
BA hawng kal
LK vy
NW wa-ye [SljhA-ye, wa-ye, ha-ye
AO aru
RO *i-, *rA-, ongkata
BO bu:, unpin, pisay, sikAng, ongkAd
AB grAng, tok, giAbo
KO ngai ne
DF 0 [Ylguechito, wa-to [TlhAto, uchito
MK vang, bar, klang, vang-bon CGlwAng
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WT bsdur, 'gran, sgrun 
GT kaw sdi
GS was kyang, a'kyi r'tsi ko
LP dyup, a-lyok «at
LU bOk_tAwn, khai_khln 
LA thrift
AO entep
RO tosusaa
AB ftui shut-shu, nui yi shu

CONCEAL(HIDE)
TB *bip, »yip, *kway
WT gsang, sbas, bcabs, gsangs
GC syA pkyi
GT ko wi syi ta
GS ko wi shi te
NU na, fta shi
LP fta t'o, ftyuk
JG [Z]nakoi ai
LU zAp\
MK chepatu

CONQUER
WT gzhan sde 'jons
GS ki rgyal
NU dang
LP gye, a-pan
JG CZldang ai
BA neh
AB ftAp, ku»-ya
MK ka pe hai

CONSIDER(cf.THINK)
WT bsaa »no gtong
GS son ■'no ti lad
NU nit dadan shi
LP cin nat, sak-cing, sak-Io
JG [MlgAri, tau yu, gdn-yu, stin-rCl, 6-16, sAg6n

CZlayit yu ai, chasan ai 
LU dawn=
AO bilendang, shisa
AB nuing-ki, nui-ta
HK matha
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WT zhug gu skyal
GC nu Nkhu
GT ?a nta na rkyung
LP ngam, bam, syok
LK ly-na
NW cwan-e
AO naneni(ADV)
RO *-eng-(MARKER OF CONTINUOUS ACTION)
BO kAlA(ADV)
MK ver, bom, jutje

LB *s-gyak 
WT 'tshod, btsos
GC tA-Ndza ka pa
GS ti ze ki pe 
LP nyan la ngo
JG INDkhflt 'Ay

[M3syAt syAdu [Z]ahadu ai
LU chhQn_hnun=
BA suang
TI /huan
AO meta, sorochiok 
RO *s6ng, songa 
NW kwa-lhA, chunA 
AB keng, nu-mo 
KO yang ne
MK tun [Gltdn

TB *su<w>
WT glo 
GC ?u rtshos 
GT rtshos(N)
GM tA rts'os wo 
GS kr'i
NU ahkul, ahurr CS]sa?= bOt=
TR [S]a\cUp=
LP hlyeng
JG CNlca'khrQu 'Ay [Zlchakhru ai
TI \bu:k(N)
LA khuq 
AO aket 
RO gusua 
BO guzu 
AB shAg-rA 
KO kaipu 
DF asst)
MK sii, chingkhak, pethep lG3pa-sii
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COUNKcf .CALCULATE)
GS rtsu

COVER
TB *klup, *pun, *up
WT kha gtsod, gtua, 'thuR, klub, khyab, bsgabs, btuns
GC pkap, zprak
GT *pur
GH pkiap
NU daga, ga, warn
TR pA5kap5
LP ky6R, kap, tuk, nop, pup, dap, zap
JG CM]Ap, byAp, gAp, grftp, d6k, phrui

CZIchahpun ai, galup ai 
LU hup_, khuh_
BA kftwn
TI _xu?, _ae?
LA siin, sin
AO ktipbang, nambang
RO pindapa
BO pin, zAb, saglAb, sati, z u r , gAlAa
AB koR, z-Qr , po, i-koR, tAk-koR
KO ktip ne
DF kA-RllR [YlhBrrputo [TIpaRto
MK dip, phlup, kup, op, pachap [G]arkllk, kAp, t6p

GC rtshu

TB *nguw
WT ngus, cho nga 'deb, bshuas
GC ngu ri, nga kru, nguw
GT nga wu
GH tA-wA-wung
GS ki ka kru
NU ngU CK]ta:i ISIngU'
TR ra4 ngA4 ESIngU'
CH tTPIngA=, za- [MAJzUrU
LP grdng, hry6p, jil
JG CN]khrAp 'Ay, sha'kAa 'Ay CAIkhrapl

CMIAgru, bru, syAbAR, khrAp [Zlkrap ai
LU trap_, aw_,ng£k
LK chah"
TI -kap
NW kho-ye, hAlA ISIhAl-e, khwa-ye
LA trap, traq
AO ajebba
RO *grap-
BO dawraw, sensay, bebay, gisib, Ang, sAdAa 
AB kAp
DF khrdb, na, gra
MK cheru, kin CGlkin, che-rfi
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GC tshok
NU [S3 a\rUng=, ara'
TR [S]rUng=, ara'
CH [TP] pha-tha- [HA] karBa
JG [Zlkhauna kalaw ai, yi kalaw ai, yi chen ai,khu ai
DF [Y]katcho karo aoto(=SOIL) CT]katchtl kanya *oto
MK arp&k(TO HOE) [G]tiki(PLANT), hOt(HOE)

WT gso, bcos
GC saan ka pa
GT wu go ta wa
GK kAaiE
GS ko shi a'ne
JG [H]syAaai [Zlshanai ai
TI \daa
AO antlbtstl
BO saga, zaai

TB *da:n, »kut, «arak, «ra-t, *ri:t, *tAat, »tSwar, «tuk
WT gtub, bead, brngas, btsogs, breg, bzhogs,btubs
GC rdzik, ra Ntsik, na kyok
GT rtea, prat, pet
GA nA-ntsAn-tu
GZ kssok, karantsik
GK kap'ad, kazylkA
GM ka prat, kA abrat
GS ko ran tsig, ko p'og
NU ahtu, chu, bd, yap [S]a\xrat=
TR [S]a\xrat=
CH [TP]tshua=, ku=, chu=, qhe-, xtue-

[MA]khu, xci, qhAr-qhAr, sta, qhuar 
LP kldp, nydp, tydt, fyet
JG [N]ka'thAa 'Ay

[M]khdt, adn, dAn, dAt, Akrit, phyAt, gAdd 
[ZJkahtaa ai, kadwe ai, chen ai 

LU At, bung=, in_bun_, a£t\, thdl
LK A
TI /a:t, /sen, -ba:n, /tan
LA ae£t, haAw, cAt
AO alang, alep
RO denna, chika, rata, nengtaka, indin, soaoiko, reata
BO repi, reb, poklA, danpAy, dA, sd, bAw
AB lot, p6, loi-yA, pAk
NW twA-lgA, pAl-e [S]dhen-e, nyA-ye, tA-ye, chin-

e, tyA-ye, thal-e, pAl-e 
KO ag ne
DF pA-aA [Y]git, chitto, gudchi [TJjitto, yA'chi
HK thu, chor, rot, ingtip
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WT
GC
GT
GS
NU

TR
LP
JG

LK
TI
LA
AO
RO
BO
AB
KO
DF
MK

DANGEROUS
WT
GC
GS
JG
LU
LK
AO
RO
BO
KO

gar 'chaa, zhabs bro rgyab, 'khrab
ta-rnga ka pa
ta-rka ka pa
ta rge ko pe
azer lam
[SJkhru'chaa
CSJsyap=prul=
lok
[N]kA' 'Ay, aa'nAw 'Ay
[MJnaCi
CZlka ai
la-pa
\la:a
zOn
tsUngsang
chroka
aasa
■Ak-sho shong, nyoa, pon, pAksho mo-nAm 
gaolok ne 
sa
kan, kachenang

nyen ka can, aa rungs pa, rkyen ngan
nyen ka kak tey
tus ts'ed ki gti
[Z]khrit na(N)
hlauh_awa
chi chhi
lendong
kengni
buli burA
wiangtuh tlaeang, wiangtuh(N)
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WT nun pa, snag run, ndog nag
GC rnak, rnyik
GT nak
GH nA nak t'A kp'Ar
GS ki nag
GW no
NU nan der
CH [TT,C]nu

[J] nunu 
LP tyang, nun-nyin, na-nyil-la
JG CNlsin 'Ay

tM3?nang, wA-nut, a-sin 
CZlhsin ai 

LU duk_, khua=dur=
LK vyu, zo-ka chu, zo-hnao
AO tanang
RO salgi, andala
BO dansAy, kAnsi(N), kAnbla(N)
AB ke-no, ru-rup
KO wangnyak
OF kAn
MK ingting, bin-hing, ik [Glingting
NW thiu-ye, khiu, bhulu

«(s-)raw 
gshin po 
nA-ka-syas 
ti won, ki shi(N) 
shi ani 
nak
EM]Asi, tyAnang, tyAsi, Asi AyAp 
EZ]si sa

tasllr
dan rakani(N), akal(N), sia(N)
shi 16t
gAtAy
li(DEATH)
sidnU
thi, kle
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WT balua
GC ka plon
GT Ngi
GS ko ni gho g'yogs 
NU aya, ni

CS)klUp=, gu= 36?= 
TR len', klUp=
CH CTP)phian=tha-

CMA]pian-xuacA 
LP kun-dyu *at, luk 
JG CM]khA16a, lea

CZlaaau ai 
LU bua_, tih_der_
LK a dO-na(N)
TI /xE:a
AO achiok
RO togia, tola
BO tog*y5 zakaa
AB y«t, yAl-lik
KO lolak ne, lo ne
DF am
MK chomosoi, cherei 
NW heek-e(TELL A LIE)

TB *tu:k 
LB »s-nak 
WT gting ring po 
GC rnak 
GT rnak 
GZ kernak 
GH kArnaks 
GS u g'tu ki ring 
NU rana 
TR zhy3 na4 
LP nyung-bo 
JG CM)N-sung, aOng 

CZ]hsong ai 
LU aw_thua 
LK thu 
LA thuOk 
AO tarok 
RO tua, tubegipa 
BO doaohok, gudfi, togrdng 
AB arnuk, arsik 
KO lu 
DF ara
MK o-ring CGlarnfik
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TB *ban
WT phan kha sprod pa
GT na ka khyos
GS ki r'gyal
BO pezen
KO nau ne

DESCEND
TB *yu 
LB *zak 
WT bab pa
GC gyu(IPF), thal(PFT), che(IMP), Nbap 
GT na kpi, na pi
GA na-sccA
GK ka-ji
GS na ki bab
NU yit shi, shong shi

[S3 jO=le\;|i'
TR [S3pap=syU\, syon'
CH [TP3xa\kA-

[MA3khuA-nyykA 
LP yu, yut
JG [23yu ai
LU chhuk_
LA trQa
AO alu, jakztlk
RO ongonnani
AB oi, tok
KO yupu
DF Ipa [Y3gu6 loto, gitto [TlguAto
MK hir, sun

DESTROY
LB *pyak
WT bshigs bsnubs, beans
GC ka kray
GT na paw, snan co ka pa, cik ca
GS ki ne'i na pa'ou, ki ne'i ko pe
NU hpyi
LP tyup, ngron
JG [M3bru, sAzA, syAbyA? [Z3run ai
LU bawh_bo=, ch6n_chhia_
NW ciriphA-ye
LA bAl, balq
RO rusia, nisia
BO dAykalaa, h6b, peleng
AB bAn, At, A-pak
KO meang ne
MK virdet, pivir
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TB
LB
WT
GC
GT
GK
GH
GS
GW
NU
TR
CH
LP
JG

LU
LK
TI
AO
RO
BO
AB
KO
DF
MK
NW

DIFFICULT
LB
WT
GC
GT
GM
GH
GS
NU
LP
JG
LU
TI
LA
AO
RO
BO
AB
KO
DF
MK

•sAy 
•syAyl 
shi ba 
ka syi 
ka syi 
ka syi 
ka-syl 
di shis 
sU
shi tS]syi'
tSIsyi'
CTTIse CClsa [TPIsye= CMAJsyi
syi, aak
EN]sii 'Ay [AIsi3
[Mlaang sylng tAu, si, s6n, aan nrau
[2]si ai
awa_ lai= a_thi=, hnuk_chat, aAng, tlAw
aua
-si:
astl
*si-
tAy
shi
li ne
si [Y,T]sito 
thi CG]dAm 
si-ye

*s-ra2 
khag po 
sa kha 
sa kha 
kA sa k'a 
ke-sSk-klA 
na ni kis 
raza 
a-ts6k
INlyAk 'Ay CMIrA?, AyAk CZlyak ai
hau tak_, hlo=har=, khirh_
-trhak\sa:
hAr
tasak
rakgipe, suutgipa 
buli burA 
a-dir
shaoshi, wanpu
flsh-QhA CY,T]afi
sungkrung, badekhria [G3b6y, siing
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TB «tu, *du 
LB «*-du2 
WT brkos
GC tuw
LP du
JG m t h O u  'Ay, ka'p6k 'Ay tZlhtu ai

CMldai, khai bang tye?, kr6k, awun, d6?, krau 
LU cho/
LA laay, layq
AO atu, ato
RO choa
BO zAw, bur
KO shau ne
DF tYlduto CT3duto
NK tuk

TB «la:y, *du, *klaw, »r-ko-t
WT brus pa
GC ka po ka tu
GT ka rwa
GH 8kor
GS ko tu
NU ku, hkaw
CH CTP]qhA\la= [HA3phiphi
LP du. byoi 
AB ngo, gQr. ko 
DF obodO
MK tuk, rok [GJtiair
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DIP OUT

WT len, gcua
GC ka ro, ka pya, ka na rko
GT ka pkyaa
NU zin ahi
LP jaa, ayuk
JG CM] eyAlAp, byAk kArdt 

[Zlaadit ai 
LU thla=la_, chhiah_, hnia= 
AO yanglu
RO aalopa, pul den 
NW du-lhA
AB ni-jing, pioa 
DF Aboa
MK kaparbip, nia

TB *krAy, *ri(y>
WT dzor po 
GC aa ka 8yo
GT aa ro wa ksri
GM kA bio
GS aa ki sho
NU aania aaaia 
TR taangl nal aiel
LP a-bop, po-gok-la, kyor
JG CN]N/ s«a sAng 'Ay 

CM]And?, khAnA?
CZ3n krin ai, n haan ai 

LU berh_, uk_, ung=
LK a-ai-hny, pua 
LA bal, bAlq 
AO ar aket
RO aitchiaitchi, rongtalgi jagipa 
BO ala budru, gendra, gomta, karAb, 
AB koi-yang, a-kang 
KO nunu, nupu 
DF kAtch
MK hijaaai, ningni, ketor CGltAr,

DISCOVER(cf.FIND)
WT brnyid pa

ko aa ayek
CZlkhru- ai, au ai, khrup ai
had-tua
buahitet

zAlda, eAa

higia
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TB *row 
WT byas pa 
GC ka pa
GT ka pa
GK kApiE 
GH plfi
G5 ka pe, ko si pe, ko ni de 
NU wa
CH ETT,T,C3pu 
LP mat, zuk, fat 
JG [Mltyen, di

IZ3ka law ai, di ai 
LU bei_, ti_, bawl=
BA ti  -
LK chhua 
TI \sE:a, _sep 
LA tuag 
AO astl, inyak
NW yA-ye CSJlap-e, gul-e, dha-ye, yA-ye, kin-e
RO daka 
AB i, mo 
KO ling ne
DF aa [YJbundeto CTJaa
MK klea, inghoi [G]kl6a

WT the tahoa skyes, dogs pa byas
GC asua ka ngan, te tshoa ta ka sa
GS te t'soa ki ze
LP t'e-soa
JG CNlaAw 'Ay
AO arentak, atitak, tatitaktsU
RO ^ajaani, ongja gita nika
AB auing ke ahu aang
KO aong yehualak ne
MK phere, aphon

TB •(r-)aang
GC rao ka pa, ka wa rao
JG [Zlyup aang aang ai, au ai
NW mhan-e [S]ahan-e, ahagsa(N)
LU auaangah, hau_
DF [YJhyeaa

CTlaAna 
MK aang henAn
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TB *A»
LB **-dangl 
WT btung, 'thung
GC ka mot
GT ka mot
GK ka-aod
GP M *
GN yint'en, cint'en 
GS ko mod
GW ko uti
NU a
LP t'ang, bap 
JG tN)Id' 'Ay

[AJlu?l 
tZHu ai 

LU fAwp da_, in=, dut=
BA din
LA qin
AO aesep, tajeatsll, tajichi, ajen 
RO «ring-
BO lAng
AB ting
NW twan-e CS]twan-e, pu-ye, syA-ye
DF tfl
MK jun CG3jAn

DRUNKEN(GET-)
LB *yit
GC ka khya, ta nyi kyan dze
GT ku Nchok
JG [MltyArO nang

£Z3charu nang ai, sharu nang ai 
LU zu=rui_
BO pA
DF [YJtengkuapa

[Tltukhuapa 
MK CGlingri, ingkrAng
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TB
WT
GC
GT
NU
LP
JG

LU
BA
LK
TI
LA
AO
RO
BO
BU
AB
KO
DF

MK

DRY(TO BE) 
TB 
WT 
GC 
GT 
GS 
NU 
LP 
JG

LU
LK
TI
LA
AO
RO
NW
BO
AB
KO
DF
MK

•tan
aka* pa, bskans, than ba 
ka ran, ka kran, ka pran 
ka ron
sung, he, lan
krek-ka, hryu, s6n nAn, syin, i:l, ayur, jep
(MlgArau, jAkhAn
(Zlchakhraw ai, khraw ai
en_ro=
ro, ch&r
a-rA pa-ta, da vei
/phou, -gO:t, /kang
ro6w, phoAw
akong, takong, asep
rana, ranata
paran
thAn-thAn
pui, lo, e-reng
wan ne
lappl, torpi, kronpi 
[Ylranputo 
CT3runputo 
krengdang, ur, thep
[G3Ar, krAng, tA, pe-thAp, pe-rAng, rAng

•(a-)raw 
skan po 
kron 
kron 
ki ron 
sung
a-syin, gruk, kak 
[N]khrA' 'Ay
IKIAsAng, N-khri, khrAp, gAthA?, cA? kA 
CZJchakhraw, akhraw 
£0, hul/
a-rA pa-ta, da vei
/has, -keu, /ga*
noyq
akong
angipa
su-ye [S3hil-e, gan-e, swa-ye 
garan, rAn
or-ne, ke-reng-ne, bA-rak 
Ue
kronpi
kreng
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GC tA-ptshot ka lat
GT tsho ka lat
GS ts'ed
NU dasit, za

tS]cha'
TR tS]c0=
CH CTP] sl-

CMA]sU 
LP ts6, sying
JG CN]c6o 'Ay

CM]ty<S 
LK a-i»ao...bao
AO stlremer (DYER)
RO rong-onna, bara-rong siwgipa 
BO morong, korong(N)
AB Ing, l-jik
DF nyen 10, khrfl-10
MK nin, acham ketun

TB *lway 
WT las lha po 
GC ku wut
GT ku wut
GS ti pe ki wid
GW ze
NU ma raza
CH [C3(h-)za 

(Jlhzje 
LP kyang, j6b 
JG CN]N yAk 'Ay

CM]Aloi, Anai Akhai 
CZ]lwA ai 

LU awl=, saa=
TI \ma:n
LA q61
AO temela
RO altua, altugipa
KO nyai, nyaishame
DF nbjOb
MK joi, sungse 
NW chi-e
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TB *Am, »dza 
LB »dza2 
WT bzas, bza'
GC ka za
GT ka za
GK ka-zIE
GP teza
GN c'izyo
GH ziA, k6-ko-zA, zai 
GS ta ni zan 
GW tazAi, sAk'i, thje 
NU aa, eat
TR na4 kai4
CH [TT,T,C,J]thje
LP zo
JG [N]shAa 'Ay 

CM]syA 
CZlsha ai

LU chaw_ei=, kher=, pet_zOt=, tlAn_
BA ei
LA ni
TI /nE:
AO achi
RO chaa
NW na-ye CSJna-ye, ahAl-e
BO zA, zazrAa 
AB do
DF da md o t o ,  nAto, dosa(FOOD) [T3doto, nato,

des'(FOOD)
UK cho IG3kintin, chO, che-nAng, b6a, hAk

LB »gang2
WT stong pa, bshangs
GC ka sok
GT stong, na rak sew
GS s'tong me
LP gun-n6n-bo
JG CMlAsoa, khong, kyAt, mAn 

[Z3ka aan ai 
LU heng=, rAa, ruAk, do_ral=
LK pa-rua
LA lobng
AO taztlng
RO bangbang, aamungba gri
BO anzray, ledAw, dohdng, natnay(V)
AB ang-a-rang
DF assAr
MK angse, akejoi [GJangsA, p-angsA, p-a-we(V)
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TB •hwang
WT nang la yong pa
GT a-no-y ka yi Pi
GH ta-ka-ylAs
JG CNDshAngwAa 'Ay
BA lut
NW du-swa-ye
TI /lu:t
LA lutit, luq
AO ai, aket
BO hAb, aok6n, sapi
KO ongne
MK [G] ltit

TB •ngrAw(FADED)
GC ka pkha
GS ta no no
JG CM]bylt, tyAmtit CZ]hsua ai, kyip ai
LU chhawng=, chuai_, chu=
TI /heu
RO jegala, bona, sia, aikrepa
BO aAzri
KO qui ne
MK [GDche-kidti

FALL(cf. SPIT)
TB »kla, »zak(B-L>
WT zar ba, brul
GC azyit, psyit(VT)
GT ka ja
GZ zje
GM ka nnga
GS ki l'tung, ki l'to
NU aja, anga [KJtok
CH CC]?jU, tahu [JJ?}e
LP glo, hlat, yong
JG [Nlkhr&t 'Ay CA]thu?l [Zlkhrat ai, chyet ai 

tM]gin-dong, gytia, rati, ntia-shu, phrA, tAt, rti 
LU til_, thlauh_, tlAa
LK a-lo, hai, hlua
TI /pu:k, /kiat I ME ta-ba
AO alang, tstlk, ajudok, tok
RO gaaka INW dun-e [SIda-ye
BO gAlA/y, aAri, torpA/y
AB ong, o-lAt, shut
KO yei ne
DF hoi, aa CYlcheflato CTIchukhato
MK klo, ruhup, jang [GlinglAa, kl&y, k!6, ttit
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TB «ja:l
WT thag ring po
GC ka khye
GT ka khye
GZ kekchi
GS re k'yi
NU arua, alA
LP a-rua, grong
JG CN]tsAn 'Ay

CM]nAa -tsan, sa* sa*, s&* tsan, gAtik 
CZIsan ai 

LU hla= tak_
LK hla
TI /vang
LA hlAat
AO talang, teyira 
RO *c6r-
BO gazan, zAn
AB *o-t6ng, *o-do 
KO 3 ay
DF Ada
MK helo, haparai CGIhelA

WT agyogs po
GC ka nga nak, na ka rkyuk
GT ka nga nak
GK tEsyanya
GH kA-nA-rjyuk
GS ko neg
NU bawbaw, sansan
TR a6 pral
CH CTTIdudwa

CCIbdAbda 
LP nyeng, t'dk
JG CN]la'wAn 'Ay

CZ1luwan ai 
LU viak trha_
AO lula
RO taraka, gisik aatsraagipa 
AB an-nAa
KO atlapu, nyaonyaipu 
DF harin

CY]farrto 
CTlkharrto 

MK keprap, serak CG]prAp, serong
NW CSJcwA, cwA-ye
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TB »tsow 
WT rgyag pa 
GC rkam 
GT tau 
NU su
LP syum-bo, syu, syu:t
JG CMlbyO by Cl, bong [Z3hpum ai
LK thaw
TI -tha:u
LA tha&w
AO so, tesola IGA *mir-a-
BO gubbung, lAdA, media, sAarda bArda
KO nut IAB jing, g
DF pot
MK ingthu, leng, thu [G316ng, selCmg

WT nyung nyung
GC ka tai tsi, ka ne ne
GT ka mi nye, ka Ndzok
GZ ngamkhu IGK tenaa
GS te n'dze
NU ma bim 6
JG CNDka' chii mii EMSsyaA EZ3hpa ai, n law ai
LK dita
LA mAl RO bangja, komia, ontisa
MK jiso, onge, ingar, penang

FIGHT
TB *ran, *<g-)ra:l
WT rgyab 'dre rgyab pa
GC tA-la-lat ka pa
GT ka ango
GH ta-ango
GS d'mag me ko lad, ko tib tib, ki ta a'ngo
NU aaat
LP dyu
JG CMlphyen gAs&t, gA 16? CZJkaaat ai, khat ai
LU in_haa=
LK cha-ria, a6-lyu, hryu-khao 
TI -dou, /la:i
LA suAl, to6w
AO rara bangsen RO dakgrika, jegrika
NW lwA-ye
BO danga(N), zenga(N), dakray, nanglay, komlay 
AB mo-muin-ahu
KO hok ne
DF moi-a-efl
MK kachechok, ron kachepi [G3che-dAn
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WT brnyid pa 
GC ka ra
GT ka ra
GS ko re
NU yang
JG [Zlkhrup ai, khrua ai
LU chhar=
LA hobl
AO ratet
RO aanna, aaaa
BO dihfin, naygri, gir
AB pAng, aA-bAk, pu 
KO tow ne
DF kA-pA CYDnAto [Tlnato 
HK long, peklang, pho longrui

WT zhib po
GC ka anya
GT ka jip
LP dyap, kin, ryut, jda 
JG CHlaAn a tin, reng, A-soi 
LU zai= stn=
RO aotogipa, baranggipa, nikprotgipa 
AB re-ig, rA-aik, auik
KO peilei ngipu
DF CT3yUt'koto(=BEAUTIFUL)
HK ae<sen/ong), jengso

TB »o:l
WT bsgrubs
GC ka ai yok
GT ka tar
GH sift
GS ki yog, na yog
NU da-dang, da-bA
LP fat, lei, pan, hyAt, tek, tel
JG CNlngtit 'Ay [Zlshangut ai, shaaa ai, chatua ai 

[MlsyAboi, syAngtit, syAkrA?, syAtsia 
LU peih_, tling_tla_
TI /aan, /zou, -xin, _xit
LA threq
AO renea, atea, ati
RO »aat-cot-
BO aazri, lukAng
AB Aa, in, ruk
DF aoi-nyA
MK tang, pikoi, ik, tik [GJkfit, ^At, tAng, plAng
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TB »plong
WT bod, bros
GC ka phos
GT ka khyos
GS ko shi leg
NU at shi IS3at=
TR tS3at=
CH CTP3phu= CMA3phu
LP tor, tet
JG CZJhprawng ai
LU phrong, ting 16t
LK cho
TI -ta:i
AO ajen, aztlbong
DF tY3 farto mkharrto
MK kat

TB *twAy
WT lding pa
GC ka sket
GS chu wo
NU [S3b0*=, rin=
TR £S]ang\sep=, da«=, a\ tin=
CH [TP]fu=tha-, sl\da- CMAJdala, sAly, sARa
JG [Z3waw ai
LK pa-pho
LA f6n
AO pungdak
BO zaw, sopo, gopong, sopong
MK [G3ingj6ng, inglAng

GC ka Nda
DF [Y3farrAto CT3farto
MK [G3ddng-kA-kA, wdy-wdy 
NW [S3chwA-ye, nhyA-ye
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TB «pir, »pyaw 
GC ka Nbyan
GT ka gyem
GH kd-kQ-yam
GS ki d'byon
NU dan [Sizer'
TR [S3 ber'
CH [TT,T]]e, [J] je, CTPl^A- EMAlgzi
LP lAm, fyot, vyal
JG CHI gAsyoi EZlpyen ai
LA zA», zuAng
AO ayim, zA
RO billa
BO bir
AB ber, yob
KO bu ne
DF gl [Y]jarto ETljarto
MK ingjar, ingvai 
NW bwa-ye

TB •tap
WT bltabs
GC ka ltep
JG EZlkumba ai, thap(LAYER)
NW la-thyA-ye
DF CY,T]motumto(SHUT)

W
TB •(s-)nang
WT rjes la phyin pa
GT ka po pon
GS yi n'k'ris po pon
NU zan, yun
LP ryak, t'il
JG CMlkhAn, b£>p dAt, AnAn

EZlkhan ai, khan sa ai, khannang ai
LU zui, bawh_zul
BA zfll
AO anitak
RO jarika
AB lAdo lo gi-nuin
DF illyA
MK aphidun
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TB «b-la:p
WT brjes pa
GC ka yi aAs
GT ka yi ais
GK tramiz kApiE
GS ko'i ais
NU aaal

[S3a'aat=
TR [S]a'alang=
CH [TP3xai= [MAJraA
LP hryu
JG CN3aa'lAp 'Ay [A3aal lapl

[M3aAlAp
[Z3aalap ai, n tua ai, n shai ai, n ai ai 

TI /aang _ngil?
NW loaa-ye
LA hngilq
AO ama
RO »gu-ar-
BO baw, bawgar
AB ait-pan
KO pien ne
DF aQ-pA-aA £Y3aungpAaAto CT3ae'pAaAto 
MK tengne CGJtengnA, bhAl, aAng-hu

FORGIVE
WT dgongs pa btang
GC nya ro ne ayi
GT wo ro ku zur de kyer
GS s'nyinig r'je ko ro
JG [M3ApyAt r«b?

CZlchaa sa ai 
LA zody
MK [G3diA

TB *kyaa 
GC ta-rkaa kA pa
GT ta rpen na pa
LA thi
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TB «r-ngaw
WT sprags
GC ka ksur, ke rngo
GT ka ksru
GS ko was tso
NU hu
CH EMAExnya-, ENA]chu-chu 
LP u
JG CZDkangaw ai 
LU zdn
LK cha-tei
TI -kang
LA kiaw, re6w
AO asang
RO 30a
BO s£r
KO ngtlo ne
DF og, khrtig
MK karnu EGlarnA, pa-tiriBi
NW ESIsi-ye, syA-ye, hwA-ye, hiik-ye, kAl-e

TB «pling, »tyam
WT khang pa, bltans
GC u pyot, pka
GS ki myod
LP a-blyan, kryul
JG [N]phying 'Ay, EZlhpring ai

EM]gum gum, phring, tyfi? k6ng, Aw6t 
LU khat_
BA khat
LK bi
TI /dim
LA khat
AO sUnga, telong long, tenaridang, aben
RO gapgipa, ganggipa
BO abung, ronA roni, bung
AB bing, dAr, shi-tet
DF bltlsAr myerrtA ETIyerrtA
MK pleng teng, ardung EG3tAng-s6t, plAng
NW ES]jA-ye, than-e
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WT 'ngu 'dzoit byed pa, sku ba 
GC dzu, sAy dzu(VT)
GT ka Ndzom
GH zdla
GS ki n'dzua
NU dAhkia, dagun, ri, rat, rip
LP kUk, gyoa, b6a, zua, t'yU, jam, rAt, hr

pangrua, ri»
JG CN3r6t 'Ay

CZlhpawng ai, chahpawng ai
CM3dingV-gon\, gin\-bom, phon\, de, sying\-ro?/ 

LU bAwr_
NW ca-lh§
LA pflng
AO sentep, area
RO toaani, chiaonga
AB gi-dum shu, lAng-kua
KO jea ne, phong ne
DF okAa ET3kAtch'(=NEAR)
HK (che)pangrua, aei do, cheri, ria, pinlang

*(r-)ney
rags pa, blangs
ka ra
ka ra
pcla0
ko t'ob, narong 
lun tS]zi'
[S3bi=
[TPJtsa-, syAu=tha- CMA3ts|J, dzAzy 
t'op, ngun 
[Z3lu ai 
chuang=
_nga?
angu
aA/n
pAng, kA, pu
kA-pA-ga [Y3nAto CT3nato
long
CSlda-ye(HAVE)
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WT lang
GC ka rwas
GT ka rwas
GS kir was
LP luk
JG CM]syAtsd
LU thawk_
BA thawk
NW da-ye tSJdan-e, than-(
TI /ka:ng
AO shishi
RO chakata
BO zokAng
AB da-rop/-rep
DF gorAb [YlgrBpto ['
MK thur

TB «bAy
WT sprad pa, gtong ba, btang, phog 
GC ka dit, ka hu
GT ka wu
GS di wu'u
NU zi

[KlxaU 
CH [TP]xda\

CMA]gzyA, sypu 
LP byin, bo, tat
JG CNDcb' 'Ay

CA3co?l, sal
[MldA, lu, sAng, 36?, syAgu 
£23 jaw, ya

BA p6k
LA rfllq, sA*
AO agtltstl
RO *6n--, onna
BO hA, h6r, usurgi
NW bi-ye. dolap-ye
AB bi. to-lik
KO pha ne
DF Jl [Ylbhito
MK Pip hi,. panong.
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TB «byon
WT phyin pa, 'gro, rgyugs, 'don, byon 
GC cheCIPFl thalCPFT] yi cheCIHP], ro, re 
GT yang[PFT], chyenCIPF]
GK kA-chi, ji
GN gonbocicia, aesfin
GH ye-kl-yang, ke-c'l, yl-kl-ye, ko-yl
GS ka ch'i, po pon
GW nac'en
NU di, law [K]xo, pai
CH ETT,T,C,J,W,Uda [TT,C,J,MA]kA tTPlkA-
LP n6ng, pla, zAng, kor, y6n 
JG [Nlkh6* 'Ay CA]sa3 [H,Z]sa ai
LU fang chhuAk, hrin=, vAk\
BA va kal, suak
LK vaw ha
TI -pai
NW won-e CSlchwa-ye, wan-e, hul-e 
AO ao
RO «r6-, resoa
BO tAng, hAngtlMP.], tuCIMP.], tangkAr, tangtAn 
AB gi, en, lAn
KO tai ne
DF On-kO
MK da*, cheklo, pepet, da [G]dA*, khi, plA

GO OVER
GC ka tho, ka phot
NU ngang'
TR ngang=
CH [TP]tA\kA-

CMA]tARa 
MK [G]pAr(PASS,CROSS)
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TB «aay, *pra, »lyak-s
WT yag po
GC ta la, ka la
GT ta la, ka la
GZ kesnje
GK nasasnye
GH kA-udi
GS ki s'na, kl ho'u
GW sa
NU shala

CK]?dAi 
CH IT,J,TT3 na

[TT]se, na 
[C]?§i

LP ryu-wung, a-ryua, yang
JG [Nlka'cAa 'Ay, yang

[H]khrAk, khrti?, aai, sy6p, grAk, al sA?, al 
[Zlkaja, aai, al, grak 

LU trha_, thuang=, tlei
LK a tlai
TI \pha:, _hoi?
AO ta^ung
RO «naa-, dingtangaancha
BO gahaa, haana, aarka, aazang, noday
AB ai
KO aei
DF Al CYlalepa CTlalapa
HK me, sot [GJtini, pe-aA, ae
NW [S3nin-e, ni-ye, aAku(TASTY), bhii

WT 'jus pa
GT tayak ka kay, ka pkyak(TAKE)
GS na ko pye
LP gyAn, t'ep, pyup
JG [MlaAnAt, tylt, grA?, syua
LU chelh__
LK ao-hrac
NW lAk-e
AO ajepa aru
RO ria-
AB gAg-gAp
HK nep, chekip, chetua
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TB «(s-)ngow, *krung, *6ring 
WT ljang khu
GC ljang ku
GT ljang ku
GZ bjamku
GM ljang ear
GS l'jang ku
GW tunglfi, xwe 
NU aa-shing
TR aA16
CH [TT,J]xwe

[L]hwi 
CClxu 

LP a-fong
JG [N3'a' tsit 

CMJIAli 
LK a-hna-la-si 
AO teaak
RO tangsikagipa, tansikgipa 
AB 16, ya-ing, i-teng 
KO Uhtlng
DF sOy£n
MK lir, vei

GRIND(cf. POUND)
TB »krit
WT btags pa, 'thog pa 
GC ka-Ndzor ka lat, ka stsu 
GT ka tsok
GS ko b'shi
NU jik, hal
LP ngok, ngrik, com
JG [M)dO» rin, Arin

[Z]rin ai 
LK a-rdpa-ta, cha-ro 
LA de6ng
AO aenungsa
RO wagaa chikritkota, sua 
AB ner-auik
KO sUasu ne
MK koi, chingkrit
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GC
CH
JG

HK

WT
GC
GT
NU
LP
JG

LU
TI
LA
NW
AO
RO
BO
AB
KO
DF
MK

HAPPY
WT
GC

GT
GH
GS
NU
TR
CH
JG

LU
LK
AO
RO
BO
KO
DF
MK

ka kte, ka skyu
[TP]tA\bzya- [MAJdabar
[Nlt&u 'Ay
[Zlkaba ws ai, tu ai 
IG]chin(THRIVE,INCREASE)

bkal pa
ka yok, ka rwak 
na yong, na ka yok 
dachung, dazul, dachi der sat 
hu, t'o, hyang, zo, zo:*
CN]nAy 'Ay
[M]Aphyang, jandA, j6n, *y&n, braA, AbyA, da£i, 

phyaA, syAyA, Anoi 
[Zlnoi ai, nwA ai 
Awk\ hlua_
-xa:i, -ba:ng 
taAr
yakhA-ye tSJkhA-ye, gA-ye
itak, sangztl, sozA 
dingdea, wingwanga
awlay, heleng, sAy, sen, heng, olaay, lo*i 
tu(-shAng, -lik), p61 
gout ne, gung ne
pAssAr, pai-in CY]hakpato [T]ha'ptJto 
gangleng, vek, kongguk, to*
[G)che-wAk, jAng-hA*, linglAng, w6k, h6*

skyid po, dga' po yod pa
ka ni syettlPF], ka sa skyit, ka na nga nyo, ka 
na la
ka sa skyit, ka na na nga 
ka-sa-scylt 
ko na nge 
[S]ga«t', a\bra=
[Slgan', bra=, g0?=
[TPlna-, sye-, duA-dua~ CMAlna, ltllU
[Nlka'pAu 'Ay
[Hlbyo, aylt pyo, 6ng, tyua CZlkabu ai, ngawn ai 
lung=ni thei_tak_ 
tha pha 
»oa
kusi ongbegipa, *kusi(N>, usi onga
gordng, rong
■ongnei
CY]*anglBkna [TlaUlekna
[G]che-h6k, r6ng-jir, rAng-*e
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khrag po 
ka kru 
ka kro 
ki kro 
hkca 
raza
[TT]kuca £C,J3hku
k6k, a-gr6t, a-tyap, a-t'el, a-lit
£N3cA' 'Ay
£M3sAk( gin sA, jA?, gr&ng 
EZ3ja ai 
a_ria=in=, rua=
_sak
pa-aei-pa-ha 
teaerang 
karakgipa, raka 
tor, tol 
laang, wan 
Attor
ingtang, boi

*s-ri(EXIST) 
ndut 
kAndud 
ndo
ET,TT,C3nga
EM3rong
EZ3nga ai, lu ai, rawng ai
awa_pui=
a nei
neyq
lir
aA/n, nang

ka ais, ka asaa
sae
ES3pU\nan=
[S]pU\naa=
CZ3na ai, nang ai
EYDbinsa(=WORD) CTDbesa(=WORD)
£S3tA-ye
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TB «(a-)lAy
GC ka li
GT ka li
GS ki li
NU ali

EK3nak 
LP a-lin, bry6n-na
JG CH31i, aai dAng li

£Z3 li ai
LU harh_lo_, khln, rit_, rih_
LA rit
AO taret
RO jrigipa
BO danbra, gilir, ilir, letema, pilir
AB te-beg
KO yih
DF A
HK ardik CG3ardik, hCip 
NW [S3 gen-e

WT rogs pa byed pa
GC ka kor, ta ka kor
GT ka kor ka pa 
GM ka-kor 
GS ki kor ko pe 
GW wa
NU dabang CS3a\rO?=
TR a\rO?=, sU\nang=
CH [L3zygwa £T3hwa31 [TT3hohwa

[TP3Rua\,cAu= tha- £C3§wa EMA3Ruar, cAutha
LP p6n, t6p 
JG EN3ka'rAm 'Ay

EM3rAn, tail, gun 
EA3kalzyum3 
£Z3garum ai 

LU bAwi, kflr_pui=
LA bdm 
AO yari
NW kop-e IS3tap, sa-ye, bwal-e, hap-e, kup-e
RO dakchaka
BO hepa zAb, dzAb, tesA
AB dun-shu
KO }Unn ne
DF fl-blQm
MK rap, van
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HIDECCONCEAL)

WT bskungs, brnogs
GC ka sya pki
JG CM]gylm, 3.AkAn, mAkoi, sylm dA, g6p

[2]gawp ai, lakyim ai, makoi ai
LU bi_bo=, bik bo=, thuk_ru_, z§p\
LA rOl, thup, thuq
AO aeyia
RO donua
BO hepkmA, kArAb, ebrfe, ersA/, hakmA, ser
KO lo ne
DF CY]pasito [T3p6sito
MK CG3pa-ngkAp-jby, pa-tA, bln(SHADE)
NW CS3sul-e, ta-ye, dha-e

TB •n-rang, **-to
WT ■tho
GC ka N}a
GT ka Nbro
GH ka-ab-rb
GS ki no ro
NU hang
CH [T,TT,J3 bu [C3 bru
LP ta-ta-bo
JG CN3ts6o 'Ay [23 tsaw
LU hrAm, zo=
BA sAng
TI -sa:ng
AO talang, tuochi
RO chugipa
AB bo-dong, tipula., zAw, pAgAw
KO dao
DF au-a
MK ingtui, kiding, athak

HIT(cf.BEAT,KNOCK)
WT brdungs, brdegs, bcags 
GC ka toil, ka lat[IMP3
NU £S3dung', rap=, sat= ma? =
TR £S3dung=, a\bU?=, rap=, a\sat=, a\kai'
CH [TP3 chi= IMA3 Ra
JG CN3ka'ydt 'Ay

[A3 ca?l 
[23 khra ia 

LU vua_, vaw_, vAak
BA vuak
NW dA-ye [S3thin-e, cwa-ye, dik-e, juk-e, nuik-e
DF [Y3 kedinto [T3kedinto
MK Ap [G3ch6k, tAng, ro, sAp
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WT lag par 'khyer pa, bcangs, bzung 
GC wa ya na ka pya, ka pya, ka sythAt
GT ta yak ka key
KU ES]sU\kU'
TR [S3 sU\tUp=, ten =
CH [TP3phe=tha~, kuA=tsi\

[MA3phaitha, dAchi 
JG [Alma'nAt 'Ay

[M3g6n, syang, syuia, syip, Aphflm, rong 
CZ3shun al 

LU dAwm 
AO amet, an
RO riaketa, riatata, *ri»- 
KO moonge tOk ne 
MK tG3du

TB *tsa 
WT tsha po
GC kA atshe, ka sa syki
GT ka sa lok
GM kA stsiE
GH kd-sfl-lok 
GS dl was tse 
GW tesAlo 
NU ahkat shi, geng 

[K3?djAt 
LP a-hrun 
JG [N3cAa 'Ay

[M3d6?gA?, jandA?,
[Z3kahtet ai, ja ai 

LU b£> tdt, sa=, uAp
BA sA
TI -sa:, -sak, -thak, -tha?
AO tatstlk
RO «ding-, dinggipa
BO gudung, alu, r6b r6b, sandung
AB gu, an-kA, pAm-ki
KO shiem
DF og
MK so, phangok, soluk [G3kh6r, s&t, s6 
NW [S3kwA-ye
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WT ltogs
GC kto ka »o
GT ko no
GK kA no
GS ki no
NU hpari mer shi

[K]d}U
LP krit n6m, hyer
JG [N]kr6' 'Ay

[MJkro si
CZJkhaw si ai

AO aya
RO okrigipa
BO lugAy
AB ke-nong
KO senyao
DF kAna
MK ingchir, kangchir

WT ri dags rgyab pa
GC ka lat(SHOOT,HIT)
GH siAr 
CH tT]ho

[TT,J]xoxo 
EC]xosU

JG [MJgAng, syAn gAp, nal khrau 
LZ]khwi ai, shan shajut ai 

AO arishi 
RO sikar(N)
BO mAyhtir (N)
KO neei kep ne

WT brel pa byas pa 
GC ka nga nak
GT ska ca ka thu, ka nga na ka thu
GH rjyak 
GS ko nag 
NU ES2pU\re=syi'
TR CS]pU\rai=syi'
CH ETP2su=pa=

CMA]syipi
JG CMJlAwan, lau, syAyan, tyang, rau 

CZlshatin ai, chang ai 
LK a-cha-tli 
MK CG]tong
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TB «na, *a-nyung 
WT na taha
GC ka te na
GT ta na
GK kAnA guo
GH tawo
GH nA ke-nO gA
GS ki ni ko
HU za

CS3za'
TR CSldza'
CH CTPSzye*

[MA3r;>i
LP a-jan, dak-bo, aA-dyat, zua
JG [N]aa'chli 'Ay

CA3*al ci?2
[M3N-tyi^ *Atyi?, Azi, AnA(N)
[Z3*achi ai 

LU da*=lo_
LK pa-aa, tla-vei
TI -na:, _nat
AO *ajung, *ane», ahirangba, sArep, aayi 
RO aaa, sagipa
BO sAgina
AB ki
KO takpa
DF dalli kArda
MK hingno, keso, sodet, so

CG3»arA, a6
INCREASE

WT phel, apel
GC ka pos gis ka »yi nya
GS ko ra n'p'el
NU bAt, bar, bro, bung
LP ka:*, ka:i
JG [M3bran, aAyAt, A*6?, 3At 

[Z3jat ai, kaba wa ai 
LU ti_pfln=
AO renlok, kA»
BO pabang, usi paw 
AB par, pon, t£
KO cha
MK ding, thep, ong, ka*
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TB «g-ya, *kut, »n-sak 
WT zab rag rgyab pa
GC ra? gya
GA RrjAg
GT ka ra ya
GS pag si
NU chakul, haw CS]pU\ sa?=
TR pu5 sa4 tS]pU\ sa? =
CH CTP]dzI\'za-, dza\ CMA]dzgi
J-P jak
JG CNlka'yaa 'ay tZlkaya ai

CM]aArft?, nAtyit(N), Aso AsA(A>
Lu iung pnur tnak_
TI _thak(V), _tha?(V)
AO anakra(N)
RO kakita
BO kayzeng(V), aan(V)
AB tai-ot(N), Ag(A)
KO aupu(N)
DF etch AhA

[YJafa'paku [Tlakha paku 
MK phuk, sotera, aderi, ingthak, sojai £G]phAk(V)

WT 'choa pa
GC chan na ka pa, ta ka Ntsak
GT chans na (ka) pa
GZ aecak
GM ka ntsak
GH ne-ts'ak
GS ki a'tsag
GW tshu
NU jun, jut CK]sa:t [S]chat=
TR a6 glail shiA4 CS3a\glai=, a\cat=
CH £L]so [T,TT,Jltshu IC]?tshu CTPDtshu- £MA]qhsu
LP tyuk, hup
JG [M3gAn j6t, sylng t6t, gAn-th6n, gDn-16t, gda-ts6t 

CZJshingtaut ai 
LU tek=
TI \ka:n
LA doOp, lAn
AO apung, pungztl
RO bil chroka, gopanapa
BO zaapring, laapiyay, bark1Ay
AB pok, shun
KO kao ne, yean ne
DF pA, jO

[Y3jabdato, jarto [T]jubAto, jarto 
MK chon, pakadak, sun
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WT rdog 'tsir btang pa
GC ta-sbro ka lat
GT ta-sbro ka lat
NU hi aer dahpat, dacha
CK CL]chu CTTlchi
LP gor, t'ya
JG [N]ahing tit 'Ay

[MlkhAt di, khl* dlt, eying dlt
CZ3khindit ai, ahingdit ai, lakhat ai

LU chhir, kheng=
LA silt
AO aetstl
RO gatinga
BO zA, zAkar
NW pyengki
AB tu, 16-shut-shu
KO koo ne
DF tfi
MK tur, cherdak CGltflr

TB *g-sAt
WT gsad pa, bead, bkuas
GC ka sat, ka Ncha
GT sat
GZ sjan, kanche
GK ka-sIEd
GH slat
GS ko sad
NU sat, shat [K3ka [S3 sat= sya'
TR [S3sat=, tOt=
CH £C3chu CJ]tshu CTP3 cl- [MAlcA
LP s6t, sok, cet
JG CNlsAt 'Ay tAJsatl 

[HJsAt CZJsat ai
LU hnuk_chhat, talh_, ti_thi=, hlua_
LK thi sai, thih
TI Vgou, _that
LA that, thaq
AO tepset, kaset
NW syA tS3syA-ye
RO soota(BEAT)
BO beltay
AB ao-k6
KO tui ne
DF aen CY3 jengaarato CT3 jtlatlngsukto
MK ap, doihet, doipet, pethi [G3thfl, pe-thi
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WT drin chen po
GC wu sku Ndrin
GS u s'ku drin
NU dasha aer za S
LP 8a-t8u<N>, sak-cin kyang-bo
JG CZJnasan dua ai
LU ng¥l nei_
BA nei
RO kasaani, naanikani, naaa, naagipa
BO onpAwra, bAraa bibfi, zakay, ontAr
AB ai-ang, aui
KO shepshi(N), yayiangpu(N)
MK ningkedo

KNIT
GC ka skye
GT ka skri
LP tset 
LU phiar= 
NW go-ye 
AO aechi 
BO gunti 
KO hUo ne 
MK keroi

KNOCK<cf.BEAT/HIT)
JG CMlbCing khrAk, Ak6k, ding khrak

CZ]akawk ai, kawk ai, kayat ai, adup ai, anu ai, 
htu ai 

LU bu\ rfik 
TI \ki:u, _kiu?
NW thun-e

[S]thwA-ye, penk-e(KIGC)
AO akushi 
RO doktika 
BO taiaauri 
MK CGIard&ng, pe-cheng
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TB «n-kyen, *syey 
WT shes pa
GC ka sye
GT ka nga syiy
GK ka-syl
GM ka nA nsyi, ka nA npsyi 
GH syt, usya
GS wu su le, nan sang, ko shu
NU sha

[S)sO=
TR CS]bO=
CH ITP3 sl=

[MOlqhsa^
LP t'yak, ya
JG [NlcAng 'Ay

CMlchyeng, tyAngh, tye ya, tyoi 
CZlchyA ai, chyeng ai, choi ay 

LU hria, thian
BA theih, thian
TI \thei, _thei?
NW si-ye CS]bwan-e, sa-ye
HY BBS
LA they, theyq
AO netet, ashi
RO uia, niani
BO sAlAng, po(N)
AB kin, k6n, jong, lAk
KO shing ne, nanpu(N)
DF chen

[YlkAchinto CTlkachinto 
MK thek, chini

GC ka nu Nku
GT ?i nu ku
NU lang din ag&

CK]lap
JG CZlna ai, aching hpang khrat ai, aten shalai ai 
LU a_tlal, a_tlai in=, chang_tlai, khaw-tlal 
LK haw
AO nenu
RO ga-nan-o<LATER)
BO gabaw, baw
AB ngak, rup, a-deng
KO 8houn
DF h&ssa
MK keder,kapeder, ki-ding

CGldAr, lAn
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TB »a-nwi(y), *rya-t 
WT sgad ao gal
GC kA <nA) ri
GT (ka na) ri
GS ki na ri
GW ja
NU it shi

CS1jet=
TR CSlet=cU\
CH ITT,C,MA1ja

CTPlja- 
LP t'yan
JG CNlaa'nli 'Ay

EA]aai ni3 
CM]aAnlt, sAa sai 
CZlaani ai 

LU nui=
NW nhil-e
LK pa-hnei
AO aenU, aguaetstKLAUGH AT)
RO kadinga, *ka-ding- 
BO ainigla, aini kAr
AB yir, ngil
KO nye ne
DF nylr, CYlnyerto CT]nyirrto 
MK ingnek

WT (b)slab pa
GC po skat ta tsin
NU shalap shi

CS]sU\ lap= syU\
TR CS)sU\ lap= syUV.
CH CTP]tA\sI=

CMA]sI 
LP hlap
JG CNlsha'rin laa 'Ay [Alsyal zyin2

CZlsharin la ai 
LU sin
NW sa-ye CSlbwan-e
AO anga, angashi, angaztlk 
RO skie raani
BO rAng
AB ir-shu
KO aanpu(N)
DF chen, besir-ka

[YlkAchinto CTlkachinto 
MK cherli, pechok
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TB =bwsy
WT g'yon
GC ka ku
GT ka wu
GS ka we
NU agi lam, abang la*
LP Vi*
JG (NJpAy

CM)lapai
LK cha-vei
AO tabelen
RO •jak-a-si
AB lAk-kfe
KO yaknya
DF A1A,lAtch
MK arvi

LEND(cf.BORROW)
WT g'yar ba
GC ka aye rnga, ski [IMP], na ka rnga 
NU rum, nga 
LP nu* byi
JG CNJshAp 'Ay [Alkhoil

IZlkhoi ya ai, shap ya ai 
LU khoi, syAp ya, boi 
AO aputstl 
BO bur 
AB bi-pbng 
DF nart-lA ji 
MK pera* tG]pe-rA*
NW tyA(sA)bi-ye

WT bldags
GC ka dzok, (ta) (N)dzo(n)
GT (ka) (N)tsok
NU 16 LKJzi
LP l<Jk
JG [N)*a'tA' 'Ay

CMltA? CZ)*ata ai
NW phe-ye 
LA liAk, liak, liaq 
AO aena 
RO charoka 
BO sa 16 
AB yAk 
KO yai ne 
DF ya 
MK inglek
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WT nyal
GC raa, nyin, (ka) raan, raa(y)
GT ka raa
NU zin, hul shii
LP da, dyaa
JG tH3tv6ng, to, dfia phy&ng, And?
LU bawk-khup-, bawk-pfer-, au
LK hai
TI /zuau, \zuau
LA /per, per
AO tayu
RO *tu-, tra
BO gAlAy
AB ket, dong
KO lean ne
DF gepla kA
HK i(lot), thi, kli, dia [G31, ti

GC ka yok(HANG)
NW lhon-e [531hwan-e, thin-e
LP tsu:n
AO azong 
DF [YlnAchato 

CTlnachato 
HK ingthua

[G3che-rung, rting

GC ka plu
NU [S3 pUSchU? =
TR [S3 pU\ci'
CH [TP3 tsuA-

CMA3zya 
DF pQllQ

[Y3ponglu 
CTlpulfe 

HK thdr, ae-ke-klan
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LIGHT(vs.HEAVY)
TB «r-ya:ng

yang po 
ka yo 
ka yo 
kA-jo 
anang 
[C,TT]dzl 
[J] Jy 
kyAng-bo
CM]16ng, Atsang, s6p, tsa 
[Zltsang ai 
eng, zAng 
/za:ng
vaAng, zaAng 
tsUklok
tenggipa, chinggipa
peslAng, rezeng
e-shAng
wangngai
hojjub
arjang

TB «a-dza
WT dga' po yod pa
GC ka na nga, sna
GT ka na na nga
GK karAsynangE
GM ka-na ngi
GS ko s'ne zhag ko pe, ko s'ne ko a'dzed 
NU shung shi
LP aui, zAng, zo:ng
JG CM]rA' 'Ay

EM] sAa ts6?, sfia rA?
CZira ai, tsawai, dawng ai 

BA duh
LK kyu...pa-cha
NW ya-ye
TI /i:t, \i:t, -nga:i, _dei?
AO aeia, teaeia(N), agintl
RO kasaa, aikchaa, *git-a-
BO aAnz6, 6n, haaza
AB kanghon, jinso
KO kung ne
DF AI

[Y,T]unyato 
HK gat, eon, sonthot [GJinghdn
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GC wa Nbiyas 
MK tek6k

WT nyan, go, any and)
GC ka rna 
GT rna 
GK kA-aAs 
GW sunhA 
NU hta 
CH ITT]chny

[C3 tshonhi 
[Jlcchyfly 

LP t'yo, nyan, a-nyor gi
JG [N3nAng 'Ay

[M3 nAng 
[Z3aatat ai

LU b6nga= rAwn gah_, beng= chh=, ngai== thla_ 
TI /za:, /za:k 
LA ngaAy 
MW nen-e 
AO anga
RO «kin-a-, knaa, knatiaa 
BO kaaa' la', onay, kana 
AB tAt 
KO jaine
DF [Y3 nyerung(=EAR) CT3nyeru(=EAR)
MK arju

GC ka ktsey
GT ka ktsey
GM kA-ktsi
GH isy-pos
GS ki ai'ni
GW kolrefo
NU saa
LP cua-bo, t'yak, kup
JG CN3ka'chli 'Ay

[M3 syAtA?
[Z3kagT ai 

LK bua
AO tera, tila
RO banggipa, ontisa, koaia 
BO a£n a£n, glea, do, esse 
AB a-a6, an-30, a-shut-ko 
KO ajengha, Ujoi, yeong shuie
DF aichfl
MK bihek, asap, onge
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TB *krung, "firing 
WT gson pa 
GC nyi(s)
GM kAnyi
GH nenen, nA-ka-ndQ 
GS ko na ya'ou 
NU CSDrOng'
TR CS3r0ng'
LP zu, baa, ngan 
JG tM3khrung, nfc, gfip 

[Z3khrung ai 
LU nung /
BA nung 
LA nOng, nun 
AO ali 
RO donga 
BO tfi 
AB tOr, yfi
KO ngoh ne, Uyin anglak ne
DF tflr 
MK reng

TB *tu:ng, "low, *s-ring 
WT ring po
GT ka khye
GZ kesykhrei 
GK skriEn 
GH ka-ad-rO 
GS ki sre 
NU yang

[S31ai=, arang'
TR [S3a\ lai = , arang'
CH [T,TT,C,J3ge
LP a-hryan, sul-la 
JG tNlthfit 'Ay

CM3gAlang, rfin, ding loi 
[Z3galu ai (cf.Diaaasa lau)

LK sei
TI /sa:u, \sa:u 
LA saAw 
RO rogipa
BO lAw, bong bong, zAngti
AB bo-dong, ai fir, a dong
KO low 
DF Assa
MK keding, dinglep [G]j£ng, ding
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WT ltas, athong, bltaa(l)
GC ka pya
GK kasru
GS ko na ro ro
MU yang
CH m c a

ITT]tsa 
EJ]tsAE, cAE 
CC1tae 
[TP]cl 
[MA]kuAtiu 

LP ngak, ay I
JG [N]ayi' aQu 'Ay

[MlaAdA yu, Awol 
[Z]yu ai 

LU bih-, An chhuAk 
BA zauh
TI /en, _et, /da:k, \da:k 
AO aaztlaalea, reprang 
RO *ni-, aaaa 
BO nay
NW swa-ye, thu-ye 
AB kAng, kA-ta 
KO lei ne 
OF kA
MK lang, aeng, ardik

WT bkral pa(V)
GC na ka wal dey
GT ka la dey, kal da(V)
GS ko b'krol
MU hpyit, hpyin
LP tyor tyor, hlyo hlyo
JG [MlkhAran, eyAp, gin ran, phy&a

CZ]raw ai 
LK i-vei
AO chila, sala(V)
RO olgroka
BO gurAy, gurung, new, tray tray(ADV), lung
AO e-rok, e-ngQn
KO juo
DF pQaaQ
MK sevaikrak
NW phen-e
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TB »aa-t
WT brlag pa
GC na ka rlak, ka khyos, ngA
GT yey psyit, ani khyos
GK lap'id
GS ko p'ud, ko sh'Ieg, kyong ki s'tsog
NU shaaang, aaang CS]a\glai=, chat=
TR IS]a\aang=
CH [TP]ja\ [HAldaRuAr
LP fat, flek
JG CMJkhAlAt, syAaAt, syung, sda, g6a

CZlahaaat ai, s u b  ai 
LU chan=, tibo=
BA sung
TI \za:ng, _zat
LA thlaAw
AO endok, saaa, tesana(N)
RO giaaa, bona, sia
BO kaaa
AB yong-ao, nyong-ao
KO ang ne, loaoh(N), aahpu(N)
DF nyla

ingbo, vir CG]pa-ngb<b

LOST(GET-)
stor
ka sylot

TB «nyaa
WT daa' po
GC ka nen
GT ka anga
GK kAdaan
GH kA ngaan
GS ki d'aan
NU anea
CH CT,TT,J3be CC3ba
LP a-6'un, hoi-la
JG CN3ngyAa 'Ay

CM]by&p, lAyang, nea, don 
LU hniaa
LK cho-kua
LA niAa, niaa
AO tekUbok
RO onbatgipa, koaibatgipa, aikoa
AB 6-t6d, ji-kong
KO bhieh
DF kotch CY]auaa CTJoaa
MK ingdei, rem, -hop
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WT anyon ba
GC ka snyo
GT ka snyo
GS kibs'nyo, ki b'sayo
NU *a-a
LP a-jin
JG [HlaAna

CZlnana ai 
LU A baw raw 
AO yiar
RO jara, kore, pagla 
BO iAliya, pagla, bAr 
AB shi-adt 
KO ngapa 
DF rQgrA

CY,T3rupa 
MK ingchan, padai

WT bzos pa, bgyis, bcas, byas
GC ka pa
GT ka sok
GH pAng
GS ko pe
NU wa, aha16
LP zuk, zo, fat, mat
JG CZlkaraw ai, di ai
LU bawl=, beng= bel, sia*=
LK tu
NW dayeke
AO astl, yanglu, asA
RO *dak-
BO soday
AB no, i, pui
MK thip, aoi, bu, pinchong, sik 

£Gjkl6!?..-.. seaAr, sons6
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TB
WT
GC
GT
GZ
GK
GH
GS
NU
LP
JG

LU
LK
TI
LA
AO
RO
BO
AB
KO
DF
MK

MARRY
WT

GC
TR
JG
LU
MK

•mra 
nang po
ka mi(myi) nga, wa mnyas
ka na nga
dzaspge
is An ad, wangas
kA ngk'an
wa nyes, wa nyas
bin
gyap, e-gu 
[N]16'16'
[M]d&? wA, gA dAgA?, Ian lAk, sAng s6ng 
[Zllaw ai
A sAwn_ A za_, hnAn, rip_ 
zi
/tarn /pi:, /tan, \tan
tAn, tan
aika
•bAng-
ensA anlA, babAng
bo-gfe, alum nang, a-rAn-pe
nae
ega
o, ong, akeongpi, nenang

chang sa rgyab pa, 'khungs sa skyon pa 
nna' na len pa 
ta rgyap ka sar 
sUm=
CZDkhunran ai, shalai ai 
unp£
[GDingri, che-6n, che-pa-ch6r, so pa-ngdd>n
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TB »ngra 
WT thug pa
GC ka rdo, ka ajal
GT thun 
GH nA-ka-nA-tCt 
GS ko na rdo 
NU ahkia, ahtaw 

[S3s0=
TR [S3 a0=
CH [TP3 ngue- 

[MA3 gzyA 
LP t'ut, taun 
JG [N3khrda 'Ay

CH3khrda, ayAlo, bdp Id 
[Z3khrua ai, kadut ai 

LU in_tawng=
LA t6ng, ton 
AO ajuru 
RO *aer-, *grong- 
BO lAgA h6a, aegdnkeb 
AB rik 
DF O-rd-ad

[ Y, T 3 gueterrato 
MK pho, chatok, chetong, ingthua 
NW CS3cwan-e, mun-e

WT bzhue
GC kA Di
GT ka ri, ka Di
GS ki dri
NU zer
LP ju, syu
JG CM3syAbyo, syAbyong, ayAtun, ayAkyA, byo 

CZ3ahabyu ai(VT), byu wa aiCVI)
LU aawr=
AO yiaaa
BO goli, logay, awti, poai 
AB jit
KO chu ne
DF j£

[Y3dblla aoto 
CT3dolla aoto 

MK ingjir [GJingjir, pa-lang 
NW [S3 nA-ye, kAl-e
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MEMORIZE
WT ngan la zia pa, bio la nges pa
GC tA ru yo ka na
JG IN]ait lflu 'Ay

TB «ryaw
WT bare, bsdebs, bsnos
GC ka sa kyo lo(VT), kA kyo lo(VI)
GT tea
GS ko sa kyo lo, ko kyo lo
NU asu
LP kyol, t'yu, p'yo
JG [N]ka'yAw ka'yAa 'Ay

[M3gAyau, sying-lau 
CZlkayau ai 

LU chawh_ pawlh_
NW lwAkchyA-ye

CSikul-e, gwal-e, hin-e, chyA-ye, bu-ye, wAl-e 
LA cok
AO aeyoktep
BO golay, pAn
AB yAl-shu
DF nAya, aoya

CYJaoyo aBchAto CTiaoyo aichato 
MK pangvui CGiayti, ingwdy, che-jfi

TB •mow
WT 'gul kyog rgyab
GC kA aA lao, ka ka syai aot
GT ka wa tse let
NU angat shi, shit
TR ngat5 shiA4
LP tyu, nyang, ngang
JG [N]thOt 'Ay

[MllAkhA, lAa lAa, bA th6t, AlAa, bA wA,a?- 
lAp, AwAa, sit 
[Zlshaau ai, sit ai 

LU chAng_, chA buan=, chAt pui=, del_che 
TI /ki:n, \ki:n, \ta"ng, _tat
LA caang, cAng, kaAa, thoAn
AO arakztl
RO jita, «rA-, dingdea, eka, ekata 
BO aaw, lArAy
AB e-ngAn, be-leng, ngAt
KO kea ne, poo ne
MK terek, hijuk, pepet CGlklAa, lAr, hijAk 
NW [S]san-e
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IW
WT dog po
GC ko rban
GT kok pa kor, ka ktsey
GZ kecar
GS ki kor
NU asip
LP a-pit, pung-bing-la
JG CNlkhyip 'Ay

[Mltyfip tyfip, gyeng, gyip
LU

[Zlchyin ai 
ku»=

LK bua
AO mestl
RO apchangket, apchona
BO gesdb ,gezzer, sAb
AB a-jik, bor-*A
KO hUtpu, ti
DF chibO, tAnya
MK bihek, chengran

TB •ney
WT thag nye po
GC u re ka wat
GT re ka wat
GZ kekcin
GS re wid
NU yul
CH [TTlzje

LP
CClhza
a-t'yeng, nu*-t'eng. t'ol

JG [Nlnii 'Ay

LU

[K]An£, ni 
[Z3ni ai
bi_chilh_, la* hna1

TI -kiang, /na:i, \na:i
LA naAy
AO anasa
RO •se-pang, saabao, sepanggipa
BO zing
AB a-nin, *o-ng6
KO tlo, phin
DF agfl*-A-la
MK tebok, adung, along
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TB *sar
WT gsar
GC ka syuk
GT sar
GZ kesyek
GH ke-syik
GS g'sar pe
NU ang sarr
TR ak5 sal5
LP al, hlap, a-tsun
JG ENlning nAn EMIN-nan, nlng nan CZIning nan
LU lam=, tha= lAm=, thAr
TD athat
NE ahal-ba
TI -thak
LA thAr, thar
AO asen, tasen
RO gital
BO dan, gadan
AB a-nura a-ni, bQk, shtir
KO Ula
DF nit
MK akemi

TB »(s-)raw. «r-ga 
WT rnying pa
GC ka nco, ka Nbi
GT ka rnyom, ka rpi
GK rko
GH kfi-woi, ta-m6r, kA-pO
GS ki rgan
GW ba
NU asa EKIkan
CH EC, J3 ba
LP a-ngo, grok, nyo, z61, ru, hryup
JG [N]tlng sAa EZIningsa ai, tingsa ai

EMIN-aA, ding-sA, lAgA, AsAk, gAlA 
LU hlun_, un_
LK pa-ro
TI -lu:i, -ta:k, \ta:k, -xa:t, \xa:t, -harm 
LA hlOn, tAr
AO ajen, tain, tejen, tasa, ktem
RO gitchaa
BO baray, gazaa, batAy
AB a-ku, in
KO Ulang
DF kOchchO
MK saru, aban, hoko, a-ko EG]chin, barim
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WT s/'rgad po 
GT ka jnthen 
GK rgapo 
GM kA-mco 
GW awA 
NU asa
LP ta-ngot, pa-ny6m, nua-prua, rang-rit 
JG [N]'a'sAk ka'pAa 'Ay

CM3gin-sA, ding-la, sA, AsAk kAbA 
CZltingla ai, kuagai ai 

LK paw pi, pa-ro 
RO bedepa, buchuma
AB aui-jing, ai-ne
KO wupa, wunyu 
DF nyekAm
MK sar, aki, ako, aban, sarpi, bArA

TB *pu, *ka 
WT dbye, phyes
GC ka tun, ta ka pye
GT koatsa ka tun
GN guci c'ie
GS ko py'e
GW zyji
NU hpu, yan

[S3 tan'
TR [S3 tan'
CH CL3 zyge

[TT3ge 
CC3h;ji 
[TP3xgie- 
CMAlrga 

LP f6t, 6k, gang, ga*.r
JG CM30?, sAm khAn, dAgAn

£Z3hpaw ai CA3phongl
LU hawng_, ang=, parh_, phen, tho, angg=
TI -xa:k(A>. \xa:k(A)
LA q6ng
AO satak, ala, lapok, sala, aka 
RO oa, bangbang(A), porongrong(A)
BO blang, geng(VI), gewCVI), gekeng, bisi, si
AB shig-ya, taa-lAt
KO ep, ep ne
DF aako
MK ingpu, kangthei, phlok CG3Ak, jAy-dAk 
NW CSlkan-e, phen-e, ul-e, cAl-e
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WT bka' btang pa
GS ke'i ko g'nang, kib'ka na ka g'uang
NU dasu, dazarr
LP a-t'yen, byent'o
JG [N]sha'ngdn 'Ay

CZJahangu ai 
LA caq
AO aanagaba, tatongi, mela(V)
RO hukua onna, gA-et-
AB r6p-ahing
KO ngaokeang pha ne
DF barO(N)
MK hukua, pinkhat, phar

PAINFUL
TB «na, *tea
GC ka rna rtsap, ka zor
GT de dzor, zur
GK aytu, kA-zur
GS tia a'kru
NU za

CS]za'
TR tS]dza'
CH [T,TT3zye

[CJhje 
[TPJzye- 
CMA]r ji 

LP a-dak
JG [AJ*alci?2

IM3 ddk khA?, Atad?
[Z]*akret aachi ai 

AO tanguba, tekang ahi, angu(V)
RO aaa, aadika
AB dig,ki
KO takpu
DF atch
MK keao, keduk, aa [G]pe-a6, krO

TB •(r-)taAy
WT tahon btang pa
GT ?ar tai ka lat
GS a'ta'on r'tee
NU za
LP ta'An
JG IH]tya

CZDchya ai
MK alir
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GC ka khak
GT bre ?u Ndei ka se ta 
NU ang-s6, ail

t K 3 le 
LP 11, pa-abk
JG CM] khtit, a6p, g6 

[ZDsep ai 
LU v61
LA thoq
RO okea, aiksika
BO zrid, baklay, 16b, zlr
AB a-shik lot-pak, sh6r 
KO katlak ne, kat ne
DF okr, krepd

CYDfafato [Tlpkhakhato 
MK rot, hek, ti chongaek

CG3ingphrOn, ingalr, ti

TB *dzut:3k 
GC ta rpi ka lat
GT ta rpu ka lat
GK ka-rji
GW phya
NU CK3 ?da*
CH CLlphya

CCDpche 
[JlphyAE 

JG CMlkhai(V), khai rA»(N>
[Zlkhai ai, ting ai 

LU kOng\
LA tuq, phuQn, clng, cin 
AO aten
RO ge-
BO piping, puli
KO pebhau
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TB *r-ca:y
WT rtsed no rtaed pa, bkrol 
GC tA Nbri ka pa
GT briy ka pa
GZ (na)rg^ang 
GK kenpre 
GS ti n'bri'i 
LP a-lyAa 
JG [NlkinaAp 'Ay 

[Alcai3
CMlgAaAp, syAngoi, ayAtyai, Abyoi, khot, Aral tyai 
[Zlkahau pai, chyai ai 

LU chaih_, faa=
TI -*o:l, \n0:i
LA lek, leg, tfla, tua/
AO asaya, aayi, leata 
RO kar-, kala
AB so-aAn
KO won ne, wtlng ne 
DF sa-ain
MK chelea, jui CGlkhArke-klAa, pa-thA, 16a

POUND(GRIND)
GC ka atau
JG EZlhtu ai, dup ai 
DF [YlfUto, chitto(=THRUST> 

tTlkhtlto, ]itto(=THRUST)
MK [Glche-thAng

TB *r-lu-w, «a-lu-w, *aywar 
WT blug pa, ldug pa, bcuga 
GC ka rko, ka lat 
GT ka rkut
GS na r'kod
NU htua, up
TR pA5 toa4
LP lak, hyel, hak, ny6r, choir
JG CMlrA, 36, rA bang, rA kaA
TI /aung, \aun
LA auAp,auun, thleAt
AO zAok, zok
RO paka
BO hAeA, lokdb
AB pui, pur, yar, tong
KO yei ne
DF ta
MK kip, thong, dung, thek, cole

[Glpa-tip, ingbA, kip, cho-16
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TB *ton
WT then, btogs, drangs
GC ka Nthen, na ka ra syi
GT ka ra syi
GS ko ru shu
NU shal, dazan, hpat
TR kAl
CH ETT3twe [C3htwa [J]htye 
LP dot
JG EN3kAng 'Ay

EA3tun3
[M3khylng, b6, gang, Akhylk, rOn, gAr6t, Apun 
[Zldun ai, gang ai, gawawt ai, karawt ai 

BA zek, nQk, thek, ilk 
TI \ka:i, _kai?, -sa:n, _sat 
LA dJLlr, dirq, khaAy 
AO atstl, tokzAk
RO sala, sar
NW thun-e
BO bA, bAka, dihOn, bok6
AB so, bu, king, shAng
DF pu, se
MK vung, sang, dat [G3sAn, wOng

WT 'bi 'jag rgyab pa
GC ka trhak, na ka pya
GT pak cis ka lat
GA vA-rk'aU
GS di dis sid
NU dahpat CS3dar\
TR [S3n01~, dU\glO?-
CH CTP3sI\chi- CMAJchu
LP nak, nat, nun, h61, so:r
JG [Nlka'ndng 'Ay

[H3n6ng, AthA khrA CZ3kanawng ni 
LU naa
LK hrei
TI -sa:i, \sa:i
LA tuOl, tuul, nAn, nan, sbn
AO anung, nungten, sAren
RO jita, jitpaka, sik-, draa, sikjita 
BO nAr, s6b
AB ning, ig, yut
NW chya-e CS3khwA-ye, ghwA-ye
KO sung ne
DF tO CV3tungto ET3tuto
MK doi, ingbei, sor [G3ingbOy, ddy
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PUT
TB «ta
WT bzhag pa, bkraa, bstad, btsud, bskyogs
GC ka tba, na ka tha
GT ka tha
GK tA lat
GH rkut, rkO
GS ko te
NU dasin
LP dya, t'o, 16t t'ap, than
JG [NltOn tA 'Ay

CM]din, dn, dAt, bAn,dik, r6?, syAdtin, t6n, dA, 
toi C2]ta ai, tawn ai, bang ai

LU dah_, chih(PUT-ON)
LA thOri
NW CS]sin-e, ta-ye 
HY ta
AO ayu enok
RO don-, sik-(INSERT), dontonga(PUT-OFF)
BO dAn, gobray, sA, kArAb, pAsAa, gAaAr, zA'b
AB le, *6, Ie-shi 
DF Ap, ka-g
MK bi, cheua, pindeng, suapot 

CG3che-bi, bi, rai

PUT IT AWAY
GC wu bu ka pa

PUT IT IN
GC ka rko

PUT IT OUT
GC ka akhet
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TB »buw, *kwa-n, *pun 
WT gon, gyon, *chod 
GC ka wat
GT ka wat
GK ka wue
GS ta wod, ti we ta uod
GW kawAn, gwu
NU gwa, sari* ri*

[S1*0?=, gwa', g6?=, gui=
TR [S]*0?=, gwa=, g0=
CH [TT,C]gwA tmtaywU [CIptayU

CTPlguA- ta- [MAIguA ta
LP bu
JG [NlphAn 'Ay

[M3A?ni, bA, dAn, phyA*, ty6p 
CZJhpun ai 

LU bAt, bih_, ha_, hreng=, in_bAn_
BA a fenh 
LK a-sia 
TI _sil?, _bat
LA dan, dAn ,hrAk, hruq, khaay, khAyq, veAng, veen,

khap, kharq, qorq 
AO aben 
RO ganna 
BO zAa, dala 
AB ge
NW ti-ye [S]phi-ye, pun-e, si-ye, ti-ye, pu-ye 
KO olak ne 
DF ka

[Y]koto
HK chingthang, pua, sek, pindeng 

[G3 £-16k, pe pe-i, pindAng

TB «ngoy, *ayi*(DARK)
GC ka ksyin
GT ka kayen
GS wu k'e ki ai ni, ki g'ahen 
LP tur-fyang
JG [MIAsyia, Aaia, Atain [Zlakaai
LU thi*
LA daay, dayq
AO aje*, ola aadokdaktatl, tekara 
RO ai*
BO ari
AB ning, ngi
MK aaot, dojoi

[GIthAt, klip, k&k
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TB »r-aAw, *r-wa(N)
WT char ba btang pa 
GC tu-»u kA lat
GT da au ka lat
GZ charna(N)
GK char nag(N)
GK tAau(N)
GS ch'ar nag
NU ser(N) tS3naa'za?=
TR IS3naa'dza?=
CH CL3aArU tTT3aAEzyi tC3«Ari CTP3xja- (MA3aARe 
LP so(N)
JG tN3aa' rAng thA 'Ay

CZ3aarang htu ai 
[M3 aArang(N)

LU ruah_sQr=
LK aua(N), va a sua 
AO tstlng lu aru
RO *wa-, aikha waa
BO ha, tAy
AB pe-dong(N)
KO wai gel ne
DF d6d6ng, nyadang
MK arve(N) CG3arw£ gAng

WT bteg, balanga, bagrenga 
GC ka syu rwas
JG [Z3 3harawt ai
NW tachA-ye 
MK jAr-phdr

WT rjea pa
GC kur nyi
GT kur di
NU azua

£K3 ?dip 
LP a-zua
JG CM3gr6n
LU hel
LK hlia
AO taztl
AB 16, ya-ing 
DF dinle
MK veiak
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WT
GC
GT
GH
GS
GW
NU
TR
CH
LP
JG
LU
BA
LA
AO
BO
KO
MK

RECALL
GC

RECEIVE
GC
GS
NU
LP
JG

LU
LK
TI
LA
AO
AB
KO
MK

RECOVER
WT
GC
GT
GS
NU
LP
JG
BO
DF
MK

klog, bklags
ta-tha ka pa, na ka lok
ta na ku u long
lok
ko s'lag, ko zle
tat'Ananatsu
IS3dOn\
CS]dOnH, 50’H syU\
[TPIxdy- CMA]zdU
hlok, rok
CNIlAy kAa thli 'Ay IZIhti ai, hpat ai
chhiar=
rAl
siar
azUng IRO *po-ra-i
poray
eilak ne
teran, phuri CG3ka-chelAng, porhl

su-so ka pa

ka nA sythit 
ko pye, no nang 
lu, ahtap shi 
vydn lyo
CMIkhAlAa, khAp khAlOm, syAsyAn 
CZlkhap la ai, lu ai 
dawng= 
to
_nga?
ngaq
agiglik, tagiztlba(N) IRO *ri»-
pAng
ponpu
long, deng, chak

drag pa 
ka *A na 
wu go na 
wu go ti n'nas 
yang, ahtang shi 
16t sA
[MIbran CZlpai tu ai, khrup ai(FIND)
hangldb 
AI duk 
nethu, jor]i
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TB «kyeng, *r-ni, «tya-n, *cak
WT daar po
GC ka wu rni
GT ka wu rni
GK kAwurni
GH kA-wQr-ni
GS ki wu r'ni
GW orni, nhA
NU zarr, aas&
TR pu5sai4 
CH [TT]fti [C,J]flhi 
LP a-hyir, luk-16k-la 
JG [N3'a' khyAn

CMJAkhyeng, N-khye, a-?aang 
CZ]cheng ai 

LU hlui=sen=, tAi_
TI _8an 
LA s6n
AO teaerea
RO gitchakgipa, pring-sengaitchi 
BO zA, tAygA/(=BL00D)
AB ling
KO Qtak, takupu(N)
DF lauichi

[T]ge-nya'
MK ke-er, erdang [GJAr

REJOICE
GC ka ni syet(IPF), ka nga(PFT)

RELEASE
WT bkrol
GC ka tat
NU [S3lang'
TR [S3lang=
CH [TP]sye=

[MA]chi 
JG ENltAt 'Ay

CZltat tat ai 
NW phyan-e [SlhyAu 
DF C Y3 ttJff lyato

mtflkhyato
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WT sdad pa 
GC ka nyi 
GH nen
GS di ke nyis, ki ri, ki g'nas, lus pa
NU al, achd
LP k'i, gyaa, ngan, baa,
JG IN] 4p

[Zlnga ai(STAY), nga* ai(LEFT) LU lu*_,
ni ldng, ni 16ng pi&p, chaa=bang=

LK y 
TI -tha:*
LA riAk, riaq(STAY-OVER)
AO ata ali
RO bakki, watchanggipa, bokaagipa 
BO tang 
AB dung 
KO tuopa(N)
MK thoi, dokok, dothak 
NW len-e

WT bzo bcos rgyab, gsoe pa, balan pa
GC ka sna skikoka sA nA skik
GT saan co ka pe(CURE)
GS zhe g'so ko pe 
NU dasip [S3zap=
TR IS]sUUan=
CH [MAJcinyi 
LP pa-nap aat, ly6t zuk 
JG CM]nyi

CZlkraa ai, sa ngaw ai, aye aiCShan] 
LU chei=bawl=
RO taria, naaata 
EO pahaa 
AB t6n
KO shiep, lingeyi 
DF aa-t£n
MK keroi, pidiovet, chedaa 
NW [S]lhwan-e
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TB *na
WT ngal bso byas pa, gnas pa
GC ka na, ka ne na
GT ka ni pa
GS ki ni ne
LP da, ja, g6r
JG [M]s6? [Z]hsa ai, yup ai, shanit ai(LEAN)
LU chAwl_
AO anisUngztlk
BO dAaAy
AB a-p6
KO toloiaei
DF da-n
MK sang, aere, pepho, ahin

WT log yong pa
GC ka khyu wat, ka ne ya
GT ka ya yipi, ka ya yini
GK kachod
GN loytlnyA
GH ao-dg
GS ki ngk'or
NU law, ahtang

[S310?=, bla?=
TR tS]l6?=, a\ bla?=
CH [TT,C,J)ba
LP len cik, 16t byi, tso:k
JG CM]wAa 1A 'Ay

[Alwal, nlthang3
[H31ai, aAngn, sun-thAng, syAbai 
CZ]wa ai 

LU hawng 
BA a kir 
NW lihS-wan-e 
TI _1E?, _cia?_cia?
LA kilr, tlfing 
AO aeyip 
RO pir-, onpilla 
BO paypin 
AB bi-lAt, gi-lAt 
KO leihyi ne 
MK thon, viophak

[G3che-rAy, che-w6y(=G0 HOME)
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WT dzig po
GC ka rna eye
GT ka na eye
GZ tasyi
GK kA na syiE
GH ka-nA-syl
GS ti r'gyu, ki ta shi 
NU ada, i-sit ada 
TR nA5 kaml
LP ka-ka nyin-bo
JG [Ml 111 sfi, silt 1A

[Zlhsut hsu ni 
LU chang tlung
LK khO haw
TI \ha:u, _hau?
LA lian, 16n
AO takar
RO nane chagipa, rajani nachong
BO gabang
AB ni-rfen
KO hakpa
DF nyetttl
MK keri, keplang

TB *}on
WT bzhon pa
GC ka nu, ta na nu
GT ka de syco
GS ko na ni
GW ganesco, tea
NU zun shi

[S3syOn=
TR jOt= syU\, syOn=
CH [TT,C,J,MA3 tea

[TP3tsa-
LP t'ul
JG JN3c6n 'Ay

[MJjaG, j6(VT)
CZ3jawn ai

AO asang
KO ong ne
MK ardon
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TB *s-min
WT smin
GC smin
GT smin
GK smi
GH na-krap
GS ki s'min
LP a-krum, a-pyak, a-nian
JG CN3min 'Ay

CM]myin, syAm 
LU char=sA, hmm=, tAi_ 
TI -ga:u, \ga:u 
LA dQm, hrein 
AO tamen, tashi,
RO minna, *min-
ME mul-ba, amul-ba 
BO gAmAn 
AB min 
KO yim, nyiem 
DF nylngna 

[Ylminpa 
[T]mindo 

MK men
[GlingchP. phi, mPn

TB *syar
GC was. tsho(SUN-)
GS ki was, ki tso 
NU bawng, hkong shi
LP hrPng, ding, bol
JG [M3ing, tung, }an pru, u, r£im, rd>t, At 

EZIrawt ai 
LU tho harh_
TI /thou, _thO?
AO adok. atu 
RO chuani, chakatani 
BO gupunq
AB shAng, da-rop, pu-16m 
KO ongpu 
DF gordb, hQtchA

CYInAchato CTJnachato 
MK thur, arlu, ariap, arong vang 
NW [Sllu-ye, than-e
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WT phrogs 
GC ka yo 
JG tZlhpya ai

WT rus pa, rul 
GC na ka chi 
GT dnyer
LP hryup, Ayon, sa-by6t, sop, a-but 
AB y&ng, ra, in(WORN-OUT)
DF yftnna
MK thuvok CGlpe-mo

•gram
gyong po 
ksyi kren 
ksyi krak
ki sam sag, kla klo, ki r'god 
*a ra
pur-nat, -s6t, -tot-la, brop
CMlkhAlik khA16k, mAzfep, sying 36, ting gr6n, ApCit 
ApAt, gin bong, An&t, Akron 
IZln ra ai, 133a ai
buan=, buk_, bCtm boh_, chA hraw_, ram, ther
phawh
■emeden\
tesepra
berka berki, rAdi, regfew, zAr, ogrA ogri 
3i-kong gl-tung, lu-yi lu-shAng 
leb 
hO
kindeng, phroi-phrok

WT mtha' skor du, nyen kor du
GC u shes ku, u yu khyoy
GT ?a rkus
GS pyog b'zhi n'ch'ams br'gyad 
JG tMlgrup\grup\, gu\khra\
AO meketa, a3aklen 
RO duulgipa, plakchin 
AB gong, bil-go, gi-go 
KO khongkUmpu 
DF [YlkungkA yungd bo 

[T]kugbrra&ga 
MK ko«3ir, bithe bitha 

[G]bdng-ldng
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WT 'phur pa, drud 
GC ka kle 
NU azip shi, ser 

[S]a\khrit=
TR CS]a\ngUt=, a\krUt=
CH [TPJje-

[MA]syssa 
LP krlp, klit, ngok, ne 
JG [Nika'ts&t 'Ay

CMlgas&t, Akh&t, An&t, Aj6t, sit, ding grAt, Arlt 
[Zlarut ai, ganun ai 

LU nuai=, zflt=
LK cha nO, a-si 
LA nuAy, nuay 
AO aenokshi
RO «ip-bak-, ipaka, nata, nate, gala
BO hu, kAn
AB not, ner, yon, yit
KO shid ne
DF ne-khrA

[Yla&gu&tc CTJaAto
KK hi, koi, ven, vit, henot

TB *plong 
WT rgyug pa
GC rgik, na ka rkyuk
GT ka nga nak(FAST)
GA rtsa-jAk
GS ki na r'gyug
NU dahturr shi, a-gyer

[S3a\gUi=, dO'
TR tol5 sbiA4

[S]a\gOi=, dO'
CH [TP3kA-, gu-gu- CMAJkA
LP dang, hlyan, tet, tor, ply6n 
JG CNlkdt 'Ay

[A3kho*3
[MlgAt, nAp bA?, phrong, brung, phyi? 
[Zikatai, pakat ai, hprawng ai 

LU ding, tlrfn
TI -ta:i, \ta:i
LA tlaAn
RO *kat-, kata, giaaa
AB duk, bit, eng, nyol
KO phet ne, phettai ne
DF CY3farrto [T3kharrto
MK arplong, ik EGJarplAng, kAt-kllp
NW CS]bwA-ye, li-ye
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WT sens skyo po
GT ?a sem ku Ntuk, ka co
NU ait saa
JG CN3y6n 'Ay [Zlaasin kaji ai
TI _da?
AO gashi
nu diik OFiyyipa
BO zingge, dAaAy 
AB Ang-o 
KO aongaeang 
MK ning keduk

WT tsha khu yod pa 
GT nya de thak 
GW kha
NU shala hka e 
CH [TT,C,J]qha 
LP s6r
JG [M]Asyua, j&a khA, syua 
LA qAl
RO kari nanga, braaa
BO h6b, bAb
AB alo ti 
MK ingti kedok

WT bzlas, bagos, zer pa 
GC zyu
GK ka-zyl, kA tsl
GH usyiat, tson
GS ko tsia
NU shin, wa
LP li, dun, fr6ng
JG [NlkAa tsQn 'Ay CA]tsun3

CMlkhai, syAnA, syl tsun CZJsun ai, ngu ai
LU \a hrilh_, zai=
BA Bia
LK bi chho
TI \ci:, _ci?
LA trdng
AO ashi
NW dhA-ye, kan-e
RO *-na, sgana, aganna
BO bung
AB ea, lu, po
KO ine, ilak ne
DF ben [Ylbinto [T]b6to
MK pu, thak
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WT
GC
NU
JG
LU
LK
TI
LA
AO
RO
BO
AB
KO
DF
MK

SCRATCH
TB
WT
GC
GT
GS
NU
LP
JG

TI
LA
AO
BO
AB
DF
MK

WT
GC
GT
GK
NU
LP
JG

AO
BO
AB
KO
DF
MK

bshad bshad btang pa, bstings
ka na sngo
d'rer
INlka'cAy 'Ay CZldaru ai
trhla, an-khQm
chho-rei
/ta:i, \ta: i
kodk
artsU
saia
kApAntay, ray 
gA
tilake ne 
jAb
tax, ington CGltAa, honthA

*hyak, *kut, »pruk 
sba shad rgyab pa 
ka ra kRok, ka ba ksyok 
ka ra krok 
ta n'dzua ko lad 
aahA, aasa 
kr6n, k6r, hut, lya
CNlna'chlt 'Ay [Zlaachyit ai, aakret ai
[MlAgrAt, AphrA, Aphri?, rAt, aArAt, Akhrai 
/tha:i, \tha:i, -phuai, \phuai 
khewq
anak RO «ku-ak~, kuaka, seeta, aata
Ar, kay, hangkiyay
ok, gAng, bat, ke-jok
has, ho [Y,Tlhakto
phuk, choprak, arke, kechorke

't8hal pa 
sar 
ka ru 
kA-sIEl 
la, sh&p 
dong
CNltA* 'Ay (Zltaa ai, krawk ai, hsawk ai
CM]gAs6k, Asai yu, brAa, g6n
ala IRO aaa
bisray, naygri
ta, aa, aa-gong
yea ne
CYlsorato ETlsAroto
ri(-et)
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TB «arang 
GC kA a to, na tso
GT ka na tsu
GZ metang
GK kaaAtAo, kanaanyo
GH na-kA-ae-t'o
GS na saa to, ko ron, ko sa ayeg
NU yang [K]zan
CH [TP]tsia- CMAItsi
LP syi, hy<5n, ngak, syi;a
JG [NJayi' yAu 'Ay [AJaul

[M]lApin, ayi? yu, ayl? aA, syAlo [Zlau ai 
LU hau_, hauh_
BA auh"
TI \au:, _au?
NU so-ye CSIswa-ye, khan-e, ken-e
AO angu, sak, si
RO *nik-
BO nA
AB kAng, kA-pA
KO how ne, ngi ne
DF kA m k A - t o  [T]ka-to
MK lang, thek, char

GC ka pya 
LP ki, ki:t 
AO aki
MK chekip CG]6t-d6ng 
NW CSIjwan-e

TB *par, *ywar
WT btsongs pa
GC ka aphar
GT ka aphar
GW kaap'Ar, pol5
NU naa IKIkali
CH [L]bu 31 CTT,C,J]pha
LP ul
JG EN3tut 'Ay [MIdAt, jlk ya [Z]dut ai
NW aiyA [S3cu-ye, chu-ye, ai-ye 
TI _zuak, \zuak
LA zAar
AO ayok, tayoker(SELLER)
RO «par-, pala
AB ko, r6
KO ytlo ne
DF prQ [YIpokto [Tlputo 
MK 3 or
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WT btang pa, brdzangs
GC ka lat
GT ka lat

GH ring
GS ko wa pre, ko lad
NU dazarr, shari

[Slsa'
TR [S3 s0=
LP klong, sal, tAl, kr6a
JG [Nlsha'ngftn 'Ay

[A]sal
CH]syAgtin, syAb6n(-AWAY), syAbal(-BAGC)
[ZJhtet ai, hsa ai, shagun ai, shabawn tat ai 

LU kal-tir=, chah_
TI /xa:k, \xa:k
LA kQat
AO yok, shiok
RO watata, watatsoa
NW co-ye
BO tAn, tinhdr, tin
AB bi-lik, gi-no
KO son ne
DF ben-lQ, ji-10
MK toi, pha, lo, tera*

SEPARATE
WT 'phral ba, bral
GT ka pet
GS na ki kro'u
NU awal.daban taga i
LP kang t'o, ting, bryAt, phat, pho;t, phak, hyAl hal
JG CNDka'rAn 'Ay

[A]kal zyan2
[M] bAng khai, glng kh.A?, gAkhA?, ran , rA?
[Zlkaran ai, je ai, chakha ai 

BA then
NW phA-ye
TI -hal, \hal, /dei, \dei
AO balaka, pila, rasa, rashi, pakaa, sadang 
RO gipen, dingtang, ekata, dingtangata
BO awdal, gubun, ran , zuda£ bAkAr
AB i pan-shu, no-yAng
KO teapu, yoiyoi
DF u-pln-sO*
Mk paprek, bahak, kak, phat, hak CGlkOy, ait
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•pyAr, «drup 
drubs
to-trop ka pa, ka trop
ka trup
trep, tram
ka-cup
tup
ti trob kipe 
hpa, dasA 
[SlkhrUp 
[S3krUp=
[TT,T3zyi
hrap
[MDchtty 'Ay 
[M3 tyAwi, tyui 
[Z3chwi ai 
aw
ska, koa 
on, o r  kdp 
shtlng ne
hoab EY,T3 hasto 
roi
[S3su-ye

bkrug bkrug btang pa, bsneas, bskyaas 
na ka sa so lo do ngos, ta ka syau 
ka sa te lsk 
r u -r u
ki ngdar, ki wa tsi led ko pe 
ahp'rr, achang
kras, krbp, nyak, tyu, 'ayung 
[Nlsha'Rdu 'Ay
CMlaAngAt, An6n Asy&n, phal zl?, An6n AnAn, aphu 
syArun
[ZDshaaawl ai, ashun ai 
sAwi
cha-chhao, tho 
anokshi, hijir 
Roa
saaaw, saao, zangkray, pAsri, sitibrab 
e-ngOn, beleng, e-puin 
shuilak ne 
hfldin, yAdin
kleR, hijuk, herak [G3kl6a, 16r
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TB *s-ryam, ^thak
WT rno po
GC ka acok
GT ka la, swa ta la
GS ki a'ts'ar
GW tse
NU d6, w6

IK] pan (V)
CH lUce ITT] sUce
LP gak, lat-bo
JG INltAy 'Ay

[Hiding gr&n, aAgrA, aAsA?, dai, grA
IZ]tai ai 

LU bak-, fIk riau
LK hrai chhi, tia
TI -hiaa, \hiaa, -aa:
AO techira
RO aatsraagipa, sraaa, kaa
BO gAbAw, garab, hang, An
AB rAt, nAa-gong
KO adapu, Uok
DF lAr

lYlsukto ETJsuto<=POINT IV])
MK kare EGlrA 
NW ESlnwa-ye, ga-ye, gwa-ye(V)

TB »ga:p
WT me ada' rgyab pa
GC syaadu ka lat
GT nyea can ka lat 
GS ko lad
NU hwap

ESlap=
TR £S]ap=
CH ETPlqha- IMAlqhur
LP a-gi, a-nyak, a-gok, o:p, a-
JG IMlgAp

£Z]gap ai 
LK ka
TI -za:a, \za:a, /ka:p, \ka:p
LA kaAp, kaq
AO aka
RO go-
AB Ap, pAt
DF Ab, A
MK ap, bop
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WT thung thung
GC ka kchen, ?khyen
GT ka kchen
GM kA kcAn
GS ki g'chen
NU git, htut
CH [T,TT,J]tjo
LP ngal, ten, tul
JG CN]ka'tQu 'Ay

CM]Atdt, g6t, lAb6t, d6k, gAddn, to*, tu 
[ZDkadun ai

LU beln, bieg-, ch£n_, chhing=, chlung=, pi=, zing 
LK chyu, pa-chho
TI \aam, _aap<SHORT OF)
LA tody
AO tatsll
RO alabok, dodibok, kandekgipa
BO bawnang, dubl, gusung, sungddng, satiya, teaprA
AB an-deng, pu-tu
KO shuoh
DF ottfl, kotch(LOW)

[Y] jenggung CTJjUgll
MK thihek, thibong, ao

WT skad rgyab
GC skat ka lat, ta ri sna len
GT ska ka lat 
NU gaw 
CH [TTlhuzya 

[C]gwi 
CJ]gwAzya 

LP pro hut 
JG iA)ngun2, syalka2

tMltyi, gArA, gin-tAn 
[Zlshatau ai 

AO ayiaten, asa 
RO inchroa(N), grapaCN)
BO dobdopay, hosi 
AB ku, j&ng 
KO wdn 
DF na
MK kabohong, kaserlang CG]pe-Ar, hAng
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WT stan pa
GC ka sro, na tso
GT dstet 
GK kat'A 
GS ko shu t'id 
NU dahtan 
LP nyat 
JG [N]tin 'Ay

[MlaAttin, brAng, byA?, tyAdAn, dAn, aAdfin 
[Zldan ai, tan ai 

LU h*uh_tir=
BA auh tir, zauhtir 
LK pa-mo-sa 
TI _lak, _la?
NW kene 
AO sayu 
RO aesoka 
BO dAykinti
AB ka r o , 16ng-kan, ko-in 
KO damasa, how ne
DF ka-kin, kA-tum
UK peklang, pethek, kelan

WT gzhas btang pa
GC kA bzyi ka pa, ka pge na ka pa
GT ka rgyas ka pa
GS ka l'de, ta tsu'u ri'i
NU langhong hong, nashaa 

[S]gU?=, tsang\kO=
TR [SIaan=gu=wa'
CH [T,TT,CIjo [JIhgo

tTPIzyo* [MAIzyarmacA
LP vaa, aat, lik
JG [Altan2

[MlaAngol, syAngon, tyiin
IZIaakhawn ai, Ragan gan ai, ngun gun ai, shing 
ngawn ai 

LU sa_
BA sak
TI \sa:, _sak
AO ken aten
RO ringa, agana
BO Rokd, razAb
AB de-lo no, ne-nAa lu
KO lak ne
DF ben
MK lun
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TB *lip, *ni[:]p 
WT 'dim pa
GC ka rlan
GT ka rnak
GS ki t'ia, ki l';jo 
NU hti hka ahtin 
LP nyet ngan, hy6a 
JG CM]gin lit, ting

CZlhtin ai, lup wa ai 
LA pil
AO telungi ai, yiaok 
RO dubia
BO trAb, tobld, zohbb, gArA/, dubAy(VT), dubi(VI), 

pArA/CVT)
AB 3ing-Ang, Ding A-lik 
DF Ida

CY]pongldkto CTJpuluto
MK inglia, jang, tili CG16

TB *paa, »du:ng 
WT adad 
GC nyi 
GT nyi 
GK ka-nA 
GM ka-nyi 
GS na nun 
NU rung, bia 

CS]rOng=
TR CS]rOng'
CH CTPJdzo- CMA]dzu
LP ngan 
JG CN]ting 'Ay 

CM]dung, nit 
CZldung ai

LU trhu=, awp_, aAwng hing=, to=, trhut_rAa
LA to6w
AO aaen
RO *a-aong-
BO z6, zogrdb, zutua
AB dung
KO shot ne
DF da

CY]yepto(SLEEP), nyeaa CTjyepto, aAna 
MK ingni 
NW di-ye, cwan-e
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TB *yip, *r-/s-awAy, *nyit 
WT gnyid khu 
GC ka raa, ka rnyi 
GA jAv
GT nyo, ka raa 
GZ karaje 
GK kA-raiE 
GH z6
GS ti ayed ki yu
GW koraAn, zyu, ne
NU ip

CS]jUp=
TR CS]Ip=
CH CT,TT,C,J]ne

CL] je CTJaaje CTTJaAEje CTP]ne= CMAJnU 
LP aik krap
JG CN]y6p 'Ay

CA]jup2 
CZ]yup ai 

LU chang=pui dflr_, aAhil_
BA it
LK ao-ku(SLEEPY)
NW de-ye CS]den-e, then-e
LA qit
AO amu, aejangCtstl)
RO tusia, »tu-si-
BO aurti, putA, undu 
AB yup, ip
KO shi ne, shipu
DF yQb CY]nyeaa, yepto CT]aAna, yepto
MK i, aekjang, ancho aekbur

TB *ble
WT 'drid dag shor
GC sa Ngyo
GT da kur wa
GS ki sa gyo
NU ahkvat, aba adil
LP syAl auk nong, y6t, hua
JG CH]gAz6t, aAlfi?, gAa-tsAn CZJkashawt ai 
LU pelh_, tlei)
AO aju, ajudok
RO soltapa, gasoltapa, sriksrik kata, giaaaa 
BO delea, dArAd, g6, sok6r gulua(A)
AB yul-lAp-shu, lat-p6-shu
KO tlphtln, lieglak ne
DF geddana CYJdolitto CTJduli' guAto 
MK chekoi, ingrei
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TB *zAy
WT chung chung
GC ka ktsey
GT ka ktsey
GK kAgtsei
GH ka-tsai
GS ku tse'i
NU saa
CH IT3cwA ITT3cwU, pAche [C3pcU, pAtchi

[J3pcU, pAche 
LP cua-bo, kup, tan-bo, tyak-bo
JG tMIN-ji, kyi, aAji, ntia-ji, tAk, t6k, Aloi [ZJkaji 

ai
LU bfi chip , dAw rawn=
LK cha-di "
TI /nE:u, \nE:u
AO tenea nea
RO ontiti, chona, ontisa, dongja, *con-
BO bangdy, dikfira, ka , ailA/w, sA, undAy, tirgA
AB a-a£, an-jo, an-ji, a-shut-ko
KO ajengha, fljoiha
DF ainyU [Y3inchungna, ajengpa [T3inchuna, e^ido 
MK so, bihek, akebi, binei

TB «a-naa, *sung
WT snua, snoa, bsnaas, bsnuas
GC naa naa
GT ka na anea, wu ri ka na anea
GK NA-cI aiE
GH ai-noa
GS wu ri(N)
GW ahe
NU hpanaa
CH tTTJahi tCJahje
LP nda, nyda
JG CN3aa'nAa 'Ay CZ3aanaa ai

CM3aAnaa, Aphu, sing, sAjAp, sAaA?
LU hnia_, naa=
ME naa ba
LK pa-hna
TI -naa, \naa, _nap
LA nAa, naa
AO aenea, anea
RO chona, senga, •sia-ir-, gangsika
BO kAb, aanaa, aAdAm, brang, aanaapru(N), aAdAapru(N)
AB ariPH'-naa, nAa-nying, nAa-po
KO pee(N), pee ne
DF nAng-kA CY3naapa [T3naato 
MK ingnia, neaso(N), ingnia at
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TB *kAw
WT tha »ag 'then pa
GC ta khu na ka aot
GS ta k'u
GW tak'A taaen
NU *alit a, yang a, na-er der, *a-er zing
LP tda-ku t'Ang
JG [H]syAmA

iZllu ai 
LU khu_, ur=
LK khu
AO nokoztl
RO walku
BO sAb, dunga
AB ting, »ikki-pe ting
KO vtlnsiy
DF muk
MK aong

GC ti-wa ka lat

TB »now, *pryo 
WT 'bol po 
GC ka »i no
GT ka »i nya»
GK kAm ja»
GM kA njam
GS ki n'ja«
NU nu, hkin
LP yel-la, nup-pa
JG CNlkyAa 'Ay

CM]?nAa, AkyA, kyln, »Anl, sAnyAp, tyAnyA, phul 
phul, nA 
tZ]kya ai 

LU duAp, n61_, n6n=
AO tanUk
RO noma
BO gurA/y, rAydA, rAng, gurAng, larayla
AB r6-*Ak, tor-*ang 
KO nyai
DF nyenyA
MK kangduk [GlingdAk, jAn-jfe*
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TB *kri(y), <»s-kywar, «swa'r
WT skyur po., rnon po
GC ka cor
GT ka cur
GK scttr
GK kA cor
GH ka-cyflr
GS ki chor
GW tswi
NU aa-sAt [Klsaa
CH ITTlce [Clptsi
LP a-cor, rAk nAn, tso:r
JG CN]khrli 'Ay IMIkhri [ZJkhri i
LU thdr
LK i
LA thuAr
AO tasen, sentur IRO aesenggipa(N)
BO gAkAy, kAy
AB ku-nAm
DF khrAdkA, kAssll-dAkA CTlkatcha
MK thor, hanthor

SOW
GC te-rpi ka lat
JG [ZJgat ai, n wa ai

TB *s-br(w)ang 
WT la pa
GC ka kyis, u skat ta paw, ta jun
GT ta ki tsin ko
GK katsl, ka-rjo
GS ko b'shad, s'kad ch'a, ti tsen
NU shin
CH CLlzjiai CTlzU [TT]sU«e CClzAmA (ALL N)
LP li
JG [N]kAa tsOn 'Ay [Alkal CZ3sun ai, shaga ai

CMlbrAt, gA gA, AbrAp, su, syAga 
LU bia_, biAk, be_
BA sia
LK bi-chho
TI -pa:u, \pa:u
LA trAng
AO jaabi IRO »a-gan-, aganna
NW k«> dh.A-ys, IhA-ye
BO hAn, rayaay
AB lu, po, agon lu
DF ben CYlbinto [TJbeto
MK pu, ningje [GlthAn, ningjfe, pA
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SPILL
WT bshos pa 
GC na kay bok
GT ta yen
NU a-up 
LP lung 
JG [Z3khaw ai 
LA bOng
AO endok, shidok 
AB tong, kAk-pAk, to-no 
DF kra-pA-na, kra-pA-jin

[Y3cheflato [T3chukhato
MK bu, buphak, chikip [GUngbAk, 
NW wA-ye

WT bkal 
GC ka po 
NU [S]nyU?=
TR [S3ni?=
JG CZlchyai ai, kayin ai, kri ai, kaboi ai

SPITCcf.DROP,FALL)
WT phyi na yug
GC sy-this ka psyit
GT ka psyi
NU htil(N), htil htil shii 

tSllaif 
TR [SUaiF
CH CTPIphe- tMAJra
LP lit, tyu:k, dyu:k, tyukCN)
JG [Nlna'thdo 'Ay 

[M3nAth6
[Z3nahtaw ei, nahtwi ai 

LU chil= thuk_, thAk, cil= chhAk 
AO netstltok, aket toka 
RO stua 
BO nuzu
AB ko-ri ri, shuk-pAk 
KO eiphau(N), eiphau phau ne 
DF [Y3cheflato [T3chukhato 
MK ingthok, chingok
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SPREAD OUT
TB *ka, «ya:r
WT bkram pa, brdal, btings
GC to prak
GT ka stet
GA sA-sA
GH ka rda
GH kraa
GS ko dri
CH hpalu
LP so, kl6a, ik, syoa, ry6t, p6p
JG [M]syl syAbrA, gra, soi, g&n-khong

CZlnep ai, shapra ai, shaw wa ai 
TI _pha?, -za:k, \za:k
LA phaq
AO satok, prokshi
RO badala, gipata, *nong-
BO baray, zen, pezen, singkaw, blr, rAw, laa, saw
AB lo, pu, tAm, tid, par
KO shaa ne
DF EYJpakfato ETIpakhato
MK harlu, ;jaidak, te, chetang
NW khin-e, 18-ye

•nyap, *cur 
btsir pa, brdzis 
ka ptsir, ka ptsin 
ki ka tsi
ko tsi ri, ta wa sag
sut
pit, ts6t, ap, nun
chilh_
sepchota
s&b
yua, nyua 
phUt ne 
nyunkhr
[YJchengto, t6rrch6rrto(=BEND> 
ETIcheto, tOrrchOrrto(=BEND) 
sor, thua

brdza ka lat 
EZlgalun ai 
hwakhan-e
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WT lang sdad 
GC rwas 
GT te nu ur was 
GS kir yeb yi ki ni 
GW ri 
NU rip 
CH ETT3zyi 

CC3 ri 
[J3hzyi 

LP ding hr6ng, hryA*
JG [Z3 sap ai 
LU buh_ ding=
NW dan-e
LA ding, din, tuAr, tuar, tQng, tun 
AO noktak
BO gosong, taktAy, posong, utikan 
AB dAk, da-r§p, tu-keng 
KO yongnang 
DF dA
MK arjap, sar, sakok

WT zhag por sdad 
GC ka nyin
GT na nyi*
GS ko na ya'ou, ti ki nis
NU ai

CS3r0ng'
TR [S3 rOng'
CH [TP3 zyl-, dzo- 

[MA3dzu 
JG [A3thong3

CM3rai
[Z3nga ai, khring ai 

BA ua, luah
TI -ta:*, \ta:»
LA riAk, riaq
RO donga
NW lyan-e, di-sa 
BO tA
AB tyan
KO lag ne
MK do thak, da*thak CG3dAn-thAk, do-kAng
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*r-kAw 
rkus pa, brkus 
ka aymo, tA-ayao ka pa 
ka syao da 
ki ah'no ko pe 
gwu, hkwu
hkU 
khAl 
CL3syku 
[TTlkA 
CTP3xkA= 
tuk-no mat 
CM]lagft 
fir
/gu:k _sak
fiir
auya
pi-ong, do-piong 
kuh ne 
detchcha 
inghu

CSlkU=
CS]khU

CC]hku CTT,C,J]qu 

CMAlsykuA 

CZDlagu ai

RO chaua, ca-

GC ka ra chak 
LP kA-go:m, thonggon 
AO kanera
DF CY]jengto CTJjito
MK kaa

WT bzhag pa
GC ka ayi, ka aya pro, ka nyi
GT ka ayi
GS ti ki zhia, ti ki ni3
NU rsna, nar shi
LP ngan, ts6k, nuk, tyan
JG CN3tsAp 'Ay CM3ding-da?, syAdAng, i 

CZ]khring ai, nga ai, chakhring ai(VT) 
LU bang=, ti reh_, ding=
LK by-kha, hia, tlei
TI -tO:p, \tO:p, /pa:ng, \pa:ng
LA baAng, ddn, khAn AO anen
RO dontonga
NW lu-lhA, di-ye [S]thAp-e, thA-ye, di-yi 
BO taptA, akAy kAlA/y, tA, hagA, roCIMP]
AB dung, *A, dAk, tA-ngap, tun
KO lag ne
MK dokok, khang, o, pejut, han

CT3hkA

-u-

CAIkhringl
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STRAIGHT
TB *pleng, *dya*
WT drong po
GC ka nga sto
GT ka nga sto
GS ko s'to
NU ara
LP a-nang, klyap n6n, a-glen 
JG tN]»a'lAng 'Ay

CMJa-preng, ding-den, ding-yong, gln-yan, 
dA*- pyang
[Z]»alang ai, ting ai, preng ai, ang ai 

TI -aa:», \aa:a, -tang, \tan 
AO teindang
RO sida, tongtong
BO gAtAng, gepeng, pAzAn, tAngzAn
AB jon, dAn, pAn, o-*An 
KO ting, tingkhake
DF kattA

CY,T]dinda 
MK kekeng, hari, sik kedan 
NW [S]lhA-ye

GC wu ksyik kuk te
GT ?a ksyuk kuk ke
NU jurr
LP t6»-bo, nyor ra, kru* z6ng
JG CMlkhang, lApyln, aAgraA, A-gAt, AtsAn rong, tang,

bri, jA?
CZln-gun ja ai, ngang ai 

LU awm=khauh_, chak_, fei=, ru_, tAr_
LK a-hua-sah-la
TI \ci:k, -ta:k, \ta:k, /halt, _xau?
AO tashi tait
RO bilakgipa, *rak-, *bir-ak-, bil(N), «bir<N>
BO duntaru, kAata
AB tor, e-ding
KO won, wanpu
DF actor
MK jakong, ingtang [GlingtAng, ph&ng
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TB *dzo:p
WT 'jibs, bzhibs, nu-ba, bzhibs
GC ka mi skyip
GT ka mi scip
GS ko mi s'kyib
NU ser, sup
LP yup, hap, kryup, co:p, zup
JG CN3chti' 'Ay CM3tayd? rtim, tyQp

[Z3chu ai, chyup ai 
LU hne_, hnu_te= hne_, ditut
TI tawp-hi
TA chep
LA fop=, fop, dawp
ME chup-pa
AO asA, mesep RO *op-, opa
BO sAb, urld
AB md, bu
KO jep ne, hUp ne
DF bid
MK nok kechu, tong, ingsip, chongsip, chongjup 
NW [S3u-ye, i-ye, twan-e

TB »dz(y)in, *twi(y>
WT zhim bo
GC ka mem
GT ka myen
GZ kechi
GM kA c<?'i
GH ko-ci, ke-mim 
GS ki ch'i
GW zyje(DELICIOUS)
NU zu
CH [TT3chi lC3?ptshU, zyje(DELICIOUS) [J3hzyje
LP a-klyam
JG [Nlmhu 'Ay [Z3dwi ai, mu ai

CM3dAwl, dwi, A?num(DELICIOUS), sau(DELICIOUS)
LK thld
TI _ngai?
LA thldm, th6o(DELICIOUS)
AO tanang
RO chigipa, ansenggipa 
BO metay, gAdAy
AB tl-nAm, do-po(DELICIOUS), tl-po(DELICIOUS)
KO uwtlng
DF tlssar
MK kedok, dokjin, chomat(DELIClOUS), mesen(DELICIOUS) 
NW [SIcAku, mAku
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SWEET(vs.HOT)
WT mngar no
GC ka khyi
GT ka chisy
JG CN]tOy 'Ay 
NW [S]cAku

SWELL

TB *pyaw
WT skyal rgyab
GT chu <N)zya ka pa
GS ti zhag ko pe
NU hti lang
LP fa
JG CM3phimg yd>t
TI -bual, \bual
AO tztl awa
BO dAwgA, kansri
AB ashi bAng
KO yiang yat ne
DF DO
MK langvek, ardong

GC Nbop 
JG CZ]pun wa ai
DF CY]bBssonAna CTlbOssmAnie
MK CGlkAng-pring, kAng-phA, kAng-biip, kAng-sln
NW CSlnan-e

[Zlhpunyawt ai 

RO chio jroa

*yu (B-L) 
len pa, blongs 
ka pya 
ka pkyok 
ko pye
lu, lang shi, wa shi, htul, chwut CKJ'
lya, le, lyo, rak
CN3lAa 'Ay CZ]la ai, shaw la ai
CM31A, sy6?, jA?, bau, syu, Ap sin 
la_, pawn=, kal_pui=
-sai, \sai(LOOK~AFTER)
16ng, Ion(TAKE OVER), tfel, tel(TAKE PART) 
agi, jenok(TAKE SHELTER)
*rA-, *ha, raa, *ri«-
1A, no, lAng(TAKE AWAY), b6ng(TAKE CARE) 
lAng, bon, rot, puit, pAk, ying 
yah ne
bAlQg, nAg, plApa, nAlin 
en, pon, thi, phri 
CS]kA-ye, twa-ye
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WT pid, pis, 'bud
GC ka ne ta, ka ta, ka le
GT nga dro 
GN aOdrA
GS ti we ko ti, ki we ko ti 
GW katAi 
NU [S3le?=
TR [S3le?=
CH [TP3xu- CMA3thala
JG [N316' 'Ay [Z3shaw la ai
LU phawng 
HK CG3phri.

TB *low 
WT ring po
GC ka skren
GT ka ksri, ka Nbro
GM kA aA-ro
GH ka-aA-rA
GS wu s'gri ki sria
NU ahang
LP krul-la, pur-song, krong 
JG [M3a-preng, gong dA, gAng tsA, rAn rAn 

[Z3tsaw ai 
LU hrAm
AO talang I BO tenggla, lawga, lawgi
AB bo-dong, ai-ar. At, ai-roa, ya-ri
DF ana [Y3au CT3a
MK kiding, chongding

WT ayangs
GC ka ayeng
GS ko wa ri
NU htin
LP kAn, nyAng
JG [M3tyla, phrAa, ol ol, nAa 

[Z3chyaa ai, chyia ai 
LU tea=, hang=
LK a tlA thlA lei
LA tep, teq
AO aenakdang IRO chatotani, toa(N), *to-
BO zanAy, sakay, ailA/w(A), taw(A), sAb(A)
AB ting-ki, yAk-ki, an, ti-nAa
KO jtlp, jep ne, jtlp ne
DF yA-kA tY3tipa, t.tssar tT3tipa
MK choaat, asa lang, dok, kethu
NW [S3aAku(A)
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WT (b)slab pa
GC ka suk syotEIPF], kyesEPFT]
GT ga si rik cit
GK kaslksyud
GC ko si rig ch'ud
NU shalap, shangit
CH ETP3Ar\sy=

EMA3 stl 
LP hlap byi
JG [N]sha'rln 'Ay

EMlAtyin, syArln 
EZlsharin ya ai 

LU thu=
AO sayu
RO *ski-, skia
NW lhA [S3 sen-e, nwA-ye
BO dinti, pArAng
AB ir, lu-ir, ni-ton
KO nyo ne
DF besrO, tonsQr

CY3kAchinto [T3kachinto
MK than

WT gshag pa, phrul, drsl
GC na ka pre
GA tyA-rA
GZ preng
GS ko pre
NU bing, ring
CH EL] phri, phrU CTT3phsyU £C3phrU

ETP3 2ya= EMAlsypA
LP hra, hrik, fik, hlak
JG IN]thfin 'Ay

EM3A*rA?, A? ayA, AsyAp, khyA?, aA16k
EZ]je ai 

LU tai= thier
LK a-hri-pA-zia, hri chhei
TI /bal, \bal, -»al, \»al
LA thleAk
NW khu-ye, caphu-ye
AO aben, shina, shisa
RO »cit~, chita, ginna, kena
BO bisi, bla:, boso
AB bAt, shAr
KO daang ne, hiet ;ne
DF stlru, surmO

EYJperOato 
MK ingsek, rak, phu, he-veng
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TB *now 
WT 'jaa po
GC ka Njaa
GT ka Njor
GS ki ngbyar
LP a-]il, nup
JG CZlchya ai
TI /ngE:i
BO narpina
AB bei-Ak
KO Uyoi
DF CYlnyengaa 

CTlninyak 
MK kangduk

TB *r-tas, *dow, *tu:k 
WT thu po
GC ke kam, ka yak
GT ki pen, ka yak
GH ke-yak
GS ki yeg
MU htat
CH CTT,T]pzye 

CCIpe 
LP a-tang, a-bak
JG IN]thAt 'Ay

CM]A thAt, da6, ding 
CZ]htat ai 

LU bit_, chhah_, hraw_, pik_
LK byu rb
TI _sa?
LA saq
AO teaelea
RO ailgipa, ritchagipa 
BO dagla, gubdng, aotonga, raza 
AB bi-sAa, t6-bi
DF CY,T]au
MK karthat, arthat

CG]selling, ingtAng, arthAt-kldng
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TB *ba, *lyap, «pe:r 
WT kra po 
GC kchem, ka wa
GT ka kchem, ka wa
GZ kechi*
GH k6-yet, ko-ron, k6-wyet 
GS ki we, ki g'ch'en 
GW bri, bu
NU ba, sung
CH CLJbre ^[T,TT,J]bzyi [C]bri [TT,C,J3bU
LP gryA-la, sa-nrAn 
JG CN]pAa 'Ay

CM]AphA, grim grAn, krit, grol 
CZ]Iasi ai, hpa ai 

LU dang=da, pan=, vAr
TI /pa:, /pa:t 
LA trc61
AO tapu
RO *bA-, «rAm-, baranggipa 
BO sere, bA
AB ging, b&sor, bo-ro; r6-*ik, a-long a-rong 
KO pee
DF poinya, hfil, bochor 

CY3kongpa, genggung 
CTljUgU

MK pangar, chungkreng, jisopet 
NW CSJsAlu, chwAlu

WT bsam lo btang, bsans 
GC su-so ka pa
GT ka si so
GK ka-slso 
GS ti sens pre 
NU tS3nyit=
TR CS]nit=
CH CTP]xba-(x)ju- CMA3xca
LP cing
JG LNlnit yiu 'Ay CAinal }u3

CMJnAng, nylt yu 
CZ]myit ai, nyit yu ai 

LU bei sei_, ngih_uah_
LA ruAt, ruaq 
AO bilen
RO chanchia, «can-ci- 
BO sAn 
AB nuing 
KO teih ne
MK natha, gadi, chepori
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THIRSTY

WT kha skcm
GC ka sypak
GT ka sypak
GK kasypiag
GM ka sypak
GS ki sh'pag
NU hti ral

CS]ran'
TR [S3bal=
CH [TP]xpa=

[MA]sypi 
LP ung ngot(N)
JG [NlpAng ka'ra 'Ay 

CZlhpang kara ai 
LK da-phi
AO tztlra
RO ranna(N)
BO sagay, dah(N)
AB ti-llng
KO yianglepu
DF hflr

[YJhArr [TJhBrr
MK lang ke-it [Gling'it

WT g'yug pa, phangs, bor, btab
GC na ka psyi, ka ktor, ka psyit
GT ka psyi, ka rku
GS ko r'pu ko lad, ta yag no ti ti
NU dagyang, aria

[S3chat=, thOr'
TR CS]cat=, tOr=
CH [TT]ji [J.Clhji

[TP]chi- [MA]qhur
LP rak, kry6k, tyal, pok
JG [N]ka'pAy 'Ay

[Mlg6ng, syAtot, tAng, rAp, Asyap AlAp 
[Zlkabai ai 

LU deng=, theh_lAt, vAwa, paih_
TI _thE?, \pa:i, _pai?
LA de&ng, deen, saAy
AO endok, ondaktsd
NW kaeke
RO galla, gcia, *gar-, «go-
BO sikar, sitir, garhor, garsAs, upray 
AB yop, ge, ku, shut, pAk
KO shep ne, vin ne
DF kO-pa, hur-pA, hdlQ
MK var, pedat, tiplok, arvak, 30k, kip, pechon
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THROW AWAY
TB •gar
WT 'dor ba
GC ktor, ka lat
GT rku
GS ko spang
NU gArr, nar
LP co*, dyAn, dyAn ny6n
JG CM]rip

[Zlkabai kau ai
LU paih
TI \pa:i, _pai?
BO newsay
AB ■e-pAk
DF [YlhtJrrto, dAflato

[TJhOrrto, dAkhato
HK o(det), tekang CG]wAr(-
ID Is pianbaga
NW CS]wA-ye, ba-ye, cuik-e

TIE(cf.BAND, BIND, BUNCH)
TB *tu-t, *kik
WT bsdan, bsuns, bsdans, 'khyig
GC ka sa phor, ka-ku ka lat, ka tshi, ka ka prok
GT ka sri, ko ka prok
GS ta wa sag
GW tso
NU hpan, nahong, syingkit
TR a6hra4
CH CTT,J]tso

Cdtsodaa 
LP z6p, &et, syi:k, syi:r
JG [Nlkyit 'Ay

[M3Aroi, syAjtip, gran, aAtut, gyit khAng, gA* 
phdn, sying ty6?
[Zlgyit ai, khang ai, shajup ai

LU trAwn=, thlung=
LK tsA/khi
TI _xi?
LA tre&m
AO alen, *esA
RO *ka-, kaani, budu
BO zfi, s6n, sorkon, kasA, bA/n
AB pak, pon, ngot
KO shtln, shin ne
DF hi

CYlrengto, yekchengto, tsi?
IT)reto, yi'cheto [G)che-pAn, pAn-16k 

HK kok, thit, aartun
NW [S3ci-ye, khup-e
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WT dam po 
GT ksok 
GS tarn tarn 
NU ma sang, aa du 
TR tsAn4 
LP zak, plin 
JG [M]tyAt

[Zlghyat ai 
TI /ga:k, \ga:k(V)
AO takang
RO kringgipa, salkringa(V)
BO parA(V), sepra(V), kasin(V), gel gel(AD), lAr

iAr(AD)
AB pu-git
DF puzzin-daba
MK pring [G)sik

TIRED(BORED)
TB «bal, •Cs-)ngung 
WT thang chad pa
GC ka chat, ?tan na ki cat, na me sa ka
GT sa kha, ?u skun ka li
GZ mgeng
GK kArtug
GS ti ko ti ki wus, to ko pis, po ki pis 
NU ber, aa jurr
LP ts'a, ka-gal-la
JG [NltsO' 'Ay, pflu 'Ay

[MlsyAbA, Atsti?, jin, khi, bA si 
CZ]ba ai 

LU hne, chau_, zAl
LK ri thei
TI _ba?
LA bAng
AO tani, alak
RO nenga
BO halay hapay, harAw birAw, mAng, rAymAn, rewlay
AB a-pA, ba-gor, dAp, Am
KO lan ne, lag ne, leng
DF nyelin

CYlafi tTIAkh'
MK lak, angtur, selet, boikhi, ayni (Gld&k-wAy 
NW tS]nel-e(V), tyAnu
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WT 'chang pa
GC ta ka la trok, ka tat, ta-rpi ka tat
GT ka tsok
GH rik
GS ko nar do
NU htu al, ahter
LP a-kA kya kya mat
JG [NlkhrAa 'Ay

CM3Aj6t, Asy6t, Athdk 
[Zlahtawk ai, ahtu ai

LU khawih_
LA daAy, toq
AO kongshi
RO dangtapa
BO dang, nang, suhAy, panang
AB i-ki, gAk-ki
KO 3on ne
DF katti
MK kisu, ot, pho [G]che-m6y, pherAy

GC skor ka wa, skor ka pa 
LP nyAr
DF CY]lAktJpto [TllikOpto
MK henar EG]arting-w6y, tewar

WT nyes po
GC ka na la
GT ka na nga
GS wa yo ma ki ngpy'ir
NU ma shala, ma 1A
JG tZ3n tsawm ai, n htap ai
LU hmel chhia_
AO tepur ma3ung 
RO nidikgipa, goka, nigogijagipa 
AB kAng-gA, kang-kan mang 
KO shimeang 
DF kA-p-mA
MK langno [G]che-ch6k-rd>, bAk-tAk-rAy, r6
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UNDERSTAND
ha go ba, bsa*(THINK)
nan san, ka nis[PFT3, ka msan[IPF3
nga nas
kasylpiE, kAmAs 
nan sang, ko shu 
sa, sha
t'yak, pyo, a-s6*(BREATH)
[N3c6y 'Ay;
[M3 myit dAp, tye nA
[Z3chyA ai, chyeng ai, nsen(VOICE)
hre= thian
theih
thu-ye
angatet
buzi, nAndAng, niti, tA/ng 
kin, tAt-kin 
Upong tow ne 
chen
[Y3binsa(=W0RD)
[T3besa(=W0RD) 
thek, pangdon, buji

WT bkrol
GC ka kya
NU ES3 kha?= sa\
TR [S3 pUt=, ka? =
CH [TP3 zya\

[MA3 phaRa 
JG [N3phyAn 'Ay 

[A3 tatl 
[Z3raw ai 

DF mtdflyato 
[T3tokhato 

HK [G3pe-phl6k, phri 
NW [S3 phen-e

GC phan ka trho
JG [N3sDng 'Ay

[A31ang3 
[M3 jai ai 

NW [S3 chel-e, wA-ye, khel-e
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TB *»-/s-tu:k, *s-du:k, »on 
WT bskyugs, skyug 
GC ka »A nphat
GT ka ekyuk
GZ esculak(N)
GM tA ap'at
GS ki kyug
NU du

[K]zu [S3du?H
TR [S3du?«
CH [J,TT3phe tC3pha tTP3zye- 
LP *6t, hlung 
JG [N3*a'tAn 'Ay 

[H3»Aton 
CZ3*hpat ai 

AO saktstl 
RO wakala 
BO gobl6 
AB bdt 
KO phai ne 
DF blA

IY,T3bato 
HK chingok, ningvang 
NW [S3lhwa-ye

WT sgug, bsgugs
GC ka yontlPF, PFT3, ka nyi CIHP3
GT na na yon
GA nje
GH nA-nl
GS ko na ya'ou
NU nar shi
CH EC,L3zo^ CTT3 zyju
LP t'ea, sa-ngang, rang 
JG [N3lAa 'Ay

[H3khring, 1A, ral?, A1A 
CZ3khring ai, nga ai 

LK ha
TI /nga:k
LA hngaAk
AO ata
AB ne, yang
KO tan ne
HK inghong, do, keru
NW lan-e, pi-ye

[HA3ra

[J3hzy
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WAKEN

GC ka an t o

MK [G]nek prang(=WAKE UP)

WT go* pa rgyab, bcag
GC ngla ka kye
GT wo la ka akyet
GK sak'ri, kAsa-k'ruo
GS ka ch'i, ko wi ki ch'i
NU di, agun shi, ase IK]pa:i
TR aS kAil ahiA4
LP sung-*ut ay6k, 16*
JG CN]1A* kh6* 'Ay

CMJkho*
IZlaa ai, khawn ai 

LU v«k\, kal=, ke_a=kal=(N)
LK cha rei, khi-kha(N)
TI /va:k, /ka.*n
AO senzU, jaja
RO reani, roa*ani, eching-gisi, toa, *ro- 
BO tabay, dAydSn
AB a-16 lok gi gong
KO ke* ne
DF grAdam

[Y]lecho(FOOT)
CT]all'18ch'

MK puri, dam, dong
NW [Silwan-e, nyAsi ]u-ye, ju-ye, hul-e

WT rkam
GZ rje
GS ki re
NU shung, »ay(l
LP gat, ban
JG [Z]ra ai, tsaw ai
LU chAk, tu*=, duh_
TI _dei?, /nuam, _nop 
AO aginti
BO nanggAw
AB »uing, kA-bo,‘ la-gi 
DF *ui, nu, tfl, lak, ka
MK nang, hang, lang, avedet
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TB «krAw, *a-syil, *a-syal
WT ' khrud pa
GC ta rchis ka pa, ka rchi
GT ka rchi
GK rci
GH cA
GS kor chu
NU hti zal shi, yaw zal 

ES3zyan', chl?=
TR CS]jal=, ci?=
CH [TJhwAla [TTlxola

[ClxwAla [J]xo
[TP3xuA= la [MA]xla

LP zut, 61, tut
JG ENlkhrAt 'Ay

[M3Agr&k, gAsyln, khrdt 
[Zlkashin ai, ayit ai, khrut ai 

LU trhuah_, su_
LA kholq, phiaq
AO shidok, senatlk
RO «jak-su-
BO b Q, lAb, lAb
AB ao, Ar, ir, be
KO poi ne, shau ne
DF ntikhrd, adai

[Y, T]ishi(WATER)
MK chinglu, chersaa
NW [S3 hi-ye, sil-e

WT shugs aed pa 
GC wu ksyik de aey
GT ?a syuk aey
GS aa ki aag kle
NU aa jurr
LP dyAl-bo, lyang-na, ka-gryo-bo
JG [MJtyAnyoa, tyAnyda
LU awng_ rawp_, chak_lo_, chhe_tha_, der
LK chi lei, pa-nai, tha tl6 vei
TI \nang, -nat
LA co6r
AO tashi aait
RO bilgri, gilgri, sikrepa, noaa
BO ala kala, gurA/y, aAgina, halung, narpina, silong
AB tor aang
KO nyai(pu)
DF t&aafi
MK kedande, ajakong ave [GldAn, aari
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TB *wat 
GC ka wa 
MK 1

TB »tak, *trak 
WT 'thag pa 
GC tA-tak ka pa, ka tak
JG IZ1da ai, da?
LU ta?
LP thok
AO atak IRO dak
DF [Y]chemto mchubto
MK thak

TB *krap, ngAw 
GS ki ka kru 
WA za 
NU ngll
CH [L]bri [Clhza 
LP prAa mat, hrydp, sy6t 
JG CZ1khrap ai 
AO ajeb 
NW kwo-ye 
AB aik-ahi 16n 
KO shap ne 
MK chiru

TB *hu8, a-ti-a 
WT rlon pa 
GC ka sychit
GT ka syci
GZ kesci
GK kAaArlan
GS ki ni r'lan 
NU aha
LP a-ayal, syur, g6a
JG [N]aa'tii 'Ay CZ]aadi ai, nyap ai

CM]syAke, phyA phyA, ayl?, aAdit
LU huh_
LK pa-cho
LA ciin
AO aga, tayi IRO choaiaata, choaigipa, chigingipa 
NW pyA-ye
AB gu-nAa
KO diem, den ne
DF gugA tY]gdgapa CT]gugapa
MK cham(vok)
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TB *s-ngow 
WT dkar po
GC ka pram
GT ka prom
GZ keprom
GK k Apr o r , pram
GS ki proa
GW kopr&n, phri
NU Rong

CK]xalu
CH [L]phre tClphri [J,T,TT]phsyi
LP a-dum, a-t'uk
JG CNl'a' phrbng

[M]AphrA, N/ phr6, aAphrA 
[Zlhpraw ai 

LU hlui= ngo=
LK ngyu
TI -ka:ng, \ka:n
LA raAng
AO teaesUng
RO gipok, *gip-bok, tenga, chinga
AB kAm-po, ya-shing
KO hieng, llhieng
DF apin, pdllO

[YJponglu [TlpulA
MK kelok, lokphlan [GillAk
NW [S]tuyula, tu-ila

WT rgya chen po 
GC ka rgyaa 
GT kya chen po, ka rjon 
GZ kerjon
GS ki Io r , ti nyi ki g'ti 
GW tec'i, la
NU gwa, gang
CH [TUje [JUe
LP a-vy6r, a-yong, j61, pak 
JG CNJtAa 'Ay

[MlAwAng, din, g&ng dim, khAloi, IAr , AwAng 
[ZDtasi ai 

LU hlai=
TI \Ia:n, _lat, /zai, \zai 
LA kaaw, dawq 
AO teaadea, pak
BO geher, gewnang, gezen, hfer, zalang 
AB bor-tAg, a-pe, a-tAk 
DF tAt [Y]lakhe(na) [T]koi, koyana 
MK pak, kethe, popakhaa CG3arpAn
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WT thabs pa, 'thab pa, bcaas 
GC pka, ka nga 
GS ki r'gyal 
NU dang

[SJkhra?=
TR [S]kra?=
CH CTP3da\qe-, tA\qa= 

tMAldaqe, tAqu 
JG EAltangl

EZJdang ai, awng ai 
LU hneh_
LA neq
BO z6n, d6n, derhA
AB pak, kua-ya
KO nau ne, ok ne 
HK hai, lit

WT gcas phur rgyab pa
GC ta kyu na lat, ka ka tri, skru
GT ga tsri 
GZ karcip 
GS ko wa leg 
JG EM]Asyen, AkhyAn, bit 

EZlabong 
RO *wen- 
BO aeray, t6n 
NW tu-lhA 
AB e-shAr 
DF EYJdAri 

ETJdalye 
HK per EGlphAn

WT phyis 
GC ka phyis 
JG EZ]arut ai, kasut ai 
DF EYJtelOpto 

ETltiltJpto 
NW ES]hu-ye

WITHER
GC raa(DRY)
DF EYlraaputo 

ETlruaputo
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TB •aow(N)
WT las ka byas pa
GC ta-aa ka pa
GT ta-aa ka pa
GK aiE(N)
GS ta ae ko pe, kAsaj-ai, ta ae<N>
NU gare(N)
LP Ayok aat-bo, zo-bo 
JG [Nika'loo 'Ay

[H]bu\ng si, khAtQa, ad, Aati, b&ng 11 
[ZJkalaw ai, di ai 

LU bei_, chAt pui=, haa= sial 
BA truan
AO inyak, aapa
RO kaa kaa, kaa(N), dakani 
BO kaa, aaw, habA 
AB a-g6r i
KO toi
DF Ua, kAa lyi
HK kaa , keklea, jakong CGJkAa ke-kl&a, sensA, suli

WT bris pa
GC ka ra skyo, ta-skyos ka pa
GT na ra skyu
GM tA-t'a
GH nA-ko-ra-scyung
GS na ra sky'ou, na ra skyo
GW tastidngana
NU lik aru
CH [T3s]a

[TTlsyjAE 
[Clse 

LP pi, tsu 
JG CN]lAy kAa kAa 'Ay 

CZ]ka ai 
LU dek_, tawk_
BA rln 
TI _gel?
NW co-ye CSJcwa-ye, gi-ye 
LA ngaAn 
AO zUlu
RO «se~, sea, dalako seani 
BO H r
AB At, ka-kdt At 
KO nyan ne 
DF he

[Y,T3fitto 
MK tok, likhi
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GK kAwuac-ai 
GS ko ch'as 
NU anghkying aai 
LP a-jang
JG CZln teng ai, shut ai 
LU a\ ni lo_, dik lo_, ni_ lo_ lo. 
LK A na na, mu vei 
AO tai
RO guallani, kaketgijani 
AB b6ng Rang, pfi Kang 
KO yetieng 
DF ka-tA-aA-na 
MK kahingno

WT ag stong, a strong, bsgyings
GC wo
GT ta horn
NU has
LP h6a
JG [Nlka'khAa 'Ay(V) IZIaakhaa ai
LU hAs_
TI \ha:a, _hap(V)
RO agaaa, kuanga
BO haaiyay
AB kot-kA
KO haampu, haan ne(V)
DF goasa CYJgaasato CTlgoasato
MK kohe, ingko

Y0UNG(cf.SMALL)
GC ka ktsey
GT ka ktsey
GK kAgtsei
GH te-tsla
GS wa bli ki g'tse'i
NU dahpat saa A
LP kup, a-jon, a-rok
JG CNl'e' sAk ka'chli 'Ay IZlka3i ai

[M]khAlung, AsAk kAjl, AsAk ram, glng lung 
LU sAn_, tlang val=
LK a-aa-chy, pa-nyu, pao-ly-pa
AO lanu, tanur, techanu
RO »daa-be-, daabe
BO sa-, duy, zAhlaw
AB ya-a6, shOr
KO Ojoiha, naoshiha
DF AyAppA CY3inchungna, ajengpa CTlinchuna, ejido
MK akebi, aso, ai
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